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Documentary Evidence

A baseline study on the state of media reporting on ICT and

information society issues in Africa

This study was commissioned by the Economic Commission

for Africa (ECA) through the Development Information Services

Division (DISD). Roland Stanbridge, Director of the MA in

Global Journalism, Department of Media Studies, Orebro
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Maria Ljunggren, Research Assistant in the Department. It was

edited by Gill Dwyer. Eighteen journalists and media

researchers in the nine survey countries conducted the daily

media monitoring. They are:
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Egypt
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Mahitab Ezz El Din
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Kwami Ahiabenu II

Dr Niyi Alabi

Malawi

Thorn Khanje

Raphael Kinn L. Tenthani
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Rachid Jankari

Saad Mouline
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Crecencio Jose

Marta Odallah

Rwanda

fries Mpambara

Nathan Mugume

Senegal

Mamadou Dieye

Esperance Karwera

The authors would like to extend a special word of thanks to

Marguerite Marie Therese Boulanger of Vaxholm, Sweden,

for her invaluable contribution in translating nearly all the

material from Morocco, Senegal and Cameroon into English.
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The nine fffrican countries under focus

MOROCCO

Capital city Rabat

Total area [square kilometers] 71D.B5Q

Total population 28.7

GOP [USS billions] 33.3

SENEGAL

Capital city

Total area [square kilometers]

Total population

GDP [USS billions]

Dakar

196,722

5.5

U

—j

N

GHANA

Capital city

Total area [sqoare kilometers]

Total population

GDP [05$ billions]

CAMEROON

Capital city

Total area [square kilometers]

Total population

GDP [USD billions]

Accra

238,537

19.3

5.2

Yaounde

W5M0

HJ

9.9

—' 1

EGYPT

Capital city Cairo

Total area [square kilometers] 1,001450

Total population 6V0

GDP [OSS billions]

ETHIOPIA

Capital city

Total area [square kilometers]

Total population

GDP [USS billions]

Addis Ababa

1M000

6U

64

i

RWANDA

Capital city

Total area [square kilometers]

Total population

GDP [OSS billions]

Kigali

26.3M1

8.5

1.8

MALAWI

Capital city

Total area [square kilometers]

Total population

GDP [0G$ billions]

Lilongwe

11B.W

10.3

1.7

MOZAMBIQUE

Capital city Maputo

Total area [square kilometers] 799,390

Total population 17.7

GDP [0S$ billions] 3.e
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Foreword

This study, the first of its kind to be undertaken in

Africa, offers a unique perspective often overlooked

by information and communication technology for

development (ICT4D) practitioners into the level of

media engagement in the emerging information

society in Africa. It provides documentary evidence

for the 2003 Geneva meeting of the World Summit on

Information Society (WSIS). It should encourage

improvement with respect to media and ICT4D

issues, come the next round of the Summit scheduled

for Tunis in 2005.

A key issue is how African societies can better

understand whether, how and under what conditions

ICTs can best be used in the fight against poverty and

in the development process in general. Can ICTs be

used to drive economic growth? Do they help to

empower poor people by opening up educational and

other opportunities? How can they be used to

improve the quality and delivery of public services?

What are the potentially harmful side effects of the

new technologies and how are they best avoided?

To a large extent, these questions are not being

addressed, and awareness of the impact of the

information society remains largely anecdotal. This is

where the media can play a pivotal role. Yet, as this

study reveals, there is still a wide gap in the

knowledge and comprehension of the subject among

media professionals in relation to development

trends within national contexts.

This document provides a sobering view of media

and participation and promotion of information

society issues. Many of the countries surveyed have

formulated or are implementing National Information

and Communication Infrastructure Plans (NICIs)/e-

strategies, yet the stark reality is that not many

journalists are engaged in the issues; and if they are,

it is from a limited perspective. This increases the

need for extensive consultation with key

stakeholders, especially the media, during the

formulation of policies. The African Information

Society Initiative (AISI), which is Africa's action

framework to build the continent's information and

communication infrastructure, aims at supporting

and accelerating socio-economic development across

the region. Driven by critical development

imperatives, it focuses on priority strategies,

programmes and projects, which can assist in the

sustainable build up of an information society in

African countries. AISI also spells out the role of each

and every actor, and for the media it states:

in addition to being an essential means for information dissemination,

the mass media plays a critical role in spreading awareness in Africa of

the importance and benefits of the information revolution. Newspapers,

radio and television provide an easy, accessible and cheap means of

carrying information to the end user. Communities in Africa do not have

to wait for the Internet to receive much of the information it carries.

The mass media can access many of the existing sources Df information

and provide broad channels of communications to the poor and to
i

remote areas.

It is further recommended that media organizations

should therefore contribute to the AISI by:

(a) Creating awareness about the Initiative in the

community at large;

(b) Providing ways and means of disseminating

information resulting from the Initiative;

(c) Opening channels for communication which

reach out to all citizens.

Since the Initiative was launched in 1996, there has

been an explosion of ICT4D activities in most parts of

Africa, led by governments, civil society

organizations (CSOs) and international development

agencies. Yet the level of awareness of the issues does

not correspond to the level of initiatives that have

been launched. It is clear that a strong outreach

programme to strengthen awareness on ICT4D issues

is needed particularly where key actors are

concerned. Their active participation needs

encouragement and support.

It is hoped that this publication will provide all those

with an interest in ICT4D issues in Africa (including

Economic Commission for Africa, J

infrastructure (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Economic Commission for Africa, 1996).
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the media) with food for thought and will open a

window of opportunity for greater intervention and

further research with respect to media and ICTs in

Africa.

The study was funded by the Open Society Initiative

for West Africa (OSIWA). OSIWA is part of a global

network of 32 autonomous foundations founded and

supported by George Soros, committed to the

advancement of an open society. OSIWA believes that

it best serves democracy, good governance, the rule of

law, and basic freedoms by sustaining catalytic and

innovative initiatives that add value to the efforts of

West Africa's civil society. It seeks to collaborate with

advocacy groups, like-minded foundations,

governments and donors. OSIWA further recognizes

the importance of incorporating global developments

in building open societies and the key role of the

media and information technology.

It is the hope of OSIWA and the Economic

Commission for Africa (ECA) that come 2005 in

Tunis, African media will have taken up the

challenge of responsible reporting on ICT4D, in a way

that informs citizens, stimulates debate and asks the

right questions.

The production of documentary evidence took an

enormous amount of time and energy. ECA and

OSIWA would like to give special thanks to Roland

Stanbridge and his Research Assistant Maria

Ljunggren, every country monitor in Cameroon,

Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi, Mozambique,

Morocco, Rwanda and Senegal and the editor, Gill

Dwyer.

Further acknowledgement must go to the ICT team in

ECA who assembled the valuable information needed

on the state of the media and ICT policy in each

country. This includes, Aida Opoku-Mensah, Atsuko

Okuda, Afework Temtime, Assefa Bahta, Eskedar

Nega, Gorfu Assefa and Mohamed Timoulali.

Additional editorial suggestions by Lorna Davidson

and Mercy Wambui as well as design options by

Teshome Yohannes are also appreciated.

OSIWA and ECA have been collaborating in

promoting ICT for development in Africa on a

number of fronts. These include assisting African

civil society organizations (CSOs) to formulate a

common position for the WSIS during the joint

Association for Progressive Communications (APC)

and ECA ICTs policy workshop, that was held in

November 2003 as well as supporting the

participation of various stakeholders in the Summit

process from now to WSIS 2005.

Karima Bounemra Ben Soltane

Director

Development Information Services Division (DISD)

Economic Commission for Africa

Kakuna Kerina

Executive Director

Open Society Initiative for West Africa (OSIWA)

Senegal
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Mandate for the Study

This study was commissioned by the Development

Information Services Division (DISD) of ECA. The

terms of reference required that survey instruments

and a methodology be developed for measuring and

assessing the level and extent of reporting and

coverage on information society issues by media

across the continent, including developing indicators

for measuring and assessing the survey results.

The study was to:

• Undertake needs assessments of African media

practitioners so as to enable them to report

effectively on ICT and information society issues;

• Commission baseline surveys among various

media, once the instruments and methodology had

been developed, to gather data and determine the

level of reporting on information society issues

among media practitioners in Africa - including

newspapers, radio and television stations, as well

as Internet-based media;

• Coordinate and collate survey results and findings,

with comparative and contextual analysis of the

state of ICTs and information society reporting

among practitioners in both State-owned and

private/independent media.

The objectives of the survey were to:

• Provide insight into the state of reporting on

information society issues by media practitioners

on the continent;

• Assist in shaping the scope and categories for the

AISI Media Awards, which ECA launched in 2002,

to strengthen reporting on ICTs for development

and information society issues;

• Provide a basis for African media practitioners to

specialize in these issues and give greater coverage

to promoting and stimulating debate on the

information society;

• Provide a resource for media practitioners and

institutions on the continent; and

• Contribute to the goals of AISI.

The Study was peer-reviewed during the Third

Committee on Development Information (CODI III).

ECA decided to publish the study and launch it at the

2003 World Summit on Information Society in

Geneva.
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Background

The information revolution is spearheading the

growth of knowledge societies. As a result, over 350

million people around the globe have access to the

Internet and approximately one billion people will be

online by 2005." Knowledge is now a critical

component of production, often disseminated and

accessed through an interesting and innovative mix

of both old and new technologies. The telephone,

television and computer are merging into single

multipurpose devices. Computers and appliances

with silicon chips as well as network connections are

spreading into every business and home.

By the year 2020, it has been predicted that 12 billion

devices will be connected to the global information

infrastructure, including such ubiquitous items as

light bulbs, heart pacemakers and fridges. At the

same time, the low cost of communications and

accessibility of global networks mean that it is as easy

for an individual to reach one person as it is to reach

10 million. However, the stark reality is that more

than 850 million people in the developing world are

excluded from the information society.

Of the estimated 350 million users of the Internet and

one billion users of fixed telephone lines in the

world, Africa has the lowest share (1.2%) and the

second lowest (2%), respectively. Yet, the use of ICTs

is spreading faster than any technology in the history

of humanity and Africa cannot afford to miss

participating in this revolution. Realizing the full

potential that the information revolution could bring

to Africa, ECA spearheaded an African-owned digital

vision for the continent.

The process of developing an African vision for the

information age began in April 1995 with the African

Regional Symposium on Telematics for Development

organized by ECA, the International Tele

communication Union (ITU), the United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

(UNESCO), and the International Development

Research Centre (IDRC).

In May 1995, the twenty-first meeting of the ECA

Conference of Ministers, which consists of the 53

African ministers of Social and Economic

Development and Planning, adopted Resolution 795

entitled "Building Africa's Information Highway". In

response to this resolution, ECA appointed a High-

Level Working Group ICTs to draft an action

framework to utilize ICTs to accelerate the socio-

economic development of Africa and its people.

The High-Level Working Group consisting of 11

experts on information technology in Africa,

developed "Africa's Information Society Initiative

(AISI): An Action Framework to Build Africa's

Information and Communication Infrastructure".

This initiative aims at supporting and accelerating

socio-economic development across the region. It is

driven by critical development imperatives and

focuses on priority strategies, programmes and

projects for sustainable build up of an information

society in Africa.

The development of the African Information Society

Initiative is enabling the continent's leaders, decision

makers and planners to position Africa in the world's

rapidly expanding global economic system and to

accelerate the pursuit of its development goals. The

new technologies offer the potential to create jobs at

much lower levels of capital investment and exploit

Africa's information resources without the need for

corresponding financial wealth. The cost of entry into

global markets is becoming virtually insignificant,

and exploiting the information economy consumes

minimal resources other than the effort and ingenuity

of its members.

The implementation of the AISI action plan is taking

place at the country level, starting with the

development of National Information and

Communication Infrastructure (NICI) plans.

Consequently, addressing the role of ICTs in

advancing Africa's development priorities requires a

better understanding of the new means of interaction

offered by the global information infrastructure. This

is where the media become critical agents in

advancing knowledge and promoting debates on the

goals of the emerging information society.

Furthermore, African capacities to analyse, assess

2 This background discussion was contained in the original ECA document commissioning the study.
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and create greater awareness have to be enhanced if

the continent is to become an active participant in the

global information society. In addition to being an

essential means for information dissemination, the

mass media plays a critical role in spreading

awareness of the importance and benefits of the

information revolution. Newspapers, radio and

television provide an easy, accessible and cheap

means of carrying information to end-users.

Communities in Africa do not have to wait for the

Internet to receive much of the information it carries.

The mass media can access many of the existing

sources of information and provide broad channels of

communication to the poor and to remote areas.

The advent of media pluralism across the continent

since the democratization process, has given a new

lease of life to an emerging, independent media sector

in most African nations, as well as to the State-owned

media making them an important group in the

awareness-raising activities. Furthermore, there is no

comprehensive media initiative based on ICTs for

development on the continent. This represents a

weak area for the media in Africa. Programmes geared

towards using the media for building greater

awareness on this subject and enhancing media usage

of ICTs are long overdue.
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I

Introduction
tiida Opoku-Mensah

The aim of this study was to gather information on

how the media are reacting to the advent of

information and communication technologies (ICTs)

and the information society.

The first of its kind to be undertaken in Africa, it

offers a perspective often overlooked by ICT4D

practitioners on the role of media in the information

society, providing a snapshot on the extent of

coverage over a two-month period. Although this is a

relatively short period of time, it does give an

indication of the attention selected media in nine

countries give to such issues. Given that the media

are a forum as well as a channel for communicating

diverse ideas and information, their centrality cannot

be overlooked. This role could in turn help people to

make informed decisions and choices about the

emerging information society in their countries.

The information contained in this study is useful not

only for those media which have not yet started to

deal with these issues, because their countries are

less advanced on the road to the information society,

but also for ICT4D practitioners and promoters who

are defining their e-priorities in Africa.

A ROLE FOR THE MEDIA IN BUILDING AN

INFORMATION SOCIETY

Addressing the role of ICTs in advancing Africa's

development requires a better understanding of the

new possibilities for interaction offered by the

information society. Furthermore, African capacities

to analyse the situation and create greater awareness

have to be stepped up if the continent is to become an

active participant in the global information society.

In addition to being an essential means for

information dissemination, the mass media should be

playing a critical role in spreading awareness of the

benefits that can be obtained from the effective use of

ICTs in, for instance, medicine so that rural

communities that have to travel hundreds of

kilometres for medical information can gain access

from their villages. Journalists can explain how

through computers X-rays can be taken of people

living in rural areas and sent via e-mail to capital

cities where doctors can diagnose and prescribe

treatment from this simple act. In the same vein,

stories such as how farmers can use personal digital

assistants (PDAs) to sell their produce, identifying

buyers and markets in a relatively short space of time,

thereby increasing then- profits, should be told.

It is clear that communities in Africa need not wait

for Internet access to receive much of the information

it carries because the mass media can access existing

sources of information and provide broad channels of

communication to ordinary people and to remote

areas. The abundance of information on the Internet

means that media with access will have an important

role in filtering and interpreting information for the

public.

The media should be at the forefront, asking

questions and seeking answers on how Africa can

address its poor information infrastructure and what
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governments and society at large are doing. What

does it entail for countries in Africa to embark on

expensive and highly sophisticated information

systems for e-governance when a mere 5 per cent or

so of the population have access to the Internet?

Where there are no visible signs of development

towards an information society taking place, the

media could enquire why this is not the case. This

study shows that the media are doing almost nothing

to amplify the views, concerns and situation of

people excluded from the information society,

including many women, children, rural dwellers and

those with disabilities.

Following on from that, they can strengthen citizens'

access to information and are also better placed to

monitor ICT trends in their countries. With the

explosion of mobile telephony, more citizens can

participate effectively through radio phone-in

programmes, for instance on national ICT debates.

Apart from promoting the concept of ICT4D in their

countries, the media themselves should be key users

of ICTs. The increasing presence of African media as

online providers of news and information in itself

attests to their centrality. Through digital technology,

the media can store and transmit data in various

forms including text, photos, audio, video, animation

and various combinations rapidly, inexpensively and

in ways never before possible. This phenomenon has

led to the concept of multimedia in which

information can be presented in various forms, on

one medium at the same time.

AFRICA LAGGING BEHIND

As this study reveals, the media in Africa are, with

notable exceptions, far from being a promoter of the

information society in Africa. The reality is that this

publication provides a startling revelation of how ill-

prepared the African media is when it comes to

reporting on these issues.

"From the horse's mouth" - Views of media leaders

With the exception of Egypt and Morocco, coverage of

information society issues in the remaining seven

countries is relatively negligible. Most editors

interviewed from the selected media for this

publication underscore the fact that there is simply

no real capacity for reporting in this particular area,

and as the overall document discloses this is a serious

handicap. According to Steve Nhlane, editor of the

Nation Publications in Malawi, which publishes the

Nation and Weekend Nation: "We have not reached

that stage as a nation where IT matters would attract

serious attention from our readers, despite their

importance. Malawi as a nation is not yet

computerized, so to speak".

"...Malawi is still finding its feet in information

technology so most of the time it's our clients who

phone us up if they have a function to do with IT".

Yet, Malawi is one of the many African countries that

is finalizing a national ICT strategy/policy.

Over the last six to seven years and since the African

Development Forum of 1999, which examined the

challenges to Africa of the Information Age, many

national e-strategies and policies have been

launched. With respect to the ECA-led ICT

policy process the National Information and

Communication Infrastructure plans, for example,

have involved public consultations with various

stakeholders. The fact still remains whether this

process should have been left to the media

professionals to either lead or continue, and/or

whether this should and needs to be done in

partnership with them.

There is also the question of priorities and where the

interests of media gatekeepers such as editors and

heads of agencies lie. Ezequiel Mavota, the
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Information Director of Radio Mogambique, said

when interviewed by Marta Odallah that information

society issues are not newsworthy and that the

country's problems, which are his priority, do not

necessarily include ICT issues. Yet Mozambique

launched its National Information and

Communication Infrastructure policy and plan in

May 1997 and has been one of the most ICT-active

countries on the continent working with a large

number of international partners. One of the key

objectives of the policy is to use ICTs to fight poverty

and to improve Mozambicans' living conditions.

Nevertheless, it is refreshing to see that there are

instances where media institutions have taken the

lead in not only using ICTs for their work but also

actively promoting the issues, he Soleil, a daily

newspaper in Senegal was one of the pioneers and

innovators of ICTs in the country's media industry,

even if it was largely through the enthusiasm of the

senior editor at that time, Seydou Sissouma. He

achieved a tremendous feat by establishing a network

for Internet-based collaboration among the

newspapers of the sub-region, as well as prioritized

ICT4D reporting. Although Le Soleil's capacity to

generate interesting ICT stories has been diminished

since Sissouma left to become adviser to the

President of Mali, the paper still continues with its

monthly ICT page and is engaged in projects to

implement multimedia centres in the county.

Another encouraging example comes from Ethiopia

where the Ethiopian Herald when monitored over the

two-month period carried both news and opinion

about technology issues despite the fact that the

newspaper itself has no access to modern forms of

ICTs. "We have no fax, email nor Internet yet. All the

paper has in its grip right now is a few phones", said

editor Tsege Gebreamlak.

Ethiopian Television is not much different. There is

only one Internet-connected computer available for

all the reporters and none of the newsroom staff are

conversant with ICT issues and not many of the

reporters know how to use a PC.

Radio Rwanda's Director, Willy Rukundo goes to the

heart of the matter when he lays it bare that the

media itself has to be ICT savvy before reporting on

the issue. He admits that "our newsroom and other

staff have many urgent training needs which includes

elementary IT skills, basic knowledge of how to use

digital radio broadcasting equipment, using IT in

research, and working with digital audio and digital text".

It was a similar situation in Cameroon when Michel

Djock Abanda, director of Radio at Cameroon Radio

and Television, told Olivier Nzepa that the station

had urgent needs such as "equipment, computers, the

connection of our newsroom to the Internet, the

effective practice of IT in the daily work of

journalists".

Due to the fact that not many locally relevant ICT

stories are generated by the media, there is a

tendency to rely on international news agencies for

stories on IT or ICTs. "We do publish ICT stories, but

these come from BBC, CNN etc., and also our

journalists help themselves to IT stories that exist on

the Net", says Jean Luc Kouamou, an editor at the

Cameroon Tribune. This is a common scenario.

For journalists to be able to understand and report on

the complexities of the information society requires a

firm commitment and investment from media

gatekeepers and owners in training of journalists. It is

harder still when the journalists themselves are

caught on the wrong side of the digital divide. With

little grounding on the issues, it becomes difficult to

generate ICT stories beyond coverage of government

and private sector events.

With these insights, we get a rough picture that, even

though editors are conscious of the advent of the

information society, their understanding is somewhat

superficial and hazy. What is more important, they

are also unaware of the current debates and thinking

surrounding the information society in Africa, which

could be a reason behind the negligible amount of

coverage in their media in general.

Problems in a nutshell

Among problems this study highlighted the

following:

• ICT reportage is event driven - there is almost no

analysis or criticism;

• It is urban-focused. Nothing or almost nothing is
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written about the multitude of ICT-focused projects

in rural areas;

1 There tends to be no background, no context, no

follow-up of ICT stories;

Stories are often superficial, indicating that

journalists do not understand the issues. Even

editors are often not well informed;

Neither journalists nor editors seem to be informed

about the African Information Society (AISI)

Initiative or the World Summit on the Information

Society (WSIS). Almost nothing is written about

them;

The voice of the people on the subject of ICTs is

completely absent. Nothing is heard about the

people's problems, needs and successes; and

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are not

telling their stories about ICT projects. There is an

apparent lack of media liaison.

flISI AND THE MEDIA

The genesis of this document stems from the AISI

Outreach and Communication Programme that aims

at strengthening awareness on information society

issues among key stakeholders in Africa. Apart from

policy makers and decision makers, these include

civil society, parliamentarians, academia, private

sector, women's groups, and last but not the least the

media.

As can be deduced from this study, ICT4D as an issue

is low on the African news agenda. Yet, if the

information society is to be sustained, then the media

must be one of the prime movers and shakers of this

process, stimulating debate, amplifying the voices of

the marginalized, serving as a watchdog in the

implementation of national strategies. Clearly, these

are some of the missing elements in many countries

that can in the long run have drastic effects on how

far a country can go in democratizing access to the

information society. The challenge therefore is: can

the media be brought on board the information

society? What does it take and can a culture of ICT4D

reporting be cultivated in Africa?

In response to some of these questions, ECA has

initiated efforts to build the capacity of African media

as part of the outreach programme of the African

Information Society Initiative.

The AISI Media Awards

This initiative is aimed at encouraging more

informed coverage of the information society and

ICT4D issues in Africa. The award also recognizes

individual journalists and media institutions based in

Africa that are promoting journalism which

contributes to a better understanding of the

information society in Africa. This programme

launched in 2003 has been in partnership with the

Open Society Initiative for Southern Africa (OSISA),

with the International Institute for Communication

and Development (IICDJ, International Development

Research Centre (IDRC) and the Open Society

Initiative for West Africa sponsoring various

categories.
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GETTING AFRICA ON THE ROAD

SOCIETY

In collaboration with the Global Knowledge

Partnership (GKP) and the Swiss Agency for

Development and Cooperation (SDC), ECA organized

the first Media Forum during Bamako 2002, which

was the African Regional Preparatory conference on

the World Summit on the Information Society. The

main objectives of the Forum were to discuss the role

of the media in the development of the information

society, to outline the challenges of globalization and

the knowledge economy, and to create a network of

journalists for promoting Africa's digital

opportunities. Some of the key recommendations

included:

• The need for the introduction of new technologies

at media training schools in order that practitioners

can master the use of ICTs in their work;

• Development of strategies for the creation of

African content that finances and sustains the

media;

• Encouraging "ICT media" to promote the

information society in Africa.

• The second Media Forum held in Addis Ababa in

May 2003 drew up a blueprint for strengthening the

media's knowledge and understanding of ICT4D

issues and mechanisms for their participation in

the Summit.

This report recommends a number of measures

which would enable the African media to utilize and

to contribute towards building up an information

society. (See Recommendations for the full list. Some

highlights of these recommendations are:)

• A continent-wide survey on available training. This

would assist in planning new training initiatives.

The information made available on a searchable

Internet site would enable media to discover and

utilize training available in Africa and worldwide;

• Introduction of online training for journalists and

trainers. This could be less expensive and more

feasible than travelling away for courses;

" Awards to journalists and media. Better awards to

journalists should come in the form of courses and

digital hardware; and

• A study on ICT-related projects run by NGOs.

Among other benefits, this would pinpoint

problems with media liaison and reveal why they

are not receiving publicity.

ICTCD Training Module

Based on the evidence provided in this study, training

for media personnel constitutes an important element

and a central focus for promoting the information

society in Africa. As a result, an ICT4D training

manual has been developed for use by media training

institutions on the continent aimed at editors as well

as reporters.

With these initiatives being undertaken across Africa,

it is hoped that in the coming years, there will be a

larger crop of journalists that can report on

information society issues in a more pronounced

way. Certainly there is room for greater inventiveness

in various ways, especially in meeting training needs

that can enable greater participation in the

Information Society.
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II

Theory and Methodology

This part covers key definitions, the study design, the

monitored media and the methods used to conduct

the study.

DEFINITIONS

The information society and ICTs

transmission of information by electronic means,

such as radio, television, computers, fixed and

mobile phones, cables and so on, whereas

information society refers to the type of society that

results from the importance of information and

knowledge in society and economy due to the

adoption and expansion of the above technologies.

First used in the late 1970s/early 1980s as a term

referring to the post-industrial society, the meaning of

the term information society remains somewhat

ambiguous. A range of theoretical works dealing with

the concept have been published, each considering

the concept in its own specific way, and there is no

one single definition of the notion. One of the more

frequently used definitions is the one suggested by

Manuel Castells, who defines the information(al)

society as "a specific form of social organization in

which information generation, processing, and

transmission become the fundamental sources of

productivity and power, because of new

technological conditions emerging in this historical

period" (Castells 1996, p. 21).

Other definitions argue that an information society is

one where information and knowledge, as well as the

related technologies, play a key role in production,

education, social relationships and politics - thus

also including the technological tools in the concept.

Arguing that "informational" is a more correct term

than "information", as information has always been

part of socio-economic development, in this case

Castells' definition would be more useful for

analytical purposes as it highlights the distinction

between the technologies, on the one hand, and, on

the other hand, the new forms of societal organization

these technologies bring about. Consequently, in the

material sampling process for this study the term

ICTs refers to technologies that can be combined to

facilitate communication and the processing and

Example I summary report on ICTs

Newspaper article on a new appliance server

produced by an Egyptian information technology

company. The chief executive officer (CEO) of the

company believes that the new server will sweep

the Arab market for its hi-tech technology and

compatible price.

Example II summary report item on

information society

Radio debate with students from two secondary

schools. The issue discussed was "advantages

and disadvantages of the emergence of

Information Technology to the cultural values of

Malawi".

For sampling purposes this distinction has proven

useful. However, as will be evident, in reality this

distinction is not as easily made. For example, the

Internet is indeed a technology in that its use relies

on technologies (computers, modems etc.). At the

same time it is also a cultural, educational and

entertainment tool for a large number of people,

which is to a great extent altering social relations

between people. In the following discussion,

therefore, the above definitions will be abandoned in

favour of a more multifaceted and intertwined

understanding of the terms. The above definitions

have been used as sampling criteria only.

3 See for example, Yoneji Masuda (listed in Bibliography).
4 Some theorists even speak of "information societies" rather than "an information society" as the terra encompasses so many uitierent meanings.

See for example Hamelink's Keynote at the opening session of the Civil Society Sector meeting at the WSIS Prepcom 1. Available at
http://www.geneva2003.or -ne/uvenls/documents/gen_hamelink_en.htm {accessed 2 October 2003).
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PROCEDURE AND DESIGN

The project was outlined as follows:

1 Research and project design: This phase involved

the development of survey instruments and

methodology for measuring and assessing the level

and extent of reporting and coverage of

information society issues among the media across

the continent, including indicators for measuring

and assessing the survey results. Considerations

also included: the time over which the monitoring

should take place, which countries and which

media to include (electronic, print, private, public

etc.) and main questions to be answered. It was

decided that two monitors (collaborating partners)

should be identified in each country to assist in

the media monitoring process. Also, during this

phase the code sheet was constructed.

2 Selection of monitors: Potential monitors were

approached and selected. Those approached

include journalists with a particular interest in

ICT developments, or media academics with

expertise in the field (for a full record of all

monitors see Appendix 6). Detailed guidelines on

how to conduct the monitoring were forwarded to

all monitors, including a list of keywords to assist

in identifying stories and broadcasts. Two

monitors were identified in each country - one to

follow print media and one to follow electronic

media. For reasons of access it was decided that

the Internet-based media would be monitored

from Orebro University in Sweden.

3 In-country monitoring and interviewing: Each of

the monitors conducted the research according to

the agreed guidelines. An online discussion group

was set up as a forum for all participants in the

study to share their findings and draw preliminary

conclusions. For each of the eight weeks of the

study, the findings were summarized and

submitted by e-mail to the research centre in

Sweden. For the print media, the summary reports

carried information about: date, name of monitor,

name of publication, article type, headline,

byline/author, page number, length, as well as a

summary of the content. For broadcast media, the

reports held information about date, name of

monitor, country, name of TV/radio station,

programme title, programme type, name of

producer, length, time of broadcast as well as a

summary of content.

4 Data processing: The material submitted to the

research centre was coded and entered into a

database known as Statistical Programme for the

Social Sciences (SPSS). To provide knowledge of

the focus and spread of ICT reporting, each item

was assigned to a major category, identified as the

primary topic or theme of the material. Prior to the

monitoring period some 20 categories were

created. Once the actual stories arrived, the

number of categories increased to a total of 34

(listed in Appendix 1). Some initial categories had

to be abandoned. For example, the category

"conferences, seminars" proved to be unsuitable. It

became clear that the conference subject -

distance education, telecommunications

development, etc. - was a more meaningful

identifier. Materials in French, Arabic and

Portuguese were translated. All material was in

addition to the quantitative breakdown analysed

in a qualitative manner.

5 Writing up the report: During the last phase, the

survey results and findings were coordinated and

collated into this final report containing an

analysis of the material as well as some ideas on

how to potentially address imbalances. The report

also contains some suggestions for further

research.



SELECTION OF MATERIAL

Countries

The baseline study should determine the state of

reporting on ICT issues among media practitioners on

the African continent, and nine countries were

selected to represent the continent, covering

approximately 15 per cent of African States.

Purposive sampling was used to get a fair measure of

representation according to the following criteria:

Geography:

Language:

selection should be made so that

countries are geographically spread

around the continent.

countries should be selected to allow

for representation of Arabic, English,

French, and Portuguese language

media.

ICT activities: the selection should represent both

(relatively) high and low ICT activity

countries, based on status of

implementation of NICI

policies/plans. However, only one of

the three countries with the highest

ICT activities (Egypt, Nigeria, South

Africa) should be included to avoid

misrepresentation.

The following countries were selected for inclusion:

Egypt, Ethiopia, Cameroon, Ghana, Malawi, Morocco,

Mozambique, Rwanda, and Senegal. (See table 1.)
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ECA and the authors appreciate that this is not

comprehensive, but the purpose of this baseline

study is not to provide a total picture. It is rather to

provide some first insights into the state of reporting

on ICTs and information society issues, and to

identify basic trends.

Media monitored

Although media monitoring does not offer any proof

of media influence, or necessarily mirror reality, one

objective of the study is to reflect upon the manner in

which the media presents ICT issues to the public.

The aim is to draw some general conclusions about

the dominant discourse on ICTs and information

society issues, and thus provide some indication as to

how mainstream media provide common, everyday

understanding of issues related to ICTs. Therefore,

the study targets mainstream media rather than

specialized media. The selection of media was

primarily based on:

• Type of media (print, broadcast and Internet);

• Diversity of ownership (including State-owned

and private/independent);

• Frequency of publication or broadcasting (daily

preferred over weekly); and

• Circulation/reach (number of

readers/listeners/viewers).

• Small adjustments to these criteria were, when

necessary, permitted (see below).

Table 1 Countries

Geography

Language

ICT status

Geography: N =

Language: A =

ICT status: IP

selected.

Egypt

N

A

F

North, S =

Arabic, E -

= Country in

showing

Ethiopia

E

E

TP

South. E

English.

process

language and ICT status

Cameroon Ghana

C W

F E

IP IP

= East W = West. C = Central

: = French. P * Portuguese

of developing policy/plan, F -

Malawi

S

E

IP

Morocco

N

F/A

F

Country having finalized

Mozambique

S

P

F

policy/plan

Rwanda

C

F

F

Senegal

H

F

F

5 Based on information from http://www.uneca.org/aisi/nici/graph.htm (accessed 2 October 2003].
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Press

The state of press freedom is far from uniform

throughout the African continent. The Horn of Africa

is seen as one of the worst regions for journalists, and

in some States in southern Africa, a region previously

held up as a model for freedom of expression, the

situation has been deteriorating. On the other hand,

there are also countries that demonstrate good

respect for press freedom, and where reporters have

relative freedom. Also the state of press freedom

varies between the countries included in the study,

ranging from Cameroon, where the media are subject

to considerable government restriction and

journalists are sometimes jailed for being too critical

of the Government, to Senegal which enjoys one of

the most unrestricted media climates in the region

and where the constitution guarantees freedom of the

news media.'

In rural areas of Africa the significance of the printed

press is admittedly not as strong as that of radio, or

even television. Illiteracy continues to be high across

Africa, and newspaper circulation is still relatively

low. One of the main problems of the circulation of

newspapers is poor distribution systems.

Consequently, rural populations are generally not

well served by the national press. However, the press

is influential in that it caters for many of the groups

in society participating in the public debate. Also in

many countries, the media market has been

deregulated during recent years, and one result has

been a growing number of newspapers. Many of them

are, however, either weeklies or are published on an

irregular basis. For example, there is no daily

newspaper in Rwanda. Therefore, the frequency

criterion for this study has not always been met.

Apart from this, two newspapers from each country

were selected according to the above principles. They

are given in table 2.

Table 2 Print media

Country

Cameroon

Egypt

Ethiopia

Ghana

Malawi

Morocco

Mozambique

Rwanda

Senegal

included in this study

Newspaper

Cameroon Tribune

Mutations

PI Phram

Pt Rlam Pt Youtn

Ethiopian Herald

Daily Monitor

[Fortune]

Daily Graphic

The Chronicle

Daily Times

Nation/Weekend Nation

Le Matin

Leconomiste

Diario de Mogambique

Zambeze

New Times

Imvabo Nshya

le Soleil

Bud Quotidien

Broadcast media monitored

Radio remains the most widespread and popular tool

of communication in Africa as it can overcome

problems of distance, illiteracy and language

diversity better than any of the other media. Just as

for the press, the broadcast sector is increasingly

opening up for de-regularization and privatization

and in many countries the general framework of the

broadcast media is being redefined. As a result of the

ending of many of the State monopolies, the

emergence of new actors is creating a new context for

the broadcast media, especially radio.

However, the broadcast media are generally kept

under stricter control by the Governments, and the

radio and television market has not been deregulated

to the same extent as is the case for the printed press.

Also, television often operates under stricter

legislation than radio. As with the press, the

countries selected for this study range from those

with only government-owned broadcast media, such

as Egypt, to those with a number of privately-owned

radio and television stations such as Mozambique. As

a result, for the broadcast media, the diversity of

ownership criteria has not always been satisfied.

Otherwise, selection has been made according to the

6 For an overview of the state of press freedom in different countries see, for example, freedom of the Press Throughout the World - 2003 Report

Africa by Reporters Without Borders (http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=6462 accessed on 2 October 2003). See the map showing countries

presenting a threal to press freedom, http://www.r5f.org/rubrique.php3 ?id_rubrique=20, and http://www.rsf.org/mbrique.php3?id_mbrique=378
(accessed on 2 October 2003).
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Table 3 Broadcast media included in the study

Country

Cameroon

Egypt

Ethiopia

Ghana

Malawi

Morocco

Mocambique

Rwanda

Senegal

Radio

Cameroon Radio and Television [CRTVJ

Radio and Television Siantou [RTS]

Egyptian Radio and Television Union [ERTU]

Radio Ethiopia

Radio Faoa

Ghana Broadcasting Corporation IBBCJ

Joy FM

Malawi Broadcasting Corporation

Capital Radio 1D2.5 FM

Radio Television Marocaine [RTM]

2M

Radio Mogambigue

Radio Rwanda

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise

Wai Fadjri FM

Television

Cameroon Radio and Television [CRTVJ

Radio and Television Siantou [RTS]

Egyptian Radio and Television Union [ERTUJ

Ethiopian Television [ETV]

Ghana Broadcasting Corporation [GBC]

Television Malawi [TVM]

Radio Television Marocaine [RTM]

Televisao de Mozambique

Televisao Miramar

Televisioo Rwanda

Radiodiffusioo-Television Senegalaise

above conditions. The broadcast media chosen are

shown in table 3.

Internet

Initial checking indicated that mainstream media

with web sites regularly put their ICT stories online

as well. This included the Ethiopian Herald, The

Chronicle in Ghana, Le Soleil and Sud Quotidien in

Senegal, the Cameroon Tribune and the Egyptian

media. To avoid monitoring many stories twice, it

was decided that the Internet-based media to be

monitored should be other than the print and

broadcast media already chosen. We also chose not to

monitor online media that dealt specifically with

ICTs, such as Ethiopia's ICT Focus. In collaboration

with the monitors, a number of other Internet-based

media were chosen. This approach proved to be

unsatisfactory. After three weeks of monitoring

hardly any ICT items were recorded, and a picture

was emerging that incorrectly reflected the ICT

stories available online for the survey countries.

It was therefore decided to monitor the output of ICT

stories from the online portal Allafrica.com, which

gathers material from more than 100 web-based

media organizations around Africa. This would give

some indication of ICT reporting beyond the nine

survey countries, and enable us to assess whether

reporting trends identified in the survey countries

were also more widely applicable. At its web site

Allafrica.com states:

Our aim is to reflect the diversity of reporting, analysis and

commentary from as many as possible of the influential media in

every country. They include government and opposition-controlled

papers, as well as the growing number of independent, professional

news publications across the continent.

1Available at http://www.allafrica.com (accessed 2 October 2003).

m
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UNIT OF ANALYSIS AND NUMBER OF

ITEMS MONITORED

From the media chosen, a decision was taken on what

to monitor. For print media the entire newspaper was

included in the monitoring process. However,

advertisements and classifieds were excluded.

Special pages/sections devoted to ICT issues were

excluded from the statistics, but included in the

country reports. The unit of analysis (i.e. the portion

of material used as an individual item) was set to

whole articles, including text, photographs, headlines

etc.

For broadcast media, major daily news bulletins were

included, plus documentaries, magazines etc. related

to ICT/information society issues. For the news

broadcasts, the unit of analysis was set to the specific

news announcement or recorded item. For other

types of programmes the unit of analysis was set to

the whole broadcast.

Finally, criteria for selecting actual articles for

analysis were established. Two qualities determined

inclusion for analysis: material directly relating to

ICTs or the information society (for definition, see

above), or material indirectly related to

ICT/information society issues such as legal changes,

policy work, etc.

The above criteria for selecting material resulted in

952 items being recorded during the eight-week

monitoring period. The table below illustrates the

number of items monitored in each country. Egypt

accounted for more than half of the material. When

the extent of the Egyptian material became apparent

it was decided that Ahmed el Gody, who was

monitoring the Egyptian print media, should write a

separate section for this report on Egypt and ICTs.

Table 4 shows the total number of ICT reports for

each of the survey countries.

Table;' Total number of ICT reports for each survey country

Country

Cameroon

Egypt

Ethiopia

Ghana

Malawi

Morocco

Mozambique

Rwanda

Senegal

Total

Total items

62

552

45

26

50

92

39

58

2B

952

Although the goal was to record every single item

related to ICTs in the selected media during the two

months of study, occasional articles might have been

overlooked due to the human factor. However,

double-checking the print material and checking

programme listings for broadcast media helped to

ensure that the majority of items were recorded.

Time frame

The monitoring period covered eight successive

weeks during early 2003, starting on 3 March and

ending on 27 April 2003.

The media were monitored on a daily basis during

the eight-week period. The problem with a so-called

"real-time time period" is that it always reflects

events that might not be representative of normal

coverage, and which might also have consequences

for the outcome of the study. For example, the US

invasion of Iraq in March certainly had a significant

impact on general news coverage, especially in the

Arab countries.

Saad Mouline, who monitored broadcast media in

Morocco, commented on this matter:

"Usually, there is more IT coverage in Moroccan

media, but because of the focus on Iraq during the

last few months many domestic issues that used to

make news are no longer covered by the media. I

guess ICTs is one of them.

A similar comment was made by Mahitab Ezz El Din,

who monitored broadcast media in Morocco:

8 Saad Mouline, media monitor, personal communication.
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"I have monitored the usual media this week,

however there was nothing mentioned related to

the project since our broadcast media are

concentrating on the Iraq crisis, and there was no

room for any other topic to be discussed.

However, a period of eight weeks was considered to

be long enough to reveal patterns of ICT coverage by

the media regardless of such event-specific

situations.

METHODOLDGY

The study methodology was designed to provide

insight into the reporting on ICT and information

society issues on the African continent, and also to

enable comparisons between the different countries

to reveal any underlying similarities or differences.

A combination of methods of analysis and data

collection was used, combining quantitative and

qualitative approaches.

Quantitative content analysis

Quantitative content analysis is a way to

systematically examine visible content (Berger 1991).

It identifies the presence, or absence, of certain

elements and establishes the frequency of

occurrence. The purpose of the quantitative analysis

was to provide an overall view of the content with

regard to the numerical occurrence of items, etc. and

to point out some correlations between States and

trends in reporting.

Assessment began with the monitors filling in

standard summary forms each day for every item

monitored. The forms were then submitted, along

with the newspaper clippings/recordings, to the

research centre, where each item/unit was coded into

different categories according to a coding sheet.

During the coding process, a particular set of data

was withdrawn from each item. This data was related

to three groups of information - the first revolved

around the item itself (medium, length, type, position

etc.), the second related to the people behind the

stories (source and origin), and the third to the

content of the items. To check the validity of data, an

inter-coder reliability test was performed on 5 per

cent of the material. No significant differences were

discovered, and overall the inter-coder reliability was

very high (96 per cent), although with some

differences depending on category. The data was then

entered into the SPSS database from which statistics

and graphs were generated.

Areas to be determined/questions to be answered by

the quantitative analysis were:

• Amount of items per week, country and medium

• Dominating article/programme types

• Sources of material

• Geographic focus

• Issues/topics covered?

Quantitative analysis __^__^^__

There is often an incorrect idea that just because a

certain topic or issue receives mention in the media,

that particular topic/issue has been covered in a

satisfactory way. However, the mere presence (or

absence) of a certain issue is not enough to conclude

anything meaningful about how the issue is covered.

Quantitative content analysis is useful for

discovering and measuring various content

dimensions, but a qualitative approach to the

material is critical for further analysis and

interpretation. Hence, the qualitative analysis serves

to elucidate and expand on the statistical

observations, and helps to build a more

comprehensive understanding of the reporting.

The purpose of the qualitative analysis was not to

measure the stories on ICTs appearing in the media.

Rather, the aim was to look at how these stories are

generally reported. Do they occur in isolation or are

they related to wider issues? Are they meaningful to

ordinary citizens? Are they educative? Concerned

with the style of reporting, the qualitative analysis is

in this case much related to the way in which

ICT/information society issues are described.

a Mahitab Ezz El Din, media monitor, personal communication.
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Questions asked were:

• Is context, background provided?

• Are stories related to policy, to development?

• Who are the reporters writing for/speaking to?

(experts, people)

• Does the writer seem to understand the issues?

(errors of fact, superficiality, depth of reporting]

• Clarity in reporting, what is the level of language

use? (easy to understand, jargon)

• Who are represented and given a voice in the

media? (private companies, government, donors,

people, women, youth?)

• How are different parties presented/what roles are

they given? (active/passive?) What do the different

parties discuss?

" How are ICT issues presented? (analysis,

comment, criticism, pro-corporate tone:

explanatory, educative.)

• What are the missing voices, stories and

perspectives?

circumstances, and evaluative to questions

concerning how a person feels about a certain issue/0

Cognitive questions can be further divided according

to how one makes use of the answers; either as

information about certain circumstances/issues, or as

a basis for discovering the interviewees attitudes.

(However, answers to cognitive questions can also

carry evaluative elements.) For this study, the

questionnaire was designed to capture information

both about attitudes towards ICT/information society

issues as news, and also about the use of ICTs as tools

in the daily editorial/journalistic work. Consequently,

both cognitive (do you have a web site?) and

evaluative (do you consider ICT issues to be

newsworthy?) questions were used.

Interviews were carried out with responsible editorial

staff of the monitored media as one objective was to

gain information about processes governing the

practices of selecting material to appear in the media.

Interviews were carried out either face-to-face, over

telephone, or where necessary by e-mail and followed

an open-ended interview guide containing a number

of predetermined questions (see Appendix 5).

However, all monitors were encouraged to add their

own questions as the interview proceeded.

Some editors chose not to be interviewed. (For a list

of interviewees see Appendix 4.)

Interviews

Part of the ECA mandate for this study was to

undertake needs assessments of African media

practitioners, so as to enable them to report more

effectively on ICT and information society issues. In

part, this was done by standardized interviews

conducted with senior representatives of the media

that were monitored. The questionnaires were

designed to capture information about things that

could not be observed by means of textual analysis,

for example attitudes in the newsrooms of the

monitored media towards ICTs, regarding both digital

tools used in their daily work, as well as on a more

strategic level.

There are different options for organizing interviews.

Questions can be either cognitive or evaluative,

where cognitive refers to questions about factual

'0 See Hellvik (Bibliography).
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III

Major Statistical Findings

As the continent is so diverse, it could be dangerous

to generalize about the state of media reporting on

ICT and information society issues in Africa as a

whole. However, the countries included in the study

were chosen so as to ensure a relatively fair

representation of the continent. Furthermore, the

purpose of the study is not to give a total picture, but

rather to point at some basic patterns regarding

journalistic practices and media coverage.

These are the major quantitative findings of the

coverage devoted to ICT and information society

issues in African media.

NUMBER DF ITEMS PER COUNTRY, WEEK

AND MEDIA]

The charts below show the numbers of items

recorded for both print and broadcast media. Egypt

and Morocco do have intensive IGT governmental

activities and it is not surprising that there is a

relatively high degree of media interest. However,

there is not necessarily a direct correlation between

items reported and the degree of ICT activity in the

countries. Rwanda, for example, has less ICT activity

than Senegal but generated more media material. The

total number of stories gathered 3 March to 27 April

2003 was 952, and they were divided between the

nine countries as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 No. of ICT-related items

March-April 2003
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As expected, Egypt dominated the monitoring by

contributing 522, almost 55 per cent of the total items

recorded. Not including Egypt, the items were more

evenly spread among the countries. Story totals from

the other eight countries are shown in figure 2.

Figure 2 No. of fCT related items

[excluding
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11 As the Egyptian material came to dominate the total findings to such a large extent, all charts are presented including and excluding Egypt.
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The total of ICT items recorded each week decreased

quite dramatically in weeks three and four, to rise

again and reach the highest number in the last week

of monitoring. (See figure 3.)

Figure 3 ICT-i elated items per week, nine countries

[including Egypt]. March-April 2003

"s 1DD

Week Week
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The decrease in media coverage of ICT issues was

linked to the US invasion of Iraq, which occupied

much space in the media, especially in its initial

phases. After the first two weeks of the crisis, the

media coverage of ICT issues increased steadily. This

pattern is, however, much dependent on the Egyptian

material. ICT coverage in Egypt decreased even more

dramatically than in the other countries during the

third and fourth week of monitoring. Similarly, as the

Egyptian media began to tie ICTs to the situation in

Iraq, the subsequent increase was more noticeable in

Egypt than when all countries are taken together. The

Iraq crisis brought about an "explosion" of ICT

coverage in the Egyptian media, as many items

discussed the role of Internet and other ICTs during

the conflict. In the other countries, the number of

items per week maintained a rather steady level,

actually showing a slight decrease in the amount of

items recorded over the eight weeks. Some of the

monitors at times reported no ICT stories during a

given week.

Journalist Saad Mouline also wrote in early April:

"There's been nothing on Moroccan radio during

weeks four and five."

In addition, Robertine Tankeu reported:

Week 7 demonstrates the uneasy relationship between the government

and the independent press. Mutations was not available in news stands

because the government prevented the newspaper from publishing an

article on President Biya's succession. Consequently, this weeks

reports rely only on Cameroon Tribune, the official government

newspaper.

Figure ^ ICT-related items per week, eight countries

[excluding Egypt], March-April 2003

Week Week Week Week Week Week Week Week

1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8

For example at the end of March we received an email

from TV journalist Marta Odallah which read:

"There's no report for the third week for the

broadcasting media from Mozambique. During the

fourth week there was only one piece of information."

12 Robertine Tankeu, ICT4D study media monitor, personal communication.
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'PE AND SOURCE DF ITEMS

Generally, the printed press tended to report more

extensively on ICT issues than broadcast media.

Again, the numbers are more noticeable if Egypt is

included in the statistics. The number of items

recorded in the print as opposed to broadcast media

is more equally divided between the two when Egypt

is excluded from the statistics.

Figure 5 Share of ICT-related items for radio, TV and print

media in nine countries. March-April 2003

Radio. 101

Television. 9%

Print Bt%

Figure 6 Share of ICT-related items for radio. TV and print

media in eight countries [excluding Egypt],

March-April 20D3

Radin. Z2%

Print 61%

Television. 17%

Closer examination of the total output of ICT stories

has shown that most radio and television coverage

occurs as items in news broadcasts. In newspapers

more space is available for a greater variety of ICT

news items.

Figure 1 Type of item [including Egypt]

Other, 2Vh

News. 76%

Figure B Type of item [excluding Egypt]

79%

The study reveals that most items depend on

information being provided to the media in the form

of press releases or diarized events such as official

functions. In fact, the data suggests that more than

three quarters of the stories were generated by an

event, as opposed to appearing as an editorial,

commentary, documentary, magazine or feature-type

story. We find the media are not very proactive in

seeking out stories or conducting their own

investigations, and as a consequence they follow

rather than participate in setting the national agenda

for ICT issues.
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CONTENT OF THE COVERAGE

Apart from being classified according to frequency,

source and focus, items were also classified by topic.

Although most items had a dominant theme, items

sometimes dealt with more than one issue and

therefore they did not always fit neatly into the

chosen categories. If an item could fit into more than

one category, the principle of the "inverted pyramid"

(i.e. presenting the main points at the beginning of

the article/broadcast, and progressing through

information of decreasing importance) has been

applied, thus categorizing items according to what

was said in the article heading/broadcast title, or

opening comments.

~\

Figure 9 Wo. of ICT-related items in various categories

[nine countries including Egypt]. March-April 2003
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Overall, the most extensively covered topics were

telecommunications and education. Other issues

attracting much media interest were financial

matters, various phenomena related to the Internet or

web sites, and the role of ICTs in the Iraq conflict. The

study methodology was designed not only to provide

insight into the reporting on ICT issues on the

African continent as a whole, but also to enable

comparisons between the different countries. No

major differences were found between the countries -

telecommunications and education were among the

most heavily covered topics in all countries.

However, it is obvious that the media in countries

where something significant is occurring report more

extensively on that specific issue (see for example the

amount of coverage of the Iraq crisis in the Arabic

press, or the media focus around the tele

communications summit in Mozambique). Neither

were there any significant differences regarding topic

between the different media. What varies though, is

the range of items covered - some countries (Egypt,

Morocco, Cameroon, Malawi) cover a richer variety of

ICT-related issues, whereas others stick to only a few

topics (Senegal, Ghana, Mozambique). A more

detailed account of the coverage in each country is

found in chapter IV.
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Figure 10 No. of Id-related items in various categories,

eight countries [excluding Egypt]. March-April 2003
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Major topics

As noted above, telecommunications, education and

finance were the most frequently covered topics in

the total material. Telecommunications and

education-related ICT items each accounted for 12

per cent of the stories. Excluding Egypt, telecoms

account for almost one fifth of the stories, and

education for one sixth.

Telecommunications

The telecommunications category included mobile

telephony, items related to the building and

development of telecom infrastructure, law and

policy-related items, as well as items on more general

telecom topics.

A strong overall impression after reading through the

March-April telecom stories of the nine survey

countries is that telecommunications events tend to

get mentioned in the media when government

ministers call press meetings or send out press

statements, or when relevant conferences take place.

Consequently variations of the same story often

appear in competing newspapers, and on radio and

TV.

In most of the countries a complete perusal of all

telecommunications stories printed and broadcast

during the two months monitoring period gave no

real understanding of local telecommunications

issues. Egypt and Morocco were the exception to this,

as was reportage around the fifth African

Telecommunications Forum in Mozambique (see

country reports).

Generally, telecommunications stories were hardly

ever related to policy or wider development plans.

Very few stories tried to educate the audience about

the range of telecommunications initiatives in the

particular country or give an overall picture of the

telecom infrastructure. As with much of the other

material-gathering during the survey period, the great

majority of telecommunications stories were

uncritically presented as factual news items. There

were some outstanding exceptions, which have been

highlighted in the country reports below.

Education

Although a developed telecommunications

infrastructure is a necessity for realization of an

information society, equally important are the skills

to enable use of ICTs. Besides investments in physical

capital/infrastructure, IT education/training should

ideally receive a high priority to ensure participation

in the information society. The fact that ICT in

relation to education is the second largest content

category gives the impression that this aspect of ICT

is well covered by the media. However, as becomes
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evident on a closer perusal of the ICT/education

material, these stories again tend to focus on the

technical aspects of ICTs, such as donations of

computers or other technical equipment to schools

and universities, the creation of new institutions or

new projects, or collaboration between academic

institutions.

Almost absent are stories discussing or

demonstrating the actual use of ICTs to meet the

challenges in the educational field (such as low

literacy, lack of educational materials, few

schools/universities etc.). For example, very few (if

any) stories are published on ICT use in distance

education, or on the retrieval of information from

Internet sources in schools, or what students are

actually learning.

Figure 11 Media interest vs NICI focus area

Media interest

NICI plans

Minor topics

Topics related to NICI plans

Although recognized as priority areas of focus in the

NICI plans, health, e-governance, environment and

gender issues are among the least-covered topics in

the recorded material.

(With all nine countries considered together, the list

of least-covered topics includes inter-governmental

relations, ICTs and employment, entertainment/arts,

youth issues, globalization, sports and awards. If

Egypt is excluded, the list of often-ignored topics

grows to include ICT-related banking, the information

society, networks/databases, e-government, research,

employment, entertainment/arts and environment.)

If the media material gathered for this study is, albeit

very roughly, compared to the areas of focus in the

NICI plans, it becomes clear that most areas are

covered to a greater or lesser extent. Infrastructure,

gender, trade and investment, education, and culture

and tourism are areas which correspond quite well

between the NICI plans and the topics covered by the

media. The most noticeable differences in the

degree of interest lie in the areas of health,

governance and agriculture/natural resources. These

are all major priority areas in the NICI plans, but they

account for only a small percentage of the media

interest.

Health

There are many ongoing initiatives in the study

countries that directly relate to health and ICTs, and

these could certainly be the source of much

interesting reportage. Examining the material, it

emerges that reports from various conferences and

other meetings (on the use of ICTs in cancer

treatment, radiology etc.) make up almost half of the

material on ICTs and health. Others mention

donations of health equipment, research

collaboration, or projects to develop telemedicine.

The stories tend to be brief, somewhat superficial and

abstract. Apart from quoted dignitaries, real people

are not presented. We do not meet health workers

whose burden has been lightened, patients who have

benefited from health-related ICT innovations, or

persons who are implementing interesting projects.

These stories do, of course, inform readers/listeners

that ICT/health initiatives are taking place on the

continent. We noted two examples of reporting of

direct use to the reader. On 30 March, the Weekly-

Fortune in Ethiopia published an item in the High

Tech Talk column entitled "Do a series of stretch

exercises and feel better" in which writer Filmon

Tekle presented exercises to do to avoid stress and

muscular tension during long work sessions in front

of the computer. The text was illustrated with

pictures. A similar article appeared in one of the

Egyptian newspapers.

13 See AISI Briefing Paper, No. 1, January 2003.
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An article appeared 7-9 April in the New Times

(Rwanda) called "Treating with tech" which

illustrated how ICTs could, in a very concrete way, be

applied in medical treatment. The article explained

the "medical reachback" - a portable kit that includes

a wearable computer, a web cam, and medical

instruments to be used with the ChemBio Decision

Aid Software. Those are tools for first responders -

fire fighters or police officers who do not have a

medical background. However, the article was taken

from the BBC, and carried no direct relevance to the

African health situation.

Apart from the above examples, the articles, in

general, do not give any deeper understanding of how

ICTs might be, or are being, used to develop the

health sector on a local level. The potential benefits

of applying ICTs in the health sector, for example in

accessing health information, accessing health care

services for remote areas, improving access to

diagnosis through telemedicine and so on, are not

discussed in any of the reports examined in this

study. Nevertheless, besides the fact that the health

area attracts little attention from the media - only 15

stories appeared during the two months - the topics

reported on are hardly ever related to those one might

think would be the most pressing for the African

continent, such as the spread of diseases like AIDS or

malaria, high rates of infant mortality and a low life

expectancy in general, or the lack of medical

expertise in rural areas.

E-Governance

Another field in which ICTs are recognized to offer

great potential is within government, for example by

improving public access to government information,

increasing governance accountability, producing a

more informed and empowered citizenry and so on.

Certainly these kinds of issues should be highly

relevant to the public. However, only 21 items

covered e-governance. Questions of accountability

should be an area of controversy, but the stories that

do appear on e-government are very uncontroversial

and often based on press releases or official

announcements. In the majority of the survey

countries discussion on e-government is completely

absent. Most stories cover launchings of new

government web sites, which are designed to provide

information relating to various government

departments. Some examples follow.

Radio Ethiopia on 8 March 2003 broadcast an item on

the launching of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs web

site. The web site was said to be designed to provide

general information about foreign policy and about

relations with other countries and international

institutions. The site also carries information about

the organizational structure of the Ministry, as well as

contact details of senior officials.

On 17 and 18 March several of the Moroccan media

announced that employer's tax returns could now be

made online via a new web site Caisse nationale de

securite sociale (CNSS - National Social Security

Fund).

On 22 March, Joy FM radio in Ghana broadcast a

short news item on the Government of Ghana's

opening of a government portal, which was to be

managed by the Ministry of Information as part of

deployment of e-governance in the country.

Similarly, Egyptian Al Ahram on 22 April published

an article under the heading "Finishing e-government

gate portal", discussing the completion of an e-

government portal on the Internet.

Other government-related ICT stories present e-

government initiatives and projects. Although

admittedly for the benefit of the people, government

initiatives are not commented on, and there is no

discussion about the potential benefits of e-

government.

Gender and Women's issues

Although only accounting for a very small part of the

total amount of items, the reporting on ICTs in

relation to gender issues presented some good

examples of how new technologies can be used to

empower women economically, politically and

socially. The articles, however, mostly reported on

events taking place, or initiatives to introduce women

to the possibilities and constraints they faced in

accessing and using ICTs.
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Items, mostly news, included reports on government

ICT-training initiatives for businesswomen (e-

commerce, e-business, e-marketing etc.) as in the

Egyptian Al Ahram on 15 March; seminars on how to

access the Internet for business, health or personal

reasons as reported in most Cameroonian media

10-14 March; or launchings of women-focused web

sites as in Al Ahram on 9 April 2003. Again, these

articles demonstrate that there are several ongoing

projects at both local and national levels, and they

can surely serve as inspiration for future initiatives.

But never did they put the issues into a wider

context, such as women's involvement in the

information society. For example, there were no items

arguing for the need to ensure that women are

included in policy dialogue, or commentaries on the

"gender divide", or discussions on the ICT needs and

perspectives between men and women.

The number of stories on ICTs and gender issues was

only 17 of the total 952 items. Many of the stories

were published or broadcast around the International

Woman's Day on 8 March 2003. The small number of

stories found on this subject are examined in more

detail in the individual country sections below.

[More or less] absent topics

What is also worth mentioning is that reports on the

NICI plans are completely absent from the media

material. On the few occasions when the media are in

fact reporting on other policy-making, stories focus

on decisions already made. They do not reflect upon

choices available, or the impact of these decisions on

people. The process leading up to the actual decision

is not described, thus implying that it is

unproblematic and linear, when it is in fact (or at

least should be) complex and should involve

different voices "fighting" over the policy outline.

Government obviously plays the central role in the

creation of policy, but there are also other actors

involved. Here, the mass media do not appear to

recognize that they have an important role to fill both

in providing information on decision-making

processes, and in representing the interests of the

public by ensuring policy-makers are aware of the

ICT "needs" of the citizens. Surely the media should

act as a link between policy makers and the public by

providing means for a two-way dialogue? When this

type of coverage and interaction is lacking, citizens

are in a way deprived of active participation in

society. Therefore, the absence of reporting on NICI

plans is alarming. Of course, major decisions should

be covered by the media. However, one might argue

for more of a balance between "event-driven" and

explanatory type stories.

Conclusion - less covered issues

There are many areas in which ICTs could contribute

to developing solutions for addressing social and

economic challenges facing developing countries,

especially in areas such as those mentioned above.

There are a number of good initiatives taking place in

the region, which are seldom heard of in the media.

To mention but a few examples, in the health sector

there is Communications for Better Health (CBH) in

Ghana and several other countries; World Links'

AIDSWEB Project;; and the global OneWorld Radio

AIDS Network. "

The number of stories on initiatives like these are

next to none in the monitored material, and it should

be safe to conclude that the full potential of the media

is unrealized with regard to its role in circulating

practical, relevant and comprehensible information

about regional, community and "on-the-ground" ICT

initiatives. On the contrary, in much of the monitored

material ICTs are presented as self-evident, when

what is needed is for the issues to be established in

social reality, as well as carrying relevance on a local

level - or the news will remain useless, The authors

are aware that many of the countries in the study

have publications dedicated to ICT issues, some of

them focusing much on ICTs for development.

However, these are not as widely accessible as the

mainstream media, and therefore do not benefit the

general public in the same way.

.TT^ 7 ^ ^ iS a pr°ject Which creates interactive information centres that collect, organize, disseminate and exchange prac
tical health information. The purpose of the project is to improve access to medical information for both urban and rural health professionals as
wel as the general public, throughout Ghana and other countries. Current health information is disseminated through a locally prepared "Ghana
Health Digest and local databases are created by local health professionals and other interested parties, who, working together select information
irom international resources and from in-country or regional colleagues. The public is reached through television and the newspaper- hiehlishts
from the digest are read bi-weekly on the "National Morning Breakfast Show" on Ghana Television and the Daily Graphic newspaper has featured
several articles with an ICT focus in its weekly health column, http://www.comminit.com/pdskdv82002/sld-59t ..html

World Links'AIDSWEB Project is an ongoing HIV/AIDS prevention and care effort, with secondary school participant . in Africa and the United
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Front-page stories

Of the total number of articles appearing in the

newspapers only 35 items, representing 5 per cent

of the material, appeared on the front page. The

Egyptian press published most of these front page

stories.

The content on the front-pages more or less reflects

the content of the whole material. Telecoms are the

most common topic in the frontpage news articles,

just as for the total. However, the front-pages are more

often devoted to technical/financial aspects of ICTs.

The top three topics following after telecoms on

front-pages are technology, finance and Internet/web

sites, whereas if one takes into account all the pages,

education and IT and development make it into the

top three content categories after telecoms. These

categories are also dealt with on the front-pages, but

not to such a large extent as for the total material.

Internet and Iraq is another large issue dealt with on

the front-page. However, this category is exclusive to

the Egyptian material. Interesting to notice is that the

only one item on pornography makes it to the front

page (a news story appearing in the Egyptian

newspaper Al Ahram).

States. The project is conducted mainly via email, using as resources the Internet and information downloaded onto a CD-ROM. Project activities
include an online HIV/AIDS international project, social action web site design competition, teacher exchange visits, and HIV/AIDS educational
print-to-electTonic material adaptation, http://www.world-links.org/aidsweb/.
OneWorld Radio AIDS Network offers services and networking for broadcasters and civil society organizations who are interested in using
radio/audio to promote awareness through the exchange of news and public education on HIV/AIDS. A searchable database exchange of audio files
that allows for upload and download of AIDS programming in any language. Radio stations around the world can rebroadcast this copyright-free
material or adapt it for their own ,->udirr-;es: http://aidsradio.oneworld.net/index.php? (accessed 2 October 2003).
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In this section we look at the collected print and

broadcast material for each country. We do not

present each and every of the 952 items recorded

during the eight-week monitoring period, but attempt

to give an overview of the ICT and information

society reportage by highlighting areas of focus, and

presenting in more detail stories of special interest.

The countries are presented in order of number of

items recorded, namely Egypt 552, Morocco 92,

Cameroon 62, Rwanda 58, Malawi 50, Ethiopia 45,

Mozambique 39, Ghana 26 and Senegal 28 items.

Because of the overwhelming number of reports from

Egypt, a more detailed account of Egypt's ICT

experience has been written by Ahmed el Gody,

Director of the New Media Lab at the University of

Modern Sciences and Art in Cairo, who monitored

the Egyptian print media for this study.
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Egypt, a special case
Qhmed el Body

INTRODUCTION

Egypt is witnessing a changing new world, where

political borders are disappearing, economic markets

are uniting, competition is increasing, and a

country's development is measured according to the

quality, accuracy and speed of services. For these

reasons the Government of Egypt has accorded high

priority to expanding and deepening ICT usage as a

principal avenue for greater national productivity

and global competitiveness.

During the last decade, the Egyptian Government has

taken major steps to develop ICT capacity through

developing the country's telecommunication

infrastructure, laying down modern communication

networks, and promoting the use of Internet and

computers, especially in the economic sector, for the

purpose of positioning Egypt as a potential ICT hub

in Africa as well as the Arab World.

Geography and economic indicators

The Arab Republic of Egypt is located at the north

eastern corner of Africa, bordering Asia. Egypt is one

of the most densely populated countries in the

Middle East. The 2003 estimate is a population of

71.3 million, mostly situated in cities along the River

Nile. The great majority of the population are

Muslims; with nearly 8 per cent of the population

Coptic Christians. Arabic is the official language of

Egypt, but English and French are widely spoken.

The gross domestic product (GDP) for Egypt was

forecast to near $US258 billion. The per capita

income is estimated to be $1,530 per annum. Egypt

has maintained an average annual growth rate of

5 per cent over the past 10 years; however the 2002

growth rate did not exceed 2 per cent largely due to

rising tension in the Middle East region.

During the past 15 years, the Egyptian Government's

main policy has been to develop the economic

structure through a programme with the IMF and the

World Bank. Although key sectors of the economy

remain under government control, Egypt is moving

towards a more decentralized, deregulated and

market-oriented economy. For that reason, structural

reform and privatization policies have been adapted,

especially after last year's indicators that led the

Government to intensify the adoption of ICT for faster

development rates.

ICT POLICY DEVELOPMENT

ICT as an Egyptian national policy

As part of the economic reform policy, the Egyptian

Government has established a national information

project to build its information infrastructure and to

establish its first information society. To aid the

Egyptian Cabinet in making decisions, the

Information and Decision Support Center (IDSC) was

formed in 1985 as part of an effort to manage

information in a way that would accelerate socio-

economic development.

For some years, ICT development in Egypt has been

driven by the Government through the IDSC. IDSC

played a key role by establishing numerous local

centres that provided free Internet accounts to

commercial companies in the early 1990s. This did

much to encourage use of the Internet.

In 1999, the Egyptian Government identified ICT as a

national development priority by establishing the

Ministry of Communications and Information

Technology (MCIT), which replaced the Ministry of

Telecommunication. The Ministry is now the policy-

making authority for the telecommunication sector in

Egypt. MCIT's goal is to develop and sustain

telecommunication infrastructure and to promote the

development of an information society in Egypt.

Another role played by MCIT is to coordinate the

efforts among different government entities and with

private industry. Thus one can say that the Ministry

was formed to ease the transition into a global

information society.

* Government web site: h Upvfyww.misrneUdsc.gov.eg/ (accessed 2 October 2003).
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MCIT's strategy concentrates on building

partnerships with the private sector to produce new

initiatives and projects - especially projects

concerning e-commerce, e-banking and e-business.

This shows that the plan reflects a clear

understanding that ICTs should play a major role in

stimulating economic and social development.

In its efforts to translate those ideas into reality, MCIT

proposed a National Plan for Communications and

Information Technology. Its stated goal is to create a

strong, exportable IT industry, supporting the

development of a national telecommunications

network that provides a nurturing environment for

business, linking Egypt with the rest of the world.

The plan also aims at increasing employment

opportunities in the communications and

information technology sectors, as well as building

an information society that is capable of absorbing

and benefiting from expanding sources of

information. It would offer help in creation of a

trained human resource centre; development of the

information and communications infrastructure; and

building local demand for ICT.

Telecommunication infrastructure and role in
developing ICT

One of the major sectors that benefited from the

IDSC/MCIT ICT restructuring policies was tele

communications. The government invested heavily

in upgrading the infrastructure to attract domestic

and foreign investments that would transform Egypt

into the ICT hub of Africa and the Arab world.

As a result, the ICT sector in Egypt has witnessed

major development during the past eight years. The

number of telephone lines has increased nearly 12-

fold since the 1980s to almost 12 million. The quality

of telephone services has greatly improved with the

adoption of fibre optics technology and with

automatic and digital exchanges.

The strategic geopolitical location of Egypt, as a

passage between three continents - Africa, Asia and

Europe - helped in positioning several undersea

telecommunication fibre-optics cables such as the

Africa-1 project and SEA-ME-WE2 project (which

involves the first undersea cable connecting South-

East Asia with the Middle East and Western Europe).

These advancements led to the expansion of

telecommunications routes to foreign countries and

increased the volume of international traffic to and

from Egypt, which has helped to create a better

foreign investment climate in Egypt.

Economic indicators show that after the ICT

restructuring plans were implemented, Egypt's

telecommunications revenue - from the fixed line

network alone - grew to more than $2.5 billion,

representing 2 per cent of Egypt's total GDP

GSM mobile telephony started in 1996. The service

was soon privatized and competition was introduced.

By June 2003, the two GSM providers in Egypt had an

aggregate subscriber base of four million with 6.6 per

cent penetration among the Egyptian population. The

rapid growth of the GSM market in Egypt is largely

responsible for the high overall growth in revenues,

accounting today for an estimated 40 per cent of total

telecommunications revenue.

Internet infrastructure and role in developing ICT

Internet services reached Egypt in 1987 through

governmental and educational organizations, when

the Egyptian Supreme Council for Universities

introduced an email service to Cairo University and

several government departments. From 1991 to 1993,

the Egyptian Universities Network (EUN) provided

Internet access to more than 100 governmental and

non-governmental organizations through the

Supreme Council of Universities via a 9.6 k line

linking the EUN and France. At this time the Internet

population was estimated to be about 2,000 users.

Commercial Internet access started mid-1993 when

the IDSC approved providing free Internet access to

Egyptian public and private companies, government

agencies, non-governmental organizations, and

professionals. This effort paralleled the already

existing service offered by the private sector.

Since January 1996, Egypt has led Africa and the

Arab world in the availability of Internet services by

a wide margin. Gateway speeds have increased 20

fold, as have user numbers in the government,

business and education sectors. 1996 also witnessed

the Internet evolution in Egypt from an academic to a
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commercial network, as a result of the government's

authorization of private-sector Internet services. By

mid-1996, 12 Internet service providers (ISPs] were

already competing for a growing market.

Internet commercialization was considered a first

step towards the privatization and deregulation of

communication services in the country. This is the

first such government/private sector partnership and

cooperation in this sector in Egypt. The success and

maturity of this model's technical, business, social

and regulatory aspects directly affected further

deregulation of other basic and value-added services

in that sector in Egypt. The government placed

almost no restriction on Internet content and

commercial ventures.

Due to the major changes that occurred in Internet

infrastructure during 1996, the number of users

increased from a few thousand to more than 100,000

by the end of 1997. In September 1999, the total

number of Internet users had grown to almost

250,000.

In 2000, the Egyptian Government decided to cancel

all subscriptions and provide Internet services free,

in order to spread the new technology among

Egyptians and to boost e-government and e-

commerce projects. This was followed by a major

"Computer for every home" project funded by

government to subsidize computers for households in

easy instalments. These initiatives established

Egypt's basic foundation of a strong commercial

Internet community. There is limited but sufficient

infrastructure development. There is also a positive

policy to liberalize the country's value-added

services.

Today the number of Internet users is estimated to be

nearly 2.2 million users, representing almost 3 per

cent of the total population. There are many

operating ISPs, almost all from the private sector.

This exponential growth in Internet users and ISPs

shows the tremendous demand for Internet use in

Egypt. The ISPs have created points of Internet

presence (POPs) outside of Cairo in other

metropolitan and rural areas. This has permitted

users in secondary cities to connect to the Internet at

local call rates. The number of community Internet

clubs is now almost 300, covering all Egyptian main

cities as well as many smaller communities and rural

areas.

The Egyptian ICT industry has experienced an

annual growth rate of 35 per cent. International

connectivity to and from Egypt is currently provided

via fast satellite link, VSAT, using Intelsat and fibre-

optics connectivity via the SEMWE link to Europe

and via TAD-12 to the USA. This provides the

country with bandwidth comparable to the rest of the

world.

ICT challenges and opportunities

Although the examples above demonstrate

impressive progress, the ICT sector in Egypt is still

hindered by weaknesses in infrastructure and

technical training, as well as legal and regulatory

constraints, which have put a brake on greater private

and public sector utilization and national

productivity. Egypt is a developing country with

limited resources and cannot easily adapt to the fast-

changing technological upgrades of the Internet.

Lack of professional training opportunities presents

the foremost problem for ICT development in Egypt.

It has led to a shortage of qualified staff capable of

handling and implementing ICT projects. Also, as in

many other developing countries, brain drain effects

are present, particularly with regard to the IT labour

force. For that reason, Egypt is signing several

agreements with developed countries that enable not

only the transfer of necessary technology but also

specialized training sessions. Recently, agreements

have been finalized with international IT companies,

to assist the Ministry in the creation and delivery of

quality training programmes to promote local

technological development.

With the rapid increase in the number of users, the

need for regulation and policy formulation for the

Internet and telecommunication sectors is becoming

an issue. In the coming years it will be seen whether

Egypt manages to find a balance between the liberties

that the Internet offers to individuals and the security

needs of the State. The government is currently in the

phase of implementing a legal and regulatory

framework to govern the system. This includes

telecommunications, e-commerce, and other ICT-

related laws, regulations and procedures. It will also
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support Egypt's adoption of ICT-related international

agreements as the Basic Telecommunications

Agreement and the Information Technology

Agreement.

As for empowering ICT in institutions to develop the

economy, the Egyptian Government is, with the help

of the private sector, implementing a project to

promote a vibrant e-business environment by

encouraging electronic payment services and

addressing security concerns. The programme will

also support the implementation of e-government

and e-commerce activities to improve efficiency and

cost effectiveness, with access to government-funded

services.

Currently, all ministries and 300 government forms

and procedures are presented on the "Government-

online" web site. Each of the governorates also has

their demographic data represented on the

GovernoratesNet web site.

In addition, there are 120 companies that are

specialized in ICT business solutions adding almost

$20 million to the Egyptian economy.

Egyptians are estimated to purchase one million

computers per annum, which is regarded as low

penetration in the Egyptian market. MCIT hopes that

the Computer for every Home project, coupled with

installing computer labs in Egyptian schools and

establishing computer centres in all Egyptian

universities, will help to address this situation. In

collaboration with public libraries and NGOs, MCIT

is also setting up 300 technology clubs around the

country, which will provide citizens with Internet

access and computer training.

Egypt is also emerging as a regional software content

hub for the Arab world, producing 80 per cent of

Arabic language software.

The emergence of a third mobile provider is also

expected to contribute to the overall development of

ICT opportunities, along with the continuation of free

Internet access. Several other projects predicate a

continuing positive trend in ICT development such

as the Technology Access Community Centers

(TACC). TACC centres are established in central

locations in rural communities, and offer Internet

access, telephony, personal computers, software

libraries, as well as seminars, workshops and

technical training. TACC plans started in El

Sharkeyya governorate and are now under way in the

rest of the Egyptian govemorates. The Smart Village

project aims to create an "Egyptian Silicon Valley" to

attract foreign and local investment, and the newly

established Egypt Cyber Center is the first data

compilation centre in the Middle East.

Media and ICT: historical background

The Egyptian media can be typified as "mobilization

media for democracy". The mobilization press does

not criticize the basic policies of the Government

(domestic, foreign policies and government economic

development plans). The government uses the press

and broadcast media in order to mobilize public

political thought and to propagate its economic

reform plans and developmental policies.

Although the Government successfully introduced

ICTs in fields like health, economy and

telecommunication, and provided free Internet

services to most of the media, the media nonetheless

lagged behind. It is realistic to say that Egyptian

media and Egyptian journalists do not yet fully

appreciate the art of Internet and ICT complexities.

The first sign of ICT use in the media came eight

years after the introduction of the Internet in Egypt,

when Dar El Tahrir began publishing its three main

newspapers online. In the following years, 23 news

papers joined the cyber ranks. That was followed, in

1999, by the establishment of a web presence by the

Egyptian Radio and Television Union.

Although this trend seems to imply development,

what Egyptian media are doing is superficial

publishing on the Web. Almost all media present on

the Web are using design or Web programming

agencies in designing, implementing and maintaining

their online presence. These agencies lack a

journalistic perspective and the result is poor media

design. The online media are static, with poorly

developed interactivity and often lacking a

searchable archive. They are not usually constructed

around a news database.
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As for the journalists, it is not yet common for them

to employ advanced computer-assisted-reporting-

and-research techniques (which is highly developed

in the USA, for example), to conduct serious

electronic research or to professionally exploit the

possibilities of online communication.

According to Alaa Abdel Ghani, editor of Al Ahram

weekly, the newsroom staff rarely use the Internet to

gather information since the news agencies are faster

and more focused. Journalists at Al Ahram are only

now beginning to use Internet facilities such as e-

mail or the World Wide Web in their news gathering

activities.

Abdel Ghani believes "too much is made of the

Internet". He stated that the Internet could never

replace "good old-fashioned reporting techniques and

leg work, face-to-face interviews or over-the-phone

research". Abdel Ghani doesn't see much advantage

in posting Al Ahram on the Internet other than

"readers can access us if the newspaper is otherwise

unavailable".

A respected writer and commentator, Fahmy

Howaidy, believes that the Internet usage in society,

especially by the media, will open the door to a new

form of neo-colonialism that would place Egypt in an

information dependency situation where foreign

sources would be able to dictate to us what to write.

He perceives the Internet as a part of the

"Cocalization of Egyptian society".

Up until 1998, only minimal news and information

dealing with ICTs was presented on television or

covered by newspapers. So the question becomes -

what made the media industry change its attitude?

As Egyptian society moved towards an information

society - with the number of Internet users

expanding daily and government promotion of ICTs

in many areas - the Egyptian media were driven to

adapt to the new mould. In order to properly cover

the growing amount of ICT-intensive news offered by

the Government, Egyptian media had to begin

training journalists on ICT concepts. Some created

ICT training centres for their journalists. Al Ahram

newspaper, for example, established the AMAC

training centre that now offers ongoing ICT training

courses for Egyptian journalists as well as special

courses for entrepreneurs. According to a recent

independent study, 90 per cent of Egyptian

journalists under 40 years old now have basic

computer and Internet skills.

Educational TV programmes were also launched to

provide basic computer and Internet training. These

were even broadcast on local channels in rural areas.

In the broadcast media no new employee is admitted

without such basic skills.

This shows an impressive change of attitude by the

media towards ICT issues. However, although the

Egyptian media have awoken to the role of ICTs in the

age of globalization, this does not mean that Egyptian

media as a whole are ICT ready, as much still has to

be done to develop ICT use in media organizations.

2001 marked a new era for technological advance in

Egyptian media when President Hosni Mubarak

announced his plans for developing media. These

plans included more concentration on new

technologies.

The establishment of the NileSat I and II satellite

communication systems greatly enhanced Internet

connectivity and speed. Also, the NileSat project

provided space for supporting digital connectivity

and data exchange in a number of media application

areas, especially in the free media zone and new
ls

media production city.

The Government is also using NileSat capabilities in

order to improve connectivity for media in rural

areas. This is an ambitious project which will reduce

the gap in media service between well-connected

regions, such as Greater Cairo, and remote and rural

areas in southern Egypt.

Interestingly, these technological leaps in ICT usage

by media forced the Government to allow more

freedom for journalists. Access to receive and

disseminate information became freer. New

publications are emerging which will eventually

open the market to competition. As a consequence,

national papers will probably be forced to enhance

their services to maintain their audiences, and

journalists will strive to use new technologies in

order to keep their jobs.

isAccessed at e.g. http://www.tbsioumal.com/Archives/Fall01/forresteT.html (accessed 2 October 2003).
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From the above, we can see that the road is paved for

ICT media development. It is up to journalists and

media organizations to improve themselves.

American journalist Pat Stith asserted that "...those

who use these (IT) tools will be ahead. Those who

don't will be behind...and many will not survive".

This is as true for journalists in Egypt as for those

worldwide. New media allows journalists to gather,

filter, store, analyse and disseminate data and

information more efficiently than previously believed

possible. In the end, the major challenge facing

Egyptian media is efficient usage of information,

which is the merchandise of journalism.

MEDIA OVERVIEW

According to the BBC World Services, the Egyptian

press is one of the most prominent and widely read in

the Arab world (BBC)." However, as Egypt has been

in a state of emergency since 1981 with the

assassination of President Sadat, the press functions

under many restrictions. There is some political

control of the media and its regulation but little

evidence of direct repressive action against

individual journalists. Self-censorship is common on

sensitive issues.

Egypt has two national terrestrial TV channels and

six regional channels. Domestic terrestrial TV is

controlled by the State-owned Egypt Radio Television

Union (ERTU) which also holds a monopoly on radio

broadcasting in Egypt. There are eight national radio

networks broadcasting on FM, AM and short wave.

Print media monitored

For print media two newspapers were chosen for this

study; Al Ahram newspaper a government

publication and Al Alam Al Youm, a private

independent newspaper.

Al Ahram newspaper is the most prestigious paper in

Egypt and the Middle East and is ranked among the

100 most influential newspapers worldwide by Editor

and Publisher. The newspaper, established in 1875,

enjoys the highest circulation hi Egypt with 1.1

million copies per day. All 11 publications offered by

Al Ahram institution are available on the Internet.

Al Ahram newspaper is among the few Egyptian

media that fully exploit the potential of ICT, and its

Web-based edition is one of the most read online

newspapers in the world.

Al Alam Al Youm newspaper, on the other hand, is

considered to be the first specialized private

independent newspaper in Egypt. It was established

in 1991. It appears 6 days per week with focus on

business and economic application.

Full name of medium: QlRhram

Ownership and control: partly State owned

Location of head office: Cairo

Frequency of publishing: daily

Average number of pages: 28

Language of publishing: Arabic

Distribution and reach: 1.1 million copies per day

Number of readers [approxj: 3 million

How many years has it existed: since 1B76

Full name of medium: PI fllam til Youm

Ownership and control: nominally independent

Location of head office: Cairo

Frequency of publishing: 6 days a week

Average number of pages: IB

Language of publishing: Arabic

Distribution and reach: 500.000 copies printed per day

Number of readers [approx.]: 650,000

How many years has it existed: 12 years

16See Egypt profile al hltp://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/iniddle_east/country_promes/737B42.stm (accessed 3 October 2003)
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Broadcast media monitored

As there are only private satellite television channels

(not carrying news) in Egypt, these are not included

in the study. In addition, there are no private radio

stations that broadcast news. For television, the study

focused on the State-owned Channel 1. For radio, the

study focused on the main news programme and

general ICT reportage.

Full name of medium: Egyptian Radio and Television Union
[ERTU - radio, general programme]

Ownership and control: government

Location of head office: Cairo

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average number of hours of broadcast: 24

Language of broadcasting: Arabic

Distribution and reach: Nationwide

Number of listeners [approx.]:

Hdw many years has it existed: since 1934A947

Full name of medium: Egyptian Radio and Television Union

[EHTU - TV. channel 1]

Ownership and control: government

Location of head office: Cairo

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average number of hours of broadcast: 24

Language Df broadcasting: Arabic

Distribution and reach: Nationwide

Number of listeners [approx.]:

How many years has it existed: since I960

ICT INDICATORS

Basic telecommunications data

Total no. of tel. subscribers [fixed line * mobile!

Total fixed-line subscribers

Teledensity

Waiting list for main lines

Public telephones

Public telephones [per 1.00D inhabitants]

Mobile subscribers

Mobile subscribers [per 100 inhabitants]

Telephone tariffs: Residential

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate ISJ

Telephone tariffs: Business

Connection [$]

Monthly subscription rate ISJ

Mobile telephone tariffs:

Connection tS]

Monthly subscription rate [$]

Broadcasting/ media

Radios per 1.000 inhabitants

TVs per 1.000 inhabitants

Daily newspapers per 1,000 people [1990]

Internet access

Internet hosts

Internet users

- Total

- Per 10.00D inhabitants

Internet bandwidth [Mbps]

1

12.250.0DO

7.750,000

10.87

200.000

48.000

0.67

4.500.000

6.3

1.1

2BB

IB

144

18.7

315.6

23B.4

35

1.802

2.200.000

230

850

Sources:

Arab Republic of Egypt. 2002. Ministry of Communications and Information

Technology. Yearbook 2002-

ITU. 20D2. World telecommunications indicators.

World Bank. 2002. World development indicators.

World Economic Fatum. 2003. The global information technolngy report

2002-2003.
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STUDY MATERIAL OVERVIEW

Following the general government policy of

promoting ICT in society for national development,

this study shows that the Egyptian media have great

interest in covering ICT news. It indicates that the

media are engaged in spreading awareness on the

importance of ICTs among the Egyptian population as

well as promoting the establishment of an

information society.

During the period of study, 637 newspaper clippings

and radio/television segments were recorded. It is

evident there is an interest in covering ICT and a

belief that ICTs are important for development.

Figure 12 IT/IGT coverage for print vs broadcast media:

number and % of monitored ICT items

Broadcast. 19.

Prinl Media. 618. 97%

Egyptian print media showed more interest in ICT

news than the broadcast media. Figure 12 shows that

97 per cent of total clippings and segments came from

the print media.

Two factors could explain this: first, the greater

freedom of expression allowed for print media has led

to them playing a more active role in Egyptian

society. The other factor is that the timing of the

study coincided with rising tension in Palestinian

territories, followed by the Iraq war and the aftermath

of war in the region. Since Egyptian TV and radio

have limited news broadcast time, priority went to

political analysis and war news, including analysis of

effects on power stability in the region, effects on the

Arab world and on Egyptian political and economic

affairs.

On the other hand, although Egyptian newspapers

decreased their size during the war and ICT coverage

was affected, the newspaper industry nonetheless

produced many ICT clippings daily during the study

period.

Egyptian broadcast media during the study period

During the 56 days encompassing the study period,

broadcast media produced only 19 segments on ICT,

which means less than 0.5 segment per day. This is

due to the fact that most of the weeks of study were

during the Iraq war and the broadcast focused on

intensive live coverage of the war all the time.

Figure 13 Weekly distribution of ICT-related items broadcast

by Egyptian media. March-April 2003
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This is vividly illustrated in figure 13, which shows

news distribution over the study period. We can see

13 segments broadcast before the start of the Iraq war,

encompassing 68 peT cent of the total study period

compared to only one segment on television during

the Iraq war, encompassing 5.2 per cent, and five

stories after the Iraq war, also broadcast on television,

encompassing 26.3 per cent of all segments

broadcast. All ICT radio segments were before the

start of the Iraq war. No news appeared on radio

during or after the end of the Iraq war.
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Figure tt ICT-related items broadcast by Egyptian media.

March-April 2003
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Television. 13. BB%

Figure 16
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From figure 14 we can see that ICT was reported on

television more than radio. Out of 19 segments, 13

segments appeared in television news compared to

only 6 news segments in radio news.

Figure IB Classification of IT/ICT clippings in

broadcast media

Specialized. 1,5":

Mews, IB, 95%

Another point worth mentioning is that 18 segments

out of 19 segments, encompassing 95 per cent of total

study output, were news. The remaining segment

that was shown on Egyptian Television came as a

specialized programme on the effect of computers/IT

technology on economic reform and social welfare.

(See figure 15.)

From figure 16 we can see that 26 per cent of total

broadcasts were under one minute long, 48 per cent

were 1-5 minutes, 16 per cent were 5-10 minutes, 5

per cent were segments between 10 minutes and one

hour, whereas the final 5 per cent were for broadcasts

over one hour. This shows that broadcast media gave

moderate time to ICT coverage since 74 per cent of

total clippings were between 5 minutes and over an

hour,

From the earlier discussion, it is clear that including

media in overall ICT development is among top

government priorities. For example, on 10 March,

President Umbra promoted ICT usage in a speech

addressed to the Islamic Information Ministers

Conference. Egyptian television (Channel 1) in its

9:00 pm newscast broadcast devoted full coverage to

the opening session which included the opening

speeches of all the top officials. The Egyptian

President, in a speech read by Prime Minister Atef

Ebeid, addressed the conference on the important

role of the mass media in changing the negative

image of Islam in the West. Similarly, Information

Minister Safwat El Sherief said in his speech that the

media of the Muslim world should use the latest

information technology to showcase Islamic

civilization. EL Sherief also talked about the Egyptian

Media Production City, which exploits the latest

media technology.
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various topics by Egyptian broadcast media

See figures 17 and 18 for a breakdown of ICT news

items. News segments that deal with media and ICT

issues accounted for 37 per cent of items (figure 18).

News that deals with the stock market accounted for

26 per cent of total clippings. Eleven per cent of the

broadcast items dealt with governmental

development projects. Segments dealing with

information society scored 21 per cent. Only 5 per

cent of broadcast material dealt with the

development plans of ICT in Egyptian society. For

example, on 30 March, TV (Channel 1) transmitted a

piece of news that the Egyptian first lady Mrs

Suzanne Mubarak addressed a meeting of the

Egyptian Red Crescent to send aid to the citizens of

Iraq. She further visited one of the Red Crescent

developmental projects "al nahda" which included a

computer lab with Internet access.

Government. 2.11%

Stock Market. 5. WK

Development. 1.

Information

Society. <.. Zl%

Media. 7, 37%
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Print media monitored

Figure 19 Ql Qhram vs 01 Plain PI Youm in daily number of ICT clippings

Al Ahram

Al Alain Al Youm
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Figure 2Q PI Phram us PI Plant PI Yount: average number

and share [%] of total ICT clippings per day

AlfllamAlYom 5.12,

Al Ahram, B.7. 57%

Figure 21 PI Phram us PI Plant PI Youm, number

and share [%] of total ICT clippings

fliAlamAlYoum.2i.6.

fll Ahram. 372. 60%

From the study analysis we can see that during the

period of study - 56 days - Al Ahram and Al Alam Al

Youm newspapers produced 618 clippings on ICT

subjects averaging 11.82 clips per day for both

papers, which is surely an excellent figure for a

developing country. (See figures 19 and 20 for the

number and share of clippings.)

Overall Al Ahram newspaper showed more

commitment towards publishing ICT material.

Al Ahram newspaper published 372 articles, which

was 60 per cent of the total. On the other hand, Al

Alam Al Youm, a business-oriented publication,

produced 246 clippings during the period of study,

being 40 per cent of the total. (See figure 21.)
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Figure 22 PI Shram clipping distribution
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Analysis also illustrated a direct link between the

Iraq war and number of clippings on ICT produced by

Egyptian print media; this is shown from the

distribution of news per week. (See figures 22 and 23:

the invasion began in the third week on 20 March.)

Newspapers used the Iraq war to propagate for ICT

and for the creation of an information society. An

ongoing theme related to the dangers of IT

domination by the West, and there were repeated

calls for a pan-Arab IT strategy. Modernization of

Egypt by full application of IT in all fields was

another popular topic.

119 articles were produced on IT/ICT before the war.

This number jumped to 338 clips on ICT after the war

with 520 per cent increase. The Iraq war did affect

the distribution of news in both newspapers (weeks 3

and 4). We can see a slight increase in the fifth week

preceding a big jump in the following weeks of study.

(See figure 24.)
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Figure 25 Bl Bhram news distribution: % of ICT-related

clippings before, during and after the war

after war. 20V

before war, 7V 20%

during war. 9V 25%

Figure 26 ffl Biam Bl Youm news distribution: % of ICT-related

clippings before, during and after the war

after war. 13V 55%

before war, 45,18%

during mar. 67.27%

Al Ahram newspaper produced more news clips than

AJ Alam Al Youm newspaper, however, with a small

margin (20 per cent for Al Ahram to 18 per cent for Al

Alam Al Youm). (See figures 25 and 26.) This changed

during the war as Al Alam Al Youm came to produce

more news clippings than Al Ahram. This is due to

the fact that Al Alam Al Youm is a business-oriented

newspaper that focused more on the effect of the war

on the Egyptian economy and business opportunities.

Al Ahram, which has a political approach, was more

interested in usage in the war. The following

examples demonstrate these different interests.

An item appearing in Al Ahram on 18 March under

the heading "The war of technological revolution"

discussed the role of new technology in the expected

war in Iraq. The article discussed how manipulation

of information would play a crucial role in

the upcoming war, and how computers and

telecommunication technology could be a decisive

weapon in the war.

The following day, AlAlam Al Youm published a news

item ("Technological Sector will shrink due to the

upcoming war") in which the implications of the

expected upcoming war for Arab information society

were discussed, as well as how the war could affect

the technology sector in the Arab world. The article

went on to discuss the hazards of war on

developmental projects in the Arab world and how

Arab business should act to survive the war.

As for the source of information, 67 per cent of

information came from local staff, indicating that

newspapers have qualified staff who are interested in

the field to promote ICTs. Only 6 per cent of news

came from news agencies or international sources,

whereas 27 per cent of total clippings had no source.

(See figures 28 and 29.)

Figure 20 Source of ICT items for Bl Bhram

and Bl Biam Bl Youm

NoSomce.167. 27

New flgeneies. 38, 6°/

Local Staff. 41B. 67%
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Figure 29 Source of news for ffl Qiiiain

No timuce 97, 2G%

New Agencies. 2D. 5%

Female. 51, Male. 211. 56%

Both Al Ahram and Al Alam Al Youm depended on

local staff while reporting. However, compared with

Al Ahram, Al Alam Al Youm made more use of local

staff; this is derived from the fact that At Alam A!

Youm used more international ICT stories. Al Ahram,

on the other hand, used more than twice the number

of female reporters than did Al Alam Al Youm.

The local authors of ICT stories were 85 per cent male

and 15 per cent female. This shows a real need to

train female reporters on ICT matters. (See figure 30.)

Figure 30 Male us female reporters on ICT

Female. 63.15%

Male. 356. B5%

Special sections that encompass one or more whole

pages were popular in newspaper coverage on ICT,

scoring 14 per cent of total clippings. This indicates

solid interest in IT/ICT. (See figures 31 and 32.)

The following are examples of ICT content in special

sections in Al Alam Al Youm.

Al Alam Al Youm each day publishes a specialized

page on computers and telecommunications entitled

"Computer World". The same publication also has a

weekly page entitled "Tele business" focusing on e-

commerce. Al Ahram each week publishes one or two

specialized pages on computers and

telecommunications entitled "Language of the Era:

computer and telecommunications".

Figure 31 ffl Phiam vs Pi Plain PI Youm nevus type

classification: number of ICT clippings

in various categories

Figure 32 Story type classification

special section's, %. I1', u

feature. 10. 2%

column/opinion

66.11%

analysis. 59.

profile. 7.1%

news. 395.63%

The study also found 66 columnist and personal

opinion articles, comprising 11 per cent of total

clippings. (See figure 32.) Analysis of this material

showed that 92 per cent were pro-ICT and many
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focused on education. The remaining 8 per cent of

opinions expressed by columnists showed concern

about Western powers' dominance of ICT in the

region. Some illustrations follow.

On 18 April, Ahmed Bahgat wrote a column for

Al Ahram under the heading "Excellence industry"

which discussed a book written by the Minister of

Education. The book emphasized introducing IT in

the core of the education system to modernize it.

According to the writer education was "the industry

of excellence" as it invested in the younger

generation.

Two days later, Al Alam AI Youm, published a column

written by Mamdouh El Waly ("Bank loans: Poor are

excluded") in which it was argued that new IT

technologies and services were benefiting top

businessmen and heavy bank users, but not the rest

of the population.

An analysis in Ai Alam Al Youm on 14 April stressed

the importance of developing alternative Arab

technologies in the field of computers and IT

technology, instead of being dependent on Western

technologies. In the same issue, Abdel Fattah Fayed

discussed the Human Development report which

stated that there was a discrepancy between northern

and southern governorates, and how IT

transformation projects would help develop and

modernize Egypt.

Al Ahram,12 April, had a profile ("We are living the

youth banking age") of an entrepreneur who believes

in IT for developing industry. It presented Minosh

Abdel Meguid, head of the Young Bankers

Association, who argued that the transfer of

technology and training was important for the

current modernization phase which Egyptian banks

were currently experiencing.

A special section dealing with ICT appears inAlAlam

Al Youm newspaper every Monday. A "Computer

world" section appears in Al Alam Al Youm six days

per week.

The effect of the war on various ICT-information

categories can be seen in figure 33.

Figure 33 PI Shram and PI Plain PI Youm: war effect on ICT reporting
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The results of subject category classification are

shown in figures 34, 35 and 36.

Figure 34 ICT subject category classification
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f

Figure 36 PI Plam PI Youm subject category
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News subjects that deal with the creation of an

information society and the importance of using ICT

in preserving Egyptian identity in the new world

order, especially after the Iraq war, are the most

frequent subjects in both Al Ahram and Al Alam Al

Youm newspapers, scoring 13 per cent, as can be seen

in figures 35 and 36.

Articles dealing with IT in local development, and

developing the Egyptian telecommunication system

jointly, scored 10 per cent of the total clippings from

both newspapers. This was followed by clippings

discussing transfer of technology between Egypt and

several international entities, scoring 6 per cent.

News related to government was popular, scoring

9 per cent of total clippings. Different government

measures for transfer of technology, ministerial

declarations on using IT technology to develop

services, and projects using IT technology, were

among the favourite subjects appearing in the

newspapers. Processes of e-government scored 2 per

cent.

News on war was a favourite subject, from two

perspectives. First, during the war, there were articles

explaining the usage by allied troops of IT to

dominate international public opinion. After the war,

both newspapers analysed the usage of ICT,

explaining the importance of adopting IT solutions

for development, as well as the usage of ICT to

develop media capabilities. Usage of IT in developing

media appeared in 4 per cent of total clippings of the

two newspapers.

Clippings dealing with economy, business, banks and

the stock market scored 18 per cent. Al Alain Al Youm

covered such topics intensively. There is a daily

section in Al Alam Al Youm dealing with stock market

news on IT shares, which indicated the power of IT

shares on the Egyptian stock market.

Al Alam Al Youm was also interested in providing

news on IT status in international markets and the IT

situation worldwide. News and analysis on the

implementation of IT in the Egyptian economy,

especially the banking sector, represented 10 per cent

of total clippings from AlAlam AJ Youm.

Al Ahram, on the other hand, was more interested in

news dealing with the implementation of IT business

solutions, especially in the field of e-commerce.
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Leading stock market transactions were reported on

several times, especially during the period after the

Iraq war when there was severe economic depression.

News on Internet, computers and mobile telephony

represented 8 per cent of total clippings. News of the

government "Computer for every home" project was

among the favourite subjects in the newspapers.

News on the establishment of a third mobile

company represented 2 per cent of total clippings.

News on education encompassed 6 per cent of total

clippings. Al Ahram dedicated 9 per cent of its total

clippings to this area (figure 35).

A few articles discussed the hazards of IT technology.

Some dealt with illegal usages of ICT.

Conclusion

The Egyptian media industry shows determination to

fully acknowledge the importance of ICT

technologies. Rarely did any Egyptian newspapers

criticize ICT implementation. This interest in

covering ICT can be demonstrated by the managing

editor of Al Ahram newspaper, who completely

endorses ICT applications and concluded his

interview by saying:

"We are discussing the future of Egypt, where

Modernization - IT = Failure... It is the only way

for economic development... Our aim is to let the

society understand the importance of ICT in

development"

MEDIA INTERVIEWS

Interview L Interview conducted with Mr Mohamed

Magui. Executive Editor, PI Plata PI Yaum

Question 1

Q: Do You Consider IT issues to be newsworthy?

A: Yes, as the economic process is inseparable from

technology, writing IT news is important.

Question 2

Q; Do ICT news items make headlines?

A: Always, not only does it make headlines but entire

pages as well. There is a daily page on computers

as well as another bi-weekly page on e-business

and weekly six page news on telecommunication

news. Finally there are daily stock figures on ICT

news; this is besides other topics covered daily.

Question 3

Q: Do you employ journalists that are computer

literate?

A: It is a must.

Question 4

Q: Is your IT coverage generated in your own

newsroom, or comingfrom agencies and other

sources?

A: We use all sources of information. The institution

is using international news agencies as well as

qualified staff to cover IT news, as well as other

sources to cover IT news.

Quest ion 5

Q: Do you have any journalists skilled in IT issues

who write analytical explanatory type stories?

A: We have several journalists qualified in writing

and analysing IT news.

Question 6

Q: What do you see as the IT training needs for

your newsroom and other staff?

A: The institution is offering basic and advanced

training inside the institution as well as hosting

symposiums and meetings to give lectures. The

institution also offers training in the syndicate as

well as professional independent centres.

Question 7

Q; Has your newspaper benefitedfrom NICIs?

How?

A: Yes, our institution is benefiting from all possible

technology available; we are a private institute, so

technology is important to create the competitive

edge in the market. I think it is a must for any

news organization to survive in the new global era

we are living in.
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Question B

Q; What benefits do ICTs bring to your country?

A: As we are a newspaper that focuses mainly on

economic news, we see it as a must to survive in

the new order and modernize all aspects of the

Egyptian system; that is why we focus in our

reports on issues like e-commerce, e-government,

and modernization of industry, economic and

banking systems, and other forms of transforming

technology.

Question 9

Q: What do you understandfrom the term African

information society?

A: Important for the collaboration and exchange of

experiences. As it will create better societies in the

continent

Question 10

Q: Can there be such a thing as a local informa

tion society?

A: Yes, it is present in Egypt There is the Egyptian

information society and Internet society of Egypt.

Question 11

Q: Does your publication have a web site?

A: Yes there is a web site for the newspaper, but we

are developing a new one. Also there are two

other web sites providing services and news,

www.gn4me.com (good news 4 me) provides news

in various fields and information as well as a

search engine. Also we have www.gn4fn.com

(good news 4 financial news) web site providing

specialized financial news.

Question 12

Q: Does it benefit you in anyway?

A: Yes. More audience more reach, better service for

consumers. ___ ^^_

Question 13

Q; What is the role ofyour company in providing

ICT knowledge to the society?

A: By introducing news and information. Organizing

symposiums and lectures to provide news and

information. Also through our web sites.

Interview 2: With Mr Abtiel Maety Ahmed, assistant

editor in chief, PI Rhram

Question 1

Q: Do you consider IT issues to be newsworthy?

A: Definitely, with the developmental plan going on,

it is important to write information about IT

issues.

Question 2

Q; Do ICT news items make headlines?

A: Daily and intensively, as well as weekly special

ized pages on computers, Internet, e-business and

other ITforms. The institution issues a monthly

specialized magazine on FT as well.

Question 3

Q; Do you employ journalists that are computer

literate?

A: It is a must. This is in addition to specialized

computer Internet sessions tailored for Al Ahram

employees, which they receive within the institu

tion.

Question 4

Q; Is your IT coverage generated in your own

newsroom, or coming from agencies and other

sources?

A: We use news agencies as well as local staff to

cover local news, the institution has its own spe

cialized reporters assigned in covering news of the

ministry of information and telecommunication.

Question 5

Q: Do you have any journalists skilled in IT issues

who write analytical explanatory type stories?

A: Everyone who is below 50 years old is skilled. We

can say 90 per cent of the writers ofAl Ahram are

skilled in writing IT news; we have dedicated

teamfs) who can write and analyse IT stories. The

staff room is IT-equipped and all journalists are

using the offered technology. __^_

Question G

Q: What do you see as the IT training needs for

your newsroom and other staff?

A: The institution is offering in-house training inside

the institution as well as EMAC (Al Ahram Center

for computer and IT training) is offering training

sessions for Al Ahram institute, also the syndicate

is offering training for journalists.
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Question 7

Q: Has your newspaper benefitedfrom NICIs?

How?

A: Yes, we are fully computer automated. Computer

and other NICIs technology is used in all process

es from gathering editing and publishing. Al

Ahram is internationally recognized as one of the

most sophisticated institutions worldwide.

Question 8

Q: What benefits do ICTs bring to your country?

A: Modernization without technology is not a com

plete formula. Technology is synonymous with

modernization. Egypt is using technology to mod

ernize all aspects of economy and society, and we

cover it to show the importance of such technolo

gies. _____ _____
Question 9

Q: What do you understandfrom the word

African information society?

A: A dream that started in the 1960s and technology

came to try to create better bridges of communica

tion and cooperation to the continent.

Question ID

Q; Can (here be such a thing as a local informa

tion society?

A: Yes, it is available in Egypt and we have a link to

their web site from A] Ahram web site.

Question 11

Q: Does your publication have a web site?

A: Yes, www.ahram.org.eg. It includes all Al Ahram

publications as well as other services to society

through Al Ahram web portal.

Question 12

Q: Does it benefit you in anyway?

A: Yes, global reach, more audience and better

instant service and interaction.

Question 13

Q: What is the role ofyour company in providing

ICT knowledge to society?

A: By introducing technologies and information and

simplifying them for readers. Also through our

portal over the Internet in providing services. Also

by providing training sessions to society, through

Al Ahram Center for Training, with reasonable

prices.
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Morocco

MEDIA OVERVIEW

The number of newspapers in Morocco has grown

considerably in recent years. There are presently 430

papers in Arabic, 199 in French, 8 in Berber, 6 in

English and 1 hi Spanish. The appearance of new

editorials, columns and chronicles has contributed to

promote the profession of journalism, and the

number of journalists went up three fold in 10 years

(from 400 in 1987 to 1,200 in 1997).1? The State
provides annual financial subsidies to the press as

well as technical support, as they are regarded as

important organs for the education of citizens, the

spreading of culture and the enhancement of free

dialogue. Criticism of Islam or of the monarch, who,

as Commander of the Faithful, is also a religious

figure, is not allowed.

Many newspapers have web sites. The portal

http://www.menara.ma reports daily on ICT activities

and information society, and publishes regular

interviews and analyses of the subject.

Radio and television networks now cover the major

part of Morocco. The number of radio and television

sets has increased considerably. The ratios are around

one radio set for every three citizens and one TV set

for every six citizens. In addition, satellite dishes

have mushroomed throughout the country. Moreover,

Moroccan television programmes are broadcast daily

through EUTELSAT 2 and watched by millions of

viewers around the world.

Print media monitored

The newspapers Le Matin and L'economiste were

monitored for this study. Le Matin was founded by

the State 30 years ago. In 2002, it became majority

owned by Groupe Benjeloun, one of the most

important economic groups in the country, known for

its activities in the banking and financial sectors.

Since this transaction Le Matin has pursued the same

pro-government editorial line. Nonetheless, it

underwent reorganization and now has a richer and

more diversified content. Each Thursday Le Matin

has a multimedia supplement which reports on new

technologies.

The web site is at http://www.lematin.ma.

Full name of medium: Le Matin du Sahara et du Maghreb

(Le Matin]

Ownership and control: Government/Groupe Benjeloun

Location of head office: Casablanca

Frequency of publishing: daily

Average number of pages: Ik * and B page supplement

Le Matin eco

Language of publishing: French

Distribution and reach: nationwide

Number of readers (approxj. Morocco's most read paper.

How many years has it existed: 30 years

L'economiste is an independent business-oriented

newspaper with a pro-government stance and has a

conservative social outlook. It is regarded as the

premier publication for economic news. It has a web

site at http://www.leconomiste.com.

Full name of medium: L economists

Ownership and control: independent

Location of head office: Casablanca

Frequency of publishing: 5 days/week

Average number of pages: 32 pages

Language of publishing: French

Distribution and reach; nationwide

Number of readers [approx.]: Some 32.Q00 copies printed

each day

How many years has it existed: founded in 1991

* Government web site is at: http://www.mincoin.gov.ma/.

17 Ftom http://www.septi.gov.ma (accessed 3 October 2003) and scanict.marwan.ac.ma.
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Broadcast media monitored ICT POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Radio Television Marocaine (RTM), and 2M

Television were monitored.

RTM has its main station in Rabat, and has nine

regional stations in Tangier, Casablanca, Laayoune,

Dakhala, Marrakesh, Agadir, Fez, Oujda and Tetouan.

2M Television was set up with the aim of endowing

the Moroccan audio-visual scene with a second TV

channel in order to promote competition and

diversify the range as international competition is

quickly developing.

Name of medium: 2M Television

Ownership and control: part private, part government [88%]

Location of head office: Casablanca

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average hours of broadcast: ..

Language of broadcasting: Arabic and French

Distribution and reach: 70% di the population

Number of listeners [approx.]:..

How many years has it existed: launched March 1989

Name of medium: Radio Television Marocaine [RTM - TV]

Ownership and control: State

Location of head office: Rabat

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average hours of broadcast: ..

Language of broadcasting: Arabic, French, English. Spanish and

3 dialects [tarifit, tamazight and tachelhit].

Distribution and reach: whole national territory

Number of listeners [approx.]: ..

How many years has it existed; launched 1928

ECA notes that Morocco is one of the North African

countries that have made considerable progress

towards an information society.

Secretariat d'etat aux postes et technologies de

I'mformation (SEPTI), which is under the auspices of

the Prime Minister, was established in March 1998.

Its main mission is to establish a national and

integrated IT strategy to enable the entry of Morocco

into the information society.

A national IT policy 1999-2003'" was elaborated and

approved in 1999 by the Government. The policy has

the following five strategic objectives:

• Implementation of an intergovernmental

network. The Government plans to set an example

to Moroccan society through the use of IT because

of its belief that rapid implementation of a

government information highway will promote

national efforts in information networking.

• Emergence of an economy based on knowledge

and innovation in Morocco. A knowledge-based

economy is seen to be the way forward as it

focuses on investment, development of service

activities and employment creation.

• Human resources development. The need to

modify the educational and training system by

integrating IT in the teaching, learning and

training process.

• Infrastructure development. Infrastructure

development should focus on capacity, quality and

diversity of services provided.

• Extension of the utilization of information

technologies (IT). The aim is to improve the

quality of life of the citizen by providing

information through adequate, rapid delivery and

affordable services.

The plan addresses five key themes - education,

governance, private sector development, e-commerce

and access. These themes, forming the basis for the

national strategy for IT development, are known as

the "e-Maroc plan". The ICT strategies aim at

is Accessed at http://www.ECA.org/aisi/nici (accessed 3 October 2003).
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improving the productivity of Moroccan industry,

modernizing the public sector administration,

reinforcing the government programmes aimed at

eradicating poverty, raising levels of literacy,

improving delivery of services hi health, education

and training and providing access to information to

isolated rural communities.

An implementation strategy for the action plan was

devised with emphasis on preparing the necessary

legal environment; building consensus and

partnership among the private and public sectors as

well as civil society. There are also awareness

programmes on ICT for development aimed at the

public, parliamentarians and the media.

Morocco has begun reaping some tangible benefits

from its active implementation of ICTs in areas such

as its tourism industry. An increasing number of

Internet service providers and cyber cafes have

created more access to information, knowledge and

employment opportunities, especially for young

people. By the end of 2001, Morocco had over 2,000

cyber cafes and a reasonable communications

infrastructure of 1.4 million fixed and 3.6 million

mobile telephones. The number of web sites reached

4,000 during 2001 and most significantly the cost of

a monthly Internet subscription dropped to about $6

per month.

ICT INDICATORS

Basic telecommunications data

Total no of tel. subscribers [fixed line * mobile]

Total fixed-Line subscribers

TeLedensity

Waiting List for main lines

Public telephones

Public telephones [per 1.000 inhabitants!

Mobile subscribers

Mobile subscribers [per 100 inhabitants]

Telephone tariffs: Residential

Connection [SI

Monthly subscription rate [SJ

Telephone tariffs: Business

Connection [5]

Monthly subscription rate IS]

Mobile telephone tariffs:

Connection [SI

Monthly subscription rate ISJ

Broadcasting/ media

Radios per 1,000 inhabitants

TVs per 1,000 inhabitants

Dailv newspapers per 1.000 people [1098]

Internet access

Internet hosts

Internet users

- Total

- Per 10,000 inhabitants

Internet bandwidth [Mbps]

5.08W

U25.000

ua

48,000

3.1

3,659.17<t

11.61

«

B.I

ft

B.4

9

11.8

1G5

26

2,454

500.000

158.73

200

Sources:

IT1GED. 2002. Report SCQN-ICT Morocco.

ITU. 2D02. World telecommonications indicators.

World Bank. 2DD2. World development indicators.

World Economic Forum. 2003. The global information technology report

2002-2003.

i9 Adapted from information available at http://www.ECA.org/aisi/nici.
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STUDY MATERIAL STATISTICS

A total of 92 items appeared in the Moroccan media,

placing Morocco second after Egypt regarding the

amount of items recorded. More than 90 per cent of

the items appeared in the print media. (See figure 37.)

Figure 37 % of ICT-related items by radio, TV and print media.

March-April 2003

Of the newspapers, Le Matin published 50 articles,

whereas L'economiste published 3 7 during the

monitoring period. RTM broadcast only one, and 2M

four items. (See table 5.)

Table 5 No. of ICT items. March-April 2003

Media

Le Matin

L economiste

Radio Television Morocco

2M

No. of items

50

37

1

h

The majority of articles in Morocco covered

telecommunications, Internet/web sites, and

financial issues. (See figure 38.)

Figure 38 No. of ICT-related items published or broadcast in

various categories. March-April 2003
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Internet/websites
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Education

Technology

ICTs and Iraq

Security, crime, law

nformatmn technology
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Research
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Tele-, video- Internet I

conferencing f

Information Society 1

B-business 1

Media 1

D

1 1 1 1 1
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1 1

1
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1
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STUDY MATERIAL OVERVIEW

ICTs are clearly much on the news agenda of the

Moroccan press. The increasing and diverse amount

of ICT activity in Morocco is regularly reported in the

monitored newspapers L'economiste and Le Matin.

ICT coverage focused on telecommunications

developments, government initiatives, a wide variety

of business deals and partnerships, research and

education, conferences and trade fairs, benefits to

citizens, and the invasion of Iraq, among other topics.

2M Television and RTM Radio, however, broadcast a

total of only five short items during the eight-week

study period.

The criticism made elsewhere about lack of context

and background is not true for a number of articles in

the Moroccan press. Reasonably often the articles

fulfil some of the basic requirements of good

journalism. They tell the story without confusing the

reader. They avoid jargon. They place the message in

a wider framework of related events and

developments. There is a logical sequence to the

narrative. However, another general observation of

this study, that analytical and critical reportage

related to ICT developments is conspicuous by its

absence, is also true of Moroccan coverage, with very

few exceptions.

How citizens are becoming part of information

society is also an ongoing story for the media in

Morocco. The study material includes stories of pre

school children being introduced to "informatics"; of

digitized literature being provided for the youth; of a

new online labour bureau which enabled rural job

seekers to apply for work from cyber cafes.

Discussion of citizen access to various kinds of

information is a recurring topic.

Nonetheless, we encountered no references to WSIS

or AISI in the Moroccan media.

Telecoms

One of the exceptions to the general lack of context

found in this study was a feature-type 800-word

article by Latifa Cherkaoui in Le Matin, 14 March,

"Disaffection pour la 2e licence de telephonie fixe?"

The writer is critical of a decision to not grant a

second licence for fixed telephony. He also discussed

a recent report by the Arab Advisors Group which

noted a second mobile phone operator had captured

more new clients than Maroc Telecom. Cherkaoui

commented that although Morocco is technologically

poorly equipped in comparison to industrialized

countries, it is a leader on the African continent.

Nonetheless, he pointed to grave disparities in the

country, such as a teledensity of 30 per cent in

Casablanca as against 1 per cent in the south, and

said it is only through fixed line telephony that ICT

usage could become accessible in disfavoured areas

and regions of Morocco. He foresees expansion of

mobile telephony at the expense of fixed subscribers,

who will continue to decrease, leading to an

exacerbating rural-urban teledivide. Cherkaoui

believes candidates for future licences will be dis

suaded if international regulations are not adhered to.

The 1 April edition of L'economiste also had a whole

12-page supplement dealing with the liberalization of

telecommunications. The sub-headline was "Top

marks for the mobile; Uncertainty for fixed line". The

first two pages contained a lengthy interview with

Minister of Industry, Commerce and Tele

communications Rachid Talbi Alami, who said a

major occupation of his ministry is to optimize

existing communication infrastructures as well as

exploit new possibilities and create access to Internet

wherever possible. This would include putting PCs at

the disposal of rural communities around the

country. Then a whole page dealt with a coming audit

of the two telecom operators Maroc Telecom and

Meditelecom, which will clarify prospects for

development. The article also provided background

to the imminent green light to be given for the

introduction of ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber

line) technology in Morocco.

The whole of the fourth page was taken up with an

article entitled "Competition Races through the

Market", which analysed the background and current

business strategies of the two operators. Thereafter

numerous articles and charts covered the spectrum of

telecommunications activities in Morocco. The

supplement was detailed and educative.

The whole "Entreprises" page of the same edition (1

April) was devoted to a detailed article "L'operation
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'reconquete' de Maroc Telecom" by Abashi

Shamamba, in which he discussed an ambitious plan

by Maroc Telecom to double its fixed line telephone

subscriber base to 2.2 million within the coming two

years. Though packed with statistics and references

to ISO standards and services such as Global Packet

Radio System (GPRS), Multimedia Messaging Service

(MMS) and others, Shamamba's presentation was

nonetheless lucid and knowledgeable. This is a

hallmark of the ICT reportage in L'economiste, which

aims at an educated readership. The newspaper

carries both brief announcements and lengthy

feature-type articles.

L'economiste, 15 April, had almost a whole page of

the economy section dedicated to an article entitled

"Trois nouveaux operateurs dans la telephonie

mobile et Internet". The government has decided to

continue the programme of liberalization of

telecommunications by granting new licences to

three operators. They are European Datacom

Maghreb SA, which will exploit the Iridium and

Inmarsat satellite systems, while Soreman SARL and

Thuraya Maghreb SA would successively exploit

Inmarsat and Thuraya. Writer Nabil Boubrahimi

provided background to the companies, to the

liberalization process, the costs involved, and

managed to make a somewhat complicated process

easy to understand.

Government

The evening news on 2M Television, 17 March,

carried a two-minute item announcing that

employer's income tax returns could now be made

online via a new national social security department

{CNSS) web site. Under the old system companies

had to make their declarations once a year and long

processing delays occurred before a receipt could be

issued. Such lengthy processing of the hand-written

documents, when combined with late tax returns by

employers, sometimes meant considerable delays for

the beneficiaries. Now with the new system, tax

returns could be completed online at any time of the

year, and once the online application was in the

system an electronic receipt would be issued

immediately. A written confirmation would follow by

mail. The new system was more interactive, it was

time saving and application fees were no longer

required, reported 2M.

News of the CNSS web site and its advantages was

widely reported in Moroccan newspapers the

following day. Le Matin had an extensive page 1 and

2 article entitled "La teledeclaration est

operationnelle" which detailed how companies could

now report via the new CNSS interactive Internet

portal, which it termed "the first interactive gateway

of public services". Le Matin said the new CNSS web

site would host all information relevant to social

security in Morocco.

This answers in a practical manner all the requests for information

expressed over many years by companies. This new gateway is in the

framework of a strategy to provide services which will help to simplify

administrative procedures. The new leledederation system provides for

a standardized declaration, relieving the administrative load. The

previous manual procedures caused many serious lapses.2"

The article said the CNSS online service was in line

with modernization of the economy, which was a

government priority. The service would result in

savings in both time and costs. Those without access

to modern facilities could continue to use the existing

manual procedures.

An article in L'economiste "CNSS lance la

teledeclaration", carried essentially the same

information.

Every Thursday Le Matin has a page devoted to ICT

coverage, entitled Multimedi@. On 3 April, it had a

report taken from the online edition of Gulf News,

which effusively praised Morocco's rapid

embracement of ICTs - as evidenced by the explosion

of Internet cafes, rapidly growing numbers of Internet

subscribers and ongoing mobile telephony

developments. This coupled with the Moroccan

Government's progressive ICT policy, speculated the

article, meant that e-business was set to flourish in

Morocco.

The 10 April Multimedi@ page was packed with

interesting articles. The main story was about E-

Maroc - the 5-point strategy by the Ministry of

Industry, Commerce and Telecommunications, which

proposes to exploit ICTs to the full for the benefit of

society. The five points are key ICT investments,

20 Le Matin, 18 March 2003.
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economic modernization, inter-connectivity of

government departments through an intranet, more

government transparency, and more direct access to

information for citizens. E-Maroc is the national IT

policy, approved in 1999. Another article reported on

a government-supported project for integrating the

blind into the information society through the use of

ICTs - partly by making digital mathematics, physics

and chemistry information accessible in Arabic via

Braille printers. There is also a detailed article about

a new online interactive labour bureau created by the

National Agency for the Promotion of Employment,

which enables even rural youths to go to cyber cafes

and apply directly for jobs.

L'economiste, 5 March 2003, had a brief mention of e-

customs in Morocco.

Research and education

Several articles reported on educational seminars and

conferences. One (Le Matin, 8 March) is about a

planned Youth Literature and ICTs conference to be

organized jointly by the Research Association of

Maghreb Literature and the National Documentation

Centre. The article, unsigned, says the meeting will

provide a much needed forum for exchange of ideas,

for discussing research needs, and for addressing the

important question of digital archiving of the literary

works of Moroccan youth. A major theme of the

conference would be reflection on the impact of ICTs

on youth culture. Other foci would be using ICTs to

make books available to youths, and case studies of

library experiences of digitization. The conference

would have participation from universities, libraries,

the media and IT specialists, with some of these

coming from Lebanon, Egypt and France.

The Arabic service of RTM Radio evening news on 10

March reported that a new school was to be built in

the city of Oujda (north east Morocco), which would

offer technical education including telecoms and

networking. Facilities will include computer labs as

well as classrooms for theoretical study. The school

will have capacity for 300 students. The $5.3 million

project will be financed jointly by the Ministry of

Higher Education and the Agency for the

Development of the Northern Provinces (one minute

broadcast).

Le Matin, 24 March, reported that following a

successful Franco-Moroccan e-learning seminar, a far

larger conference, MED IT 2003, was being organized.

There French, Moroccan, Tunisian and Lebanese

delegates would deliberate many e-learning topics,

including innovative solutions, open source software,

information security, and joint projects.

Le Matin, 20 March, had three education-related

articles. One outlined ICT research being undertaken

at Moroccan universities, in many cases jointly with

US partners such as the National Science Foundation

and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A

second article dealt with the establishment in Rabat

of an Observatory for the promotion of research into

new technologies, as a result of collaboration

between Morocco and Belgium. The third reported

the creation of a special unit at a school in Tangiers

for the popularization of ICTs.

Leconomiste, 1 April, had a prominent article, "La

caravane Internet traverse Beni Mellal". This page

lead story described a joint project between a centre

of applied research and the provincial delegation of

the Ministry of National Education and Youth. They

had launched a "caravan" which would visit all the

scholarly establishments of Beni Mellal region under

the banner "Teaching Learning and Producing with

the new technologies of information and

communication". Writer Mustapha Chebbak said the

operation is on a scale that will profit thousands of

young scholars at 42 secondary schools in the region.

"As we well know, utilization of the tools of

information is less and less a mere commodity and

more a necessity for schools in the 21st century in a

society undergoing profound change under the

effects of new technology", he wrote.

Chebbak says that in consequence of the

understanding that Internet will become generally

available, offering users text, images, sound, video,

entertainment and communication, the project would

have "Open Door Internet for All" days. These would

provide an opportunity for youngsters to discover

how the multiple facets of the Web relate to their

daily lives, whether culturally or educationally. After

two months in Beni Mellal region, the caravan would

visit schools in the Atlas and Aghbala regions, going

to the furthest reaches. Chebbak ends: "One should
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give thanks to the team for giving this chance for the

youth to familiarize themselves with the new

technologies of education and to the Ministry of

National Education and Youth for its moral and

material support."

he Matin, 4 April, had a news item on the

German/Moroccan association which planned to

supply computers to 10 pre-school classrooms in

rural areas of Agadir. "This is so that when reaching

school age they will have been introduced to

informatics and won't be behind their city brothers,"

the article stated. Each classroom was to receive three

computers and 1500 Euro under the project.

Le Matin, 11 April: 20 Moroccan professors will go

for advanced ICT training in the USA. This is the

result of a new partnership between Hassan 11

University and Indiana State University.

L'economiste, 16 April, had a brief article announcing

the formation of the New Technology Alliance by a

group of ICT professionals, who plan to stimulate

research and innovation in Morocco with regard to

future technologies.

Reading through all the Moroccan press material

relating to ICTs and education (and listening to the

solitary radio news item) one gets a definite sense of

many developments taking place in the country.

Iraq war

While containing nowhere near the volume found in

Egypt, the Moroccan press did carry several articles

touching on ICTs and the invasion of Iraq.

L'economiste, 26 March, had two page-lead articles

dealing with mobile phones and Internet being used

in Egypt and Morocco to express anti-US sentiment.

One was headed "SMS version of the war in Iraq" and

had a minor headline "From the most absurd jokes to

sincere appeals against the mobilization in Iraq, a

new media has developed". The article read in part:

SMS mini-messages about Iraq are flooding mobile phones in Egypt,

and the authors of these messages are congesting the lines with jokes

against the war.

This flood of Egyptian mini-messages is being conducted both in

Arab and in English. <Go and watch CNN. Saddam has agreed to leave

Iraq on condition he is installed in the White House>, said one. That

was before the war began.

Another joke has Yasser Arafat advising Saddam about eventual

exile <Trust me. accept nothing less than two rooms and a bathroom*.

These messages fly from telephone to telephone in a spreading

tree of SMS but which only show the identity of the last sender.

Once the strike began the messages became more heated. <Welch.

we do not want you in Egypt* said one, followed by an insult addressed

to the American ambassador in Cairo. David Welch.

The article said some messages were prayers for the people of

Iraq, others expressed hope that the Americans and British would be

defeated. One urged Egyptians to wear black as a sentiment of

mourning. Another, following the intense bombardment of the Iraq

capital said: "I ask you not for bread, not for arms, but to cry with hot

tears because I am burning" signed Baghdad. In Morocco an SMS

appealed for a boycott of all US products. The article went on to

describe acts of solidarity with Iraq.

On the following page was an article entitled "The

anti-war movement takes its revenge on the Internet

- The United States denounces acts of hacking

mainly from Morocco". It reads:

Following the war of the satellite [TV] networks the electronic war has

now started. Since the beginning of the conflict in Iraq. Internet, like

other media, has now an enormous traffic. "Iraq" is the word most

researched on search engines and fear of hacker activities is growing.

In a report transmitted internationally yesterday the US State

Department denounced the wave of digital attacks perpetrated by info

pirates which are disrupting a number of web sites.

Morocco is cited above other countries as harbouring hackers, and

if one is to believe the American department the list includes

Indonesia. Malaysia. Pakistan. Egypt, southern Arabia. Turkey. France.

Brazil and Mexico. But this denunciation should be taken with a

pincette. To see it more clearly, the majority of these countries contain

Islamic portals or are against the war. as is France.

Does Morocco ready present a menace? "No. I don't think the

situation is so grave", says Adil Bikardass. info technology manager of

MTDS. It is true" he continues "that we have received many

complaints from our foreign partners mentioning bizarre traffic

emanating from Morocco".

However it does not concern hacking but rather viruses that infect

computers and propagate into other networks, he explains. For him

these viruses have no relation to the war but come from already

infected computers.

According to the American anti-virus firm F-Secure over 1000 web

sites have been hacked this week by pro-Islamic groups. American

patriots and anti-war activists. The Washington Post reported that a

graup of pro-Islamic info hackers "Unix Security Guards" had

vandalized hundreds of American web sites and left behind them the
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message "Here is the online war we promised you. In the same way

that the US does what it wishes to the world we will now do what we

want on Internet. Stop the American terrorists and we will stop. Viva

Iraq!"

Recording to the USA these attacks hawe economic costs, notably

in interruptions of health services for citizens, and banking being

affected by undesirable viruses and hacking.

The article went on to give more views of F-Secure.

Le Matin had a similar story the next day, 27 March,

"Des hackers attaquent des firmes americaines",

clearly derived from the same State Department

report. On the same page is a story "New media in

times of conflict", which describes the struggle, for

audiences, during the invasion of Iraq, between the

big TV networks like ABC, CNN, CBS and web

operators such as Yahoo, America Online and MSN.

It tells how ABCnews.com offers a war game for $10

per month in which "soldiers of the rear" can sit in

front of their computer screens and command a

virtual communications centre, equipped with four

cameras. One camera followed the bombardment of

Baghdad, and the others alternatively broadcast anti

war manifestations and the transmissions of Pentagon

and White House press conferences.

Le Matin, 3 April. The online column of the

Multimedi®1 page is entitled "Telephonie mobile en

temps de conflit". Mobile telephones in time of

conflict. Author Mustapha Najma writes:

If modern means of communication and particularly the mobile phone

have been of great help to journalists at the front in Iraq, it does

nothing to ensure their lives or those of the units that they accompany.

In the first week of the war these small cellular devices allowed

them to report in detail and in real-time as operations occurred.

But. it is averred, if one is to believe the American-British military,

the mobile phones facilitated location of the military units and exposed

them to attack by the Iraq army. This problem only occurs with one

particular type of mobile, those exploiting GPS global positioning, which

permits very precise localisation.

This caused great military concern. At once the media were

"disarmed". The only tool, supposedly so efficacious, was suddenly not

"operational", and for reasons of "security". And it is public opinion

that will be the direct loser.

An important question arises: The right to news and the right to

security - are they compatible? Apparently not.

Najma goes on to describe how technicians and

telecom authorities were under pressure to find

solutions.

Another article on the same page discussed the high

quality of many political cartoons to be found on the

Internet which lampooned the US invasion of Iraq.

Business _^___^_

ICT-related business news abounds on the pages of Le

Matin and L'economiste. Le Matin's business coverage

is largely focused on initiatives within Morocco,

while L'economiste gives more space to international

players, e.g. Dell, Deutsche Telecom, Hewlett

Packard, Microsoft, Motorola, Samsung, to name a

few that appear in the study material.

Some of the Morocco-related items are mentioned

below.

L'economiste, 5 March, had a prominent article about

tourism in Morocco, how tourists are being attracted

by well-presented information about Morocco

available online, and the need for all hotel

accommodation to be advertised on Internet. There

was also a detailed description of Moroccan

companies that would exhibit at the Cebit

information technology expo in Hanover 12-19

March.

Le Matin, 17 March, had an article entitled

"Moroccan companies have made their entry into the

ICT world market". It recounts how for the first time

Moroccan companies - 12 of them - are represented

at Cebit. This story could be described as "proudly

Moroccan". It explained that Morocco is one of five

Arab countries represented at Cebit, and has a larger

exhibit area than Egypt. Certain Moroccan companies

occupy positions of leadership in Africa and in the

Arab world, with then- products also being available

in China and the near East. Moroccan companies

exhibiting at Cebit had expertise and new products in

the fields of geographic information systems CIS,

security of software, online payment systems,

network solutions and ICTs.

Le Matin, 6 March, announced a new web site for the

Tanger-Tetouan region of Morocco, established to

encourage creative enterprise. It provides information

2) Le Matin, 3 April 2003.
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about the investment potential of the region, and

details how micro-entrepreneurs can apply for

subsidies.

Le Matin, 2 April, had a half page interview with

Mohamed Bouhess, director-general of SpaceCom, a

highly successful company created five years ago by

Moroccan and foreign investors. Bouhess explained

the advantages of VSAT satellite communications. He

said the creation of SpaceCom was a logical step in

the integration of Morocco into the new economy and

knowledge society. On 23 April, the newspaper had

another half page dedicated to an interview with a

company executive, in this case the president of

Involys, a company with international ICT expertise.

Le Matin, 3 April, had an article describing how

Maroc Connect, a major provider of networking

software and Internet connectivity, has wired

Morocco's fishing industry. Maroc Connect must

have a good public relations department, because

news items about the company appear in the media

regularly.

Le Matin, 4 April, reports a business agreement

between a Moroccan company and an international

firm of ICT consultants to provide GSM software

solutions in Morocco.

The "Entreprises" section of Le Matin, 17 April,

reported a strategic partnership between Datalink.Net

and Navision to market ERP (enterprise resource

planning) solutions in Morocco. Stories in this

business section of the newspaper (which is the same

pink/desert sand colour as the Financial Times and

other such publications) are not aimed at a general

readership. They are written by competent economic

journalists and aimed at the business community.

Another report concerned a new web site for the

commercial court of appeal, which aimed to facilitate

communication with professional organizations and

companies. Once certain technical problems had

been solved, the site would provide statistics on

companies and their sectors of activity.

L'economiste, 23 April, Hayat Karim Allah, who

writes regularly for the paper on new technical ICT

developments, had an article entitled "Informatique

embarquee, une nouvelle solution flexible" where he

described a new easy-to-use integrated administrative

system for companies.

Other stories dealt with a wide variety of topics: An

Italian/Moroccan accord to promote e-commerce, e-

education and e-government; new business web sites;

tourism web sites; EU funding for ICT projects in

Africa; ICT-related seminars and conferences on a

variety of topics including Wi-fi, ICTs and education,

software developments and intellectual property.

Broadcast

Apart from the two items mentioned above, only

three other broadcast items were recorded by media

monitor Saad Mouline in Morocco during the study

period.

2M Television, Midday news, 13 March, in a three-

minute item presented the 10th International

Casablanca Video Festival, organized by Casablanca

University's School of Arts & Humanities.

Participants included students and video

professionals from Chile, China, Europe, Morocco

and elsewhere. The Festival promotes the use of

digital imaging technologies in the arts. It represents

an opportunity for new talents to show their skills

and gives students the chance to meet with

professionals and learn from their experience. The

Festival also tries to introduce video technology to the

public as another way of expression, and one that

stimulates the imagination of young artists. Some

brief examples were shown.

2M Television has a regular magazine programme

"Bande a Part", aimed at teenagers. On 13 April there

was a short insert about a company in Casablanca

offering wireless handsets (a kind of personal digital

assistant, PDA) using global positioning system (GPS)

technology that enables users to know where the

nearest restaurant, cinema, hotel, post office, etc. is

located for almost the whole of Casablanca.

2M Television, midday news, Arabic service, 28

April, had a brief report on the occasion of the 46th

anniversary of the National Aid organization Attaoun

Al Watany, which has more than 600 centres spread

around Morocco. They assist citizens by providing
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free training in different professional fields. Their

Casablanca Sidi Othmane centre would be the first to

open a computer laboratory, which would be

available to the centre's 300 daily users. Services

would include initiation in computer use as well as

free access to the Internet.

From all the examples cited above it can be seen that

there is a richness and diversity to the reporting of

ICTs in the Moroccan press, but far less engagement

by the broadcast media. Inasmuch as a number of the

articles reflect on how information technology is

bringing about changes in education, in access to

information in rural regions, in business efficiency, in

Moroccan international relations, in the labour

market, it can be said that the Moroccan press is

reporting interestingly on information society issues,

and playing a role in the development of Moroccan

information society. There does, however, appear to

be a lack of interest in the specific debates and

activities surrounding AISI and WSIS, which are not

once mentioned.

MEDIA INTERVIEWS

From Morocco we obtained one interview, conducted

by Rachid Jankari with Mohamed Benabid, deputy to

the editor-in-chief of L'economiste.

He said ICTs were a self-evident newsworthy topic as

they were "part and parcel of our daily life". ICT news

in the newspaper generated a lot of feedback from the

newspaper's readers, both by telephone and e-mail.

Moroccan ICT news items were almost all generated

by local reporters and "our" correspondents, who

themselves directly covered the issues. For the

international news they used dispatches from

agencies.

Nonetheless, said Benabid, ICT stories rarely made

frontpage news because "so far technological

information is not a political issue in Morocco".

Asked whether he recruited correspondents who did

not know how to use computers, Mr Benabid replied:

"Mastering computer usage is one of the criteria to

work with us. Once the correspondent is recruited,

we usually train him/her in general use of Internet

and computers." Beyond basic computer competency,

he believed the most important skill was how to

navigate properly on the Internet and how to use

different search engines.

L'economiste was fully computerized, he said.

"We work in a network environment. We send our

pages via Internet for publication. All preparation

is done on the desktop, as is the sending and the

receipt of documentation and reports by e-

mail...

The newspaper's web site,

http://www.leconomiste.com, enabled them to get

pictures and feedback from readers.

"We also allow subscriptions on the site using the

platform Maroc Telecommerce. In addition, all the

archived newspaper material is accessible online

and this means since the first edition which

started in 1991""

Asked by Rachid Jankari what his publication's role

was in the advancement and promotion of the debate

and knowledge concerning the objectives of the

" Mohamed Benabht, deputy to the editor-in-chief of L'economiste, in personal interview with media monitor Rachid Jankari.

23 ibid.
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information society, Mohamed Benabid replied: "We

have played a great role in the debate on the

liberalization of telecoms in Morocco, as well as in

the popularization and clarification of the stakes of

the information society."

ICTs, he said, had enabled more competitiveness for

the Moroccan economy, opening it to the

international market. ICTs were also facilitating

wealth and employment creation, particularly in the

telecom and Internet sectors.
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Cameroon

MEDIA OVERVIEW

The government exercises control over both the

broadcast and the print media in Cameroon. The

newspapers - which are the public's most important

source of news - are subject to significant

government restrictions, and libel laws are used to

hold back the press. In some cases, journalists have
24

been jailed (BBC).

State-run CRTV manages national TV and radio

broadcasts and provincial radio stations. In addition

to the State-owned TV station, there are now two

private stations in Douala (main commercial city of

the country with a population of 2.5 million) that

have been struggling for survival. The monopoly of

State television was broken with the arrival of TV

Max, Cameroon's first private TV station, in 2001. In

early 2002, Canal 2 was launched, broadcasting

"culture-oriented" programmes to the capital and the

west of the country.

Besides the State-owned radio stations (5 MW and 10

FM) the country now has 15 community stations

(mostly set up by UNESCO or financed by the

European Union) and a number of private

commercial initiatives. The most popular stations are

Radio Siantou (privately owned), CRTV FM (State

owned), Magic FM and Radio Reine (run by the

Roman Catholic Church) - all based in Yaounde. In

Douala, there is Sawa FM (State radio) and Radio

Equinoxe. However, licensing still remains a

challenge for most private operators and many

stations have had to close down.

The country has one official newspaper, five semi

official ones (the main party paper and others

financed by public funds), and approximately 200

private newspapers, among which three are

prominent (Le Messages La Nouvelle Expression,

Mutations). Out of these 10 are published on a regular

basis, while the rest come out from time to time.

In this study we note that media reporting seldom

questions the ICT plans or pronouncements of

government officials. In the case of Cameroon this

has more to do with survival than a failure on the part

of journalists. Criticism of the authorities can have

dire consequences in Cameroon, as we experienced

during the media monitoring. Dr Olivier Nana Nzepa

monitored broadcast media for this study together

with Marie-Angele Ngaffi. They were initially

uncertain what private radio station to focus upon,

and began by monitoring three popular stations,

Radio Riene, Magic FM and Radio Siantou, to see if

any had an interest in ICTs. On 14 March 2003,

Marie-Angele wrote: "Magic FM has been closed

down by ministerial decree, for the reason it was too

tough on the Head of State."

Magic FM thus became the third privately-owned

broadcaster to be shut down by the Government in

less than a month. Earlier, on 19 February, two

television stations, RTA and Canal 2, had been

ordered to close.

On ordering the closure of Magic FM, the authorities

said the radio station disturbed public order and good

moral standards. They accused it of affronting the

President and State institutions, of sedition and of

dissemination of false information. In previous weeks

Magic FM had broadcast political debates and call-in

shows during which listeners criticized President

Paul Biya's frequent trips abroad, his appointment of

government officials to multiple posts, and

government corruption. The station had also

criticized the earlier banning of the weekly

newspaper La Tribune de 1'Est by the Minister of Local

Government and Decentralization.

Robertine Tankeu monitored print media for this

study - both the State-controlled Cameroon Tribune

and the independent Mutations, On 19 April, Tankeu

reported:

week has been a perfect demonstration of

the uneasy relationship between Government and

the independent press. Mutations wasn't on the

stands because the Government used police and

* Government web site: hItp-J/www.Cameroon.guv.cm/

" See Cameroon profile, h1tp://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/afnca/country_profiles/ (accessed 3 October 2003).

25 International Freedom of Expression Exchange Clearing House (Toronto), 19 March 2003.
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every trick to prevent the newspaperfrom

publishing an article on President Biya's

succession. Consequently, this week's report relies

only on Cameroon Tribune, the official

newspaper, which has two stories on ICTs."

In a letter of protest to President Biya, the Committee

to Protect Journalists wrote that on 13 April a State-

owned printing press had refused to publish the 14

April edition of Mutations. Police later seized the

computer disk containing that edition of the paper.

On 14 April, police went to Mutations' offices and

detained the publisher, Haman Mana. Mana was

released later that night and told to return to the

station the next day with the journalists who were

responsible for the offending article. On 15 April,

Mana, editor-in-chief Alain Blaise Batongue and

editor Emmanuel Gustave Samnick reported to the

police station. The three were detained all day,

questioned about the article, and released early that

evening, journalists at Mutations said. The

newspaper was unable to publish on 14 and 15 April.

When officials found that Mutations' 16 April edition

contained the same report, police began seizing

copies of the paper from vendors as it appeared on

the streets.

Reporters sans Frontieres reported that the article in

question was entitled 'Apres-Biya: incertitudes de fin

de regne" (After Biya: The uncertainties of the end of

his rule).

Print media monitored

The Cameroon Tribune is a daily, published in French

and English. It is mostly read within public

administration circles. It is heavily controlled and

performs a sort of self-censorship. Considered a

mouthpiece for the Government, the public is not

keen to rush to it, except for special events. However,

it is said to rank second in circulation. The paper has

made ICTs one of it points of focus recently.

Name of medium: Cameroon Tribune

Ownership and control: government

Location of head office: Yaounde

Frequency of publishing: daily

Average number of pages: 32

Language of publishing: French and English

Distribution and reach: nationwide E international

Number of readers [approx.]: hard to estimate, 10.ODD copies

printed/day

How many years has it existed: 20 years

Mutations is ranked as the fourth-largest newspaper

hi terms of readers (after he Messager, Cameroon

Tribune and La Nouvelle Expression), and the

distribution rate is close to 60 per cent. The paper has

one of the best networks of correspondents, and

contrary to many other independent papers, its

journalists are well trained. The tone of the

newspaper has been softened recently, after being

very vindictive towards the Government in its initial

years. This happened after a brawl following the

publication of a list of nomination in the army. As a

result, the publication director spent a week in

detention, which actually benefited the paper in

terms of credibility and reputation. The paper is

owned by a reputable academic and a wealthy

entrepreneur.

2fi Available at http://www.cpj.org/protests/03ltrs/Cameroon22apT03pl.html (accessed 3 October 2003).

27 Available at http;//www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=6116 [accessed 3 October 2003).

1B Communication from media monitor Robertine Tankeu.
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Full name of medium: Mutations

Ownership and control: Independent, priuately-owned

Location of head office: Yaounde

Frequency of publishing: daily

Average number of pages: IB

Language of publishing: French

Distribution and reach: nationwide

Number of readers [approx.]: the number of copies is 6.00D

How many years has it existed: 8 years

Broadcast media monitored

Cameroon Radio and Television is a network of

electronics media, owned by the Government, and

with the official duty to inform the citizens of

Cameroon. It includes one national television station,

one national radio station, 10 provincial (MW) and 10

local (FM) radio stations. The FM radios have been

launched recently in order to counteract the impact

of private radio stations after the signing of a long-

awaited decree opening the media sector to

competition. The tone of the governmental FM radio

is a little bit lighter than the provincial and the

national stations. Still, the government media are not

regarded as very trustworthy by the people. The State

radio and television are regarded as its master's voice,

the control of the State is heavy, and its managers are

sometimes very close to the Head of State. For that

reason many prefer Radio France International, BBC

or Voice of America (VOA) when it comes to news,

and the private local FMs for local information.

CRTV broadcasts in French, English and the

provincial/local stations use national languages as

well. The number of radio listeners has decreased

continuously to around 40 per cent of the population.

The radio is listened to mostly by rural citizens and

civil servants for announcements. For television,

reach is even less - only 15 per cent of the population

watches CRTV.

Full name of medium; Cameroon Radio and Television

[CRTV - radio]

Location of head office: Yaounde

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average number of hours of hroadcast: 21 hours daily

Language of broadcasting: French [80%] and English [2D°A],

national languages

Distribution and reach: the FM covers city where installed,

the provincial ones cover the region

and the national station tries to couer

the whole country

Number of readers/listeners [approx.]: around 40% of the

population

Hew many years has it existed: radio, 55 years

Full name of medium: Cameroon Radio and Television

[CRTV - TV]

Location Qf head office: Yaounde

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average number of hours of broadcast: Between 9 and 15 hours

daily

Language of broadcasting: French and English

Distribution and reach: ambition is a nationwide coverage, but in

reality, less than 80% of the national

territory is covered

Number of watchers [approx.]: less that 15% of the population

How many years has it existed: IB years

Radio Siantou has softened its tone a lot to not face

the fate of Magic FM. At the beginning, the tone of

Radio and Television Siantou (RTS) was really free. It

provoked the Government to a point where RTS was

forced to fire a prominent but outspoken journalist, or

they were to be shut down. Since then, the tone has

been softened a lot. This station, as are many others

in the same situation, operates under very uncertain

circumstances. It is tolerated, but not officially

recognized by the Government, which does not rush

to give private radio stations operating agreements.
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Full name of medium: Radio and Television Siantou [RTS]

Ownership and control: independent, owned by a school

manager

Location of head office: Yaounde

Frequency of broadcasting: daily 5 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Average number of hours of broadcast: 21

Language of broadcasting: French

Distribution and reach: city centre only

Number of readers/listeners [approx.]: 20% of the audience-

People rank it as the

most listened to radio

station in the city

How many years has it existed: 2

ICT PDLICY DEVELOPMENTS

Postal and telecommunications services are a

broadcast monopoly under the Ministry of Posts and

Telecommunications.

Responsibility for developing ICT policy rests with

the Comite Interministeriel, composed of

representatives from six ministries.

Cameroonian media landscape has changed

dramatically since 2002 when liberalization and

privatization of the sector took place. Various laws

and decrees influence the state of media in the

country. This includes the law on freedom of

expression passed in 1990, a commission on

governmental media action and a few others.

In the government's New Year budget announced in

January 2003, funds have been set aside for the

private media. However, the management and

disbursement of these funds has stirred up a great

deal of controversy.

ICT INDICATORS

Basic telecommunications data

Total no. of tel. subscribers [fixed Line * mobile]

Total fixed-line subscribers

Teledensity Waiting list for main lines

Public telephones

Public telephones [per 1.00D inhabitants]

Mobile subscribers

Mobile subscribers [per 100 inhabitants]

Telephone tariffs: Residential

Connection [$]

Monthly subscription rate [S]

Telephone tariffs: Business

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate [S]

Mobile telephone tariffs:

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate fS]

Broadcasting/ media

Radios per 1.0DO inhabitants

TVs per 1.000 inhabitants

Daily newspapers per 1,000 people [199B]

Internet access

Internet hosts

Internet users

- Total

- Per lD.QOO inhabitants

Internet bandwidth [Mbps]

yuoo

101A0O

50,000

6,550

B.4S

310,000

2.04

2.5

kl

2.5

163

%

7

390

<t5.000

29.60

9

Sources:

ITU. 2002. World telecommunications indicators.

World Bank. 2DD2. World development indicators.

World Economic Forum 2003. The global information technology report

2002-2003.
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STUDY MATERIAL STATISTICS

A total of 62 items appeared in the Cameroonian

media, placing Cameroon within the top three

countries with regard to the quantity of items

recorded. Items were almost equally divided between

print and broadcast media. (See table 6 and figure

39.)

Figure 39 % of ICT-related items by radio, TV and print media.

March-April 2003

>

Print. Win

Radio. 31%

Telet/isicn. 21%

Of the two newspapers, Cameroon Tribune published

19 articles and Mutations 11, whereas the difference

was greater between the broadcast media - State-

owned CRTV broadcast 31 items, and RTS only one.

Table G No. of ICT items. March-April 2003

Media

Cameroon Tribune

Mutations

Cameroon Radio Television

Radio Television Siantou

No. of items

19

11

31

1

The majority of articles in Cameroon covered

Internet/web sites, education and gender/women's

issues. (See figure 40.)

Figure 4D No. of ICT-related items published or broadcast in

various categories, March-April 2003
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STUDY MATERIAL OVERVIEW

Women

This study notes the low frequency of gender-related

ICT reports. From the statistics, Cameroon appears to

be an exception in this regard, but this is primarily

because of an extraordinary amount of media

attention around one particular event.

All CRTV newscasts on 11 March 2003, both English

and French, gave extensive publicity to a two-day ICT

training seminar for women that was to begin the

following day in the United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP) conference centre in Yaounde. It

was a prolongation of the International Women's Day

activities that had taken place since 8 March. The
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seminar, which would be presided over by the

Minister of Women's Affairs Catherine Bakang Mbock

together with Patricia de Mowbray, the UN system

coordinator in Cameroon, aimed to strengthen

women's capacities in the domain of ICTs for

development. The 120 participants from public and

private sectors as well as from civil society would be

trained on how to access the Internet for business

purposes, agriculture, commerce, health and

personal enhancement. The workshop was organized

by UNDP through the Japanese Tokyo International

Conference for African Development (TICAD) ICT

initiative and the Minister of Women's Affairs.

Radio Reine in its 12.30 news bulletin on 11 March

also announced the coming seminar. The same day,

CRTV's Mount Cameroon FM station, on its

programme "Toly-Toly Business Toly", announced a

similar two-day training seminar to show women

how to use Internet in a profitable manner. It would

be held in one month's time. The station broadcasts

business news in "pidgin" English, which is mostly

spoken in the south province.

The next day, 12 March, all French and English radio

and television broadcasts covered the opening of the

ICT training seminar. In her address Ms de Mowbray

announced the future creation of an Internet

Academy for Women at the UNDP conference centre,

with the objective of breaking down the ICT gap

between women and men.

On 13 March media interest continued unabated.

A Cameroon Tribune article "Les femmes

naviguent...sur le Net" had a photograph of the

women in front of computer screens at the UNDP

centre. It said the ICT seminar was aimed at

enlightening women on the multiple opportunities

for them to emerge politically, economically,

culturally and legally. The seminar was said to be

part of putting millennium development objectives in

place.

Every radio and television news programme on the

CRTV network had something to say about the

seminar. Evening broadcasts covered the closing

ceremony, chaired by the minister of women's affairs.

Many quoted Margareth Fri Andoseh, coordinator of

the TICAD initiative at UNDP, as saying that the

specific goal of the workshop had been to sensitize

women about the importance of ICT for their

personal development and for development of their

country.

Most news broadcasts on 14 March mentioned that

the women's ICT seminar had ended with the award

of certificates to the participants.

Journalist Marion Obam had a story in Mutations on

17 March, looking back on the ICT training seminar,

entitled "La technologie est un droit de la femme"

(Technology is a women's right). Obam spoke to one

of the 75 participants, Marie Therese Bella, a

marketplace seller from Mfoundi who had a stall

named Buyam Sellam. Marie Therese said it was the

first time she had touched a computer. "I don't know

if it can help me in my business or help me to get new

contacts. It was to find this out that I came here. I am

a little bit disappointed that the training lasted only

two days."

Obam writes; "The same disappointment was also

perceptible among the women of TAssociation des

femmes confiantes du quartier Briqueterie'. They had

hoped to return home with the necessary knowledge

to cope with a computer and the Internet."

Patricia Mowbray had clearly stated that it was a

seminar of sensitization which would give the

women a better appreciation of Internet, but, says

Marion Obam, in the end the problem still remained

in its entirety. "Because after a two day exercise it is

illusory to believe in reinforcement or even in some

acquisition of aptitude by these women".

A UNDP spokesman told Obam they were going to re-

evaluate the seminar series, and detail a programme

of in-depth training of two to six months, based on

the difficulties experienced by the women.

Internet

Many other aspects of Internet engaged the

Cameroonian media. There were articles on email

spamming, intranet developments, plagiarism and

innovative software solutions. Two interesting reports

focused on Internet and journalism.

The Cybertribune page of Cameroon Tribune,

5 March, had a long article entitled "Internet and
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Journalism in Africa - aims and uses" written by Jean

Baptiste Essissima.

For the journalist, he says, Internet is a tool of

research and investigation and even more, a tool that

enables him to receive and impart information.

The media of Africa can in fact utilize Internet as their main news

agency. An example of the exchange and diffusion of information is the

Internet-based MediaF network of Francophone media, which has grown

to be a professional tool for journalists. Its aim is to promote the

exchange of information between all the media of the south. And let us

not forget that it enables the entire world to learn about Africa, her

culture and her politics.

Internet has revolutionized the work of the journalist, allowing the

combination of sound, images and text as well as interactivity with the

reader-navigator. The publication of a scoop can be instantaneous on

the net as was the case on September 11 in the USA. Today the media

can utilize the net to assemble comprehensive dossiers on major

questions and are thus able to supply quality services to their clients.

All the same there is the risk of being tripped up. Disinformation

exists on the net and there is a need to define specific ethical rules for

journalists utilizing cyberspace, around which there is still a legal void.

The online journalist needs to be well aware of his social

responsibilities. The journalist wanting to give his reader credible and

authentic information is confronted with new obstacles. Although the

net has become an important source of information this electronic

courier can also be the vehicle of rumour. Journalists should therefore

verify the authenticity of the information they find online and assemble

it into a "credibility hierarchy" before using and diffusing it further.

All things considered the traditional media have not changed

fundamentally but they benefit from new possibilities which demand

basic knowledge and new skills on the part of the journalist. This

obliges the journalist to acquire an understanding and training in the

domain of ICT so as to be able to fully utilize a computer and all the

possibilities now available. In this regard it is sometimes said that

many African journalists do not even know how to switch on a

computer, and a fortiori how to use email. And if they have access to

one it's just to fill in visiting cards. Be that as it may. computer-aided

reporting is beginning to taking strides in Africa and new subjects are

nnw being taught in the schools of journalism: the techniques of

cyberjoumalism. hypertext writing, use of a digital camera, and

construction of web pages.

In Africa the costs of establishing a media web site are often

perceived to outweigh the benefits - start up costs, maintenance and

development costs, additional salary costs. Media managers show little

interest in investing in an electronic edition, and advertisers are not

breaking down the door to get their adverts on the web. So what to do?

It is money that is always the obstacle? Certainly Not!

To start with the main problem is lack of comprehension about the

relationship between the African journalist, the African population and

the Internet. At least one doesn't recognize the way in which the

African journalist has to take into account the African population [of

which 90% is illiterate], to fulfill his task of social reliability to

represent the people, and finally inform the population in these days of

Internet.

Dne should recall that this Internet is an occidental tool created

for the precise needs of occidentals. Its adoption in Africa should

therefore take into account African culture in the anthropological sense

of the term - Africa is an oral society. Journalists need to consider how

to inform illiterate people, and how to resolve the moral obligations

which Internet poses for them - problems of rumour, the protection of

privacy, and defamation.

"Frequence Jeunes" is a weekly magazine produced

on Wednesday afternoons by CRTV Radio. In the 9

April edition entitled "La Presse sur Internet" reporter

Antoine Edjanga discussed journalism and new

media. Since the arrival of ICTs in Cameroon, said

Edjanga, journalists had wanted to become "real

actors of the new technology and not just spectators".

In the beginning, the online versions of the

newspapers they created merely reflected the content

of the print edition. It was in this framework that

CRTV had created its web site and connected itself to

the WWW. Now online publishing was recognized to

be more complex. The audience was different, and

usually international. Hypertext and interactivity

facilitated a new kind of "online journalism".

Journalists with access to Internet had many new

possibilities, such as rapid access to information,

discovery of relevant documents, and being able to

continuously update information. Within this online

environment a new media had emerged, allowing

interactivity and the incorporation of digital audio

and even video.

The most elaborate local example was Cameroon

online http://www.cameroononline.org, which gave

access to a wealth of information. Nowadays, said

Edjanga, Internet and journalists enjoyed a special

relationship, since the Internet had become the most

important source of documentation ever available to

journalists.

Given the difficulties faced by the independent media

in Cameroon, a somewhat startling story "Private

communication enterprises now to receive

Government aid" appeared in the Cameroon Tribune

on 10 April, written by Irene Morikang.

Jean Baptiste Essissima, Cameroon Tribune, 5 March 2003.
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She reported that private communication enterprises

- which included newspapers and periodicals,

printing houses, newspaper distributors, audiovisual

companies, online media, advertising agencies,

communication counselling firms and professional

organizations - were required to register at the

Ministry of Communication "to permit a transparent

and rational division of aid".

Morikang said this was a move to materialize

government policy to assist private communication

enterprises. Registration would enable the creation of

a national index of communication, from which

organizations to receive government aid could be

selected.

The aid package to private communication

enterprises would cover training of professionals,

printing of publications, purchase of computers,

transportation and other. Sponsorship of private

news media in the coverage of national and

international events, and subsidies in areas of

circulation of newspapers, periodicals and others was

also envisaged.

The Minister of Communication on 26 March made it ctear that

government's assistance to the private press was not meant to buy

their consciences but rather to make private enterprises stronger and

independent and hence more competitive. "We want them to be rich

enough to avoid being manipulated", he said.

The present action is therefore geared at consolidating media

pluralism and (he freedom of expression. With the present push, one

would expect a revolution in the quantity and quality of media products

proposed to the public for consumption. Given its public utility status,

press organs, although in private hands, are expected to contribute to

the education of the citizenry on their rights as well as their

responsibility. Alongside the public media, the increased quality of

private media will generate healthy competition with the public media

and provide the audience with variety.

CRTV Radio reported on 14 April that a two-day

seminar was to take place in Yaounde, which would

bring together editors from many countries of Africa,

to examine the legal complexities of online

publishing, including the protection of intellectual

property.

Web sites

Several newspaper articles related to web sites.

Cameroon Tribune, 18 March, presented feedback

from Internet users about its new web site. All

comments had been positive. Some articles were

straightforward descriptions. For example, Mutations

on 11 March presented a detailed overview of the

Central African monetary and economic community

(CEMAC) web site, http://www.izf.net, originally

created in 1998. On 18 March, Mutations described a

comprehensive web site, http://www.afromix.org,

which dealt with African and Caribbean artists and

music.

Others were critical reviews. On 1 April, Mutations

presented the web site of Pari Mutuel Cameroon,

http://www.pmuc.cm, a gambling company spread all

over Francophone Africa. The newspaper comments:

This web site is very simple in conception and

very poor in content. Clarification of its compo

nent parts is not clear, and the visitor is confront

ed with a number of technical imperfections that

completely spoil his visit.

On 22 April, Mutations described the web site of

the not-for-profit Fondation Chantal Biya,

http://www.fcb.cm:

As for sites, without doubt one can find better ones

than that offered by FCB. Navigation is difficult

because the pages contain cumbersome elements.

Also the tiny typeface used, and the numerous lay

ers employed make for difficult perusal. Poor,

badly presented and rarely clear, this site leaves

the visitor with a very disagreeable impression.

Cameroon Tribune, 21 March, described benefits that

a web site can offer companies. Businesses originally

created elementary web sites, said the article, but

now they realized the importance [financially, in

terms of marketing and public relations) of building a

good web site with relevant information. The

tendency nowadays was to combine presentation of

the company with e-business. Cameroonian

companies were not behind because more and more

they were constructing meaningful web sites.

Mutations, 25 March, reported that International Red

Cross and Red Crescent had created a special section

on its web site dealing with the war in Iraq.

30 Irene Morikang, Cameroon Tribune, 10 April 2003.
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The Cameroon Tribune also published a series of

articles by Jean Baptiste Essissima about the

professions that have emerged around online

publishing - web designer, webmaster, online

journalist, digital infographic specialist, Internet

consultant and even the "ergonome" who ensured a

healthy and comfortable working milieu for online

specialists.

Telecommunications _^_^_—_

Herve Charles Malkal's feature "The shadow zones of

Cameroon" in Mutations on 4 March brings to mind

the importance of independent media. Certainly no

State-controlled newspaper would have published

his article. The subtitle reads:

"Despite the announcement more than two years ago

by the Minister of Communication many corners of

the country have no access to radio or television.

Even fewer have telephones."

Mcilniiiuloii. south-east Cameroon

Here the transistor radios capture only Africa No 1 and Radio Congo-

Brazzaville. Of CRTV. nothing! Cameroon Radio Television is not received

at all on this side of the Republic.

"We are tired of hearing from the political authorities 'the problem

will be solved tomorrow". We have to listen to radio which comes

through from other countries. News of our own country we get from the

truck drivers or relatives who live nearer the capital" So laments one

Df the leaders of the area. The few homes where one can receive

images from the national television of Cameroon at Molondou are those

where they could afford a parabolic antenna. Since last year CRTV is in

effect available on the Francophone digital circuit. But how many people

of this poor enclave can find the means of acquiring the new

technology? And, the presence of CRTV even on satellite is intermittent.

In general, the frontiers of access to national electronic media are

totally different to the official frontiers of the country, those inherited

from colonization and which make of Cameroon a territory of ^75.Q0D

square kilometres- The superficial coverage by the network of the

national radio-television encompasses less than half of the national

surface. The zones mostly excluded from the national audio-visual

output are the border regions.

At Ekondo Titi in the south west it is Equatorial Guinea national

radio which is the popular radio station. Its a surreal spectacle Id see

the people at the corner with a transistor radio glued to the ear, or

listening to one standing on a shop counter, to music chosen in Fang

language or a news bulletin in Spanish, two tongues of which they have

no knowledge, and information or advertisements which don't apply.

"We have no choice- Outside of radio Malabo one gets radio

Calabar from Nigeria. Voice of America and Radio France International.

We Listen to whatever we can hear, fit rare moments if we try very hard

to hear, we can just follow the national news of CflTV", explains John,

a policeman on duty in this little village for the Last six years.

As at Malondou the national television cannot be captured here by

hertz waves. This is in contrast to the television of Equatorial Guinea

transmitting from Malabo on the nearby isle of Bioko in the Atlantic

Ocean, and which is clearly and faultlessly received in all the zones

surrounding the peninsula of Bakassi. namely in the municipality of

Ndian.

Obviously, if the national radio cannot be heard, the Cameroonians

of this area who have no chance of travelling must let their imagination

run wild to get some idea of what Internet might be, of which they

receive not the faintest shadow. Telephones do not exist in that zone.

Neither fixed line nor mobile. The mobile telephone operators who

deploy themselves without rest to get a share of the market in the

Republic may perhaps one day get this population out of its

communicational isolation. Meanwhile even legal and security services

have difficulty in communicating, using only capricious command-radio

equipment.

"In a locality which has no portable water or electricity or roads is

it perhaps too much to ask the authorities for one Thuraya [satellite!

telephone for our administrators? The truth is we are completely cut off

from the rest of the world". So lamented again one of the employees of

the sous-prefecture of Ekondo Titi.

At Malondou. bordering the Congo, the situation is identical. It is a

wide telephonic desert. On travelling in this village our reporter

nevertheless managed to get a call through to Yokadouma some 200

kilometres away, thanks to an exploitative plantation farmer who owned

a satellite telephone and rented it to him for 1500 CFA francs per

minute of communication to Yaounde.

The eastern province of Est is in general greatly not serviced when

it comes to communications. Notice that at Nguelemendouka. 260

kilometres from the capital of Cameroon, one cannot serenely capture

the television images without letting oneself in for gymnastics which

consist of hoisting up a huge antenna to the greatest possible height

and imploring the heavens above nol to blow too hard and so move it

too much. At least the good news is that this small market town bought

itself one of the country's first rural radios in the country and one can

receive the national broadcast of CRTV. And it appears that there are

four telephone lines in the town, a titanic effort remarkable for that

great vegetable of that place [Matkal is referring to a local politician].

At Kye-Ossi at the Cameroon-Gabon-Equatorial Guinea border one hasn't

such a chance. To join the rest of Cameroon one has to dial 237 and

follow with seven digits of the correspondent's number. As if one was

making an international call One can understand the disarray of these

millions Df Cameroonians of the back country who only know of the

exploits of Rigobert Song Bahang and Patrick Mboma from the hanging
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tongues of taxi drivers. No radio, no telephone, and no national football

while the rest of the country vibrates for example to the rhythm of test

matches and African world cups. And. of course, the Prime Minister's

speech every December 31st...

Perhaps some of the shadow zones were soon to

diminish. On both Cameroon radio and television, 13

March, the entire 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. news broadcasts,

in French and English, were devoted to the signing of

an agreement with Eutelsat, giving CRTV access to

the new Atlantic Bird satellite AB3, which had a

bandwidth of 30MHz, thereby doubling the

previously available capacity in Cameroon. AB3

would carry the CRTV radio and TV signal to Africa,

Europe, the Middle-East and a greater part of

America, and this would allow CRTV to promote the

image of Cameroon around the world. All the TV

news broadcasts also carried a lengthy interview with

Mr Lere Abosso, technical director of CRTV, who

expanded on the advantages offered by AB3 satellite

(its bandwidth capacity, greater footprint, etc.).

The Cameroon Tribune, 14 March, published a press

release from the Minister of Communication (who is

also President of the board of directors at CRTV)

announcing that CRTV was now connecting to

Eutelsat's new Atlantic Bird satellite. The press

release detailed the many technical, financial and

broadcasting advantages for CRTV. Another story in

the newspaper had an interview with the general

manager of CRTV about new possibilities opened up

by the agreement with Eutelsat. He said CRTV had

begun broadcasting via satellite in 2001. This first

satellite, NNSS, was not technologically powerful,

which was why CRTV was now moving over to

Atlantic Bird AB3. Advantages he mentioned were

that costs were lower, the satellite had a longer life

expectancy, a far wider footprint and was much more

powerful. Phase two of the new partnership would

entail the installation of specialized new equipment

and much training for CRTV staff.

Education

On 4 March, CRTV Radio news announced that the

Minister of National Education was chairing a

sectoral meeting aiming to implement a new national

training curriculum for secondary schools, marked

notably by the introduction of agropastoral and ICT

studies.

CRTV Radio has a weekly Wednesday programme

"Campus Magazine", which aims to inform the public

about the happenings at the country's universities.

The 12 March edition reported a new partnership

between the Ministry of Higher Education and the

US-based software producer Oracle, to supply

Cameroon's private and public universities with low-

cost computers, software, books and free access to

Oracle's training web site. The agreement was also

reported in radio news broadcasts.

Radio Siantou's "Alld Campus" is similar to CRTV's

"Campus Magazine" and also broadcasts weekly on

Wednesday afternoons. The 19 March edition

reported on a conference at Yaounde-I University

Campus. The conference lead by Prof Emmanuel

Tonye of the Ministry of Higher Education and Prof

Jean Tabi Manga, rector of the university, focused on

the theme of the Francophone countries as an agent

for ICT development - "la Francophonie, un espace

de developpement solidaire des NICTs". This

conference was organized in the framework of

Francophone Day.

Round-table seminars to celebrate Francophone Day

had been organized in all of Cameroon's provincial

capitals where people gathered to discuss this year's

theme "Solidarity around ICT development". Special

interactive radio programmes followed the round

table debates and listeners were able to call in with

their observations. Many speakers were concerned

with the question of providing more ICT education

for school pupils.

Cameroon Tribune, 19 March, had an article

concerned with access to Internet by young people,

"Internet and the security of youth". It posed the

question "What can we do so that youth can properly

use Internet without limiting their information

access?". Youth perceives Internet as a tool of their

emancipation and see it most of the time as

something that can solve all their problems. It is

essential to introduce Internet in school programmes

to help youth in their use of Internet because they

become more and more vulnerable due to the fact

that they surf most of the time in cyber cafes. The

Sl Herve Charles Malkal, "The shadow zones of Cameroon", Mutations, 4 March 2003.
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appropriation of new technology by youth will guide,

at a certain point, the use of Internet by the society.

A few brief reports dealt with donations of computers

to schools and universities in different parts of the

country.

Microsoft _^^__^____—^^_

Mutations had two articles on 11 March focusing on a

new hard line by Microsoft, both by writer Alphonse

Soh. The first, "Bill Gates contre les pirates" reported

the Microsoft corporation announcement that it

would take legal action against those who used their

software illegally.

The affair has become somewhat banale. You buy a computer and the

retailer installs for free, without even consulting you. programs

dependent on Windows - the exploitative system created by Bill Gates'

firm Microsoft. The package deal includes Office, containing Word and

Excel. This is not only done by local retailers. Even in France dealers

don't hesitate to do the same, especially if they are aware that the

products are destined for African countries, knowing that control, if not

non-existent, is inoperatiue. At the same time, to cope with the exalted

prices of the programs and regular new versions, users in our country

have these delivered to them by friends or the retailers themselves, at

very low cost. In this way it is as easy to get the latest copy of

Windows [which normally costs 100 000 CFA francs] as it is to get a

copy of a music CD.

Soh said a local Microsoft retailer Guy Wasseu

estimated that legal use of PC programs in Cameroon

was less than 1 per cent - this included the

administration, companies and individuals.

This will certainly soon change, Microsoft having decided to launch a

vast offensive against what appears to be sheer piracy. The objective of

the campaign is to bring the number of legitimate copies to at least 50

per cent by 2005. At first it will exhort users to work together with

Microsoft retailers who will assist them to regularize the situation. In

the fallowing phase Microsoft will take legal steps with all the

consequences imaginable.

How much will it cost to get a legal licence? Wasseu says there

is no standard price. You can't sell informatic programmes as you would
i

sell tomatoes.

Soh ends by saying there will be no song for small

users in Cameroon, who will be facing the price of a

computer itself just to acquire Word.

In his second article Soh says the campaign launched

by Microsoft opens a debate that for many, allies itself

to the question of medication against AIDS.

The equation is simple. How does one expect an African who has

already shed blood and tears to purchase a computer to pay the

equivalent price of the machine, to acquire the least program necessary

for it to function?

Its an equation easy to state, but almost impossible to solve. As

we all know the African continent is in matters informatic at the end of

the line, to a point where many believe we have missed out entirely on

the information revolution. This makes us the digital illiterates of the
35

21st century.

Soh suggests Microsoft's approach should be limited

to the big companies. He says if Microsoft proceeds

against small users "this will certainly reinforce the

digital divide between north and south, bringing a

blow to information access, already compromised by

our state of poverty and indebtedness".

In this case we can but solicit Bill Gates, as is

already the case with the large pharmaceutical lab

oratories producing anti-retroviral drugs, to

authorize a kind of generic software which will

enable the products to be available to a greater

number of people.

Lack of access to information would be as dangerous

for the future of Africa as is the demon AIDS.

32 $174.8.

:13 Alphonse Soh, "BUI Gates contre les pirates", Mutations, 11 March 2003.

34 Ibid.

■i* Alphonse Soh, Mutations, 11 March 2003.

36 Ibid.
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MEDIA INTERVIEWS

Four senior media personnel were interviewed in

Cameroon. Robertine Tankeu interviewed Haman

Mana, Director of Publication, Mutations, and Jean

Luc Kouamou, an editor at Cameroon Tribune. Dr

Olivier Nana Nzepa interviewed Michel Djock

Abanda, Director of information, CRTV Radio; and

Bouba Ngomna, member of the Managerial

committee, Radio Television Siantou.

In Cameroon the newspaper Mutations has a weekly

four-page supplement devoted to IT coverage. Haman

Mana, Director of Publication, told Robertine Tankeu

that while Mutations had nobody who specialized in

IT issues, most of the stories were nevertheless

written by the paper's journalists.

"Some of our professional journalists, by

particular interest or by curiosity have moved

closer to ICTs and sometimes write explanatory

type stories. When we have to talk about a

complex subject, we invite a specialist in the field

to write for us. These people are often not

journalists."

Mutations does have a newsroom network, and access

to Internet. Haman Mana said the newspaper had

greatly benefited from computerization and

connectivity.

"The ICT infrastructures greatly ameliorate our

work. Our correspondences are now done in real

time through Internet, The mass of information

coming to us through Internet is enormous. Now

we can also easily access information made

available online by various press agencies."

The training needs he identified as pressing were

basic computer use and an understanding of

journalistic use of the Internet. Haman Mana also

noted the problem of lack of professional motivation

by some journalists who did not care to learn new

skills.

He said Mutations web site

http://www.quotidienMutations.net gave the paper

visibility throughout the world, and commented:

"Contrary to what many people think ICTs can

definitely reduce the technological gap between

countries. For example, with the proper human

resources, there's nothing that can prevent

Mutations from possessing a web site as powerful

and impressive as that ofLe Monde."

Jean Luc Kouamou, an editor at the Cameroon

Tribune said the newspaper had no IT-skilled

journalists.

"Some of them are only just able to use ICT to

facilitate their work. We do publish ICT stories,

but these often come from BBC, CNN etc., and

also our journalists help themselves to IT stories

that exist on the 'Net'.

Our training needs are enormous. We are still at

the level zero. Our special correspondents still

have problems to transmit pictures and articles to

us. All our staff need concerted basic training in

computer use, in understanding of the Internet,

and how to navigate around the Internet."

He said some journalists were unconsciously

resistant to embracing ICTs because they regarded

working at a computer as a subordinate task, like that

of a typist. Nonetheless, the Cameroon Tribune had

benefited much from digital technology. "Page make

up had been revolutionized. The same goes for the

treatment of pictures. Before the telex and then

telefax was our efficient means of transmitting

information. Computers have changed all this."

Also, said Kouamou, ICTs had contributed to more

open mindedness among the people of Cameroon.

"Globalization exists because of ICTs. Nowadays

people are more informed through television,

cablevision, and Internet. New techniques in

various domains are popularized through TV, and

there are many new possibilities waiting to be

exploited. The announced creations of 'telecentres

communautaires' in the back country of

Cameroon is going to connect the village peoples

to one another and to the world."

He said the Cameroon Tribune web site

http://www.cameroon-tribune.cm contributed to "the

international radiance of Cameroon". It also kept

Cameroon nationals abroad in touch with happenings

back home.
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Michel Djock Abanda, Director of Information, Radio,

at CRTV told Olivier Nana Nzepa that the national

radio station had no journalists with special

knowledge about IT developments in the country,

and such stories were covered by any of the

newsroom staff. Only a few journalists were actually

interested in ICTs. Most ICT stories resulted from

covering ceremonies organized by companies or the

Government.

He said the station had urgent training needs. "These

mostly concern equipment; computers, the

connection of our newsroom to the Internet, the

effective practice of IT in the daily work of

journalists". Also the newspaper's web site needed

capacity reinforcement.

Bouba Ngomna, a TV editorial manager at RTS in

Cameroon, told much the same story; there were no

station journalists with in-depth IT knowledge; much

of the material came from agencies; and there were

huge training needs for all staff. There were not many

opportunities in Cameroon for journalists to learn the

necessary skills.

Ngomna said he absolutely considered IT issues to be

newsworthy.

"ICTs are part of the communicational universe,

and no one can pride himself on being a

communicator if he cannot popularize

information technology. With globalization people

are obliged to be up to date. Communicators not

versatile in using ICTs will be treated as illiterate.

The benefits of ICTs are enormous for citizens.

One can travel around the world while being at

the same place. One can educate oneself improve

one's mind, and inform oneself in real-time."
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Rwanda

MEDIA OVERVIEW

Radio and television are controlled by the

government information service, ORINFOR. Radio

Rwanda, the only indigenous radio station,

broadcasts in English, French, Kinyarwanda and

Swahili. Television is available to the small minority

who can afford sets, and local programming is

minimal.

In the capital. Kigali, one can listen to FM broadcasts

of Voice of America, Deutsche Welle and the BBC.

Radio Burundi, RFI and Radio Vatican are available

onSW

ORINFOR's press department publishes a weekly

Kinyarwanda paper, and a fortnightly French paper.

There are a few independent English language

newspapers, but they are seldom critical of the

Government. Some appear only sporadically.

According to Ines Mpambara, acting director of the

Department of Journalism at the University of

Rwanda, there is almost no in-depth, analytical or

investigative reporting. She said this was due in part

to the lack of professionalism among journalists, who

are often young and relatively inexperienced, low

paid, and ill trained. Another factor was mistrust

between government and the media, leading to

restraint and self-censorship on the part of the media.

Because of very high costs, most Rwandan

newspapers, apart from government media, are

printed in neighbouring Uganda. As in many African

countries, there is no nationwide newspaper

distribution system. Some individual publishers

make private arrangements to transport copies to

main towns around the country.

Print media monitored

The print media monitored were New Times and

Imvaho Nshya.

The New Times appears twice a week. Each issue

during the study period had one or more items on

ICTs. Usually these concern Rwanda, but there are

also a number of what could be termed ICT fillers -

international stories often sourced to BBC and CNN

and not of especial relevance to Rwanda. Some

examples are a feature on the development of

computer chips; AOL stock falls; Microsoft offers

source code to China; how British police use ICTs to

fight crime; anti virus software; US prepares for hi-

tech war; a story glorifying the US marines;

cyberterrorism.

Full name of medium: New Times

Ownership and control; private, but pro-gouernment

Location of head office: Kigali

Frequency of publishing: twice a week

Average number of pages: 12

Language of publishing: English

Distribution and reach: confined to Kigali and some larger towns

Number of readers:..

How many years has it existed:..

full name of medium: Imi/aho Nshya

Ownership and control: published by QRINFDH

Location of head office: Kigali

Frequency of publishing: weekly

Average number of pages: 4

Language of publishing: Kindyarwanda

Distribution and reach: distributed in Kigali

Number of readers:..

How many years has it existed:..

* Government web site: http://www.rwandal.com/ (accessed 3 October 2003).

I
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Broadcast media monitored

Radio Rwanda and Television Rwanda (TVR)

Name of medium: Radio Rwanda

Ownership and control: State

Location of head office: Kigali

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average hours of broadcast: 24 hours a day. 7 days a week

Language of broadcasting: English. French. Kinyarwanda and

Swahili [most programmes in Kinyarwanda: foreign languages

used only for news]

Distribution and reach:..

Number of listeners [approx.]:..

How many years has it existed: began 1961

Name of medium: Television Rwanda

Ownership and control: State

Location of head office:..

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average hours of broadcast'

Language rjf broadcasting: English, French. Kinyarwanda [most

programmes in Kinyarwanda: foreign languages used only for

news]

Distribution and reach:..

Number nf viewers [apprax.]: reaches approximately 60%

How many years has it existed: began 1993

37 Available at http://www.ECA.org/aisi/nici (accessed 3 October 2003).

WZ\ POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

Rwanda is one of those countries that have made

progress in developing all-encompassing ICT-led

social and economic development frameworks.

Supported by ECA and championed by President Paul

Kagame, the ICT-led socio-economic development

plan for Rwanda suggests bold steps that would

enable the country to recover from the war scars, to

build strong ICT infrastructure both in public and

private institutions, to create human resources

capacity and an enabling regulatory and policy

framework, and to invest in incentives that attract

foreign direct investment.

To arrive at the policy implementation programme

Rwanda has undergone an elaborate ICT policy

framework development involving key stakeholders

and high-level planners, including the Cabinet.

Rwanda has also established key instruments to

implement policy programmes. The National ICT

Commission that is chaired by the prime minister

sets policy directions. The Rwanda IT Agency is

established to coordinate the implementation of ICT

programmes. The Government of Rwanda has started

implementing the NICI plan, which is one of the top

priority activities of the country.

Vision and mission

Reflecting the national development goals and

priorities of the country, the ICT-led development

policy set the vision as follows:

To modernize the Rwandan economy and society using information and

communication technologies [ICTs] as an engine for: accelerated

development and economic growth; national prosperity: and global

competitiveness.

Accordingly, its mission was translated as

To achieue for Rwanda a middle income status by Year 2020 and

transform its society and economy into an information-rich knowledge-

based society and economy by modernizing its key sectors using

information and communication technologies.

J
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Key sectors

The ICT policy and plan for Rwanda, known as

Vision 2020, comprises eight pillars, namely:

• Human resource development

• Increasing ICT use in education

• Deploying ICTs in the community

• Facilitating foreign direct investment

• Creating an enabling legal and regulatory

framework

• Improving the ICT infrastructure

• Enhancing public administration by harnessing

ICTs

• Developing the capacities of the private sector.

The estimated cost of implementing the plan during

the next five years is about $500 million. Rwanda has

already intensified its resource mobilization activity

to enable the country to harness ICTs for its economic

development.

ICT INDICATORS

Basic telecommunications data

Total no. of tel. subscribers [fixed line ♦ mobile]

Total fixed-line subscribers

Teledensity

Waiting list for main Lines

Public telephones

Public telephones [per 1,000 inhabitants]

Mobile subscribers

Mobile subscribers [per 100 inhabitants]

Telephone tariffs: Residential

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate [G]

Telephone tariffs: Business

Connection [SI

Monthly subscription rate [S]

Mobile telephone tariffs:

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate [$]

Broadcasting/ media

Radios per 1,000 inhabitants

TVs per 1,000 inhabitants

Daily newspapers per 1.000 people [1988]

Internet access

Internet hosts

Internet users

- Total

- Per 10.000 inhabitants

Internet bandwidth [Mbps]

8b1 500

21.500

0.27

8.000

400

0.0G

65.000

0.G2

37

1.3

54

1.3

7B

0

0

1.133

20.000

25.16

1

Sources:

ITU. 2002. World telecommunications indicators.

World Bank. 2DD2. World development indicators.

World Economic Forum. 20D3. The global information technology report

2002-2003.
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STUDY MATERIAL STATISTICS

A total of 58 ICT items appeared in the Rwandan

media during the study period March-April 2003,

placing the country relatively high on the frequency

(of articles) scale. About 60 per cent of stories were

published in the print media. (See figure 41.)

Figure ti % of ICT-related items by radio, TV and

March-April 2003

(
~~—-~^ Radio. 17%

Print. 62% V ^H W

>-

print media.

Television. 21%

J

Of the newspapers, New Times published 34 articles,

whereas Imvaho Nshya only published 2 during the

study period. Radio Rwanda broadcast 12 items, and

Television Rwanda 10. (See table 7.)

Table 1 No. of ICT items. March-April 2003

Media

New Times

Imvaho Nshya

Radio Rwanda

Television Rwanda

Number

m

2

12

10

Figure 4? No. of ICT-related items published or broadcast in

various categories. March-April 2003

Education

Security, crime, law

nformation technology

Networks/databases

e-business

The majority of articles in Rwanda covered

education, development and telecommunications.

(See figure 42.)
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STUDY MATERIAL OVERVIEW

Television Rwanda, Radio Rwanda and the New

Times newspaper frequently all cover the same event.

These are usually functions where local or regional

ministers give speeches, or where new ICT projects

are announced. Consequently many articles and

broadcasts report speeches by ministers or are based

on interviews with them.

KIST

From the above statistics the Rwandan media appear

to take a great interest in education, but what this

actually reflects is enormous attention paid to one

institution, the prestigious Kigali Institute of Science

Technology and Management (KIST), which is a focal

point for ICT initiatives in Rwanda.

Reading through the study material, one learns that

KIST trains people from both private and public

sectors. It has students from neighbouring countries,

it has distance-education programmes together with

the African Virtual University and Australia, and

collaborates with educational institutions in

neighbouring countries. Together with industry

partners it has a range of research, educational and

practical projects, some of these in rural areas. KIST

gets assistance from Canada, the United Kingdom

and the USA.

One of many stories about the institute was "KIST

technology transfer camp" (New Times, 17-19 March)

by Emmanuel Rutaisire.

What used to be a military camp now stands as centre for Innovations

and Technology Transfer CUT.

Since 1997 government has been phasing out 3 military camp

[Camp Kigali] to create space for an Institute of Science and

Technology - KIST. Today the institute has grown to become an asset to

reckon with.

It is lunchtime and students are having lunch at what used to be

an officer's mess. They are the future engineers of this country. It

highlights two important aspects government realized that, today, the

future of any society depends on how it will master and put science to

work. The future of this country does not depend on having military

camps around the city but breakthrough into science.

He told of Ainea Kimaro, a lecturer at the centre, who

says that for technologies to be of benefit in rural

settings they must be appropriate and low cost.

In this regard KIST is devising low cost technologies to improve crop

processing, water supply, sanitation and generation of energy. As we

are seated in the office Kimaro receives a phone call: the caller is a

government official who wants the institute to install rainwater
■

harvesting systems in all prisons.

The article went on to describe a number of

appropriate innovative low-cost technology projects

being undertaken by KIST.

The 27-30 March issue of New Times devoted almost

five pages to KIST. One article reported that President

Paul Kagame would soon officially launch the Centre

for Innovation and Technology Transfer as well as

KIST's ICT programme. The occasion would also

feature the award of certificates to 89 trainees who

had successfully completed ICT training courses.

Forty of the participants, all drawn from upcountry were on full time

basis, and their course lasted four months. Forty other participants

were from various ministries and the private sector, while none others

were from the Legal and Constitutional Commission.

The training programme aims to impart the ICT skills to Rwandans

so as to be able to handle the rapid growing ICT industry in Rwanda.

Both the institute's ICT and CDT projects are financed by the

British government through its Department for International

development DFID.

An unsigned 2,000 word article, "The role of KIST in

the development of ICT in Rwanda", explained that

KIST is the Government of Rwanda's first

technological institution of higher learning, which

offers certificate, diploma and degree programmes

and from April 2003 would begin postgraduate

programmes.

KIST is one of the institutions that is improving, fostering, and

supporting ICT development in Rwanda. The Government Df Rwanda, and

the donor community like USfllD. DFID, World Bank. American Embassy

have supported KIST through the provision of funds or computers.

KISTs ICT curriculum and programme are practically oriented and

market driven to address the requirements of all stakeholders including

even provision Df a workforce that will attract foreign investors.

Dn 27th July 2002 KIST graduated 28 students with a degree in

Computer Engineering and Information Technology. These were the first

graduate ICT engineers in Fiwanda. All of them have already secured

™ Emmanuel Rutaisire, New Times, 17-19 March 2003.

sa New Times, 27-30 March 2003.
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employment as IT managers or IT systems administrators in the public

and private sector. Due to the increased demand for IT experts some of

the graduates had already secured jobs white still in their final year.

KIST utilises Internet resources to offer quality distance education

through the African virtual University. AVU. This has made programmes

more affordable. Students interact with instructors through email,

telephone or fax.

KIST is one of three universities in Africa to offer Computer

Science degree and diploma courses in conjunction with the Royal

Melbourne Institute of technology in Australia through distance learning

under the AVU cooperation.

Another two page feature, "The achievements of

KIST in research, development and technology

transfer", was also unsigned and read like a PR

document. Apart from CITT, it described the

institute's Center for Research and Consultancy, and

the Center for Technology and Business Incubation

(CTBI).

A brief report described a Memorandum of

Understanding signed between KIST and an

international IT group to jointly develop superior

management and technical approaches to providing

Internet access and connectivity solutions. Among

the possible projects encompassed in the MoU are

satellite and wireless networks, voice over Internet

protocol (VOIP), rural telephony, distance learning,

software development, data transmission services

and information management systems.

In the 31 March-2 April issue, journalist Arthur

Asiimwe quoted President Kagame at length, on the

occasion of the official opening of the two new

technology centres at KIST.

Curing his almost one-hour long speech Kagame underscored the

importance of technology transfer to rural economies as a prerequisite

for transforming the majority of Rwandan lives and ultimately the

economy.

He said that for Rwanda to attain its goals as set up under Vision

2020. Rwandans ought to strive to be independent and add value to the

assistance received from western donors. He said that technology

transfer for Rwanda was a must if the country was to attain

sustainable socio-economic development.

"We have to work in a way that relieves them [donors] of this

burden because it is a burden to their economy and a burden to their

people. They have no perpetual obligation of funding all these projects.

It is up to us to decide if this is going to be temporary or not".

KIST's ICT centre trains basic programs in software development.

computer networking and hardware maintenance. Students undergoing

the above programmes are from public and private institutions drawn

from both Rwanda and the region.

New Times, 3-5 March, had a Reuters report of a

courtesy visit to KIST by a group of Ugandan

ministers. Speaker of Parliament Honourable Edward

Sekandi says Uganda will substantially benefit from

research and education programmes at KIST. The

story also quoted Professor Silas Lwakabamba,

founding rector of KIST, who recalled that the

institute was born in an effort to produce highly

qualified Rwandans who could engage in various

critical fields. It now had strong cooperation with a

number of Ugandan universities. He said before

genocide only about 600 out of 10,000 senior school

leavers accessed higher education, leaving more than

90 per cent of public and private offices under-

qualified.

Broadcast and KIST

Almost every ICT item broadcast by Radio Rwanda

and Television Rwanda during the study period dealt

with KIST. All were brief news items.

Radio Rwanda, 13 March. Reporter Isaac Mugabe

presented a new venture. In cooperation with the

Canadian government and a private media

organization, Media Post, KIST will get a TV station

that will provide distance tele-education. The joint

venture was said to be in line with government policy

for ICT development.

TV Rwanda (TVR), 14 March, covered the above story

- The Canadian government, Media Post and KIST

have entered into a partnership to improve and

strengthen information technology in the country, as

well as provide quality information in regard to ICT

developments. The rector of KIST said the

partnership would make possible ICT training

programmes in remote areas of the country.

Radio Rwanda, 19 March. The Tanzanian Minister of

Transport and Communication was interviewed

during a visit to KIST. He said transport and

communication will be developed by 2006 when new

links connecting Kigali and Dar es Salaam will be

opened.
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TVR, 19 March. Developing and improving

infrastructural and communication links between

Rwanda and Tanzania were the main issues to be

discussed during his visit, said the Tanzanian

minister.

Radio Rwanda, 27 March. KIST has signed an

agreement with a private engineering company

Regnoid, that specializes in communication

networks. KIST will also work with Regnoid on

refurbishing used computers so that they will

perform at similar speeds to modern computers.

Radio Rwanda, 28 March. Rwandan President Paul

Kagame stressed the need for ICT and technological

transfer from urban areas to rural areas. This was

during his launch of the new Centre for Innovation

and Technology Transfer at KIST. The project is

funded by the British Government.

TVR, 28 March: highlights from President Kagame's

address at KIST.

TVR, 8 April. The Kenyan Minister of Planning and

National Development visited KIST. In his speech he

commended the institute's approach to appropriate

technology for small to medium cottage industries.

He said the research and development taking place at

KIST will help both Rwanda and Kenya, and serve as

a guide and example to the rest of Africa. He

mentioned the strong partnership focused on ITC

between KIST and Kenya's Jomo Kenyatta University

of Agriculture and Technology.

Education

Other aspects of ICTs and education also appeared in

the Rwandan media.

New Times, 6-9 March, reported that The Unites

States Agency for International Development

(USAID) and the Ministry of Education have

launched a computerization of primary schools

project, which aims to ensure there is a computer in

every primary school in Rwanda by the year 2020.

USAID has granted over a million dollars towards the

purchase of computers for 2,200 primary schools.

The article deals with the launch on 3 March of the

project, at Camp Kigali primary school, but does not

m

give much more useful information. It tells how the

headmaster welcomed guests and thanked USAID,

how USAID thanked the Ministry of Education and

how the guest of honour thanked USAID.

TVR, 3 March, had a brief item on the evening news

covering the event. It portrayed the USAID donation

of computers to Camp Kigali primary school, and

mentioned that USAID intended to provide

computers to every primary school in the country.

TVR, 14 March. MTN Rwanda Cell, a mobile phone

operator in Rwanda, presented awards to the 10 best

students from each province during a meeting to

review exam performance of both public and private

schools in the country.

New Times, 17-19 March. MTN Rwanda Cell has

donated RWF3.5 million (c. $6,520} for scholarships

to cover the school fees of more than 100 students

from different provinces.

Journalist Rose Muzira had a story in New Times,

20-23 March, about 38 personnel from government

ministries graduating after a six-month ICT course at

the Kigali Institute of Education (KIE). The story cited

Minister Angela Muganza of the Ministry of Labour

and Social Affairs.

Muganza reminded the graduates of the fact that the ICT training they

had acquired is in line with the development and poverty reduction

strategies, all of which are embedded in the government Vision 2020.

"The skills you have acquired will go a long way in improving the

living standards of all Rwandans and hence bring about national

development" the minister said.

The Head of ICT at KIE pointed out that the step taken in equipping

civil servants with ICT skills will foster Rwanda's development target
(i

which is to make Rwanda a middle level economy by the year 2020.

Both radio and TV news reported on the KIE

graduation ceremony.

Feature articles

While Radio Rwanda and RTV ICT coverage consists

almost exclusively of brief news items, New Times

does publish feature articles.

40 Rose Muzira, New Times, 20-23 March 2003.
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New Times, 6-9 March, for example, had a 700-word

unsigned opinion piece entitled "ICT human

resource development", which makes interesting

observations. It begins by talking about Singapore's

ICT policies, saying they had contributed to the

country's phenomenal development. It continues:

The need to develop ICT policies stems from the challenges that many

countries are facing because of globalization and Liberalization. Many

African governments are now aware of the important role of ICTs in

transforming economies in an increasingly knowledge-based global

village. ICTs can address the creation of wealth, management of the

HIV/AIDS epidemic, and others.

Rwanda and other African countries like Egypt. Mauritius. South

Africa and many more have developed comprehensive national policies

and strategies to transform their nations to information/knowledge

societies. The expansion of human capacity, especially in ICTs. is

critical in their national policies and strategies, because of the

information-oriented societies that are merging globally.

At the moment, we have some challenges in ICT Human Resource

development. One of the greatest challenges is the degree of disparity

in the infrastructure, especially power and Telecommunications, that

exists between rural and urban areas in many Rwandan provinces,

municipalities, districts, and sectors. Also, like many countries globally.

Rwanda lacks adequate human capacity in ICTs. and this is even more

critical in rural areas. Most of the so-called high-end training takes

place in urban public institutions, but these lose staff to the private

sector which offers better salaries. The consequence of the high staff

turnover is over-reliance on part-time and less qualified lecturers, with

its attendant quality implications.

There is high demand for skilled software developers, system

engineers, communication and network engineers, data managers, data

supervisors, computer teachers, skilled computer operators among

other specialists. Lack of teachers that are skilled in computer

education is critical.

After outlining the ICT education strategies of India,

Malaysia and Singapore, it continues:

It is now widely accepted that ICT can accelerate the social-economic

development of our nation if it can be promoted and made accessible to

urban and rural population. ICT is of great importance since it can play

a big role in modernisation of good governance of Rwandan society as a

tool for speedy, cost effective, coordination and efficient planning,

implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of development. ICT can be

used in the implementation of projects which to a large extent, our

nation hopes to gain power to combat endemic poverty. To boost ICT in

Rwanda, no matter what economy and human are source capacity we

have, the following strategy should be adopted:

Training and developing the necessary human resource to

spearhead the development of utilisation of ICT.

Improving the human resource capacity to meet the changing

demands of the economy.

Transformation of the education system using ICT by providing

accessibility to computers and Internet. This can work effectively

when this provision is made to primary and secondary schools

pupils and students respectively-

Good bilateral relations with those countries that once had the

same problem of promoting ICT as we have. but. at least are now

at a certain level ahead of us.

New Times, 13-16 March, contained the first of a

three-part feature "The Competitive Advantage of ICT

for Rwanda", by Neal Donahue. Donahue works with

an organization that helps the ICT sector of Rwanda

apply strategic thinking and competitive business

practices.

The article series contains useful information and

insights, and poses some thoughtful questions. In the

introduction Donahue says:

Realizing the promise of ICT requires not simply the adoption of ICT.

but the usage of ICT to improve productivity. Two underlying questions

need to be addressed. Which institutions in a developing country

society should be the first to adopt ICT solutions? How do we ensure

that the institutions that have adopted ICT solutions first use the

technology to be more productive?

Donahue says that if a country invests funds in ICT to

drive adoption without demonstrable returns in

productivity and wealth, it will fall further behind

the world in terms of productivity and efficiency.

He continues:

Vision 2020 is the long-term objective to transform Rwanda into a

middle-income country [from $250 to $900 per capita]. It is a great

challenge, and the adoption and usage of ICT in Rwanda will be critical

success factors. The vision for transforming Rwanda must be

implemented with an eye toward using ICT to create benefits quickly for

the individuals and businesses most capable of utilising the technology

for their advantage.

Donahue elaborates on how post-colonial

governments built impressive airports and university

campuses, but few flights came and the students did

not earn a world-class education.

41 "ICT human resource development". New Times, 6-9 March.
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As we enter the 21st century. ICT risks becoming the vanity project of

developing countries in our time. ICT holds the promise of great and

positive change to the society, but the benefits come from the use, not

simply from the existence of ICT in developing countn/ institutions.

Further on Donahue writes:

When we read in this newspaper that a particular donor has given more

than SI million towards the purchase of computers for primary schools,

we must ask ourselves; how will these computers be used to improve

the quality of education? Even if the teachers are trained to use the

computers, how will the technology be integrated into the Learning

experience? How will the schools use the technology? Without usage

the benefits of ICT will newer come to Rwanda.

In part two of the series (New Times, 17-19 March)

Donahue develops his argument:

There is no single level of ICT adoption that is appropriate to all

institutions in a society. For a rural farmer, simply having use of a

telephone may allow a significant leap in productivity- Consider the time

and money the farmer can save by phoning an agronomist for advice on

the prrjper herbicides to combat a fungus - he directly saves the time it

takes to travel into town, plus his transport costs.

At the same time a bank serving the entire nation may well demand

state-of-the-art ICT solutions to tie together regional branches with

real-time information. In the same way a bank cannot be most efficient

using only telephones, the rural farmer would not [and could not] use

the information management systems to be a better farmer.

Understanding the needs and capabilities of the end-users of

technology is necessary if we want ICT to have a positive economic

and social impact in Rwanda.

In a section headed Targeted Deployment of ICTs he

continues:

In 2003 Rwanda Tel SA, the incumbent telecommunications company in

Rwanda will install 400 rural fixed satellite VSAT telephones to begin

addressing the universal access requirements of Rwanda's

telecommuni:ation law. These systems will enable the rural population

[much of which lives below the Sl/day UN threshold of abject poverty]

to access communication services for 50 Rwandan francs [SQ.10] per

minute. Greater security, safety, and connection to emergency services

are some of the promoted benefits of the system. What's missing from

the list of benefits is a clear articulation of how this technology will

help the rural citizens of Rwanda rise out of poverty. To a large extent,

the location selection process for these terminals will prove to be

ineffective at creating real economic value for rural Rwanda. But an

approach to ICT development that considers demand and potential

economic impact could be very powerful and very effective. There are

segments of the Rwandan population that want and need

telecommunication tools to improve their economic status.

ICT policy must recognise this and target its efforts accordingly, or

run the risk of having little to no impact on the life of the average

Rwandan.

ICT has the potential to exponentially upgrade the productivity of

Rwanda's key business sectors. Consider the following example from

the coffee industry. The CO0PAC coffee washing station lies on the

shores of Lake Kivu. south of Gisenyi, far away from any of the planned

VSAT terminals- CQ0PAC is an effort by a cooperative of 50D coffee

growing families to migrate from the low-quality commercial grade

coffee they currently produce to fully washed specialty coffee. This

strategy has more than tripled the income of coffee growers in other

parts of Rwanda.

The new strategy for the coffee cooperative will not be easy. No

longer will farmers leave their coffee cherries at the farm gate waiting

for a buyer to pick them up when he happens to pass by. In the very

near future the coffee cherries will be processed at a central washing

station within 12-24 hours of being picked. Imagine the logistics. In the

next year, coffee farmers are going to need to communicate with

transport services and washing stations Id schedule transport and

delivery ...

ICT will play a significant role in the development of the coffee

industry. Long-range two-way radio will allow farmers to communicate

easily with cooperatives, agronomists, transporters and washing

stations. For cooperatives, computers will allow production to be

tracked at the farmer level, so the farmers who produce better coffee

cherries will receive higher prices for their crops. At the washing

stations computers will track and schedule shipments of cherries for

processing, and real-time data on quality and volume will be shared not

just with exporters, but with high-quality importers around the globe,

via telephone and the Internet. The C0DPAC washing station will be the

nexus of communication for 5D0 families. Its too bad no one thought to

locate a VSAT nearby.

In the final section [New Times, 24-26 March) "From

Here to Vision 2020" Donahue says that by 2020

Rwanda will have invested more than RWFl trillion

($2 billion) toward the integration of ICT into

Rwandan society. " Will ICT be a sail that moves

Rwanda forward, or the anchor that holds Rwanda

back?" he asks.

Only by ensuring that the technology investments of Rwanda create

value immediately will we see ICT make its contribution to growing

Rwanda's economy and lifting the average Rwandan out of poverty. If

Rwanda fails to create that immediate value, those 40 Q VSATs will be

the white elephants of the 21st century, slowly rusting away on the

mille collines of Rwanda, looking down on the poverty still rampant

and never forgetting how much ICT could have changed everything.

« Neal Donahue, "The competitive advantage of ICT for Rwanda", New Times, 13-16 March 2003.

43 Neal Donahue, New Times, 17-19 March 2003.
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RDG

Another ICT initiative covered by the print and

broadcast media was the Rwanda Development

Gateway (RDG), described as a knowledge-based

development initiative.

An article in The New Times, 14-16 April, by James

Munyaneza, "National ICT dev't gateway set",

reported that the project was about to begin.

Its now a matter of funds disbursement before the kick-off of the

implementation phase of Rwanda Development Gateway [ROB], 3

project that will facilitate the enhancement of Rwanda's Information

and Communication technology capacity-

President Paul Kagame's Advisor on ICT Dr Pius Ndayambaje said

RDG is a portal web site that will provide to the outside world unique

and abundant information about Rwanda.

He said the gateway would initially set up three telecentres in the

provinces of Ruhengeri. Cyangugu and Butare. "These centres will help

rural populations to access various information they need".

The article said two other components of RDG were

the Center for Geographic Information and Remote

Sensing, and a regional ICT Research and Training

Center implemented by KIST.

On Radio Rwanda evening news, 11 April, reporter

Annette Birungi gave a two-minute presentation of

the Rwanda Development Gateway project, focusing

on its rural development goals. She said the project

would aim to promote sustainable development and

poverty eradication through ICT, providing

information access to rural people, which will assist

them to develop agriculture and other business

sectors. The project will aim to provide content that

was relevant to rural communities regarding ICT

possibilities. A primary objective would be to

sensitize local leaders in the belief that if they had a

better sense of ICT, they would promote the

innovations to their people. Directors of the project

were quoted saying that this would help people to

market their goods and services using ICTs, which

will lead to e-commerce.

The same evening, TVR news interviewed directors

of RDG, who said the project wished to extend its

services and assistance into the areas of tourism and

research.

Conclusions

Wider discussion on ICT developments in Africa is

almost absent from the study material, apart from one

BBC-sourced article in New Times, 17-19 March, "

East Africa plans cable link":

Telecom executives from East Africa have been meeting to discuss the

possibility of connecting countries in the region by an undersea fibre

optic cable.

At present African states pay about $40Dm a year to have calls to

other African countries routed via Europe.

"Africa has better connection to Europe and America than within

the continent" Telkom Kenya managing director Augustine Cheserem

told the meeting in Nairobi.

The lengthy article said the East Africa region

anticipated substantial growth in international data

traffic in the next few years. The proposed cable

would create a cheaper alternative to existing

satellite-based transmission while adding extra

capacity. The cable would probably run from Durban,

in South Africa, as far north as Djibouti in the Horn

of Africa, via Madagascar, Tanzania and Kenya.

The marked lack of an African perspective noted

generally in this study is partially due to lack of

knowledge and understanding among journalists

(and possibly editors) of ICT developments.

Another factor would be newsgathering praxis,

which is largely to respond to official invitations.

Rwandan ICT reporting focuses much on institutions,

functions and announcements of strategic

partnerships. Most of it is urban centred. From the

study material one does learn of rural initiatives -

provision of VSAT connectivity, low-cost appropriate

technology projects, distance education, e-commerce

plans, etc. Nonetheless, Donahue's description of the

coffee growers cooperative is the closest one comes to

learning anything about actual rural people in

Rwanda. Not a single news item gives the impression

that a reporter travelled outside of Kigali city. The

voices of ordinary Rwandan citizens, whose lives are

in one or another way affected by ICTs, are not heard

in the Rwandan media.

The reports do show that the Government is

promoting and investing in educational ICT

44 Translated as The Thousand Hills, referring to the many mountains of Rwanda.
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programmes, but nowhere does a reader/viewer meet

any of these students.

References to the Rwandan government ICT strategy

Vision 2020 appear in different reports, which is

commendable. From a journalistic perspective the

name is well chosen. "Vision 2020" is short, useful for

headlines, and sounds impressive. It is far more

catchy than, e.g. "the government policy on

information technology".

As for the coming Geneva 2003 and Tunis 2005 World

Summits on Information Society, there is no mention

at all.

MEDIA INTERVIEWS

Gaspard Safari, Editor in Chief of New Times told Ines

Mpambara that the newspaper had created a desk

that gathers ICT news from around the country.

'We do get stories on foreign ICT issues from

Reuters, but it is our desk which is responsible for

selecting ICT issues from those sources. When it

comes to explaining ICT matters, we have only

one journalist who is an expert in IT, and he

controls and monitors everything."

The newsroom's most urgent need was for computers

for the reporters to use, he said.

Gaspard Safari said the newspaper was presently

sending its journalists to Dar es Salaam for training in

ICT skills and general knowledge. He said it was

editorial policy to report on ICT developments

"because ICT is considered important today in the

development of Rwanda and Rwanda's Vision 2020".

The New Times had recently established a web site,

http://www.newtimes.co.rw. "Creating this web site

has helped us to save money in terms of publication

and circulation plus reaching a big audience outside

Rwanda."

Frank Ndamage, editor in chief of Imvaho Nshya

(which publishes in a local language) told Ines

Mpambara of the University of Rwanda that the

newspaper did sometimes carry ICT stories, but they

were seldom given prominence. "We don't cover ICT

issues often, because people who deal with ICT, our

sources, don't often call us or inform us."

Two of Imvaho's newsroom journalists had some

understanding of ICT issues in Rwanda, but by far the

most pressing training need for the publication was

in digital layout and photographic manipulation

(Ndamage specifically mentioned Quark Express and

Photoshop). He said the newspaper had benefited

greatly since getting email access, as correspondents

now sent their contributions digitally, which was a

great time saver, and readers could email their letters

to the editor. Also the new web site

http://www.orinfor.gov.rw/docs/Imvahoal.htm had

greatly increased the reach of Imvaho.
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Willy Rukundo, Director of Radio Rwanda said it was

important for broadcasters to help Rwandans to know

more about ICTs and how to use them. For this reason

the station organized talk shows where people could

call in and ask questions of invited ICT experts.

He said a few Radio Rwanda journalists did have

basic knowledge of IT developments in the country

and it was they who sometimes wrote about them:

"Our newsroom and other staff have many urgent

training needs - which include elementary IT

skills, basic knowledge ofhow to use digital radio

broadcasting equipment, including modern audio

editing, and using IT in research."
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Ethiopia

MEDIA OVERVIEW

Following the 1974 overthrow of the monarchy by a

military junta, mass media institutions in Ethiopia

were reorganized as instruments of propaganda

under the centralized control of the party and

Ministry of Information.

Freedom of expression was then put forward as an

important agenda of the new government that came

into power in May. A Proclamation to Provide for the

Determination of the Application of State Owned

Mass Media" set standards for the use and

application of the State-owned media by the

Government, organizations and the public at large.

In October 1992, a Press Law was promulgated. The

law focused more on the print media, leaving the

allocation of radio waves to be determined by a law

that was promulgated in 1999.

The promulgation of the Press Law helped in the

development of the print media with new

publications owned by private organizations,

religious organizations, political organizations and

the Government. These print media outlets cover

various issues from political, economic and social

issues to sports, culture and art, trade and

advertisement, children's recreation and religion. The

majority of them focus on political, economic and

social issues. There are more than 50 of these

independent newspapers. A few of these, such the

weekly Addis Tribune, publish on the WWW. The

Walta web site also hosts a few pro-government

English-language newspapers.

The independent press offers quite different

reporting to the State-owned newspapers and is at

times critical of the Government. The relationship

between the press and the authorities is uneasy and

media rights organizations have expressed concern

about the jailing of journalists.

The Broadcasting Proclamation was promulgated in

June 1999 and provided for the establishment of a

Broadcasting Agency vested with the power, among

other things, to issue broadcasting licences. As of

today, the Agency has still not issued broadcasting

licences for the private sector. So despite the

adoption of the Proclamation, radio and television

broadcasting are still almost a government monopoly.

Radio Fanna is the only "independent" radio station

and Walta Information Centre is the only

"independent" news agency. However, both are

owned by the ruling party through a business

corporation, Mega Company. A number of opposition

groups beam radio broadcasts to Ethiopia, using hired

shortwave transmitters overseas.

The media monitored in Ethiopia were: print media,

the Ethiopian Herald and the Daily Monitor;

broadcast media, Radio Ethiopia and Television

Ethiopia (ETV).

Print media monitored ____

Established in 1943, the Ethiopian Herald is one of

the oldest newspapers in Ethiopia. The distribution

and reach of this newspaper is nationwide, since it is

government owned, It also has the largest readership

in the country, with almost all the people who could

read newspapers in English. The content is taken

mostly from the Ethiopian news agency, which is also

owned by the Government. The newspaper promotes

government views and news from a government

perspective.

The Daily Monitor was established in 1995, as the

first English daily newspaper in Ethiopia. It is based

in Addis Ababa and is read mostly by inhabitants of

the capital. The materials included in this paper are

mostly taken from news agencies like the United

Nations Integrated Regional Information Networks

* GovernmenI web site: http://www.mflfcgov.et/ (accessed 3 October 2003).

« Proclamation No. 6/1991, published ofo October 1991 (Negarit Gazeta 51st Year No. 1).
« Proclamation No. 34/1992. published on 21 October 1992 (Negarit Gazeta 52nd Year No. 8).

« Proclamation No. 178/1999, published c* 29 June 1999 (Federal Negarit Gazeta 5th Year No. 62).
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(IRIN), Reuters, Associated Press (AP), ENA and the

BBC, The Daily Monitor is relatively critical towards

some government policies. There is no explicit

harassment from the Government, but the

Government sometimes tries to limit the access to

information for its journalists. As it mostly carries

material taken from various news agencies, it is

difficult to say whether or not the paper is reliable.

Only focusing on business and economy news,

Fortune is one of the youngest newspapers in

Ethiopia. It is a weekly paper published on Sundays,

which enjoys one of the highest readerships among

the privately-owned newspapers, with a weekly

publication number of from 5,000 to 7,000. It has its

readers mostly in Addis Ababa. In terms of providing

business information, Fortune is regarded as the most

reliable newspaper. It is owned by a young

entrepreneur, and it is known for its own exclusive

news items and articles by its contributors, including

a High-Tech page. Fortune is also known for its sharp

criticism regarding economic failings of the

Government. However, it is still accepted by the

Government. Unlike other newspapers, Fortune has

specific columns for topics such as ICTs, including a

High-Tech page.4

Full name of medium: The Ethiopian Herald

Ownership and control: Government

Location of head office: Addis Ababa

Frequency of publishing: six days/week [not Mondays]

Average number of pages: 8

Language of publishing: English

Distribution and reach: Nationwide

Number of readers [approx.]: 50.DDD copies printed per day

How many years has it existed: since 19W

Full name of medium: The Daily Monitor

Ownership and control: private/independent

Location of head office: Addis Ababa

Frequency of publishing: six days/week [not on Sundays]

Average number of pages: 10

Language of publishing: English

Distribution and reach: Readership mostly in Addis Ababa

Number of readers [approx.]: 3000-40QO copies printed per day

How many years has it existed: since 1995

Full name of medium: Fortune

Ownership and control: private/independent

Location of head office: Addis Ababa

Frequency of publishing: weekly [Sundays]

Average number of pages: 28

Language of publishing: English

Distribution and reach:..

Number of readers [approx.]:..

How many years has it existed: since 1999

Broadcast media monitored

Radio Ethiopia takes about 90 per cent of its material

from news agencies as far as local news is concerned,

and 5 per cent when it comes to programme

production. Eyob Getahun, who monitored Ethiopian

broadcast media for this study, says the station is

government friendly but journalists are free to

criticize any mismanagement, corruption, or other

failings by government institutions. Although

journalists are forced to suppress information that the

Government thinks is dangerous for State security,

they are never forced to lie, says Getahun.

"More or less everybody listens to Radio Ethiopia.

People get important information from Radio

Ethiopia and it is regarded as one of the most

reliable and trustworthy media in Ethiopia. There

is debate at election times but opposition parties

don t get as much time as the ruling party. And

sometimes there is debate on social issues but that

is less often.

Full name of medium: Radio Ethiopia

Ownership and control: State

Location of head office: Addis Ababa

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average number of hours of broadcast: between 11 and 18

hours/day

Language of broadcasting: Tigrigna, Dromiffa. Amharic and

English

Distribution and reach: nationwide

Number of listeners [approx.]: 50.DDD

How many years has it existed: kl years

48 ICT4D study monitor Tsedale Lemma, personal communication.

49 ICT4D study monitor Eyob Getahun, personal communication.
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Full name oi medium: Ethiopian Television [ETV]

Ownership and control: State

Location of head office: Addis Ababa

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average number of hours of broadcast:..

Language of broadcasting: Amharic, Tigrinya. Oromifa and

English

Distribution and reach:..

Number of viewers [appmx.]:..

How many years has it existed:..

ICT POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

As has been the case until recently in many African

countries, Ethiopia's telecommunication network and

broadcasting media have been developed under State

monopoly. To date, although recent liberalization and

privatization have been introduced in different

economic sectors, Ethiopia is still one of the few

countries in the world where the telecommunication

industry has remained under State monopoly. The

historical operator, the Ethiopian Telecommunication

Corporation (ETC], is the only provider of fixed

telephones, mobiles, Internet services, fax and telex

services etc.

Recognizing the importance of ICTs, the Ethiopian

Government has considered the development of

national information and communication

technologies and infrastructure as a national strategic

programme. A draft policy document has been

prepared and waiting for adoption by the Council of

Ministers.

The vision, as stated in the draft policy document,

aims at enabling:

the nation to exploit the ample opportunities created by Information and

Communicatinn Technologies for vitalizing and ensuring the

establishment of a sustained democratic system, good governance and

national economic development.

Specific objectives of the policy are:

• Use of ICTs for the enhancement of efficiency,

effectiveness and transparency in the civil and

public services;

• Facilitating maximum connectivity to the global

information infrastructure and laying a firm

foundation for electronic business;

• Optimization of the role that ICTs play in sector

programme delivery; building up the required

capacity for ICT development; and creation of a

favourable regulatory environment for the

harmonious development of ICTs.

In view of the nature of ICTs and their high cross-

sectoral impact, the draft policy has given priorities

to the following areas:

• Government administration and service delivery

• Community access and service delivery

• Sector programme development: education, health

and agriculture

• Private sector development

• ICTs and knowledge economy development

• Physical infrastructure development

• Human resource development

• Contents and use of appropriate ICTs

• Regulatory frameworks and standards

• Policy implementation monitoring and evaluation.

In July 2003, the House of Peoples Representatives

endorsed a bill providing the establishment of the

Ethiopian Information and Communication

Technology Development Authority, to

guide the synergetic and systematic use of ICTs in a direction that

enables the technology to contribute its critical role for accelerated
so

attainment of political, social and economic development.

5" The Ethiopian News Agency Website. "House endorses ICT Development Authority Establishment Bill",

http://www.telecom.net.et/-ena/Newsenglishyil8601.2207.htm (accessed on 23 July 2003].
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ICT INDICATORS STUDY MATERIAL STATISTICS

Basic telecommunications data

Total no. of tel. subscribers [fixed line ♦ mobile]

Total fixed-line subscribers

Tele density

Waiting list for main lines

Public telephones

Public telephones [per l.OGD inhabitants]

Mobile subscribers

Mobile subscribers [per 100 inhabitants]

Telephone tariffs: Residential

Connection [8]

Monthly subscription rate [S]

Telephone tariffs: Business

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate [$]

Mobile telephone tariffs:

Connection [£>]

Monthly subscription rate [$]

Broadcasting/ media

Radios per 1,000 inhabitants

TVs per 1,000 inhabitants

Daily newspapers per 1.000 people [1998]

Internet access

Internet hosts

Internet users

- Total

-Per 10,000 inhabitants

Internet bandwidth [Mlipsj

319,325

290.8B7

0A5

155.20B

687

0 01

2B.43B

0.04

37

1.0

37

2.1

B0

B.I

1B4.1

2B

0

43

25.000

3.B8

B

Sources:

Demeke, Mulat and Biru. Tadesse. 2002. ICT penetration and usage in Ethiopia

baseline study: the SEBN-ICT project

ITU. 2002. World telecommunications indicators.

World Bank. 2002. World development indicators.

World Economic Forum. 2003. The global information technology report

2002-2003.

A total of 51 items appeared in the Ethiopian media,

which positions Ethiopia in the mid-range of

countries in terms of the number of items recorded.

Most items were found in broadcast media. (See

figure 43.)

Figure 43 % of ICT related items by radio, TV and print media,

March-April 20D3

Print. 33*

Radio. Wd

TeLeuiaian, 27%

Of the newspapers, Ethiopian Herald published 8

ICT-related articles, Daily Monitor 9, and the

broadcast media together transmitted 34 items. (See

table 8.)

Table B No. of ICT items. March-April 20D3

Media

Ethiopian Herald

The Daily Monitor

Radio Television Ethiopia

No. of items

8

9

34

•"'■
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The majority of ICT-related articles in Ethiopia

covered education, telecommunication, and

Internet/web sites. (See figure 44.)

Figure V, No. of ICT-related items published or broadcast in

various categories, March-April 2003

STUDY MATERIAL OVERVIEW

Press

1
Education

elecommunications

e-gnvernment

Media '

Development

Health

Information

Financial

Technology

Banking

e-business

Interview/websites

■

i 1

■

■

■

r
-

Interestingly, the independent Daily Monitor based in

Addis Ababa regularly carried ICT stories

prominently displayed on its front-page. These were

about how satellite technology was providing

information about potential drought conditions in

Ethiopia (18 March 2003); Ethiopian IT teachers

receiving extra training (21 March); announcing the

forthcoming African Media Forum (26 March);

reductions in the cost of international phone calls (1

April); a 260 million birr (ETB) deal with China to

expand mobile telephony (3 April); a report from the

ECA-organized Broadcast Development Workshop (8

April); inauguration of the Ministry of Revenue web

site (11 April); copyright violations and the need to

protect intellectual property in Ethiopia (23 April);

and announcing the forthcoming Committee of

Development Information meeting CODI 111 (27

April).

These stories were written in the standard

impersonal news style common to many newspapers

around the world. Most were 12-25 cm in length.

The Ethiopian Herald (8 April) also covered the

Broadcasting workshop with a front-page story

headlined "Radio, TV broadcasting said key to

Africa's overall dev't". The story quoted K.Y. Amoako,

secretary general of ECA, who told the workshop that

information had become crucial to bring about

speedy economic development and social progress.

Otherwise stories on the same topics mentioned

above tended to appear on the inside pages of the

Herald.

The independent Addis Ababa-based Fortune

newspaper was not among those chosen for this

study. Nonetheless, out of interest Tsedale Lemma

sent us copies of the newspaper's weekly High-Tech

Talk page by writer Filmon Tekle. For general

information about combating computer viruses,

effective use of web browsers, what exactly cookies

are, useful shortcut keys, how to use FTP, how to

avoid repetitive strain injury, netiquette and much

else, Tekle's page is a gold mine of information. It is

clearly aimed at urban computer users. It is packed

with good advice, useful tips and educative articles

*"*..
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and written in an easy-to-read informal style. The

page is attractively laid out and carries Tekle's photo-

byline. For urban youth with computer access, Tekle

provides information on how to convert various

music files to the popular compressed MP3 format,

how to copy MP3s to a cassette deck, where the best

free computer games are to be found, and so on.

Certainly several editors around Africa have realized

that there is a growing number of readers interested

in such practical instructive information [see

comment by Yaw Boadu Ayeboafoh, editor of the

Daily Graphic, Ghana, in the section on interviews,

below).

As expected, a number of stories in the Ethiopian

press related to government initiatives. Some of the

more prominent examples were:

* The Ministry of Revenue was to launch a web site,

http://www.mor.gov.et, which it said could help

the public gain easy access to information of the

country's customs and tax laws and duties. On the

same page there was a story about the federal

parliament's endorsement of legislation for the

establishment of the Ethiopian Intellectual

Property Office that will deal with all patent and

copyright issues (Fortune, 14 April).

* The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has launched its

web site, http://www.mfa.gov.et, to provide

information about Ethiopia's foreign policy, and its

various international bilateral and multilateral

relations (Ethiopian Herald, 11 March).

* The Ethiopian Telecommunications Corporation

(ETC) has introduced a 43 per cent reduction on

outgoing international calls (Fortune, 29 March).

Virtually the same story appeared as the page 1

lead of the Daily Monitor on 1 April.

* The Ministry of Information hosted a seminar to

discuss the implementation of legislation on

freedom of information (Ethiopian Herald, 19

March, p. 1). In another report on page 2 the

Minister of Infrastructure called on the Ethiopian

Telecommunications Corporation to cede the tasks

of providing telecentre and Internet services to the

private sector.

Donations

Various stories in the Ethiopian Herald Home News

section indicate that various NGOs and governments

are providing ICT-related aid to Ethiopia. Some

examples: On 12 March, Home News reported that

Care Ethiopia had donated 300 solar radios to peasant

farmers in rural areas of Oromia State to help them

get access to weather, agricultural, health and

educational information. If the project proved

effective it would be expanded to other areas of rural

Ethiopia.

On 21 March, Home News reported that the Japanese

International Cooperation Agency (JICA) had

provided ETB2.5 million to fund digital educational

TV and radio recording studios to provide

educational services to people living in remote parts

of the country, particularly women.

On 5 April, Home News reported that the Adaptive

Technology Centre for the Blind (ATCB), situated in

Addis Ababa, had received ICT equipment worth

more than $20,000 from the International

Telecommunication Union. ITU regional advisor for

Africa Tilahun Kebede was quoted as saying that ICT

training for visually impaired people would help

them become part of the information age, and he

pledged to continue assisting ATCB.

Broadcast

Broadcast material from Ethiopia largely mirrored the

newspaper coverage in terms of content. Frequently

the same story was sent by both radio and television.

Sometimes stories appeared on the same day as the

newspapers. However, radio and TV were often the

first to report an event, and were then followed by the

press. On 3 March, Radio Ethiopia's magazine

programme "Ethiopia This Week" reported the launch

of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs web site. An

Ethiopian Television (ETV) late night news broadcast

on 11 March mentioned the Japanese donation for

educational broadcasting. The same story was

broadcast by Radio Ethiopia in the midday news on

17 March. On 12 March, Radio Ethiopia's midday

news reported the CARE donation of solar radios. On

27 March, both radio and TV carried the story about
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ETC replacing analog facilities with new digital

equipment. On 28 March, ETV late night news

reported the tariff reduction in international calls.

This pattern of the same stories appearing in several

Ethiopian newspapers and on radio and television

occurred throughout the eight weeks of monitoring.

This strengthens the general observation made in this

study that media tend to report what comes to them

rather than seeking out ICT stories themselves.

Another example was a report that the Ethiopian

Telecommunication Corporation. ETC, had been

substituting telephone lines that were in use for over

20 years with modern telecom facilities at a cost of 70

million birr (ETR), (c. $8,187 million). According to a

report in the Ethiopian Herald, 29 March, new digital

telecom devices were replacing outdated analog

microwave equipment, which would significantly

improve possibilities for videoconferencing and other

digital communication. The project was already

finalized in five regional towns, Bahir Dar, Gondar,

Debre Markos, Dangila and Debre Tabor, whereas

projects in five other towns were near completion.

Essentially the same story was covered in several

other newspapers and in radio and television

broadcasts.

The authors of this study are aware that Ethiopia does

have a publication dedicated to reporting ICT issues,

entitled ICT Focus. This magazine does consider rural

development issues, and was an award winner at the

recent AISI media awards. But we were concerned

with mainstream news media, and in this regard we

did not encounter a single first-hand account of any

rural ICT-related initiative in the Ethiopian media.

Stories in newspapers radio and television were

statements of fact, without any analysis. Nowhere did

we encounter any discussion of information society

developments, and there was no discussion of

regional or Africa-wide developments. ICT policy

was never mentioned. The views of ordinary citizens

never appeared. Seldom was a news item placed in

any larger context. However, one item broadcast by

Radio Ethiopia on 25 April gave a good example of

the benefits of using ICTs in developing the Ethiopian

market by interviewing an Ethiopian coffee producer.

He told how he used the Internet to promote products

over the Internet, and did not have to lose profit to

middlemen. Other than that, apart from Filmon

Tekle's High Tech Talk, most stories were news items.

V

This format of presenting information seldom allows

in-depth exploration of ideas or any kind of critical

analysis.

Tsedale Lemma, senior reporter at The Monitor, who

monitored Ethiopian print media for this survey, later

commented:

'The two months of monitoring have helped me to

clearly identify the state of ICT reporting in

Ethiopia, which I find to be poor both in quality

and quantity compared with some other African

countries in which the monitoring took place.

It also gave me the opportunity to observe that

there is much to do in this regard. I have

witnessed that there is no skilled manpower in the

sector of ICT reporting among the journalists in

Ethiopia. Neither is due space provided to ICT by

either private or government-owned newspapers.

There are an estimated 60 private and more than

10 government-owned publications but none of

them give much space to ICT reporting except for

Fortune newspaper.

The presence of the media centre at the ECA,

which gives journalists free access to the Internet,

has improved the situation, which would

otherwise be even worse. A consequence is that

the level of Internet use among journalists is

becoming higher every year."
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EDITORIAL INTERVIEWS

All editors interviewed in Ethiopia considered IT

issues to be newsworthy. Tsege Gebreamlak, editor of

the Ethiopian Herald, said all technologies relevant to

development in Ethiopia were interesting to his

publication:

"Ethiopia is one of the least developed countries,

and is now striving to achieve food security and

eventually to bring about a vibrant democratic

order and a free market economy. The need for a

technology-related formation is something we just

cannot afford to ignore. After all, it is the degree

and extent of technological application that

determines a country's advancement.

One of the priorities of development efforts here is

to do away with poverty, and almost 85 per cent

of effort is focused on Ethiopian peasant farmers,

to get them to progressively apply applicable

technology in their farm activities. This is to say

nothing of the need increasingly felt in other

sectors like commerce, education, the media, etc.

The saying that information is power is not an

empty metaphor. It is indeed a power, so much

so, if properly handled and the public are helped

to make the most of it, it can bring about radical

progress in economic and political fields.

The Ethiopian Herald does carry both news and

opinion about technology issues, but the irony is

that the newspaper has almost no access to

technology itself.

'We have no fax, no email nor Internet yet. All the

paper has in its grip right now is a few phones'

says Tsege Gebreamlak. 'The Herald has does not

even have access to news agency material'."

Tsege Gebreamlak told reporter Tsedale Lemma that

the paper had no journalists skilled in IT issues who

could write analytical, explanatory type stories.

"We are fully aware of the need for such persons.

We have a pressing need for computer equipment

and of course training for our people to use it.

Without this it will hardly be possible for the

paper to continue functioning properly."

Namrud Berhane, editor-in-chief of the Daily Monitor

was also interviewed by Tsedal Lemma, who is an

associate editor at the newspaper herself. He said the

level of knowledge of most reporters at the newspaper

was limited to effectively operating the newsroom

network. This included working with the three

dedicated terminals for receiving information from

BBC, Reuters and CNN.

"As you can see, all of the journalists have their

own computers which are connected to the server.

They understand the office system. But I am

afraid none of them could write analytical IT

stories, I mean professional comments and the

like.

I don't know why, but you (Tsedale) seem very

much interested in introducing a new IT column

in our newspaper, but we have to think about it

because if we once started that, we should not

terminate it somewhere and we would have to

guarantee someone who could produce the page

continuously."

At the Daily Monitor, basic computer literacy is a

primary employment requirement. Berhane said the

management planned to provide more advanced

computer training for all staff.

"We need the maximum use of ITfor the

development of the newspaper. ICT is emerging in

the world, and for us as well. As you have seen we

bought a number ofnew computers and are

currently employing many journalists because we

are planning to add two new newspapers in local

languages. For all that to become a reality we

need specialized IT training for our journalists,

because both of these newspapers will soon kick

web sites.

Radio Ethiopia has no access to Internet either, and

none of the journalists are knowledgeable about IT

issues. Melese Ida, head of the station's English

section, told journalist Eyob Getahun that their ICT

coverage mostly originated from news agency copy.

"Of course we have the responsibility ofproviding

information and producing and presenting

educational and entertaining programmes on all

matters of relevance to our audience. The station

also has the responsibility of bringing the public

together to discuss different topics, and one of

51 Namrud Berhane, editor-in-chief of Deify Monitor, interviewed by Tsedal Lemma.
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these topics should be ICTs and the role they play

in the development of Ethiopia. But so far we have

done little."

He said efforts were being made to get Internet access

for the newsroom journalists, and he was hoping for

this to happen in the near future.

Melese Ida said the station received many requests

from listeners for a web site through which they

could send views and comments, but Radio Ethiopia

had neither the skills nor resources available for such

a project.

The situation at Ethiopian Television is not much

different. Tefera Ghedamu, acting head of the English

section, told Eyob Getahun that there was only one

Internet-connected computer available for all the

reporters. None of the newsroom staff was conversant

hi IT issues, and many of the reporters hardly knew

how to use a simple word processor. Although

reporters were sometimes sent to cover IT -related

events, the station mostly used news filed by

agencies. As for training needs: "This is crucial. We

have some reporters who don't even know how to use

a word processor to write their stories."

While this is a common situation in many African

countries, the media in Addis Ababa, capital of

Ethiopia, enjoy a special benefit. ECA has established

a media centre for local journalists where they can

freely access the Internet to conduct research and file

text and audio stories. The centre has some 20

computers with high-speed satellite connectivity, and

every media organization is given two permits to

enable their journalists to use the facilities. The

centre has support staff members skilled in Internet

research methods, and it is always full of working

journalists.

Tefera Ghedamu said Ethiopian Television was not

playing much of a role in promoting knowledge about

the information society.

Apart from Namrud Berhane, none of the other

Ethiopian editors interviewed considered computer

literacy to be an important consideration when

employing journalists. Tefera Ghedamu commented

that many talented journalists would be missed if

they looked for those who had computer skills.

Tefera Ghedamu also said that for Ethiopian TV there

were many more important issues to debate about

than information society. It was not a priority because

it was not crucial to the daily life of most Ethiopian

citizens.

"The majority of our people live in rural areas

and they don't enjoy the information the world

provides through ICTs. And we have so many

more important issues to debate on than

information society."
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Malawi

MEDIA OVERVIEW

With the introduction of democratic rule, Malawi

witnessed an unprecedented diversity with the

mushrooming of private newspapers. However, an

undeveloped media culture void of ethical and

professional conduct, coupled with low managerial

and financial skills, soon led to the demise of several

of these titles. The trend of new titles emerging and

eventually collapsing constitutes a major

characteristic of this sector of the media. There are

approximately 10-15 titles in circulation, but four of

these, the Malawi News and the Daily Times (both

owned by the late President Banda's business

empire), and The Nation and the Weekend Nation

(owned by Aleke Banda, former agriculture minister

and former First Vice President of the ruling United

Democratic Front, UDF), have remained the constant

and dominant players, as well as the Mirror (owned

by Brown Mpinganjira, a former foreign minister).

In broadcasting there is the State-controlled Malawi

Broadcasting Corporation (MBC), which covers the

whole country, and a small private religious

broadcaster within a radius of 20 km from the capital,

Lilongwe. There are also two private stations based in

Blantyre, two community radio stations, and a

second FM channel on MBC - Radio 2.

Television broadcasting was banned in Malawi until

1994, and initially starting off with two-hour

broadcasts, Television Malawi today boasts a 24-hour

service.

In Malawi, the Ministry of Information has created a

Resource Centre for journalists, similar in concept to

ECA's Media Centre, where accredited journalists

have free access to the Internet.

Print media monitored

Full name of medium: The Nation

Ownership and control: family owned

Location of head office: Blantyre

Frequency of publishing: 5 days per week, with Weekend Nation

on Saturdays

Average number of pages: 20-24. Weekend Nation 4D

Language of publishing: English

Distribution and reach:..

Number of readers: 15.000 copies printed per day

How many years has it existed: since 1993

FuLL name of medium: Daily Times

Ownership and control: family owned

Location of head office: Blantyre

Frequency of publishing: 5 days per week, with Saturday edition

Malawi News

Average number of pages: 24

Language of publishing: English

Distribution and reach: Countrywide

Number of readers: 20.500 copies printed per day

[40,000 Malawi News]

How many years has it existed: Daily times since 1895.

Malawi News since 1959

* Government web site: hltp://www.malawi.gov.mw/ (accessed 3 October 2003).
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Broadcast media monitored

Full name Qf medium: Television Malawi

Ownership and control: State

Location of head office: Blantyre

Frequency of broadcasting: 21* hours daily, with average of

5 hours Local content, the rest

being relays from BBC. DWTV,

TV Africa etc.

Language of broadcasting: English and Chichewa

Distribution and reach: 70% of Malawi

Number of viewers [apprcx.]: 3 million

How many years has it existed: Since 1st April. 1999

Full name of medium: Capital Radio

Ownership and control: independent

Location of head office: Blantyre

Freguency of broadcasting: daily

Average number of hours of broadcast: 2h hours daily, of which

9 from VGA

Language of broadcasting: English and Chichewa

Reach: 60% of Malawi

Number of listeners: k million

How many years has it existed: Since 1999

IICT POLICY DEVELOPMENT I

The Malawi Framework document, which is the basis

for the formulation of a MCI plan/ICT policy, was

reviewed by the National ICT Committee on 22

August 2002. The Committee accepted the report as a

good basis for proceeding with the policy and

preparations currently underway. The forthcoming

NICI plan for Malawi will be strategically targeted at

the development of the ICT sector and industry as

well as the use of ICTs as a broad-base enabler of

developmental goals. There will also be emphasis on

the development, deployment and exploitation of

ICTs to aid the development of all other sectors of the

economy.

To support the formulation of the policy, there have

been widespread national consultations with leaders

and various stakeholders, soliciting their views and

input. Apart from the private sector, other key

national groupings and stakeholders, including

NGOs, labour unions, academia and other sections

within civil society, were encouraged to contribute to

the Malawian ICT-led socio-economic development

process. Some of the priority areas of focus that have

emerged from the national consultation include:

• Human resource development;

• Promoting ICTs in education;

• Promoting electronic government and governance;

• Facilitating the development of the private sector;

• Developing an export-oriented ICT industry;

• Modernization of the agriculture sector;

• Developing a competitive value-added services

sector;

• Deployment and spread of ICTs in the community;

• Developing the information and communication

infrastructure and the physical infrastructure;

• Developing the legal, regulatory, and institutional

framework to facilitate ICT development,

deployment and exploitation in the economy and

society;

• Promoting foreign and local direct investment

drive in ICTs.

As a result, the NICI vision for Malawi will be to

transform the Malawian economy into a

predominantly information and knowledge-based

middle-income economy by modernizing its key
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sectors using information and communication

technologies by 2020. This will entail:

• Developing a highly competitive ICT-driven value-

added services sector with the potential to develop

into a business hub of the subregion;

• Creating a knowledge-based, technology-driven

modern industrial sector with a core export-led

and competitive ICT industry;

• Developing a modernized, commercially viable

and globally competitive agricultural sector;

• Spreading the deployment, exploitation and

utilization of ICTs within Malawian society and

economy.

Taking into account the developmental challenges

facing the country and the stated developmental

objectives and priorities defined in the ICT socio-

economic framework, the objectives of the NICI plan

will be to:

• Address Malawi's developmental challenges and

accelerate the nation's socio-economic

development process to improve the socio-

economic well-being of its people, through the

development, deployment and exploitation of ICTs

within the society and economy;

• Implement within a given time frame an ICT-led

Socio-Economic Development Policy on which to

base a number of rolling action plans set within

the wider socio-economic development objectives

and priorities of Vision 2020 and other socio-

economic development frameworks of Malawi;

• Engineer an ICT-led socio-economic development

process with the potential to transform Malawi

into a middle-income, information-rich,

knowledge-based and technology-driven economy

and society;

• Facilitate the creation of the necessary enabling

environment to support the deployment,

utilization and exploitation of ICTs within the

economy and society;

• Promote the development of a globally competitive

local ICT industry;

• Support the development of the nation's human

resource capacity;

• Facilitate the deployment and exploitation of ICTs

within the educational system to improve on

educational access and delivery;

• Aid the process of improving Malawi's scientific

and industrial research capacity as well as its R&D

capabilities to support economic development;

• Promote and support the development of the

nation's information and communications

infrastructure as well as the physical

infrastructure;

• Facilitate the modernization of the civil and public

service through the deployment and exploitation

of ICTs to improve on the effectiveness and

efficiency of its operations and service delivery;

• Promote and facilitate the development and

implementation of the necessary legal,

institutional and regulatory framework and

structures required for supporting the

development, deployment and exploitation of ICTs

in the country;

" Support and encourage the development and

promotion of the necessary standards, good

practices and guidelines to guide the deployment

and exploitation of ICTs within the society and

economy.

It is expected that a national ICT agency will be

established to oversee the implementation of the NICI

plan throughout the country. The Government

believes that implementing the national plan should

be as participatory as possible.

*
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ICT INDICATORS STUDY MATERIAL STATISTICS

Basic telecommunications data

Total no. of tel. subscribers [fixed line + mobile]

Total fixed-line subscribers

Tele density

Waiting list for main lines

Public telephones

Public telephones [per 1,000 inhabitants]

Mobile subscribers

Mobile subscribers [per 10D inhabitants]

Telephone tariffs: Residential

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate [$]

Telephone tariffs: Business

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate [S]

Mobile telephone tariffs: Connection [$)

Monthly subscription rate [S]

Broadcasting/ media

Radios perl.OOD inhabitants

TVs per 1,000 inhabitants

Daily newspapers per 1,000 people [1998]

Internet access

Internet hosts

Internet users

- Total

- Per 1Q.O00 inhabitants

Internet bandwidth [Mbps]

109.800

5U00

0.95

25,DD0

0.S4

0.05

55.700

0.48

27

2.3

27

2.3

(.98

3

3

22

20.000

17.28

2

Sources:

ITU. 2DD2. World telecommunications indicators.

World Bank. 2D02 World development indicators.

World Economic Forum. 2003. The global information technology report

2002-2003.

The media monitored in Malawi were: print media,

The Nation and the Weekend Nation and the Daily

Times; and broadcast media, Malawi Broadcasting

Corporation (MBC), Television Malawi and Capital

Radio FM. A total of 50 items appeared in the

Malawian media, 70 per cent of them in the print

media. This places Malawi in the middle of the range

when it comes to the number of items relating to ICTs

appearing in the media. (See figure 45.)

Figure 45 % of I CT-related items by radio, TV and print media,

March-April 2003

Radio. 22%

Print 70%

Television. 8%

Of the newspapers, Hie Nation published 27 articles,

whereas the Daily Times published eight during the

eight weeks of monitoring. MBC broadcast seven

items during the same period, and Capital Radio FM

and Television Malawi each transmitted four items.

(See table 9.)

I

Table 9. No. of ICT items. March-April 2003

Media

The Nation

Daily Times

Malawi Broadcasting Corporation

Capital Radio FM

Television Malawi

No. of items

27

8

7

h
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The majority of articles in Malawi covered

telecommunications, financial issues, and education.

(See figure 46.}

Figure A8 No. of ICT related items published or broadcast in

various categories. March-April 2003
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STUDY MATERIAL OVERVIEW

As noted above, ICT reporting in Malawi during the

study period was relatively scanty, and in contrast to

the other countries monitored, the Malawi broadcast

media often had the more interesting coverage.

Telecommunications operators got most coverage,

then came business reports, followed by items

relating to research and education.

The first item recorded, 3 March, on day one of the

study period, was on MBC Radio, discussing a report

by OneWorld Africa (OWA) on ICT development on

the continent, in which Malawi was rated low on

information access. OWA representative Carol

Nenguke was quoted as saying coordination of

information in Malawi was very poor and that there

were no policies in place for the promotion of ICTs.

She cited the lack of computers in most government

schools as an example.

Telecommunications

A few stories dealt with privatization of Malawi's

fixed-line telephone operator, Malawi

Telecommunications Limited (MTL). MBC Radio and

Television Malawi (TVM) both carried the same story

on 5 March - an announcement by the Malawi

Privatisation Commission that a consortium of four

investors had confirmed they would vie for shares in

MTL. While TVM and MBC only quoted officials,

Capital Radio, which is independent, went further

and interviewed alternative sources such as

consumer rights activists and trade union

representatives who objected to the privatization of

MTL. They felt a private player would not serve the

interests of the public well, with regard to

employment and rural connectivity.

The Daily Times reported on 12 March that:

Malawi Telecommunications Limited MTL. currently undergoing

privatization, with effect from today switches rjn its new prepaid

telephone service which is tipped to improve its cash flow and make it

attractive to prospective investors. MTL Public relations Officer Doris

Manila said in an interview yesterday the fixed telephone operator has

invested about K117 million [81.3 million] to install the pre-paid system

which uses a digital switching platform called Intelligent Network.

With the introduction of the cards, MTL would in

future only allow creditworthy customers to use its

post-paid service.

Capital Radio reported on the new pre-paid telephone

service two days later. In a news broadcast analysts

told the radio that the cash-strapped MTL had

introduced the cards as a way of boosting its revenue,

since many of its customers, including government,
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owed millions of kwatcha (MWK) in unpaid

telephone bills.

The Nation, 23 April, covered an announcement by

executive director of the Privatisation Commission

Maziko Sauti-Phiri, who said negotiations had started

with three consortia interested in buying MTL, They

were:

1 Telecom Consultants India Limited, Mahanagar

Telephone Nigam Limited and the National

Insurance Company;

2 Local conglomerate Press Corporation Limited,

Commonwealth Development Corporation, Capital

Partners and Detecon International; and

3 Loita Investment Bank Malawi, Trojan

Communications, Africa Venture Partners, and the

Development Bank of Southern Africa.

Briefing the press in Blantyre, Sauti-Phiri said the

discussions are intended to understand the consortia

structures, future management plans and their

business plans.

"The draft investment agreement will be made

available to the consortia soon, as will a copy of the

Bid Procedures," said Sauti-Phiri.

Mobile operators also enjoyed some media attention.

MBC Radio, Television Malawi and Capital Radio on

5 March all broadcast an announcement by one of the

two mobile phone operators in the country, Telekom

Networks Malawi, that it had reduced tariffs by 50

per cent for all post-paid calls within its network. In

Malawi, post-paid phones are mostly used by

company officials and other wealthy people. The

move by TNM was viewed as being aimed at

attracting more corporate customers into the

network.

On 27 March, MBC Radio lunch hour news

interviewed Mr Evans Namanja, Director General of

the Malawi Communications Regulatory Authority

(Macra), to find out what had happened about a

possible third mobile phone operator. Two years

previously Macra had announced it was inviting

applications from investors interested in establishing

a third cellular network.

Namanja told MBC that Macra had already granted a

licence to a company run by a consortium of

entrepreneurs called Malawi Mobile Phone Company

Limited. He said the licence was issued in late 2002

and the company was expected to start offering its

services by October this year. He mentioned that the

two current mobile operators, Telecom Networks

which began operations in 1995, and Celtel, which

opened its doors in 1999, were both largely owned by

multinational corporations.

The following day, 28 March, a prominent article

appeared in the Daily Times business section, full of

promises by the yet-to-be-launched operator, entitled

"Third cellular operator to cut prices, congestion".

Journalist Frank Phiri wrote:

The country's third cellular phone company Malawi Mobile rolls out its

first phase of operations in October this year promising stiff competition

in the industry, to bring rates down and do away with current network

congestions.

Business Times has learnt that Malawi Mobile is the trademark of

the new company comprising two South African investment firms. Finanz

Capital Investment and Vestalane Investment, and a Matawian

empowerment firm Chiuta timited.

Phiri interviewed the chief executive of majority

shareholder Finanz, who said Malawi Mobile would

bring down cell phone rates.

He also promised that his company would ease network congestion,

which the current operators are grappling with, increase and improve

quality of network coverage as well as the country's teledensity which

is one of the lowest in the region.

"We love the current competition and are definitely going to shake

up the market. We're the third operator to come in Malawi, but in 18

months we promise to become the number one operator" he said.

Tsaperas said his company would create up to 1.200 jobs for

Malawians upon attaining full capacity operations and will invest a

substantial sum towards their training.

The Nation, 10 April, reported:

Mobile phone service providers Celtel and Telkom Networks Malawi

TNM said on Tuesday they want to expand their technology ta rural

areas as lung as government puts necessary structures in place.

Celtel spokesman Francis Biseka said most people cannot afford

ICT now due to high cost of hardware, software and connectivity,

problems that he said could be solved by sharing resources and

introducing reasonable charges.

Frank Phiri, Daily Times, 28 March 2003.
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Biseka also said government should speed up formulation of ICT

policy which should be able to encourage growth and support IGT

related education and training.

He said Celtel has already started helping rural people in Zomba to

set up cellular phone firms as one way of bridging the digital gap

between the digitally advanced and the less fortunate in information

technology.

MBC Radio evening news, 11 April, aired an

announcement by Celtel that it had launched

community mobile phone services in some of the

country's rural areas. Spokesperson Khumbo Sambo

said the company had decided to launch the services

to increase traffic on its network and give its

customers and their rural relatives more access to one

another.

The Nation, 25 April. Finance Minister Friday Jumbe

on Wednesday presented before Parliament a bill

authorising government to borrow MWK189 million

(1.7 m Euro) from the Kingdom of Belgium to finance

part of the costs of the Mzuzu Telecommunications

project.

The stories above represent the entire reportage on

telecommunications developments from two

newspapers, two major radio stations and Malawi

television over eight weeks.

Business

The Daily Times, 7 March, reported on a new

$372,000 Malawi Investment and Technology

Promotion Project funded by UNDP and the United

Nations Industrial Development Organization

(UNIDO) and organized by the Malawi Investment

Promotion Agency. The occasion was an inception

workshop held in Lilongwe. The article quotes

UNIDO representative Felix Ugbor: "The aim is to put

in placed an enabling environment for attracting

investment and technology in Malawi." He said

beneficiaries of the project would be mainly private

entrepreneurs, mostly small and medium enterprises

desirous of investing in new industrial ventures.

UNDP representative Zahra Nuru said the new

technology project would hopefully accelerate

foreign direct investment, which would contribute to

the shrinking economy.

The Nation coverage of the same event focused on the

opening speech given by the Vice-President.

"Malewezi decries high level of graft", read the

headline.

Vice-President Justin Malewezi said yesterday the high level of

corruption continues to increase the cost of doing business in the

country and affects delivery of public services in general. Malewezi

was opening a workshop for the Investment and Technology Promotion

Project.

The Vice-President is quoted as saying: "It is clear

that if Malawi wishes to attract foreign investors they

will have a choice between us and our neighbours.

We need to work together to improve governance and

the investors' perception of corruption and bribery in

Malawi."

In her remarks UNDP Resident Representative Zahra

Nuru said it was discouraging to note that Malawi

and other African countries had failed to achieve

foreign direct investment because of poor corporate

governance, high utility costs, and macroeconomic

instability, among others. She said non-economic

factors which acted as a deterrent (to foreign

investment) included disturbing images of Africa in

the international media, crime, corruption and

quality of life issues such as poor education and

health facilities.

In 2002, Malawi began the process of developing a

new ICT policy with the assistance of ECA/UNDP.

Only one brief reference to this occurred in the

Malawian media monitored during March-April.

This was in an article by journalist Ayam Maeresa

entitled "Billions down the drain - No results from

IT" in The Nation, 12 March:

Billions of kwatcha have gone down the drain as government and

private companies invested in information technology to improve

productivity but with no good results, an industrial expert has said.

Business Computer Services Limited managing director James

Chimwaza said in an interview that investment in computers had largely

been a waste in most corporate organizations.

"It's the way the IT has been sold in the country" said Chimwaza,

who is also carrying out a research on computer usage in the industry.

"There is a belief if you put a computer in a company then a problem

has been solved, when in fact a computer it's just part of the solution."

He said most firms have gone ahead to buy computer equipment

without assessing the knowledge of the people intended to use them.
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which has resulted in staff still resorting tD otd manual methods of

doing business.

He said worse still, some firms use computers as a symbol of

prestige as opposed to using them as a tool to advance business. He

said the total sense of IT is to address the entire business rather than

"simply typing a letter".

"We have reached a stage where reputations of institutions are

becoming threatened and now begin to embrace IT in its total sense to

get out of problems" said Chimwaza.

Government is seeking comments to draft a bill on information

technology and communication policy meant to make the country a

knowledge-based economy, where companies and government

departments invest in IT to advance production processes and the flow

of information.

Despite that government removed duty on computers to reduce

their retail cost, it is still expensive to repair broken down computers

because there is still a 55 per cent duty on imported spares.

ICT fair

Beginning on 8 April, the Southern Region Chambers

of Commerce and Industry organized a four-day ICT

fair, the first of its kind, and it generated a few brief

media reports.

During a morning magazine programme on 2 April,

MBC Radio briefly interviewed Andy Matimati,

secretary general of the Malawi Confederation of

Chambers of Commerce and Industry, about the ICT

fair soon to begin in Blantyre. Matimati said the fair,

which he preferred to call an ICT exposition and

conference, was aimed at emphasizing to the

business community how ICT could make their

business practices more efficient.

The Nation, 7 April, had an article about the fair by

Adam Maeresa, which he said would "highlight the

importance of using information, communication

and technology (ICT) to advance business operations

in the country". He cited Andy Matimati, who said

the fair would have two days of seminars, lectures

and deliberations before providers in the sector

started exhibiting their products.

Maeresa quotes organizing committee member Bessie

Nyirenda, who says communication is now fast and it

is easy to find export markets on the Internet. "We

can't afford to be left behind", says Nyirenda. But,

concludes Maeresa, advancing usage of ICT in the

country still remains a challenge to most Malawians,

as the cost of both acquiring personal computers and

surfing the Internet are beyond the reach of the

majority.

Capital Radio FM, on 9 April, covered the official

opening of the ICT fair and quoted a Chamber of

Commerce spokesperson who said the private sector

welcomed the idea of having ICT fairs in the country,

because it was one way of encouraging

businesspeople to start using IT to boost their

operations.

"Chamber calls for low computer costs" reads a

headline in The Nation, 13 April:

Malawi Confederation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry

MCCCI says computer dealers should consider lowering computer costs

to promote Information, Communication and Technology use.

"As the cost of computers continues to go down worldwide, 1

would urge the Malawian computer distributors and solution providers

to follow suit and not take advantage of your Malawian customers."

said MCCCI first vice president Dumisani Chisala.

Chisala was speaking at the opening of the ICT fair.

Chisala urged decision makers in companies and organizations to

invest in information technologies in order to enhance their business

performance and keep up with developing countries.

"It is vital in today's age of technology that senior managers and

company executives become ICT and computer literate, or they will

surely be left behind." he said.

The fair, which ended on Friday, started with a two-day conference

that discussed ways of closing the ICT digital divide in the country. It

attracted about IB exhibitors.

The effects of liberalisation and globalisation are now dictating

the course businesses should take. Since we are seeking an export

economy, there is need for information technology." said Ministry of

Information acting principal secretary George Mwale at the opening of

the fair.

"Information technology will transform every aspect of our society.

Government and the private sector should work together on this." he

said.
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Research E education

The remaining reports fell into this category. The

Daily Times, 24 April, had an article entitled "E-

library to facilitate research":

The establishment of Malawi Library and Information Consortium

[Malicoj is expected to facilitate easy access to information

electronically besides the usual paper-based library.

Speaking during the opening of a shareholders workshop on

consortium building for information sharing especially in the area of

electronic resources, Secretary for National Research Council Chrissie

Mwiyeriwa said electronic resources in today's context were those

quality journals that are accessible via the Internet at a price.

"Just as our libraries used to spend a large portion of their

budgets on reputable journals in case an article would be needed, the

new way of accessing information is to acquire an electronic copy of a

needed article at a fee just in time."

She stressed the need to increase access to information and the

accompanying information literacy skills for more young people.

"We must also help with the process of transparency by

maximising access to relevant information in appropriate formats for the

community at the grassroots level including the new literates, and at

the research level" she added.

The Daily Times, 27 March, reported that the National

Research Council of Malawi has launched a Science

and Technology Award Scheme to encourage

indigenous development of technologies and

entrepreneurship of poverty reduction, creation of

wealth and sustainable development. The scheme is

supported by the Swedish International Development

Authority through the leadership of the International

Foundation for Science.

In an evening debate on MBC Radio on 24 March,

students from two government secondary schools

participated in a half-hour debate on "Advantages and

disadvantages of the emergence of information

technology for the cultural values of Malawi".

Although most of the students felt that Internet and

television exposed some undesirable foreign culture

to the youth of Malawi, there was consensus that IT

had also raised awareness about cultural issues, since

it had created a medium through which different

societies were able to share information about their

cultures.

The Nation, 2 April, reported that the British Council

in collaboration with SchoolNet Malawi trust and

other stakeholders in the country has launched a

long-term ICT project in the country's schools, which

would encompass provision of computers as well as

basic computer lessons. Six secondary schools

received 30 computers each during the launch of the

project in Lilongwe.

A report from the Daily Times on 7 March was both

sad and humorous. Entitled "MIJ belittles NBM

computer donation", it read:

The consignment of computers which National Bank of Malawi

NBM started to donate to non-profitable institutions last year as they

phase them out of the banking system have been described as outdated

and useless-

Malawi Institute of Journalism MIJ Executive Director James

Ng'ombe. whose institution received five computers, said yesterday that

much as they appreciated the gesture behind the donations, the

computers were not in a usable condition.

"Whilst we are most grateful for the spirit behind this donation,

we must sadly refer you to the report on these machines from our IT

and Senior Course Manager Henry Malunda which condemns them as

not functional within the MIJ IT setup. Considering that they are not of

much use to MIJ in the present state, would you consider assisting

further in order for them to conform to the requirements Listed in the

report" reads a letter Ng'ombe wrote to NBM, sourced by Dally Times.

In the report, which Daily Times also managed to source, Malunda

explained that the computers had no power cables, no hard disks, and

random access memory capacities were far too little to accommodate

any of the software requirements.

Ng'ombe, who said there was no response from the bank on their

request said. "The computers are simply shells that cannot do anything.

The best we can do is to throw them away because there is no point in

keeping them.

Technology

The Morning Basket programme, MBC Radio, 12

March, had an interesting item about new word

processing software developed in Kenya and now

being introduced into Malawi by a local company. It

was similar to Microsoft Word but contained

dictionaries of major African languages included

Malawi's Nyanga.

53 "MIJ belittles NBM computer donation", Daily Times, 7 March 2003.
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Web sites MEDIA INTERVIEWS

Weekly Nation, 15 March, "Visual Arts Association to

sell art on Internet":

Faced with a dwindling local market, the Visual Arts Association of

Malawi [Vaam] has decided to tap the international market through

electronic commerce.

Disclosing this innovative venture to Society midweek, the

association's President Tione Mwera said Vaam has established a web

site [http://www.uisualartsmalavui.com] from where they believe they

will be able to sell their products.

"We believe that we have to play a noble role in assisting our

people find a market for their products. The artists in Malawi who

usually exploit natural resources like trees and clay have to be helped

to realise different incomes from the fewest possible works so that

they da not deplete the resources further" Mwera explained.

He observed the local art market is dying because we are living in

hard times.

"The market is drying up slightly because of the economy and

people are having to look into bread and butter so they can't afford the

luxury of art" he said.

"We are going to target Malawians in diaspora and

communities that have an affinity for Africa" he said.

Crime

MBC Radio afternoon news on 23 April aired two

rather unusual ICT items. In the first the radio

reported about the Malawi Communications

Regulatory Authority (MACRA) arresting an

entrepreneur in Blantyre for operating a telephone

bureau without its permission.

MACRA was established in 1999 to regulate the

communications industry in Malawi following partial

liberalization of the sector by government. Since then

a great number of private telephone bureaus and

Internet cafes have opened in the country, both

legally and illegally.

The second item was about a woman who stole a fax

machine from a government office to raise money for

her son's school fees.

Raphael Kinn L. Tenthani conducted interviews with:

Steve Nhlane, Editor at Nation Publications Limited;

George Thukuwa, Editor, Weekly News; and Jika

Nkolokosa, Managing Editor at Blantyre Newspapers.

Thorn Khanje interviewed Eunice Chipangula,

Controller of News, Malawi Broadcasting

Corporation, and Ben Nkhoma-Somba, Director of

News, Capital Radio FM.

Steve Nhlane is an editor at Nation Publications in

Malawi, which publishes The Nation and the

Weekend Nation. He told journalist Raphael Tenthani

that although the organization did consider IT issues

to be newsworthy, the two newspapers rarely

generated news stories from the newsrooms.

"Most of the time we follow stones to do with

politics, business or sports. Of course IT stories

can come under business, but you must

appreciate that Malawi is still finding its feet in

information technology so most of the time it is

our clients who phone us up if they have a

function to do with IT. We have not reached that

stage as a nation where IT matters would attract

serious attention from our readers, despite their

importance. Malawi, as a nation, is not yet

computerized, so to speak."

Asked whether any of the newsroom staff could write

informed about ICT issues, Nhlane said none could

do so.

"Of course we have journalists at different levels

of training in IT. Here at The Nation we have

what we call 'technical journalists'. These are not

necessarily journalists by training but are people

trained to do things like page making or page

designing. Our journalists need to learn these

skills as well since if they are literate in that area

they can better guide the technical journalists.

We also need computer skills for our research. IT

skills are useful in research since lots of

information may be locked up in the computer,

the so-called World Wide Web. So if one is

illiterate, so to speak, on computers one cannot

benefit from the vast well of information out there.

So yes, our journalists need IT skills and we
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encourage them in that field by sending them to

top IT courses or festivals like the Highway Africa

at Rhodes University in South Africa where every

year journalists and other media workers gather

to discuss IT issues."

Did ICT items ever get prominently displayed in the

newspaper? Rarely, said Nhlane.

"/ don't even remember when we last had an ICT

news item as a headliner or on the front-page.

Unless of course it is something to do with a

devastating computer virus that threatens to crush

all banking systems, for example."

Tenthani asked Nhlane what benefits he thought ICTs

were bringing to Malawi.

"I think with ICTMalawians have broader access

to information. This has enabled government,

NGO or individuals to have an instant and wider

view of what's happening in the world. The world

is steadily becoming a global village. For instance

take the question of the severe acute respiratory

syndrome, SARS - Malawians already know how

dangerous the disease is and how to prevent it

from attacking them like, for instance, thinking

twice about visiting certain countries.

Also our web site at www.nationmalawi.com is a

great source to our readers scattered all over the

world about what's happening at home. Those in

the diaspora are thirsty for local news done in the

local way, not from newswires or international

electronic media that only wait for what they

regard as news of international value.

Unfortunately we have not started benefiting

financially from our web site. Its still a one-way

trend where we make the input and the readers

benefit without us getting anything in return. Of

course we gain indirectly in terms ofpublicity.

Having a presence on the Web is a way of

advertising ourselves.'

Editor of the Malawi Weekly News, George Thukwa

said he definitely considered IT issues newsworthy.

"But the problem is that we don't have good,

skilled reporters who can competently handle

technology issues. Most of the journalists here

lack the knowledge, and they don't understand

the IT language ... the jargon". So our ICT stories

are all taken from the agencies. You know, as a

government paper we rely on pool reporters from

[the State-run Malawi News Agencyj MANA. But

MANA reporters mainly follow officials,

politicians. That's why during the past two months

you have been monitoring us there was no IT

story although we think IT is the in-thing now.

We wish we had staff well-versed with the Internet

because it is a very critical tool nowadays. We

have had no structured training. Currently we

hold ad hoc on-the-job training sessions on how to

use Internet, in a sort of 'trial and error' fashion.

However, we expect that with the establishment of

the Journalists Resource Centre here at the

Ministry of Information we will start reaping the

fruits of the new world order. We feel we are

currently cut off.

This resource centre is our hope. Although it

hasn't officially opened, we have already started

using it to surf the net for news and other things."

Jika Nkolokosa, managing editor of Blantyre

Newspapers, which publishes both the Daily Times

and the Malawi News, made similar comments.

"IT is certainly newsworthy, but we don't have

specialized reporters on IT because of two things:

One, we cover so many areas that its not practical

to have beat reporters in all these fields. Secondly,

most IT dealers in Malawi are largely vendors.

There is no chip-making company, for instance,

and no real developments in IT in rural areas. So,

really, there is nothing much worth writing about

when it comes to IT.

When we do cover IT issues, these are largely

diary events. Even if we had specialized reporters

on IT they would find nothing much to write

about. IT issues are too technical. The only IT

story we led with recently was the introduction of

the Reserve Bank Smart Cash card."

Blantyre Newspapers does have a few computers

with Internet access available to the journalists, but

Nkolokosa says the situation is unsatisfactory.

"There are people in my newsroom who sit on the

computer surfing the net but don't even know how

to exit. So when they leave the screen is filled with

r>4 Steve Nhlane, editor at Nation Publications in Malawi, which publishes The Nation and She Weekend Nation, interviewed by Raphael Tenthani for

the ICT4D study.
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open web pages. That indicates how low the levels

of knowledge are. I think it's really important that

our journalists get to know the nitty-gritty about

the Internet because it's an important source of

news. And since the Internet comes with an email

package its now easy to communicate and

exchange both text and pictures. Despatching

stories and photographs far awayfrom the

newsroom has now been made easy for us, and

certainly Internet has broadened our scope of

news."

Eunice Chipangula, Controller of News at Malawi

Broadcasting Corporation, said MBC's newsroom and

studio were now well equipped with computers, and

all writing and editing was done on the system.

"This has increased the speed at which we do our

work by almost 100 per cent. We are now more

efficient and the cost effects are visible.

However, generating IT stories on our own is a

problem for us. None of our journalists are

specifically skilled on IT issues. Most of our IT

stories come from the journalists covering diary

functions for companies and other organizations.

And when the stories are complex or technical

they have to try to deal with it as best they can.

Well, its now an open secret that IT issues are

taking centre stage in the way we all do our

everyday business, and as one of the main media

of communication in the country, we can't afford

to ignore IT developments. For a start, I think we

need two or three of our reporters and producers

to get in-depth training on skills, starting with the

basics. I think that could be a good start."

Chipangula said Malawi needed journalists who were

able to educate the general public about the

importance of IT to everyday life.

"I have of late seen companies donating

computers to schools for use by pupils. I think

that's very positive. I would be one of the first

journalists to take up suggestions on how we, as

communicators, could contribute to the

development of IT in the country.

As communicators our role is to educate and

inform the masses about IT and its benefits. Of

course we are yet to fully play that role and that's

what we should be striving for. However, much as

we would like to promote knowledge on ICT, most

of our listeners are yet to appreciate its

importance. There is at the moment little interest

in ICT news."

Ben Nkhoma-Somba, Director of News at Capital

Radio said his colleagues clearly recognized the value

of ICT news.

"It is the language of today and we are aware of

that.

Here at Capital Radio we use computers to write,

edit and broadcast our stories and other

programmes. They have made our work much

easier. But apart from ourselves, in Malawi

companies, organizations and government have

all become more efficient thanks to

computerization. I know there is a perception in

some quarters that computers are taking away

jobs, but that is only short-sighted thinking. In the

long run the efficiency brought about by

computers could actually improve the economy

and create even more jobs.

Our problem is that we have only two reporters

who have developed some skill in IT writing, and

that is out of mere interest. They have no training

or background in the field. We need in fact to

equip almost all our reporters with skills in IT

reporting."

ss Jika Nkolokosa, managing editor of Blantyre Newspapers, which publishes both Ihe Daily Times and the Malawi News, interviewed for the ICT4D

study by Raphael Tenthani.

56 Eunice Chipangula, Controller of News at Malawi Broadcasting Corporation, interviewed for the ICT4D study by Raphael Tenthani.
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Mozambique

MEDIA OVERVIEW

Mozambique's constitution is unique in the region as

it guarantees journalists the privilege not to disclose

sources of information, and since 1992 the

Government has taken measures to promote media

diversity. Conflicts between the media and the

Government have shifted from the people's papers

[jornais dopovo], which used to put newsprint on the

walls for the public to read, to the more conventional

media of newspapers, radio and television.

This new status quo follows the 1990 constitutional

changes that entrenched the freedom of the press and

the right to free association. However, there are still

fears that the progressive new laws do not give

journalists enough protection. Criminal libel laws are

still a deterrent to total freedom of expression. The

opposition says it still receives inadequate coverage

in the State media.

The newly established media concerns such as

Metical, Savana and Radio Televisao Klint are now

challenging the monopoly previously enjoyed by

government-owned media such as Noticias, Radio

Mogambique and Televisao de Mogambique,

Although there appears to be a high degree of

diversity, the media landscape of Mozambique is

rather small and scattered and most of the private

media do not have national reach, as do the State-

owned institutions. There is Noticias de Mogambique,

founded in 1906, which is the country's largest and

oldest newspaper, owned by Sociedade Noticias (est.

1956), whose original shareholders were both

individuals and private companies, including the

Portuguese bank, Banco Nacional Ultramarino

(which later became the Mozambique central bank).

Sociedade Noticias also owns Domingo, a weekly

launched in the 1980s and currently managed by

Editoras Associadas, a publishing company formed in

1994.

Diario de Mogambique, based in the central province

of Sofala, is the only mainstream newspaper

produced outside Maputo, and caters mainly for the

central and southern parts of the country. Other

private newspapers include Savana, a daily faxed

paper, Mediafax, and the English-language monthly

magazine, Mozambique Inview, all owned by the

company Mediacoop. Other daily faxed papers have

been launched and closed down since Mediafax.

Tempo, a weekly magazine, is owned by the (State)

company Tempografica from which it takes its name.

Tempo used to have the largest circulation of all

Mozambican publications but has been badly

affected by recession and devaluation of the metical

(national currency), Tempo also produces books and

textbooks.

In 2002, two new weeklies were launched, Zambeze

and O Pais, which emerged out of journalistic

differences within two existing weeklies, Savana and

Domingo.

Printed publications have little influence in rural

areas because of high levels of illiteracy.

Mozambique has a national radio broadcaster, Radio

Mogambique, and a growing private radio sector.

Radio Mogambique broadcasts in 21 languages,

including Portuguese and English, on 14 national,

provincial and local channels. It is the main source of

news and information for many Mozambicans.

Private radio stations operate in most urban areas.

Approximately 40 community radio and TV stations

have mushroomed in recent years. The stations are

funded by the Government, UNESCO and foreign

donors and are all owned by the public institution

Mass Communications Institute (ICS).

Other private radio stations are owned by religious

organizations such as Radio Miramar, which is

affiliated to the fundamentalist group Universal

Church of the Kingdom of God, Radio Transmundial,

Radio Maria and Radio Feba. There are also

community-based religious stations such as Radio

Encontro, Radio Pax, Radio Nova Paz and Radio

Escola Moatize.

* Government web site: http://www.mozambique.mz (accessed 3 October 2003).
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Some private radio stations, for instance Radio Terra

Verde (formerly VOR), are owned by the Renamo

party, and Radio Televisao Klint (RTK), said to be

owned by a member of the ruling Frelimo party.

Both Miramar and RTK also operate private TV

channels alongside the State-owned Televisao de

Mogambique (TVM).

Portuguese State TV's African service, RTP Africa, is

available in those parts of the country that can

receive the domestic State-run TV.

Journalist Crescencio Jose, who works for Noticias de

Mogambique and who monitored Mozambican print

media for this study, said very few Mozambican

journalists have access to Internet.

"Even at Noticias we mostly use fax machines for

communication or receiving stories. We do have

one computer available to the journalists for

doing Internet research for articles. The journalists

mostly access Yahoo, CNN Brazil, and Portuguese

news. Sometimes we use sites in English

language, but then we have to translate. This is

quite a common pattern. At some media you

could find one connected computer, but it would

be serving many people. And then no one really

knows what to do with it! When I need to use the

'Net' I usually go to an Internet cafe. There are

quite a few in Maputo, and online access is

available in all of the larger hotels."

Print media monitored

The print media monitored for this study in

Mozambique were: Diario de Mogambique and

Zambeze.

Full name rjf medium: Diario de Mogambique

Ownership and control: private

Location of head office: Beira [printed simultaneously in Maputa

and Beira]

Frequency of publishing: daily

Average number of pages: 16

Language of publishing: Portuguese

Distribution and reach: 1Q.ODD copies to the whole country

Number of readers [approx.]:..

How many years has it existed: 2 years under the current name,

but it existed long before as

Diario da Beira

Full name of medium: Zambeze

Ownership and control: private

Location of head office: Maputo

Frequency of publishing: weekly

Average number of pages: 32

Language of publishing: Portugese

Distribution and reach: 10,000 copies to all the country

Number of readers [approx.]:..

How many years has it existed: c. 1 year

I
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Broadcast media monitored

The broadcast media monitored for this study were:

Televisao de Mozambique, Televisao Miramar and

Radio Mozambique.

Name of medium: Radio Mozambique

Ownership and control: State run

Location of head office: Maputo

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average hours of broadcast: 2^ h

Language of broadcasting: Portuguese. English and local

languages

Distribution and reach: nationwide (70% during the day and

100% during the night in modulation

frequency]

Number of Listeners [approx.]: 15 million [incl. local languages]

How many years has it existed: since

Name of medium: Teleuisao de Mozambique [TVM]

Ownership and control: State

Location of head office: Maputo

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average hours of broadcast: 12 h/day

Language of broadcasting: Portuguese [and local languages,

experimentally]

Distribution and reach: ID provincial cities

Number of viewers [approx.]: not available

How many years has it existed: since 1981

Name of medium: Teleuisao Miramar

Ownership and control: independent

Location of head office: Maputo

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average hours of broadcast: 24 hours of which 6-7 are

Mozambican

Language of broadcasting: Portuguese

Distribution and reach: Maputo area

Number of viewers [approx.]:..

How many years has it existed: since 200D

ICT POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

The process of formulating Mozambique's NICI

policy and plan was launched in May 1997. On 30

May 2000 the Council of Ministers approved the

policy document - Draft Policy for Information and

Communication Technologies. The process is

coordinated by Commissa o para a Politoca de

Informatica (Commission for Information Policy).

The final version of the policy document is available

at the Information Policy Commission's web site in

Portuguese and English at:

http://www.infopol.gov.mz/simposio/politica/.

Civil society organizations, private sector companies,

academia, provinces and the public at large

participated in the policy formulation process.

The NICI vision aims to:

• Make Mozambique a relevant and competitive

partner in the global information society;

• Contribute to the war against poverty and to

improve Mozambican living conditions;

• Guarantee citizens access to the benefits of global

knowledge;

• Improve governance and public administration;

• Raise the efficiency and efficacy of State

institutions and the usefulness of their services;

• Make Mozambique a producer, not a mere

consumer, of information and communication

technologies.

Objectives of the NICI plan are to:

• Increase national consciousness about the role and

potential of ICTs for the sustainable development

of Mozambique;

• Expand and develop training about information

science, in the national system of education;

• Encourage and support the training of government

authorities, community leaders, women, youth

and children about computer usage;

• Contribute to the elimination of absolute poverty

and the improvement of the standards of living for

Mozambicans;

• Contribute to increasing efficiency in the public

and private sectors;

• Provide universal access to information for all

citizens in order to improve their level and
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productivity in education, science and technology,

health, culture, entertainment, and in their other

activities;

• Create a favourable climate for industry, business

and investment in ICTs;

• Facilitate Mozambique's integration and

participation in the local and global economy and

in the global information society;

" Ensure that all development plans and projects in

every sector have ICT components;

• Help to reduce and, eventually, eliminate all

regional asymmetries and the differences between

urban and rural areas, and between the various

segments of society, as regards access to

development opportunities;

• Create a proper environment for co-operation and

partnerships in ICTs, between the public and

private sectors, and between all interested parties

at the national, regional and international levels;

and

" Help Mozambique become a producer, not a mere

consumer, of ICTs.

The key challenges identified in the policy document

include the general absence of a culture and tradition

of using ICTs; and the limited human resources,

including technicians and financiers, available to

stimulate the sector's development.

Mozambique's NICI plan places focus on the

following sectors: education, development of human

resources, health, universal access, national

infrastructure, agriculture, mineral resources,

environment and tourism, governance, protection of

the public, e-commerce and protection of businesses,

and the National Network of Research Institutions.

The monitoring mechanism that is put in place

evaluates the reports that the Commission for

Information and Communication Technology Policy

and the above mentioned entity will present about

the state of the nation concerning ICTs; and

recommends the adoption of appropriate measures

and the necessary adjustments.

Commissa o para a Politoca de Informatica is the

implementing agency. The Information and

Communication Technology Policy and the

corresponding implementation strategy formulated in

July 2002 are the programmes and work plans that

are currently available. Mozambique held an

international symposium on its ICT policy

implementation strategy from 3 to 5 October 2001.

The implementation strategy contains 37 priority

projects in infrastructure, education, health and

establishment of an ICT incubation centre. Some of

these projects are already being implemented. A

National Transmission Network (marine cable),

telecentres and SchoolNet are examples of ongoing

projects.

CT INDICATORS

Basic telecommunications data

Total no. of tel. subscribers [fixed line * mobile]

Total fixed-line subscribers

Teledensity

Waiting list for main lines

Public telephones

Public telephones [per 1,000 inhabitants]

Mobile subscribers

Mobile subscribers [per 100 inhabitants]

Telephone tariffs: Residential

Connection [SI

Monthly subscription rate [SI

Telephone tariffs: Business

Connection [$] 32

Monthly subscription rate fS]

Mobile telephone tariffs:

Connection [§]

Monthly subscription rate LGJ

Broadcasting/ media

Radios per 1.000 inhabitants

TVs per 1,000 inhabitants

Daily newspapers per 1.000 people [1998]

Internet access

Internet hosts

Internet users

- Total

-Per 10.000 inhabitants

Internet bandwidth [Mbps]

2«ttO

B8U8

0.46

21300

1860

0.09

152652

O.B<t

32

8.8

B.8

26

ft!

5

3

16

60000

33

2
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STUDY MATERIAL STATISTICS

A total of 38 ICT items appeared in the Mozambique

media during the study period, which indicates that

Mozambique is one of the countries where ICTs

attract little attention. About 80 per cent of the ICT

stories appeared in the broadcast media. (See figure

47.)

Figure 47 % of fCT-related items by radio, TV and print media.

March-April 2003

Print,

Television. 38%

Radio.

Of the newspapers, Diario de Mogambique published

7 articles, whereas Zambeze did not publish any ICT

articles during the two months. Radio Mogambique

broadcast 18 items, and Televisao de Mogambique

and Televisao Miramar 5 and 8 respectively. (See

table 10.)

Table 10 No. of ICT items, March-April 2003

Media

Diana de Mogambique

lambeze

Radio Mozambique

Televisao de Mogambique

Televisao Miramar

No. of items

7

D

18

5

8

The majority of articles in Mozambique covered

telecommunications, the media and education. (See

figure 48.)

figure <tB No. of I CT-relateil items published or broadcast in

various categories, March-April 2003

Telecommunications

Media

Information technology

TUDY MATERIAL OVERVIEW

Telecoms

In this report we comment that in several of the

survey countries the total March-April monitored

media coverage does not provide a reasonable

overview of telecommunications developments.

Surprisingly, Mozambique was one of the exceptions,

with reportage that revolved around the 5th African

Telecommunications Summit held in Maputo, 10-14
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March 2003, which was attended by politicians,

regulators and investors, among others. Here the

range of media coverage definitely gave useful insight

into ongoing developments. For example, on the

evening of 10 March, TV Mozambique broadcast an

extended report on the summit in Telejornal, a news

analysis programme. The expansion of teledensities

and access to telecommunications services in the

region and the continent in general was considered.

The report also discussed ICT projects to be

presented to the summit.

Radio Mogambique, 10 March, broadcast part of the

address by South African Minister of

Communications Dr Ivy Matsepe-Casaburri, in which

she said:

"My dream of a networked Africa is not only

about Africa improving its competitiveness in the

world, but begins as a small dream where every

village has access not only to telephones but

where every village has a public terminal where

they can access government information and

services, where young people come together to

access distant learning and do their assignments

on computers and connect up with others

elsewhere through email and so learn about their

full identity as Africans communicating with other

fellow Africans."

The following day Radio Mogambique reported that a

number of investors attending the summit, including

the World Bank and the European Union, had

expressed interest in investing in

telecommunications in the Southern African

Development Community (SADC) region, in

particular in Mozambique.

Before, during and subsequent to the summit, there

were various broadcasts by both radio and TV in

Mozambique as well as newspaper stories covering

the event. One source often quoted was Prime

Minister Dr Pascoal Manuel Mocumbi. Radio

Mogambique's evening current events programme

Jornal da Noite interviewed Dr Mocumbi on 12

March. He commented that Africa was marginalized

when it came to technological advances, and he

presented interesting corroborative statistics. He also

discussed the digital divide and said it depended on

Africans themselves to bridge the gap. In another

broadcast he said the future of the continent was

linked to the ability to harness ICTs, and presented

examples of successes.

Also on 12 March, Televisao Miramar broadcast

extracts from speeches at the summit, including that

of the Prime Minister. His speech was also covered by

Telejornal.

Other government spokespersons used the summit to

get exposure for their ideas. The Minister of

Communications called a press conference, covered

by various media in Maputo, at which he said Africa

must make use of its own available human resources

before employing telecommunications technicians

from outside the continent. He said Mozambican

entrepreneurs should be looking for practical and

cost-effective ICT solutions to increase efficiency.

Televisao Miramar (13 March) gave more coverage to

discussions taking place at the summit. Also on 13

March, Radio Mogambique devoted its weekly half-

hour magazine programme "Economia e

Desenvolvimento" to discussing the issues around

the telecommunications forum. Two weeks later (27

March) the whole programme was devoted to the

state of telecommunications networks in Africa and,

in particular, Mozambique.

So in this particular case, the media output

surrounding the telecommunications summit did

provide a lot of information for Mozambican citizens,

both about telecom activities in their own country

and around the African continent. This is rather

interesting given the comments of Mozambican

media executives who stated that ICT issues were

actually low on the news agenda (see section on

interviews below). It emphasizes once again that

media do pay attention to major events, and that the

coverage does not necessarily indicate newsroom

interest in ICT matters.

Other brief items about telecommunications

developments in the country were a news report in

Radio Mogambique on 10 March, which said that

areas considered strategic for the development of

Nampula province would be connected to the mobile

phone network by 2004. This was announced at a

Nacala Corridor investors' conference. The report

went on to describe how the project would eventually
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include all four northern provinces of Mozambique

and would connect all districts to the expanding

national telecommunications network. The project

was also to embrace expansion of the broadband

underwater cable that currently connected the capital

Maputo to the central province of Sofala.

On 29 March, Diario de Mogambique carried an

article headlined "By 2005 privatization of

Mozambique Telecommunications (TDM) to be

complete". It quoted Mohale Masithela, a Price

Waterhouse Coopers consultant, who gave his views

on telecommunication business opportunities in the

SADC region. Masithela predicted huge restructuring

of the telecom sectors in both Malawi and Zimbabwe

within the coming two years, and the possible

privatization of telecommunications in Angola,

Botswana and Swaziland as well. The article also

discussed an SADC 2007 deadline for conclusion of

the liberalization process of the telecommunication

sector in the region.

Both Radio Mogambique and Televisao de

Mogambique reported on 26 April that seven digital

telecentres had been inaugurated in villages in the

central Mozambican province of Manica. From these

villages it was now possible to call anywhere in the

world. Installation of fax and Internet services was

proceeding. The project cost $1.5 million.

Vodacom

One other story engaged the media during March - a

dispute between the Government and South African

Vodacom, which had won a 2002 tender to become

Mozambique's second mobile phone operator. It had

outbid various other contenders, offering $15 million

for the licence, and was supposed to begin operations

in a few weeks time, in April 2003.

On 6 March the Mozambican news agency Agencia

de Informacao de Mogambique (AIM) sent out a story

which said the Government still hoped Vodacom

would honour its word and start operations in April.

But the signs were not promising. According to a

senior telecommunications source contacted by AIM,

negotiations between Vodacom and the Mozambican

publicly owned telecommunications company TDM

over inter-connection charges had been broken off.

The South African delegation went home without

reaching any agreement. Furthermore there were no

signs of the other preparations that Vodacom needed

to make if it was to enter the market in April.

As for the financial conditions of the tender,

Vodacom has not paid the $15 million cash to the

Mozambican government that it promised. Instead

the money has been put in an escrow account with a

Mozambican commercial bank, which can only be

touched with Vodacom's authorization.

On the opening day of the telecommunication

summit, 10 March, Mozambican Minister of

Transport and Communications Tomaz Salomao,

speaking at an SADC forum on investments in

telecommunications, commented that Vodacom

should announce the date for beginning its

operations. His remarks were reported by Radio

Mogambique's news programme Jornal da Noite.

Salomao said if Vodacom was unable to reach

agreement with TDM then the regulatory body, the

Mozambique National Communications Institute,

might have to step in. Asked how Vodacom could

possibly start in April, Salomao said Vodacom had an

obligation to comply with the timetable laid down in

the tender documents. It was on this basis that it had

been awarded the licence. Should Vodacom fail to

comply with its obligations, then the case could end

up in court, the Minister warned. But he said legal

action was not the Government's chosen option.

AIM reported on the same day, 10 March, that there

was no sign of any preparations to meet the April

deadline. It said reports in the Mozambican press in

February suggested that Vodacom had been putting

pressure - so far unsuccessfully - on the Government

to force TDM and its mobile phone subsidiary M-Cel

to double the prices they charge consumers.

Diario de Mogambique, 12 March, asked Minister

Salamao for comment on the Vodacom issue. He

repeated that if agreement with TDM could not be

reached the regulator might have to step in. Salamao

said that when time had passed and the Government

had good news it would inform the press. "Everything

you have now is speculation", he said.
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On 15 March, the Saturday issue of the Maputo daily

Notlcias reported that Minister Salomao had

admitted Vodacom would not start operations 1 April

as originally planned. It said Vodacom executives had

gone on record as saying that phone charges in

Mozambique were too low - but TDM and M-Cel had

no intention of raising their charges just to help

Vodacom make a profit.

On 17 March, AIM reported that Vodacom had

managed to avoid a hearing by a parliamentary

commission that day. The Economic Affairs and

Services Commission of the Mozambican parliament

had summoned Vodacom to a hearing, but the

hearing had been postponed at Vodacom's request.

Ironically the leading Mozambican face of Vodacom is himself a senior

parliamentarian. Frelimo deputy Hermenegildo GamitD. He is one of the

minority shareholders in Vo da com-Mozambique, the local subsidiary of

the South African company.

Vodacom is now in serious difficulty. It had calculated that it

could only compete on the Mozambican market if the publicly owned

telecommunications company. TDM. and its mobile phone subsidiary, M-

Cel. were forced to double their prices. But so far the Mozambican

companies have resisted the pressure to raise prices.

Negotiations between Vodacom and TDM on inter-connection

charges have broken drjwn. which means that it is now quite impossible

for l/odacom to start its Mozambican operations on 1 April, as originally

planned.

On 21 March, the weekly Maputo paper Savana

published an interview with the Johannesburg-based

deputy executive director of Vodacom, Andrew

Mthembu, who said negotiations were still

continuing.

Savana commented that the matter was critical

enough to have been discussed between Minister

Salomao and the South African Telecommunications

Minister, Ivy Matsepe-Casaburri, when they had met

at the telecommunications summit the previous

week. Savana reported that on her return to South

Africa, Casaburri had raised the matter with

Vodacom, and then sent a letter to Salomao, in which

she said that given the "positive" response from

Vodacom, the two ministers should meet again on 24

March to encourage Vodacom and TDM to reach

agreement.

The last word in this developing story came

from AIM:

Vodacom's problem is that it now thinks it offered

too much money - 15 million dollars - for the

licence. In its viability study it estimated that the

mobile phone market in Mozambique could grow

tenfold, to reach between 1.5 and two million

users within a decade. Mozambique telecommuni

cations sources think this is wildly optimistic, and

that Vodacom now realises it will not be able to

recoup its investment within the time frame it had

envisaged. Vodacom had hoped to raid consumers'

pockets by pushing the government to increase

telecommunications tariffs. So far this ploy has not

worked, and the government says it will not inter

fere with the market.

AIM said that Vodacom was not yet in breach of

contract. The tender documents stated that after the

delivery of the licence Vodacom had a year in which

to start its activities. Vodacom received the licence in

August 2002.

Media

The sequence of reports above shows that the media

are more than capable of following an issue when it

is perceived to be a "hot" story. In stark contrast, on

the first monitoring day of this study, 3 March, Radio

Mogambique evening news reported briefly that a

new government regulatory body on mass

communications had been installed in office by

President Joachim Chissano for the next five years.

The body would regulate the functioning of both the

traditional press and the online media. Two other

radio broadcast briefly mentioned the new body.

There was no more mention of this in the media we

monitored during the following eight weeks.

One other ICT article related to the media. Diario de

Mogambique, 17 March, had a story entitled

"Mozambican journalists shun ICT facilities". The

National Journalists Union had extended an

invitation to journalists to visit its premises and

exploit the information and data available via

Internet. This invitation was due to the fact that very

few journalists were using these facilities despite

efforts by the Union which last May had established

an Internet cafe at its Maputo headquarters. It was

very affordable for journalists who were offered a

reduced rate of just $1 per hour. In order to address

their concern, the managers of the Internet cafe paid

a visit to some press institutions. They conclude that

"MM, 17 March 2003.

58 AIM. 22 March 2003.
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the reason some journalists were not yet using the

Union's facilities was because they were not

acquainted with ICTs. They had no Internet access at

all in their newsrooms. The National Union felt there

was a strong need for conducting some very basic

courses on ICTs to get journalists to realize that

Internet was a technology that enabled the

acquisition of data in a short period of time.

Science policy

At the same time as the telecommunications forum

began, 10 March, there was also a National Science

and Technology seminar in Maputo, where the main

focus was to be discussion of a draft science and

technology policy for the country. At the opening

ceremony President Chissano said Mozambique

already enjoyed some favourable conditions for

facing the challenges of constructing a "knowledge-

based society".

Mozambique's news agency AIM reported:

...Chissano noted that Mozambique already possesses several

research institutes with significant capacity for scientific intervention.

The President stressed the importance of the national research system

valuing local knowledge and practices, and seeking inspiration in them.

"Mozambique has a diversity of local knowledge and practices to

which the people have frequently resorted, often successfully, to solve,

definitively or temporarily, some of the problems that affect them", he

added.

Chissano said that the greatest problem the country faces was

absolute poverty. It was through increased knowledge that Mozambique

would have to find solutions to reduce poverty and improve the living

standards of its people.

Scientific capacity in Mozambique was on the rise, he said, as

shown by the increasing number of Mozambicans trained in scientific

disciplines, and the growing body of work by Mozambicans in

internationally recognised scientific publications.

With the rapid development of information and communication

technologies, and with globalization, the "information society" had been

born, said Chissano, "which serves as the basis for creating a scientific

and technological culture, which will allow us to attain knowledge-

based sustainable development". He warned that Mozambique must not

remain on the sidelines of this new world development dynamic.

Instead, the country should formulate policies and strategies that lead

to the development of scientific thought, and the production and

appropriation of technology so that all may be simultaneously agents

and beneficiaries Df the development process

Radio Mozambique broadcast most of President

Chissano's address.

It also reported on a meeting the previous day where

civil society, the private sector and the Government

had debated the proposed national information

science policy. TV journalist Marta Odallah, who

monitored broadcast media for this study, said the

main wish of civil society was for a policy

"concurrent with the general development policy so

that communication did not become concentrated in

the capital city Maputo, but promoted

communication to and from other cities in the

country". The report also mentioned that it would

cost about $300 million for the country to implement

a national information policy.

MEDIA INTERVIEWS

Marta Odallah interviewed Ezequiel Mavota,

Information Director, Radio Mogambique, and

Simeao Ponguane, Head of Newsroom, Televisao

Mogambique.

Ezequiel Mavota told Marta Odallah that ICT issues

were not a priority for Radio Mogambique.

"This country has pressing problems that make up

our list of news items and it doesn 't necessarily

include this issue of information technology,

although we recognize that we need these

technologies to do our work. Our priorities are

different. They have to do with the situation in the

country, the problems of hunger and poverty and

suchlike.

So in regard to promoting debate about

information society, 1 will be honest and say that

we do very little. Whatever we do is only when

there are official State programmes."

Mavota said Radio Mogambique had only four

computers available for some 30 journalists. Most of

the journalists knew how to do word processing but

had no other computer skills. Although there was a

station web site, they did not have the capacity to

update it and it was more of a "cobweb" site.

59 AIM, 10 March 2003,
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The station had a basic computer network, but lacked

digital audio editing equipment, and did not even

have the capacity to store digital audio material.

Mavota said there were plans to purchase more

computers and there was an urgent need further train

the newsroom staff.

"Radio Mozambique is a public company and its

biggest investments are, unfortunately, made by

the Government. The Government always

complains that it doesn't have enough resources

to invest here. When we compare our newsroom

with others in Portuguese-speaking countries we

see that even tiny Cape Verde has a better

equipped newsroom than ours.

As long as we have to depend on State budget it

will be very difficult for us to benefit from new

information technologies. Our motto is 'To inform

with the necessary speed', but in truth we do not

have the technical capacity."

Mavota said he believed that radio stations facing

similar problems should group themselves into

societies where they could work together to find

solutions, suggest alternative approaches and

perhaps jointly find ways of acquiring technology at

lower cost.

Simeao Ponguane told Marta Odallah that Televisao

Mogambique regarded ICT as an increasingly

important issue.

"It is an issue that deserves prominence, taking

into account the globalization that everyone is

talking about, which is much in evidence through

the expansion of information technologies,

satellites, Internet, etc.

But, this is unfortunately not much dealt with in

our news bulletins. Mozambique is a developing

country that belongs not to the third but to the

fourth world, if that's possible, and is still in the

early phase of implementing IT. Eleven years after

the 16-year civil war, IT does not engage our

attention. This is not an intentional choice, but

there are just far more important issues for us to

consider."

Similarly to Radio Mogambique, Televisao

Mogambique only covered IT matters when

government or higher education institutions

organized seminars. "Then, being a public company,

we are obliged to cover them. But to investigate IT

matters on our own initiative is still very difficult,

because we lack the means and the trained human

resources".

Ponguane said the journalists were largely

uninformed about IT projects and developments and

had only the most elementary computer skills.

"It would be extremely helpful if we could have

one computer for each journalist It would help us

all to understand this issue of information

technology through investigation on the Internet.

Of course, as a TV station we belong to the so-

called information technology. TV Mocambique is

not that old and is part of this evolution of

technologies of information in the country. But

this is a country without money. We lack and

would like to have so much of the necessary

means, from cameras, editing tables, studio,

reggie, all the technologies."

Ponguane said that on some occasions Televisao

Mogambique had broadcast documentaries about IT

developments. "But I do not know their impact on the

17 million inhabitants of this vast country, most of

whom do not possess a TV set."

Ponguane said social disruption and poverty were the

news areas of importance.
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Senegal

MEDIA OVERVIEW

In the broadcasting section, there are dozens of

private radio services, and access to foreign

broadcasting channels (radios and TVs) through

satellites and cable networks. Several community

radios have been licensed to operate.

There is a diversity of newspapers (daily, weekly,

monthly) and magazines, mainly in French, giving a

wide choice to readers. The papers are free to write or

present any subject they deem relevant; however,

some of them have faced court charges filed by

government officials or senior private citizens. It

should be noted that the Government has never

barred any newspaper from publishing.

The Ministry of Communication and the Office of the

President are responsible for the implementation of

ICT strategies in Senegal. In 2002, the National

Regulatory Agency (ART) was created and charged

with the responsibility of regulating the

telecommunication sector and promoting roll-out of

ICTs in the country. ART is also funding research, the

development of ICT human resources, and

monitoring universal access services, mainly in rural

areas. It is funded by a levy from telecom operators.

According to the BBC World Services,"" Senegal
enjoys one of the most unrestricted media climates on

the African continent. The constitution guarantees

freedom of the news media, and the Government does

not practise censorship. The independent media

regularly criticize the Government. However, self-

censorship arises from laws that prohibit reports that

discredit the State, provoke disorder or circulate

"false news". Publications must be registered as a

formality.

There are three independent television channels and

a number of independent radio stations, although the

State broadcasting organization continues to control

the allocation of frequencies and licensing.

Radiowise, the national broadcaster Radiodiffusion

Television Senegalaise " is included in this study.

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise carries mostly

material that is produced by own reporters, but an

important part is also the material supplied by news

agencies. Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise is

regarded as reliable, but being an official source, the

information is somewhat oriented towards

government views.

The national radio and Dakar FM are well used in

many localities where there is no private radio.

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise often debates

main issues in society, and the political debates are

organized and supervised by the Audio-visual High

Council.

The media monitored in Senegal were: print media

Le Soleil and Sud Quotidien; broadcast media

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise for both radio

and television.

Print media monitored __

The print media monitored in Senegal were: Le Soleil

and Sud Quotidien.

Full name of medium: Le Soleil

Ownership and control: State

Location of head office: Dakar

Frequency of publishing: daily

Average number of pages:..

Language of publishing: French

Distribution and reach:..

Number of readers [apprax.]:..

How many years has it existed:..

* Government web site: http://www.gouv.sn/ (accessed 3 October 2003).

en See Senegal profile http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/country_profiles/ (accessed 3 October 2003).

61 The RTS web site is athltp^/www.rts.sn (accessed 3 October 2003).
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Full name of medium: Slid Quotidian

Ownership and control: independent

Location of head office: Dakar

Frequency of publishing: daily

Average number of pages:..

Language of publishing: French

Distribution and reach:..

Number of readers [approx.]:..

How many years has it existed:..

ICT POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

Broadcast media monitored

The broadcast media monitored in Senegal were

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise for both radio

and television.

Name uf medium: Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise

Ownership and control: Government of Senegal shareholder

[30%]

Location of head office: Dakar

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average hours of broadcast: 24 hrs

Language of broadcasting: French

Distribution and reach: nationwide for national radio, local for

Dakar FM and international for Radio

Senegal Internationale

Number of viewers/listeners [approx.]:..

How many years has it existed: 33 years

It was in 1995 that, after intensive national debates,

the Senegalese National Assembly passed a law to

start the privatization of the telecommunication

sector. This was prompted by the threat posed by the

expected development of the information and

communication technology industry and services

worldwide. The law was based on a document

entitled: "Policy Declaration on development of

telecommunications".

The document laid down a forward-looking strategy

to deregulate and privatize the sector and related

services. Sonatel was given the monopoly on the

fixed-line telephony up to 2004 while the mobile

market was opened to competition.

This prompted Sonatel to develop the

communication infrastructure by laying fibre-optics

cables throughout the country and by offering more

innovative services, including the introduction on a

large scale of telephone retail services (through

phone booths and privately-owned phone shops) and

also use of vocal servers for the majority of the

population. Even though insufficient in numbers,

thousands of phone booths and telecentres were

rolled out in the entire territory including the rural

area.

It was at the same time that the Internet was

introduced in the country and access was provided

by Telecom Plus a Sonatel subsidiary, and several

other service providers, including NGOs.

The advent of mobile telephony boosted the use of

telecom services while the arrival of a second mobile

operator (Sentel) prompted Sonatel to intensify its

fixed-line supply coverage and to put in place a

marketing strategy based on both improving quality

and reducing prices.
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CT INDICATORS STUDY MATERIAL OVERVIEW

Basic telecommunications data

Total no. of tel. subscribers [fixed Line ♦ mobile]

Total fixed-line subscribers

Teledensity

Waiting list for main lines

Public telephones

Public telephones [per 1,000 inhabitants]

Mobile subscribers

Mobile subscribers [perlOD inhabitants]

Telephone tariffs: Residential

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate [SI

Telephone tariffs: Business

Connection [SI

Monthly subscription rate [$]

Mobile telephone tariffs: Connection [$]

Monthly subscription rate [$]

Broadcasting/ media

Radios per 1,000 inhabitants

TVs per 1,000 inhabitants

Daily newspapers per 1,000 people [199B]

Internet access

Internet hosts

Internet users

-Total 100,000

-Per 10.000 inhabitants

Internet bandwidth [Mbps]

830.000

280,000

2.86

2U)[](]

16,251

167

550,000

5.61

33

3A

33

kk

*5

U

iy

m

5

1,836

102.0*.

79

Sources:

OSIRIS. 2002. Etude SCQN-ICT: Enquete sur la penetration des technologies de

Iinformation et de la communication au Senegal. 2002.

ITU. 2D02. World telecommunications indicators.

World Bank. 2002. World development indicators.

World Economic Forum. 2D03. The global information technology report

2002-2003.

A total of 28 items appeared in the Senegalese media,

making Senegal one of the countries in which ICT

issues attract little media attention. Out of the 28

items, about 80 per cent were published in the print

media. (See figure 49.)

Figure U D/o of ICT-related items by radio, TV and print media,

March-April 2003

Print. 78%

Television. 1B%

Of the newspapers, he Soleil and Sud Quotidien

published 14 and 8 items respectively, whereas

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise broadcast 6

items. (See table 11.)

Table U No. of ICT items

Media

Le Soleil

Sud Quotidien

Radio diffusion-Television

March-April 20D3

Senegalaise

No. of item 5

Ik

8

6

The majority of articles in Senegal covered the media,

telecommunications, and education. (See figure 50.)
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Figure 50 No. of ICT-related items published or broadcast in

various categories. March-April 2003
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Print media

Senegal has a relatively vibrant ICT sector, with many

rural ICT projects in marketing, health, education,

connectivity and other areas. This was not well

reflected in the media coverage of March-April 2003.

Of the nine countries monitored, Senegal had the

least number of reports. Of the 22 newspaper reports

recorded, a number were brief announcements of 50

to 100 words long. Nonetheless, some of the

remaining articles provide interesting views and facts

about ICT and information society developments in

the country.

62 New Partnership for African Development.

VUSIS and digital divide

Writer Alain Just Coly, for example, has a well-written

article "How to break the Digital Divide" in he Soleil,

17 March. Loly refers to a seminar taking place in

Dakar where network technologies are being

discussed.

The opening on Tuesday was the occasion for Ousmane Sy. information

counsellor to the President of the Republic to explain certain of the

ideas of M flbdoulaye Wade, and for M Tidiane Seek. Dir. Gen of the

State Directorate of Information. DIE, to evoke what is at stake

regarding communications.

According to his counsellor of information, the President believes

in a cyclic character of history, which he relates to new technologies.

It is founded on the commercial triangle of past centuries which united

Africa [mainly Senegal] with Europe and America. Wade states that the

actual topology of today's telecommunications infrastructures replicates

this structure - the same continents and the same commercial centres.

The only difference is that the merchandise of yesteryear has been

replaced by underwater cables, and the sea pirates have been replaced

by "hackers" - information pirates.

Therefore Senegal holds an unclaimed strategic position which is

there to be claimed", according to M Sy, who is of the same

persuasion as M Wade. "That is why the new technologies are an

agent of development. If we capitalize on a certain number of things we

can recreate the technological hub in a profitable manner.

Modernization of the administration - the centre of all activity in

developing countries - should avoid large grand projects and operate

via NEPAD. In this way the unequal tendencies could begin to be

addressed."

According to M Sy "It is a question of getting administrations

diverted from their fixed approach, namely to turn from a philosophy of

automation to a philosophy of information".

Another theme by M Sy: If the administration is to be modernized

by DIE. the greater public would benefit by the inclusion of the

expertise of the telecommunications regulator ART.

In this regard DIE needed to reflect "on the manner of involving

Senegal's 12.000 telecentres into these plans for providing access to

information by citizens".

How to find the means for these policies under the Sword of

Damocles which is the digital divide? The President of the Republic,

according to Dusmane Sy, differentiates between bridging the digital

divide and closing the digital divide. Closing the digital divide should be

the coming strategy. His idea is that a bridge can never resolve the gap.

but digital solidarity can possibly succeed.

The concept of digital solidarity, explains M Sy. is founded 011 a

philosophy of "win - win" where everyone gains. It is premised on

equalization, which would direct funds towards zones most under

developed, as well as to the zones of the poor in developed countries.

1

1

1

I
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M Tidiane Seek. Dir. Gen of DIE then presented the stakes of

communication - "The great disparities in telecommunications in Africa,

not only between the countries but between the cities and the

countryside as well".

He also underlined the lack of interconnectivity between African

countries which, he affirmed, were each connected to the rest of the

world by private operators, apart from some timid attempts between

Senegal and Mauritania, between Senegal and Mali and between

Senegal and Gambia.

For Africa, says M Seek, one oi the Eirst challenges is to put in

place AFRINIC, that is to say the African structure of IP addresses, in

a context where "all the continents except Africa have an organ for

distribution of IP addresses. This is a question for which Africa has

been striving without success since 1995. even though a number of

people are engaged with it". He said DIE was hoping for the

intervention of NEPAD and governments in this process.

Le Soleil, 4 March, had a somewhat personal

assessment of Prepcom 11 by El Hadji Gorgui Wade

Ndoye, Le Soleil's Geneva-based correspondent,

entitled "New Information Technologies - the charter

for digital solidarity proposed by M Wade excites the

international community".

Ndoye recalls that at the meeting of visionaries at the

WSIS Prepcom 11 meeting on 17-28 February in

Geneva, Senegalese President Abdoulaye Wade called

for a charter of digital solidarity by which economies

higher up on the ICT development scale would be

bound to help those at the lower end. When

explaining the charter concept, the President had

made reference to the economic theory of the

monetary snake.

President Wade had said that digital solidarity might

comprise statements that any country whose rate of

Internet usage was higher than a certain level should

engage in specified action for the benefit of countries

where the rate was lower than a given level.

By way of a practical image, one could imagine a digital snake fluctuat

ing between a lower and an upper limit. The joint effort would then be

focused on ensuring that all countries were within the snake. Here you

can see the analogy with monetary integration and the policy of con

vergence. The snake would evolve through time and the fluctuation

amplitude would narrow, ultimately causing the digital divide to disappear

The magic serpent of President Abdoulaye dazzled the international

community. He left Geneva and continued his rampant movement

towards Tunisia under the admiring gaze of M Adama Samessekou.
B3

chairman of the preparatory committee.

In his feature article, Ndoye says Prepcom 11 was

beset by an array of difficulties, such as procedural

deadlocks, problems in getting civil society to accept

certain points of the declaration, and problems of

getting delegates to unite around the main issues.

However, says Ndoye, after the "voiced fury" of civil

society it turned out to be a happy event ending in a

spirit of consensus. He goes on to make a series of

observations about the coming WSIS and' the

importance of success at Geneva in December 2003.

The idea of the digital solidarity charter of President Wade is supported

by Africa- The Western delegations have asked for the documents to be

translated into many languages. For the English, it is already done with

the help of Senegalese living abroad in Great Britain.

If the 2003 WSIS is a success, says Ndoye, President

Wade's magic snake will reappear in Tunis.

Infrastructure ^______^

The "Dossier" page of Sud Quotidien, 7 March, had

four articles by journalist Malick Ndaw. In the first,

"High-speed has arrived", Ndaw wrote:

It is no longer necessary to throw furtive glances at one's watch to

verify the time one still has left when utilizing the Internet. We are now

permanently connected. With the ADSL [asymmetric digital subscriber

line] modem technology launched by Sonatel [the national

telecommunications authority] "excessive speed" is now possible on

the computer screen. This stimulus for ICTs in Senegal is as interesting

for its bandwidth as its price.

Ndaw went on to tell how the newly launched

technology enables a telephone line and an Internet

connection to be used simultaneously. But, he said,

the inconvenience is the cost. It is hardly even

affordable to middle-income earners as the monthly

cost for ADSL is 42,500 CFA francs (c. $74.3) for

connectivity and another 46,750 CFA francs (c. $81.7)

to use Internet services - a very high price for

Senegalese citizens. For professional subscribers,

having the same unlimited connection but with high

speed ADSL bandwidth, access and monthly rental

together cost 275,000 CFA (c. $480.8) before tax.

In a second article on the same page, entitled "A

Lilliputian March", Ndaw wrote that the march

« El Hadji Gorgui Wade Ndoye, "New Information Technologies - the charter for digital solidarity proposed by M Wade excites the international

community", Le Solei!, 4 March 2D03.

64 Ibid.
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towards (demand for) high bandwidth is currently

very limited in Senegal. "Did Sonatel take the time to

ponder before commercializing this technology?" he

wondered. In this long, rather technical article he

detailed the availability of ADSL in central Dakar and

elsewhere, the plans for extension, and the potential

clientele.

In the third article, Malick Ndaw was critical of the

telecommunications regulator, ART, which he said

moved very slowly. He noted that a decree was

promulgated in February 2003 to enforce the mandate

of the Agency, notably that of proceeding with rigour

against companies that violated the audio-visual and

telecommunications regulations. Draft legislation to

regulate independent web sites had been drawn up

and was being studied by ART but unfortunately

there were no proposals in place for regulating the

high-bandwidth technologies. Ndaw said a study

would be conducted into e-commerce this year, but

suggested that the regulatory authority should rather

be occupying itself with the more urgent issue of the

monopoly of Sonatel itself.

His fourth article detailed the technical aspects and

data transmission capacities of undersea cables.

Sud Quotidien, 10 March, reported that the National

Union of Owners and Managers of telecentres and

mobile services had decided to suspend all

collaboration with Sonatel because of claimed

administrative harassment. They also announced

that they would suspend work in the whole country

on 26 April, accompanied by a sit-in outside State

House at the time of the weekly cabinet meeting.

According to a press release the union faxed to the

Senegalese Press Agency, the actions of Sonatel could

lead to the loss of 24,000 jobs.

This is an example of a story in a vacuum. What is the

background to the dispute? What happened

thereafter? There are no follow-up stories. Sud

Quotidien on 27 April reported an announcement by

Sonatel that it would reduce the rates of telephone

and Internet communications by 25 per cent, in order

to share profits with consumers. What lies behind

this? Is it a result of pressures from the telecentre

union or from civil society? Are subscriber numbers

dropping? The media provide no insight into these

questions.

Other telecommunications reports were brief items.

Sud Quotidien, 16 April, reported on the official

opening of a new Sonatel telecommunications

network centre. In Le Soleil, 18 April, the Minister of

Culture and Communication praised Sonatel for its

services and leadership role, which he said has kept

Senegal at the same level as South Africa.

Women

According to journalist Esperance Karwera, who

monitored the Senegalese press for this study, articles

relating to women and ICTs are published reasonably

often in Senegal. Some appear in the study material.

Le Soleil, 14 March, had a prominent article "Acces

des filles aux NTIC, un imperatif de developpement".

Journalist Pape Demba Sidibe wrote that women's

access to new information and communication

technologies is a main preoccupation of the Group for

Study and Education of the Population (Groupe pour

l'Etude et 1'Enseignement de la Population, GEEP).

ICT access for women was the theme of an open day

seminar on the occasion of the International Day for

Women, organized by GEEP. The cultural association,

L'association culturelle d'aide a la promotion

educative et sociale (ACAPES), held a peaceful march

on behalf of women, at which Ms Fatou Diop Sene,

regional representative for the organization for

education of girls (Scolarisation des filles) called for a

culture of peace. She said in the conflicts in Congo,

in Iraq where the sound of army boots could be heard

and in C6te d'lvoire women were suffering greatly. At

the meeting in the GEEP hall one speaker said ICTs

had become the privileged tools of today for

acquiring knowledge, and various projects in Senegal

were teaching girls computer skills and how to

navigate on the Internet.

Le Soleil, 14 April, had a long report "Today's Girls -

Liberated Voices" on a festival of films by African

women, held on 6-8 April. The following day Le

Soleil reported that the film festival "Films Femmes

Afrique" was well received by the public. For the first

time films were openly dealing with the concerns of

women, in areas such as forced marriage, the

education of girls, circumcision at puberty and peace.
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ICT research and education

The study encountered no long feature articles in the

Senegalese media dealing with ICTs and research or

education. But there were a few shorter reports. The

Education, Science & Culture section of Le Soleil, 5

March, had one entitled 'A new cooperation in the

domain of software". It described how the French

National Institute of Computer Science Research

(INRA) and the Department of Sciences and

Technologies at the University of Cheik Anta Diop in

Dakar have launched a joint project - Ecole SCILAB -

which is a virtual research environment for scientific

modelling, in the fields of mathematics, computer

science, chemistry and botanical engineering. Within

this project, researchers from the two universities

(Senegal and France) will collaborate in the

development of open source software. The article

lauds the project as an exemplary model of

North/South cooperation, and as a new instrument of

solidarity in Francophone Africa.

Le Soleil, 4 April, reported that a group of

Francophone universities, together with a French

academic partner had created a project to establish a

web site that would gather literary criticism of texts

emanating from Francophone Africa and French-

speaking Indian ocean islands.

Le Soleil, 14 April, carried a brief item, "The Minister

of Families and National Planning creates a Journal

for Children". The top 20 junior school pupils in

Dakar were brought together and trained in the

techniques of modern journalism, including digital

layout. They wrote and created a whole publication

entitled The Junior Journal of Laureates.

In lighter vein, an article in Le Soleil, 8 April, "The

School Abdoulaye Niasse receives 25 computers" led

to an interesting exchange in the newspaper: The

original report read:

The ICT equipment graciously donated by the mayor of the French city

Merignac twinned with Kaolack in Senegal was handed over by the

deputy mayor Bakar Niang to the technical school Elhadji Abdoulaye

Niasse of Kaolack. The gift comprised 15 computers. 15 printers and

many peripherals and other information materials. In the name of the

mayor Daouda Faye. Bakar Niang praised the relations of good

neighbourlinsss which prevailed between Marignac and Kaolack.

Deputy mayor Bakar Niang insisted the computers be utilized and

maintained. "We are at the hour of the Internet and the students must

master this tool which will allow them to voyage across the world", he

emphasized. The headmaster Ousseynou Kane thanked the municipal

authorities of Merignac and Kaolack and said good use would be made

of the gift. Twenty five French students from the Marcel Dassault

school of Merignac came here last Friday as part of the twinning

between their school and that of Elhadji Abdoulaye Niasse. They are to

install the computers.

Ten days later (April 18) a repudiation from

headmaster Ousseynou Kane appeared in Le Soleil:

I would like to establish the true facts as follows; 1. The information

equipment was not "graciously donated" by the Mayor of Merignac to

the Mayor of Kaolack, but by the school of Marcel Dassault to the

school Abdoulaye Niasse. 2. To my great surprise I read that I had

attended an official ceremony and thanked Mr Bakar Niang far the

computers I had received. I know of no such ceremony. In the article it

stated 25 then 15 computers. In actual fact I received 11 central units,

13 screens, 13 keyboards. 13 mice, 1 printer and electrical cables. The

global frame rests Dn the relations of Marignac and Kaolack, which is

why we regret that our municipal fathers did not receive the

representatives of Merignac.

Journalist Babacar Dieng, author of the original

article, responded:

The headmaster of the Abdoulaye Niasse school of Kaolack says that

he was surprised to hawe not been present at the receiving of the

computers and informatic materials at his school and that this gift is

the fruit of the twinning with Marcel Dassault school of France. So be

it. But he seems to ignore, even if he acknowledges it in his final

paragraph, that all is part of the global twinning between the two

municipalities of Merignac and Kaolack.

Regarding the headmaster's claim that he was not

present at any ceremony, Dieng asks: "If he wasn't

there how could he verify the amount that had been

given to him?"

Another question that comes to mind is: was

journalist Babacar Dieng also absent from the meeting

about which he wrote?

Media ^

Sud Quotidien, 9 April, reported on a 3-day Panos

seminar "Regulation of information in conflict

situations" that had started in Dakar. It was to focus

on the ethics and professionalism of media reporting
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on conflicts. According to Panos, the goal was to

improve the quality of conflict reporting, which

tended all too often to be partisan. The seminar was

attended by African and international media

researchers, communication specialists, journalists,

web site editors and NGOs. They were to deliberate

on the role of the media in both the prevention and

the resolution of conflicts. Writer Bacary Mane said

debate around these issues, as a result of previous

Panos seminars and articles in the media, had

indicated a "crucial imperative" to devise a system, at

regional level, for the regulation of war reporting.

There was a need both for analysis of the multiple

challenges facing the media in conflict situations,

and to define adequate strategies for news coverage.

Le Soleil, 9 April, reported on the ongoing third

international reunion of Francophone associational,

rural and community radios, held at Rufisque. The

12-day meeting, organized by Radio Oxyjeunes and

Frequence Joko, focused on "the role of community

radios and their associates in sensitization and

education in the areas of health, local government,

popular economy and local development". A

prominent delegate was quoted as saying that in the

spirit of partnership for development as symbolized

by NEPAD, "the necessity to diffuse and share

information with all strata of the population

highlights the essential role of community radio in all

the grand programmes of development in Africa". He

called on the French-language community radio

members of World Association of Community Radio

Broadcasters (AMARC) to assist one another by

sharing both experiences and broadcast material. The

report said that apart from the lectures and seminars,

the meeting would include training workshops on

audio production for the Web, animation technology,

and digital audio editing.

Le Soleil, 13 April, had a 1,000-word feature relating

to the explosion of popular newspapers in Dakar over

the last three years, entitled "When concern for

profitability takes precedence over ethics". The

impetus for the article was a two-day seminar on the

theme "Dynamite or social dynamics - the popular

press and its recent evolution". M Alain Agboton, a

media lecturer and communications advisor to the

Ministry of Science and technology, told the meeting

that the popular press had enjoyed lightning success

and its success in sales had totally eclipsed the

serious press, reducing it to playing a minor role. M

Agboton said the popular press had perceived that

political information had reached saturation point in

the media, and they now catered for public interest in

the unusual, the picturesque and the romantic.

Agboton said the mastery of language in these

popular newspapers was only "approximate". They

covered scandal, blood and sex and were

demoralizing the public. They were the work of

journalists practicing intellectual terrorism. Another

speaker, Abdoulatif Coulibaly, director of the Higher

Institute of Information Science and Communication,

said that although all media at times violated media

ethics, the popular press trampled upon them and

took liberties with people's privacy. It was not

journalism, he said, but banditry at its worst.

The entire article focused on the crisis of the "sincere

press", and quoted denouncements of the popular

press, with no proponents of these new newspapers

giving their point of view. One speaker said there was

a savage undercurrent in the circulation war which

was dangerous for the press in general.

Sud Quotidien, 11 April, had a shorter article

covering the same seminar. It quoted Alain Agboton

saying that the popular press was like fast food - it

was rapidly consumed without much consequence.

Another speaker told the meeting that there was an

important fringe of the population which was not

interested in serious journalism, and the popular

press was therefore a significant vehicle for providing

information to other sections of the population.

Sud Quotidien, 17 April, reported that the

Audiovisual High Council (HCA) had registered

numerous complaints from family organizations,

religious organizations and political parties relating

to the non-coverage of important events by the

broadcast media. HCA recommended meetings

between representatives of the complainants and

Radio Television Senegal, to consider the public

service requirements of broadcast media and the

necessity for equal coverage of manifestations.

ISOC

Le Soleil, 22 March, had a story about the tribulations

of the Internet Society of Senegal (ISOC), which had

organized a two-day festival with the theme "Internet
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and lasting development" to celebrate Internet Day.

1SOC had planned for the city of Thies to be the

"central star" of the Internet festival as it would host

the principal festival web site, and a multi-faceted

outdoor event was planned at the Place de France.

However, politics intervened. The outdoor event

fizzled out, as the not-for-profit organization CAP 21

(Collaborative Arts Project) hijacked the venue. The

writer said that despite its laudable efforts over the

years to promote and publicize the Internet, ISOC

Senegal faced difficulties in financing its activities.

He commented that neither government nor the

economic private sector assisted the Internet Day

celebrations. Several cyber cafes in Dakar did offer

citizens free Internet surfing. The Ziguinchor post

office also recognised Internet Day by offering free

Internet access to customers. The story mentioned a

number of seminars that ISOC held in Thies, on

VOIP, on ICT and gender, and on web site creation.

Broadcast media ___

Once a month Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise

has a Saturday evening hour-long broadcast entitled

Sciences, Environment and technology. ICTs feature

regularly on this programme, and a common format is

to have discussion with invited specialists on a wide

range of topics.

Radio Senegal International has a weekly half-hour

magazine programme "Futuroscopie", on Tuesday

afternoons, dedicated to ICT issues. The programme

has been running for three years. The goal is to

familiarize people with ICT developments, and a

wide range of topics are covered, e.g. digital imaging,

rural telecentres, the latest minidisk recorder and so

on. The programme reports on ICT research and

innovation, and regularly conducts interviews with

ICT project leaders and experts.

Apart from these regular programmes, journalist

Mamadou Dieye found only four other ICT-related

broadcasts during the study period:

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise TV, 17 March.

The evening news had a seven-minute interview with

the Minister of Education, Moustapha Sourang, who

had attended a two-day seminar on ICT opportunities

for distance learning. The minister mentioned an

intellectual property debate that had taken place, and

he discussed the potential of new media in education.

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise Radio, 22

March. The evening news had a five-minute

broadcast about work by the Digital Freedom

Initiative of America (DFI) aimed at reducing the

digital divide in Senegal. A major part of their

strategy was to provide rural telecentres and

cybercentres, which would also provide employment.

The broadcast covered a meeting between DFI and

the Minister of Commerce.

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise TV, 26 March,

there was a four-minute interview with the technical

manager. The television station had spent $150,000

to purchase equipment for coverage of the football

match between Senegal and Gambia.

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise TV, 20 April. A

one-hour magazine programme, Telescopie, centred

around a community media seminar held on the

same day in Dakar. The broadcast interviewed

representatives of Nana FM from Togo, Radio

Emergence from Benin, Radio Oxyjeunes from

Senegal, LBV Radio from Gabon and from the Panos

Institute. They discussed the benefits of minidisk

recorders and CD-ROM technology in broadcast

studios, and the novel idea of having listeners

participate in broadcasts by sending SMS messages

from their mobile phones. All agreed that to improve

communication possibilities for citizens,

teledensities need to be improved, and computer

costs must decrease.

Despite the many rural ICT initiatives in Senegal, we

hardly heard of them in the two months of

monitoring. Concern was expressed about the rural

urban digital divide, we learnt that schools are getting

computers, that computer classes are held for girls,

and that there are 12,000 telecentres. But that is all.

As seen from the material above, telecommunications

developments are written about, and indeed,

commented upon in some cases. Women's issues are

not ignored.
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MEDIA INTERVIEWS

In Senegal the daily newspaper Le Soleil was one of

the pioneers of ICTs in the media industry, largely

through the enthusiasm of a senior editor, Seydou

Sissouma. In 1997 he pioneered a network for

Internet-based collaboration among newspapers

across West Africa (see the MediaF web site), and

prioritized reporting of ICT matters relating to

development. However the publication has lost his

services as he was recently appointed Adviser to the

Head of State in Mali, in charge of Communication.

This is not an uncommon situation in Africa, where

governments, often needing ICT expertise, headhunt

competent media workers. Now Le Soleil's capacity to

generate interesting ICT stories is somewhat

diminished, but it continues to be enthusiastic in this

regard. The newspaper has a monthly ICT page, and

reporter Alain Just Coly has a regular ICT section

targeted at Senegalese youth. The newspaper is also

engaged in projects to implement multimedia centres

in the country's subregions. Editor-in-Chief Amadou

Fall told journalist Esperance Karwera that Le Soleil

now had one multimedia centre operational in Saint

Louis subregion and another would soon be ready in

Thies.

"We have the ambition to extend these centres to the

whole country. Senegal is in advance in the use of

ICTs, when compared to other countries in West

Africa, and we are very proud of this progress", he

said.

Le Soleil's web site attracts more than 17,000 readers

daily, and most ICT stories generated by the

newspaper are also placed on the web site.

In national broadcasting, Senegal is less innovative.

Neither national television nor national radio place

much emphasis on ICT developments. Alassane

Diedhiou, journalist coordinator for Senegalese

national television, told journalist Mamadou Dieye

that ICT matters had the same news value as any

other topic, and that most ICT-focused broadcasts

came from agencies such as Agence France Presse

and the Senegalese Press Agency.

He said the sports desk had the only journalists

skilled in retrieving information from Internet. This

probably means they knew how to access a couple of

sports news web sites and download results and

pictures. Most of the other newsroom staff had basic

computer skills and had been trained in the use of

email. He characterized the station's web site as

"bureaucratic and not interesting to visit".

Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise manager,

Mamadou Malaye Diop, told Mamadou Dieye that

television's ICT coverage focused on the activities of

ministries and associations. "Senegal promotes

NEPAD's ICT initiatives, and we publicise related

events." Head of department RSI Radio Abou

Alassanne Niang said the organization was trying to

improve the quality of its ICT reporting through

training, with the help of the International Council

for French-language Radio and Television (CIRTEF).

Senegalese national radio does have a person in

charge of internal ICT developments and ICT

coverage, Albert Mendy. He told Mamadou Dieye that

most of the ICT-skilled journalists had been

headhunted and gone to more well paid jobs. Also,

facilities posed a big problem. Sometimes when he

wanted an interesting ICT story covered, there would

be no vehicle available for the journalist and often no

functioning minidisk recorder.

"So our strategy is to rely on broadcast material we

receive from Canada International radio, with whom

we have a collaboration." An inherent problem here

is that such ICT stories are often not especially

relevant to life in Senegal.

Albert Mendy said many listeners preferred to

interact with the station via email as it was far less

expensive than using the telephone.
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Ghana

MEDIA OVERVIEW

Ghana has a national media policy that aims to

"promote and ensure a free, independent, dynamic

public spirited media that will provide access for all",

so that people can participate freely, fully and

creatively at the community, national and global

levels in the expression, exchange and discussion of

knowledge, information and ideas.

In addition, the current media environment has been

influenced by a strong political history, backed by the

1992 constitutional rule which provided the

framework and enabling environment for the

liberalization of the media within a democracy and a

market economy. The 1992 Constitution established

the National Media Commission whose functions are

to:

• Promote and ensure the freedom and

independence of the media;

• Take all appropriate measures to ensure the

highest journalistic standards in the media,

including the investigation, mediation, and

settlement of complaints made against or by the

media;

• Insulate the State-owned media from government

control;

• Make regulations for the registration of

newspapers and other publications;

• Take measures to ensure that persons responsible

for the State-owned media afford fair

opportunities and facilities for the presentation of

divergent views and dissenting opinion;

• Appoint, in consultation with the President, the

chairpersons and members of the governing

boards of the State-owned media.

As a result, a number of private newspapers surfaced

alongside the State-owned Daily Graphic and

Ghanaian Times. There are now 13 private papers

concentrated mainly in Accra, the capital, with a

couple in Kumasi, the second largest city. Apart from

Radio Ghana, which is part of the Ghana

Broadcasting Corporation with its nine regional FM

stations, there are approximately 45 private and

community radio stations in the country.

There are also three private television stations in

addition to the State-owned Ghana Television.

Since the December elections in 2000, there has been

a more pluralistic approach to the media in Ghana.

The Ghanaian Constitution now guarantees freedom

of the press, and the country's private media, print as

well as broadcast, operate without major restrictions.

The private press is active, and often carries criticism

of government policy. Private radio (and some

television) stations run alongside the State-owned

Ghana Broadcasting Corporation, which runs

national TV and radio networks.

Print media monitored

The print media monitored in Ghana were the Daily

Graphic and The Chronicle.

The Daily Graphic is the flagship of Ghanaian

journalism, and it is considered the most reliable of

the State-controlled media. It has a very large

coverage and enjoys a wide readership. It used to be

the mouthpiece of the Government, but as a result of

the new media laws and the liberalization of the

media, the paper has created a reputation as being

independent and factually reliable when debating

issues of national importance.

Dr Niyi Alabi, who monitored the broadcast media

for this study, says The Chronicle is the most

outspoken and fearless (and objective) of the

independent papers in Ghana. It specializes in

investigative journalism and has exposed many cases

of official corruption. It is regarded as reliable and

* Government web site: http://www.ghana.gov.gh/ (accessed 3 October 2003).

65 ICT4D study monitor Niyi Alabi, personal communication.
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trustworthy, even though it occasionally engages in a

rather narrow and parochial personal agenda. The

paper used to be harassed by the former government

of the National Democratic Congress (NDC).

Full name of medium: The Daily Graphic

Ownership and control: Government

Location of head office: Accra

Frequency Df publishing: daily

Average number of pages: 30 pages

Language of publishing: English

Distribution and reach: nationwide

Number of readers [approx.]: 3 million

How many years has it existed: 5D years

Full name of medium: The Chronicle

Ownership and control: Independent

Location of head office: flccra

Frequency of publishing: daily

Average number of pages: 8 pages

Language af publishing: English

Distribution and reach: nationwide

Number of readers [approx.]: 2 million

How many years has it existed: 10 years

Broadcast media monitored

The broadcast media monitored in Ghana were

Ghana Television and Joy FM.

Full name of medium: Joy FM

Ownership and control: private

Location of head office: flccra

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average number of hours of hroadcasf: 24 hours

Language of broadcasting: English with occasional local

languages

Distribution and reach: southern Part of Ghana

(\lumber of listeners [approx.]: one million

How many years has it existed: 8 years

Full name of medium: Ghana Teleuision [GTV]

Ownership and control: Government

Location of head office: flccra

Frequency of broadcasting: daily

Average number of hours of broadcast:..

Language of broadcasting: English and local languages

Distribution and reach: national

Number of viewers [approx.]: 10 million

How many years has it existed: 38 years

ICT POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

The ICT4D Policy Statement sets out Ghana's vision

in the information age. It defines the nation's broad

vision, and the corresponding missions and strategies

to serve as a road map for guiding the country's

developmental efforts to aid the process of

transforming it into an information and knowledge-

based society and economy. The Policy Statement in

a nutshell defines the vision and the agenda for

developing Ghana's information society and

economy, taking into consideration the nation's key

developmental challenges. These include:

The social and economic pressures of a youthful

population and the challenges of poor economic

performance - coupled with rapid population growth

and declining per capita income:

• An economy with low job-creation capacity,

dominated by an under-performing agricultural

sector with weak under-developed industrial and

services sector;

• A weak and fledgling private sector with a

disproportionate informal sector;

' A limited scientific research base and under

developed research and development (R&D)

capacity, as well as poor physical ICT

infrastructure.

Some priority areas that the emerging policy has to

address were identified by a nationwide consultation,

including:

• Accelerated human resource development;
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Promoting ICTs in education - the deployment

and exploitation of ICTs in education;

Facilitating government administration and service

delivery - promoting electronic government and

governance;

Facilitating the development of the private sector;

• Developing an export-oriented ICT products and

services industry;

• Modernization of agriculture and the development

of an agro-business industry;

• Developing a globally competitive value-added

services sector - a regional business service and

ICT hub;

• Deployment and spread of ICTs in the community;

• Rapid ICT and enabling physical infrastructure

development;

• Legal, regulatory, and institutional framework

provisions;

• R&D, scientific and industrial research capacity

development;

• Promoting foreign and local direct investment

drive in ICTs;

• Facilitating national security and law and order.

It is expected that the policy will create the necessary

enabling environment to facilitate the deployment,

utilization and exploitation of ICTs within the

economy and society and:

• Support development of a local ICT industry to

facilitate the production, manufacturing,

development, delivering and distribution of ICT

products and services;

• Aid the process of development of national human

resource capacity and the nation's R&D

capabilities to meet the changing needs and

demands of the economy;

Promote deployment and exploitation of ICTs

within the educational system;

Accelerate development of women and eliminate

gender inequalities in education, employment,

and decision-making through deployment and

exploitation of ICTs by building capacities and

providing opportunities for girls and women;

• Support modernization of the civil and public

service through institutional reforms, renewal and

the deployment and exploitation of ICTs to

facilitate improvements in operational

effectiveness, efficiency and service delivery;

• Facilitate development, expansion, rehabilitation

and continuous modernization of the national

information and communications infrastructure;

• Guide development and implementation of

electronic government and governance, as well as

electronic commerce and business strategies and

action plans;

• Facilitate development and implementation of the

necessary legal, institutional and regulatory

framework and structures required for supporting

the deployment, utilization and the development

of ICT;

• Facilitate development and promotion of the

necessary standards, good practices and guidelines

to support the deployment and exploitation of

ICTs within the society and economy.

The policy also takes into account the fact that the

country has a predominantly agricultural economy -

most of which is based on subsistence farming with

very little mechanization or application of modern

agricultural production methods or practices. It

further recognizes that the majority of the working

population (60%) are still actively involved in

agriculture with only 13 per cent working in the

industrial sector and 28 per cent in the service sector

of the economy.
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ICT INDICATORS
STUDY MATERIAL STATISTICS

Basic telecommunications data

Total no. of tel. subscribers [fixed line . mobile]

Total fixed-line subscribers

Teledensity

Waiting list for main lines

Public telephones

Public telephones [per 1.000 inhabitants]

Mobile subscribers

Mobile subscribers (per 100 inhabitants]

Telephone tariffs: Residential

Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate [S]

Telephone tariffs: Business

Connection [$]

Monthly subscription rate [S]

Mobile telephone tariffs: Connection [S]

Monthly subscription rate [$]

Broadcasting/ media

Radios per 1.000 inhabitants

TVs per 1,000 inhabitants

Daily newspapers per 1,000 people [199B]

Internet access

Internet hosts

Internet users

- Total

-Per 10,000 inhabitants

Internet bandwidth [Mbps]

W5.000

225,000

1.16

15,567 ['98]

4180

0.17

19,3800

0.93

75

0.5

75

0.5

50

10

710

118

Ik

235

48,500

19.36

Sources:

The International Institute for Information Technology [INIIT]. 2002. The SCRN-

WT Pilot Project- an empirical study of the development, deployment and the

exploitation of ICTs in Ghana.

ITU. 2002. World telecommuoications indicators.

World Bank. 2DD2. World development indicators.

World Economic Forum. 2003. The global information technology report

2002-2003.

A total of 26 items appeared in the Ghanaian media

during the study period, leaving Ghana among the

countries with the least reporting on ICT issues.

Items were relatively equally divided between

broadcast and print media. (See figure 51.)

Figure 51 % of ICT-related items by radio, TV and print media.

March-April 2003

Radio, 27%

Print. 5Wi

Television. 19%

Of the newspapers, the Daily Graphic published 8

articles, and The Chronicle 3, whereas the broadcast

media together accounted for 12 items. (See table 12.}

Table 12 No. of ICT items, March-April 2003

Media

Daily Graphic

The Chronicle

Ghana Television

Joy FM

No. of items

8

6

5

7
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The majority of articles in Ghana covered

telecommunications, Internet/web sites, and

education. (See figure 52.)

Figure 52 No. of ICT-related items published or broadcast

in various categories, March-April 2DD3

Telecommunications

STUDY MATERIAL OVERVIEW

Dr Niyi Alabi, Director of News at the talk radio

station CHOICE 1.2.3, monitored the print media for

this study. He says that ICT-related issues hardly ever

make headline news in Ghana as they are seen as

"non-issues".

"Among journalists there is a general lack of

interest about ICTs. They are obsessed with hot

political news, especially scandals, defections,

dismissal of ministers, cabinet reshuffles and

issues of this nature.

And as the host of one of the most popular radio

talk programmes, I have realized over the years

that my audience, however sophisticated, has a

preference for the 'banalities' as long as they are

'political news'.

This explains why there is little reporting oflCT-

related stories. Those that are reported hardly ever

get front-page prominence. They are not

analytical enough. They usually represent news

items covering functions over which government

functionaries preside."

Dr Alabi said that on his talk show he had recently

"lambasted" Ghanaian journalists about their lack of

interest in new media issues.

"The government is not amused by this trend

either. The President is personally committed to

enhancing 1CT use in Ghana, and there is also a

Presidential initiative on distance learning."

Broadcast media

Of the 12 broadcast items recorded by Kwami

Ahiabenu II, only 3 reports and 1 TV broadcast were

more than brief items. For radio, these were an

interview with the founder of the web portal

allitghana.com (Joy FM, 3 March), an interview with

an executive of Spacefon, Ghana's leading cell phone

operator (Joy FM, 11 March), and coverage of a press

conference by NCS, a local IT company, in reaction to

a media report about its involvement in illegal VOIP

operations (Joy FM, 11 March). On 4 March, Ghana

Television (GTV) broadcast a major bulletin covering

the West Africa Regional Summit of Tele

communications and Harmonization.
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There was also a lengthy item on a new mobile phone

service - Kasapa - which was very explanatory and

informative. The journalist interviewing the

representative for Kasapa asked questions such as

"How does it work" and "Can you explain to those

who are not familiar with..." etc. The same could be

said about an item broadcast by Ghana Broadcasting

Corporation (GBC) (12 March), in which a

representative for Ecobank explained how to use

their new electronic banking products. Both items,

however, were nothing more than commercials for

private companies offering products or services

within the ICT sector.

Otherwise, all broadcasts were news items covering

issues such as an event promoting local assembly of

computers (broadcast by Joy FM), a donation of

digital equipment to Ghana Broadcasting Corporation

by John Hopkins University (broadcast by GBC), the

launch of a Technology Top 100 award to recognize

excellence among Ghanaian companies (broadcast by

GTV), the launch of a prepaid card by a local cell

phone company (broadcast by Joy FM), the launch of

a government portal at http://www.ghana.gov.gh

(broadcast by Joy FM), and a brief discussion after an

afternoon radio news broadcast about how people

were turning to the Web for information about the

war in Iraq.

ICT coverage in the Daily Graphic newspaper was

also sparse, but some stories did provide interesting

background information. One (24 March), reported

comments by Minister of Trade and Industry Dr Kofi

Konadu Apraku, who spoke at a function for the

launch of a new local computer. Here occurred one of

the few references to ICT policy encountered in this

study. The newspaper wrote:

Dr Apraku stated that globalisation and liberalisation processes are

rapidly catching up with developing countries and the only way to

confront such process is to "find a niche in the process and find a way

of developing that niche".

He said a series of consultations aimed at designing a policy

framework that will accelerate the growth of the sector has been held

between government and stakeholders in the ICT sector and the policy

will soon be outdoaied.

He. however, stated that the government in the interim will provide

assistance and support to anyone who is ready and able to produce or

assemble ICT products for the local market and for export.

Another article (2 April) quoted Mr Samuel Darko,

executive director of Sambus, on the occasion of the

company winning an international Geographic

Information Systems (GIS) award.

Mr Darko, who is in charge of GIS within the company, said GIS has a

lot of potential as far as the development of every country is

concerned.

He said it has the ability to integrate quantities of information

about the environment as well as provide a powerful repertoire of

analytical tools to explore data.

Mr Darko said GIS is used extensively in government, business

and research for a wide range of applications, including environmental

resource analysis, land use planning, locational analysis, tax appraisal,

utility and infrastructure planning and demographic analysis, among

others.

The article provided interesting facts about GIS uses.

And on 16 April, in a lengthy story (25 cm) entitled

"Africa must harness hi-tech to enhance

development" the paper reported a speech by Mr. K.Y.

Amoako, Executive Secretary of ECA, given in Addis

Ababa at the fifth annual Peter Doherty Distinguished

Lecture:

Dr Amoako highlighted the crucial role that science and technology has

to play in the fight against poverty in Africa and singled out two

aspects of modern technologies that are directly relevant to solving

Africa's most critical problems.

The Executive Secretary, who spoke on the topic "Harnessing

Technologies for Sustainahle Development in Africa", said sustainable

development in biotechnology for health and agriculture, and

Information and Communication Technology [ICT] are the key

ingredients to growth and development.

The article then gave details of Mr Amoako's

comments on these topics.

A story headlined "Government commitment to ICT"

appeared on 4 March, towards the back of the

newspaper. It reported that the Ministry of

Information and Presidential Affairs had been

allocated 87.3 billion cedi (GHC) during 2003 to

promote media professionalism, enhance

e-government, strengthen development comm

unication agencies, and bridge the digital divide in

the country. This was important news, but the article

did little to explain the issues.

66 Daily Graphic, 2 April 2003.

»7 Daily Graphic, 16 April 2003.

r-.
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Other brief items related to a call by the widow of a

prominent politician for the provision of ICTs in

senior secondary schools (17 March), the launch of

Style Africa web site, which hoped to become a focal

point for West African textile and garment

manufacturers and designers (15 April), and a short

history of distance learning (1 April).

The Chronicle provided the most interesting reading,

and was the only one of the monitored media in

Ghana that offered critical comment. The 3 March

issue had an article "High-tech fraud - How gov't is

being bled white", by Joseph Coomson:

CHRONICLE has gathered that in Less than one month since the

installation of systems by the new management at Ghana Telecom,

revenue has multiplied six fold and the leakage that was costing

government billions of cedis every week has drastically reduced.

The unprecedented positive swing of the earnings ratio appears to

confirm Chronicle earlier reports of questionable practices in the sector.

What was not discussed, as the core issue during the recent

controversial and frenzied media reports over Ghana Telecom-Telenor

was the issue of the source of Telecom's failure to control losses and

return meaningful returns to the government and the taxpayer.

But today, as the telecom industry examine the sector at the

controversial M Plaza in Accra, one issue that is likely to come up is

called the "Bypass" operation and the enormous reuenue that it

generates.

However rather than Ghana Telecom or Government coffers, the

phenomenon of the "bypass" Telecom's operation has been benefiting
68

private pockets instead of government via Ghana Telecom.

Coomson says there is an "obscene" amount of

foreign exchange to be made in this "invisible high-

tech fraud".

An industry player explained the way some Internet Service Providers

operate though the telephone bypass system.

The "bypass" market route operators like NCOS typically have their

networks set up so that they do not go through the traditional Ghana

telecom infrastructure.

In a typical arrangement calls made from say United States of

America are sent via satellites operated by private telecom operators in

the US to a landing point in Ghana operated by Ghana Telecom which is

then expected to transmit the call to its final destination in KorleBu or

Takoradi and be paid in dollars for that service.

This US based company then pays GhanaTel an amount based upon

the agreed tariffs between the countries.

In a "bypass" arrangement however, the US based company will

send their traffic to a partner, like NCS. who has satellites.

The international call from New York will then look like a local call

when it is transmitted via satellite and so would only attract cedi rates

at local call rate. Since Ghana Telecom will not know this or has not

the capacity to know, the much higher tariffs that the caller in New

York would have paid will then be split between a company like say IDT

in US and UK, and in this scenario, a company like NCS.

Ultimately, the Ghana Government and Ghana Telecom would be the

only ones that will be suffering the financial loss. NCS or operators like

them who may have such arrangement plus the requisite infrastructure

would be enriching themselves instead. They will split the dollars or

pounds between them and the overseas partners after paying for the

cedi local rates to GT.

According to the International Telecommunication Union [ITU], as

much as 50 per cent of a country's stated incoming traffic may be

attributed to these types of "bypass" operators. The only way out for a

country Like Ghana, is to regularize and enter the market and get into a

revenue-sharing arrangement with legitimate operators.

One story in The Chronicle (18 March) headlined

"Radical Telecom Deal in the Offing" was indirectly

critical of Ghana Telecom. It told of a new telephone

network being contemplated which could offer stiff

competition to Ghana Telecom and consequently

improve efficiency. Reading between the lines, Ghana

Telecom is being criticized for inefficiencies. The

story reported that a team of communication experts

including Ghanaians living abroad had applied to the

National Communications Authority (NCA) for a

licence to provide an alternative nationwide

telecommunication network in Ghana. One of the

experts said the new network - One Dial

Communications Ghana - would be able to negotiate

better pricing and delivery arrangements, and access

to Internet would become more affordable because

subscribers and cyber cafe operators would no longer

be charged twice.

In this study, we note the marked absence of debate

or expression of personal opinion in media coverage

of ICT issues. One marked exception was an

outspoken 3,000-word opinion piece by columnist

Kwaku A. Danso in The Chronicle on 20 March,

entitled "Telecommunications - Still a neglected,

misunderstood gateway to progress".

Danso's piece is a humorous but scathing attack on

the leadership in Ghana for failing to take decisive

action about the country's telecommunications

problems.

68 Joseph Coomson, Chronicle, 3 March 2003.

69 Ibid.
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To capture the flavour of Danso's article, we quote
from it at some length:

In the last few years a number of articles have been published in the

Wall Street Journal. America's daily bible for business executives, an

the problems and adventures of doing business in Ghana. One of them,

I recall, was on modern computer businesses in Ghana that had

struggled for over a year to get phone lines, and their overall

experience. It wasn't flattering and depicted indecision on the part of

government ministers to stipulate business guidelines.

He said articles on negative business experiences in

Ghana had appeared in other influential American

newspapers. "One doubts if any embassy official has

taken the time to study such reports and advise the

Government. Even if they did, one doubts if the

Government understands the deleterious impact of

such reports".

Danso then goes on at length about the inability of

government ministers to solve acute problems, which

he likens to:

the proverbial minister who described his need for a Mercedes Benz. He

said that Ghana's mads were full of potholes, and thus he needed the

proverbially good shock absorbers on the Mercedes to feel comfortable

on Ghana's roads.

Such egotistical and selfish "big man" syndrome of a mind-set of

empty-chested palm-wine-drinking African braggadocio of the old village

champions seems to exist today among many in government top

positions.

He continued that these days it did not take geniuses

to establish communication infrastructure or to build

roads.

That technology has been done and perfected - for over 100 years for

phones and 1000 years for roads.

Its almost impossible to do any modern business where daytime

calls cannot get through. Even on a Saturday I have tried 9 times and

can't get through to anyone. Ghana still has not completed negotiations

with the major global telecommunication carriers to open up more lines

for our use.

Government ministers continued to hold meetings

and conferences and write hundreds of pages of

policy documents, but no decisions seem to be made,

claimed Danso.

There is currently nu shortage of capacity on undersea

communication cable networks which haue been laid under the ocean

close to Ghana by AT B T. or on the satellites deployed over the skies

of all of us. Ghanaians overseas and at home are paying at least 30 to

50 per cent more by using phone cards to reach mostly cellular phones

in Ghana, i.e. if one can get through at all.

This additional cost could have been avoided and put to better use

if government had made wired communication lines available to all

parts of Ghana, by merely improving on the plan the Colonial

government and Nkrumah's own had in Ghana.

The lost opportunities created by poor communications create very

costly developmental deficits. We are behind, and we are getting

further behind!

In marketing terms, products or services purchased may lose their

strategic cost competitive advantage, due to lack of options to

communicate and search for alternative markets.

To exemplify the sad deterioration in leadership mindset in post-

Nkrumah Ghana, let's examine Ghana. In 1952. there were phone tines

to my hometown of Abetifi, as well as other small and large towns like

Apemaase. Bodomase, Sunyani. Tamale. Winneba and Zualarigu. I am

one person for modernization. I do not believe in the traditionalist

theory espoused by a few of our colleagues Dn our Internet discussion

forums, who believe our salvation lies in the cutlass and Chieftaincy.

Most of us in our generation know that we cannot feed our people on

this cutlass mentality. However, as thieves stole the copper wires in

the 1970s, all we had to do was improve on these concepts of

communication lines with higher capacity and newer cables made of

glass [called fiber optic cables] and newer switches! My own research

has shown that S25,000 to $250,QOO will buy a new switch to serve a

town or whole district, which can be paid for in a year by subscribers.

This is not beyond many of us if government will allow sincere private

entrepreneurship in the telecommunication business without years of

bribe-seeking negotiations.

To achieve progress in life one has to make strategic decisions.

Why is it that our Ministers cannot make such decisions? I advise

against letting foreigners operate our local phone systems, but why not

open the door and allow private Ghanaian businessmen to venture, to

purchase and install such switches, and operate them in their local

areas?

Today where are the remnants of our old systems? The copper

wires are hanging on trees that are still durably standing along our

roads. And all our so-called educated Ministers can do is call on

foreigners to come and invest their money to build phone systems for

us? When we are cheated in these transactions, we fail to understand

that (hat is the nature of foreign multinational business, and

investments - what they can get from us not what they can give!!

Simple ABC of business seems to elude our Ministers and leaders, who

sit on decisions when they are not sure, while Ghana lags further and

further behind in debts and lack of opportunities!"

Further on Danso continues:
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Business may he picking up after the end of Ghana's dictatorial era.

However, it takes the right leaders to make the right priorities for a

nation, and to effect and implement necessary changes which are

beyond individuals' private capabilities, e.g. power, and

telecommunication infrastructure.

Let's examine this simple Logic:

1 To create jobs for our people, and to create revenue for

government, you need businesses to flourish.

2 Almost all businesses rely on modern communications to be

effective. Those who don't are left in the rural areas, and are a

vanishing breed, as foreign cheaper goods are imported to

replace them.

3 Communications is no more magic. It can be purchased and

installed easily because the technology is available now. is

cheap and well established. It can be purchased or even

manufactured locally with license from the original

manufacturers in the West [my preferred option].

*t Purchasing and installing communications systems is an

INVESTMENT since it can pay for itself quickly.

It is hard to see why one has to elaborate on these. It took

previous government such as that of PNDC [Provisional National

Defence Council] several wasted years before they understood this

simple logic and allowed privatization. A fax machine was considered a

potential tool for a coup in the 1980s. What a waste! Eventually in the

first era of the NDC, communication was understood.

In the rural areas and even in some areas of Accra, some are able

to do without electricity. However, one cannot transact business

without communication between seller and buyer, producers,

manufacturers and distributors, retailers and distributors, customers

and retailers, between citizens and legislators, government and the

governed, students and their instructors, people and police/law

enforcement. Since the 1950s, government offices still have only one or

two phone lines, if any. for a whole Ministry, School, or even our

Universities. It is thus impassible to get through but a few calls per

day. Leaders do not seem to realize the importance of communications

and how much time is saved if people don't have to take transportation

to make mostly empty trips around the city or nation! TRAFFIC

CONGESTION is another result of such lack of communication.

Telecommunication is one of the most profitable investments any

nation can make. It promotes business, enhances the quality of life,

saves lives through quicker reporting when there is emergency illness,

armed robbery or security issues. It can pay for itself in a short time if

managed. Ghana inherited a telecommunication infrastructure and

network in 1957. The lines may be cut but the idea is not all lost. We

must build oi the idea. In 2000. the VoLta River Authority, working with

the taxpayer's money, created the Uolta Telecommunications Company

Ltd. The 25 page presentation document, which I downloaded, dated

March 21. 2DD0. was entitled: "Building a high Capacity Fiber Optic

Broadband Network - the VoltaCom Experience", by Nimako Boateng

and Nana Twum. We are in 2003, and the question may be asked: What

are we waiting for to launch and deploy our Local Area Networks [LAN]

and Wide Area Networks [WAN]? Can we do without communications?

Can we use the talking drums in 2003? Do we need foreigners also to

come and launch this, and sell to Ghanaians?

My evaluation showed that this fiber optic network developed by

Voltacom Ltd. around the electricity grid in Ghana is as good as that

obtainable anywhere in the USA, where even ordinary phone lines are

being superseded by regular TV cable and fiber optic lines for high

speed Internet communication. This is a first class technology that we

must congratulate the engineers and managers of VRA for pioneering. It

should be exploited by government to set up a backbone communication

network. It is ready for deployment throughout Ghana today, not

tomorrow.

It appears all we need is the right leadership. Leadership is sorely

needed. The challenge is on the educated Ministers and our President.

J.A. Kufuor. to seize the moment, show the leadership, and capitalize

on the current assets and technologies. Our leadership should tap into

Ghana's ready and willing human assets and competencies overseas

and at home, to serve Diir people, our nation. This should not be too

much to expect of a government that preaches a Golden Age of
ra

Business.

One can agree or disagree with Danso. The important

point is, somebody is saying something beyond the

standard bland, impersonal factual news reports

which often do little to advance the knowledge of

citizens, and certainly don't foster a sense of

engagement with the issues. Unfortunately, it is only

a drop in the ocean. In this case, one of only a

handful among the almost 1,000 media reports

encountered in this study.

-.".

70 Kwaku A. Danso, "Telecommunications - still a neglected misunderstood gateway to progress", Chronicle, 20 March 2003.
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MEDIA INTERVIEWS

Ghanaian editors interviewed considered IT issues to

be important, but again said they did not have the in-

house competence to report adequately on

developments. Editor of the Daily Graphic, Yaw

Boadu Ayeboafoh, said IT stories were printed with

some regularity, but were seldom given any

prominence.

"We do write our own stories rather than relying

on agencies. Sometimes we go out to talk to IT

people, and at other times people organize IT

functions and they invite us. So we do carry IT

items, but they don't really make lead stories. Of

course it is possible, maybe one day an IT story

will make a prominent page lead, but ordinarily

issues about IT are not the most prominent."

Ayeboafah commented that because Ghana was at an

early stage of computerization there were many new

users who needed help and guidance on elementary

matters. He said the newspaper tried to assist in this

regard.

"In terms of advancing knowledge, promoting

debates and education I think at least that what

we do is give coverage to activities in that area

and expand the knowledge base ofpeople because

not many people understand the computer. You

get the point, because, when a new product comes

into the market or when new ideas come and we

cover and publish them in our papers, then at

least we are sending knowledge to people about

the existence of a facility of that nature. *"

The Chronicle is a newspaper that does not

concentrate on providing news, but rather aims to be

investigative in character. So here one does not find

the usual ICT press releases from companies and the

State.

ICT issues are relatively new, but of course they

are an important aspect of what is happening

globally. At the moment there is nobody at the

Chronicle who writes explanatory type IT stones.

None of them can do that. We do take such news

from the Ghana News Agency, and even from the

BBC off the Internet. But I must emphasize,

investigation of stones is our focus."

When an ICT issue was worth pursuing, A.C. Ohene

said The Chronicle went the extra mile to give the

story priority. In this way, he said, the newspaper

contributed to the advancement of knowledge on

information society matters.

The Chronicle is reasonably well equipped with

computers.

"We have installed computers in almost every

room and we save articles and other relevant

materials in the PC. Information technology has

greatly simplified our newsgathering,

dissemination and reception. As an example of

how newsgathering has been enhanced, we can

now access accurate news from around the world,

just almost at a second. ICTs give us access to the

world!

And our web site www.ghanianchronicle.com is

widely patronized by our readers all over the

world. That enhances our reach or accessibility to

those who, for one reason or the other, can't get

our hard copy."

Ohene commented that Ghana was involved in

knowledge society initiatives, and that the Ghanaian

information society was presently coordinating

activities to come out with a common ICT policy for

Ghana, which would be presented at the World

Summit on Information Society in Geneva at the end

of 2003.

Editor A.C.Ohene commented:

"Because the Chronicle as an investigative

newspaper is not like any other in this country.

Straightforward ICT news does not make

headlines. IT stories are ordinary issues and it is

hard for them to be prominent, unlike scandals,

hot political news and such like."

71 Yaw Boadu Ayeboafoh, editor of Daily Graphic, interviewed for the present ICT4D study.
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Internet Media

Monitoring of the ICT and information society stories

on Allafrica.com during the eight week monitoring

period produced a total of 455 items.

Apart from including the nine countries in our

survey, Allafrica.com gathers stories from media in

Angola, Algeria, Botswana, Burkina Faso, the

Comores, Congo, Cote d'lvoire, Djibouti, Gambia,

Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Mali,

Mauritania, Mauritius, Namibia, Nigeria, Sierra

Leone, South Africa, Tunisia, Uganda, United

Republic of Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

Once items from South Africa, Nigeria and the nine

survey countries were excluded, a total of 114 stories

remained.

After these were coded, the pattern of ICT coverage

reasonably Teplicated that of the survey countries,

with telecommunications, education, Internet and

ICT industry stories scoring high, and youth, health

and sport stories with ICT angle scoring low. No ICT-

related stories on gender, environment or rural

development projects were recorded. The voices of

ordinary citizens never appeared. Telecom stories far

outweighed the others, as can be seen from table 13.

Table 13 No. of ICT items

survey countries

Topic

Telecommunications

Education

Industry

Internet/web sites

Technology

Security, crime, law

E-government

Development

Banking

Employ,ment

Media

Health

WSIS

ICT policy

Youth

Sport

on flllafrica.com. excluding nine

, Nigeria and South Africa

No. of items

52

g

B

8

7

5

5

5

3

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

Most of the material came from Uganda (28 items),

Kenya (26), Zambia (16), and Zimbabwe (14).

The other stories came from Mozambique (6), Gambia

(5), Namibia (5), Angola (4), Sierra Leone (3), Tunisia

(2), United Republic of Tanzania (2), Djibouti (1),

Liberia (1).

There were no ICT stories from Algeria, Botswana,

Burkina Faso, the Comores, Congo, Cote d'lvoire,

Lesotho, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania or Mauritius.

Akwe Amosu, managing editor of Allafrica.com said

in an interview that her organization had no

particular criteria for selecting ICT stories.

"We post whatever comes to us from our 100-odd

publishers. If a story happens to fit the ICT theme,

it will get that category attached by the person

processing the incoming stories. So what we are
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reflecting is the choice of the commissioning

editors in Africa's newspapers."'3

ELECQMS

The greatest number of articles in this category

related to mobile telephony developments. Here are a

few examples:

• New Vision (Kampala). 10 March. Uganda telecom

would be targeting 150,000 subscribers on its

Mango mobile phone network in the next three

months, as the company widened its national

coverage. Mango presently has 130,000

customers.

• The Independent (Banjul), 10 March. Africell, the

only Private GSM company in the Gambia, has

released its latest list of new roaming partners."

• The Daily News (Harare), 12 March. Zimbabwe's

leading mobile phone operator, Econet Wireless

(EWL), would issue more contract lines in the

near future to boost its market share and quality of

service.

• Standard Times (Freetown), 20 March. In the next

couple of weeks, the mobile telephone market in

the country would welcome its latest addition.

• Standard Times (Freetown), 2 April, had an article

"Millicom penetrates the South", by John Masuba:

The internationally acclaimed mobile phone company MitlicDm recently

shook the people of the southern town of Bo when they called to begin

work on a proposed expansion Df operations to the south of the

country.

Inside source disclosed that a robust technical team took off

recently from Freetown to make assessments and final arrangements

for the commencement of their mobile phone network in Bd. Millicom.

the mobile company, the people of Bo and other areas in the region

have been yearning for promises to connect Bo to the other regions of

the country very soon.

The source revealed further that the people of Bo

were in joyful mood when they saw workers of

Millicom busy making the necessary connections to

start operations. One senior journalist in Bo observed

that the people can now breathe a sigh of relief as

they are offered choices, which was very welcome for

the development of the communication systems and

the nation.

• The Namibian (Windhoek), 7 April. Detecon

International would invite companies to bid for

the long-awaited second mobile telephone licence.

• The East African Standard (Nairobi), 12 April. The

Communication Commission of Kenya (CCK)

formally sent out tender invitation to companies

interested to operate a third mobile phone

company in the country.

• The Post (Lusaka), 15 April. Mobile phones should

not be the preserve of the elite, President Levy

Mwanawasa has said. He said government's

intentions in the telecommunications sector were

to achieve universal access for all citizens and

ensure that mobile phones and Internet should not

only be the preserve of the elite.''

Telkom Kenya

The only story with any continuity came from Kenya,

relating to the embattled State telecommunications

monopoly Telkom Kenya.

The Nation (Nairobi), 4 March, reported that Telkom

had been merging exchange centres. It previously had

telephone exchange centres in each district and now

aimed at having only six countrywide.

But the move has sparked protests from the public

who complain of regular communication failures.

Customers in Nyamira District have, for example,

reported difficulties in receiving external calls and

making reverse calls. The corporation's assistant

general manager in charge of operations, Mr

Nahashon Oguya, declined to comment on the

complaints, but promised to issue a comprehensive

response "later".

73 Interview with Roland Stanbririge for the ICT4D study.

74 Accessed at hlip://www.newvision.co.Lig.

75 Accessed at http://www.qanet.gm/Independent/independent.htral.

7f> Accessed at http://www.dailynews.co.zw.

77 Contacted at standardtimestj' hotmail.com.

78 John Masuba. "'Millicom penetrates the South", Standard Times, 2 April 2003.

7y Accessed at http://www.zamnel.zm/zamnet/post.
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On 13 March, the newspaper reported an outcry over

phone breakdowns.

Links between mobile and landline telephones were

dead for the second day running. Landline telephone

connections between Kenya and the rest of East

Africa were also inoperative. Individuals and

companies complained of heavy losses and

inconvenience. Telkom Kenya Managing director, Mr

Augustine Cheserem, said the firm's engineers were

working round the clock to rectify the fault.

Following numerous enquiries over the matter,

Telkom released a statement apologising to

customers, saying the problem was caused by a

"software corruption".

The East African Standard (Nairobi), 13 March,

reported that Telkom Kenya was owed a massive

11 billion shilling (KES), ($0.14 billion), by

thousands of local subscribers and foreign missions

who had defaulted in payment. The corporation had

begun disconnecting all affected lines.

Communication to Government offices and parastatals countrywide,

which are some of the biggest defaulters, will be affected by the

disconnection. Managing directot. Mr Augustine Cheserem said the

ministries last cleared their bills in 199B. Cheserem said most African

Missions in Kenya owed large amounts of money.

He said some African Missions are fond of seeking intervention

from top people in Government to have their phones reconnected.

"They always run here with letters so that they can be

reconnected but that will not happen now." said Cheserem. Telkom

collects about Shl.2 billion monthly.

Cheserem said legal measures would also be taken to ensure the

money is recovered.

The Nation (Nairobi), 13 March, reported that the

Telepost Cooperative Society (TCS) was owed KES90

million ($1,149,430) by Telkom Kenya in workers'

contributions. Workers now wanted the Cooperative

Development Minister Njem Ndwiga to intervene and

order the funds paid. The money had been deducted

from members' salaries during the past three months,

but not remitted to TCS, said cooperative members.

The workers, who sought anonymity, said they were

in a dilemma over who to appeal to as Telkom

Managing Director Augustine Cheserem was also the

co-op chairman. The employees also accused the

management of running down Telkom: "There has

been no change absolutely in service delivery as most

payphones in crucial money generating areas such as

Nairobi and Mombasa are out of order."

The East African Standard (Nairobi), 18 March, had

an article "Telkom staff down tools, Want MD

sacked":

An estimated 1DD Telkom Kenya Limited technicians in Nakuru region,

downed their tools yesterday demanding the removal of the company's

managers. They demanded the sacking of Managing Director, Augustine

Cheserem. Human Resource manager, G K Gakure and the regional

manager, Ali Hassan Boya.

The technicians said the company must sack all those involved in

corrupt deals.

The employees led by the Union of Post Telecommunication

Employees [Upte] branch chairman Derrick Wafula. threatened to flush

out the top management if they refused to resign.

They called on the Anti-Corruption Police Unit to investigate

alleged embezzlement of company funds in Nakuru.

Dver the weekend, the Central Organisation of Trade Unions [Cotu]

also called for the sacking of Cheserem.

Meanwhile unionisable employees of Telkom Kenya Mombasa hawe

blamed the company management for reportedly using underhand

methods to effect promotions tD women workers.

The workers alleged that sexual favours were sought to haue some

of them promoted.

The East African Standard (Nairobi), 20 March,

reported that the Communications Commission of

Kenya (CCK) was to introduce stringent measures

that would compel Telkom Kenya to meet its licence

obligations. Acting CCK Director-General, Aloys

Ochieng. said the move was necessitated by failure of

the State monopoly to meet conditions of its various

trade licences. Telkom Kenya, he said, was lagging in

rolling out fixed lines and telephone booths to meet

growing demand. Already, the State monopoly had

been fined KES110 million (c. $1.4 million) for failing

to meet conditions of its various trade licences in the

year 2001/02.

The Nation (Nairobi), 20 March, quoted Mr Aloys

Ochieng, the Communications Commission of Kenya

acting director-general, as saying that Telkom had

flouted its licensing conditions and the Government

was looking at ways to make it perform. He was

speaking at a conference on "Information

fl0 East African Standard, 13 March 2003.
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Communications Technology: Bridging the Digital

Divide". The meeting aimed at harmonizing

telecommunications policies and regulations, besides

looking at ways of improving inter-connectivity

within the region.

The Nation (Nairobi), 25 March, reported that

Transport and Communications Minister John

Michuki was to reveal corrupt deals at the country's

telecoms monopoly, but provided no details.

Michuki denied that he was slow in effecting changes in the State

Corporation. He took a swipe at newspaper reports, which he said

implied that he had been directed not to proceed too fast, too soon.

"I don't want anybody to imply that I have been directed by the

President not to proceed with intended measures".

The East African Standard (Nairobi), 25 March,

reported that the Government was set to end the

monopoly by Telkom Kenya under a new package of

reforms.

Transport and Communications Minister John Michuki announced

yesterday that more competitors will enter the market by July this year

to compete with Telkom in the provision of telecommunication services.

He said four firms have been earmarked to compete with Jambonet

in the provision of Internet links while another new competitor would

further be licensed to compete with the giant corporation in the

provision of fixed lines.

He said the monopoly held by Jambonet on Internet links had

hindered progress in the information communications technology. "We

are in the process of finalising the guidelines upon which bidders will

be invited," he said.

Admitting that Telkom was under-performing, Michuki blamed

bureaucracy and lack of foresight by the last regime.

Meanwhile, Michuki has appealed for calm over the proposed

changes at Telkom Kenya and Postal Corporation of Kenya, saying they

will be overhauled soon.

He said the Government was finalising plans to ensure that

changes at the personnel level in the two bodies are undertaken.

"Contrary to what has been said. I am still very serious about

making radical changes in Telkom. It is a matter of time and the public

should bear with us as we put a few things in place," he added.

He denied having slowed down on his earlier promise to make

changes due to external forces. Michuki announced two months ago

that TElkom was set to undergo major changes because of high level

corruption.

He said the Government would make sweeping changes to the

management of the corporation to correct the ills perpetrated by the

past regime.

"Cheserem, Eshiwani sacked in major shake-up of

Govt institutions" read the lead story headline in The

Nation (Nairobi), 26 March:

Telkom chief Augustine Cheserem and embattled Kenyatta

University vice-chancellor George Eshiwani were among the bnsses of

government institutions sacked yesterday in a major shake-up.

Also shown the door were post-master general Francis Chahonyo

and the head of Kenya Airports Authority Mr Stephen Muriithi.

New managing director of Telkom is Mr John Waweru while the

head of Posta was named as long-serving state counsel Dan Ameyo.

The new chairman of the giant postal organization is Mr Githinji Kiragu.

Prof Eshiwani was replaced by Prof Everett Standa, a renowned

poet, who was principal of Western College of Arts and Technology,

part of Moi University.

The article reported a number of executive

replacements.

The East African Standard (Nairobi), 1 April, had this

editorial commentary:

Finally, it is a breath of fresh air at Telkom Kenya. There is a new

managing director to replace Mr Augustine Cheserem. a man who has

been at the helm Df this company for nearly five years.

Cheserem's time is done and gone and we will therefore not

attempt to anatomise his tenure at the giant corporation.

But suffice it to say that the new MD, Engineer John Waweru. who

has been a director at Telkom for quite some time has a Herculean task.

He has the unenviable task of restoring the people's faith in this

corporation, a faith shattered by years of insensitivity and poor

services. For at a time when people are moving to mobile telephony.

Telkom does not seem to have fully grasped the challenge it is riding

against.

It still behaves like an insensitive monolith, services have to be

begged for. customers complain of inflated bills, and in the words of

Transport and Communications minister Mr John Michuki. some of the

technicians continue to tap into other peoples Lines and pass on the

bills to unsuspecting customers. Others have been waiting for donkey

years to be connected while others go without service for weeks long

after they have reported their phones out of order.

Waweru must, above all, make this corporation customer friendly.

White we appreciate that there are many within this corporation who do

an honest job, we must point out that there are many others whose

contribution is only to make customers' lives a nightmare. Is Waweru

up to the task? He has been a director, well shielded from the glare of

the public. Ndw he is on the hot stool and all the floodlights are do

him. Let's see what stuff he is made of.
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The East African Standard (Nairobi), 9 April: "Mr

Michuki announced yesterday that the process for

the privatization of Telkom Kenya will soon be re

launched and disclosed that instead of 45 per cent,

the government will sell up to 70 per cent of the

company's equity."

The Government hopes to raise $4.5 billion that it

needs to increase teledensity.

The last Kenya Telkom story during the study period

was on 15 April. The Nation reported that the

Government had not found a buyer for Telkom Kenya,

as was incorrectly reported in another newspaper.

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

A few stories dealt with satellite telecommunications.

• The East African (Nairobi), 3 March: A United

Arab Emirates satellite telecommunications

company Thuraya might soon start providing

mobile phone services in Tanzania if the

Government approves its application to provide

new generation services.

• The Nation (Nairobi), 26 March: A third

telecommunications company will introduce

satellite telephone booths by the end of the year.

• New Vision (Kampala), 3 April: iWay Africa, a low-

cost direct satellite Internet access group has

launched its first ever services in northern Uganda

in Lira.

• The Nation (Nairobi), 11 April: A leading global

telecommunications company plans to enter the

Kenyan market this year (2003). An official of

Gillat Satellite Networks, partners of Gillat

Alldean (Africa), said in Nairobi the previous day

that the company believed in the country's growth

potential.

EDUCATION

The nine education articles were mostly brief reports.

Two examples are provided here:

The Independent (Banjul), 3 March, "St. Joseph

envisions massive IT awareness".

Saint Joseph Senior Secondary School on Friday launched its computer

club aimed at creating awareness on current issues, and to equip

students with information technology to enable them link with the

outside world.

It specifically aims to facilitate students to access nets, advocate

computer literacy in collaboration with the government, and non

governmental organizations, and to enhance information reasoning and

communication skills: and to promote links with other students in and

outside of the country. The club's activities include, computer training,

organising seminars and workshops, excursion and fund-raising.

New Vision (Kampala), 9 April, "Museveni wants ICT

teaching spread to fight poverty".

President Yoweri Museveni has called for widespread teaching of

computer studies in educational institutions as a way of ushering the

country into the technological age.

He said the move would be able to free the population (mm the

bondage of poverty.

"People have to realise that the country has to move with the

times and catch up with the developed world, which depends on

Information and Communications Technology [ICT] for almost everything

they do." Museveni said in Bushenyi over the weekend.

The Business Times (Dai es Salaam), 17 March,

carried a long feature "The African Virtual University

and growth in Africa" by Siddhartha Prakash of the

World Bank:

Information Communications Technologies [ICTs] are being heralded as

potential agents of social and economic change: The digital age has

sought to accelerate the pace of development by reaching some of the

rural poor. But is that enough? The three pillars of the ICT revolution

are connectivity, capacity and content. Donors, governments and private

telecom operators have gone a long way to get many parts of Africa

wired and connect the continent to the global information highway. But

does the knowledge add vatue to the work and lives of ordinary

Africans?

Africa is a continent with over 75D million people, of whom 53 per

cent are below the age of 20. Access to education is limited, while the

demand is enormous. Less than 5 per cent of students have access to

tertiary education today, compared to the world average of 16 per cent.
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In 1936, the average annual cost of training one student at the

university level in Africa was equivalent to over M)0 per cent of the per

capita income, compared to 26 per cent in the US.

This is where ICTs could help to expand people's access to

knowledge through education. The African Virtual University [AVU] - a

"university without borders" - uses ICTs to provide Africa with direct

access to global knowledge and learning resources.

Prakash outlines the history of the African Virtual

University (AVU), its impressive list of academic

partners, and its distance-learning initiatives. He said

initially many sceptics thought the AVU concept was

pure Utopia and could not succeed hi the African

context. However a few pioneers came on board and

the pilot began in 1997 in six Anglophone countries

- Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, United Republic

of Tanzania and Zimbabwe. Since the ICT

infrastructure in Africa was still in its infancy,

satellite broadcasting was initially selected in place of

web casting and Internet-based technologies.

Technology posed a major challenge for the AVU- Most African

countries have limited ICT-retated infrastructure and trained personnel

These problems are exacerbated by the occurrence of power shortages,

digital illiteracy and poor connectivity. Few have access to telephone

lines and these are not always functional. Dperational costs for

telephones are high in Africa. Most Africans cannot afford to buy a

personal computer. In some cases, government regulations have not

always been favorable to ICTs.

The local partner universities in Africa served as a solid platform to

address some of these challenges. The local staff involved in the

project established strategic partnerships with private companies and

the government to purchase stand-by generators, licences from the

Telecom authorities, computers and other necessary equipment.

Today AVU has partners, and distance education students, across

Sub-Saharan Africa and beyond. In this way. AVU helps development

practitioners access global communities and share knowledge and

experiences through virtual learning centres; which in turn will

hopefully lead to the emefgence of common goats, joint ventures and

partnerships to promote sustainable development

INDUSTRY

The business/ICT industry stories gleaned from

Allafrica.com were all short announcements, as

shown by the examples below:

• Angola Press Agency (Luanda), 15 April. With the

help of oil companies operating in Angola the

government is to set up an information technology

fund, to finance projects in this field. The

government is also to establish, this year (2D03), a

prize for information technologies, with the

collaboration of the private sector. The award,

which will be annually delivered, is intended to

reward citizens and computing firms. Included in

the ministry's plans, is the creation of an academy

of science and technology, for the promotion of

science progress in the country.

New Vision (Kampala), 24 April, "Companies

display latest IT", by Emmy Olaki: The 10th

African Information Technology and exhibition

Conference (AITEC) for computing,

telecommunications and Internet exhibition, was

opened the previous day at the international

conference centre, Kampala.

The Times ofZambia (Ndola), 24 April:

TATA Engineering and Locomotive of India is to invest in the tourism and

information technology sectors in Zambia. TATA general manager Afrui

Rangan said in an interview here yesterday that the company would

construct hotels in different parts of the country and colleges to train

Zambians in information technology.

NTERNET

Internet related stories were quite varied:

The Independent (Banjul), 24 March, had a prominent

article "Internet cafes doing more harm than good",

by Pa Malick Secka:

The nominated member for APRC [Alliance for Patriotic Reorientation

and Construction] Honourable Fatoumatta Jahumpa-Ceesay has

expressed concern over what she called the "harmful effects" posed

on children by Internet Cafes, where they spend hours watching

pornography.

Honourable Jahumpa-Ceesay told her colleagues in the National

Assembly during their adjournment debate last week that Internet cafes

are doing more harm on young Gambians than expected.

She claimed that young Gambians visit Internet cafe to surf the

Internet, "where they watch bad pictures".

She also said the craze for pornography has not spared schoots

where donated computers are used by students to surf the Internet for

sexually explicit images that have a potential to damage their moral

inclination.

81 Accessed al hllp://www.bcsmedia.com/businesstimes.
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FJC emphasised that it was high time something was done to

discourage children some as young as eight from being exposed to

morally damaging sexual images. According to her it is the first

discernible step towards adopting the "life of the bars and brothels",

which she claimed are already swarmed by young people.

The Namibian, 9 April, had a somewhat humourous

piece, "Caprivi separatism surfaces on Web", by

Werner Menges:

A purported campaign to establish a separate state in the Caprivi

Region has made its way onto the Internet.

A web site apparently run by Edward Ndopu. a former journalist

turned "President General" of what he claims is a resurrected Caprivi

African National Union [Canu]. appeared on the Internet this week.

The site features material on the history of Canu - which in 196*t

merged with Swapo - and on its purported rebirth in 1996. as well as

on the party's campaign for an independent state in the Caprivi Region.

The site includes claims that the independence of the region in the

form of "the Free State of Caprivi Strip/Itenge" was declared during a

Canu convention in London on October 7 last year, while a

"Government-in-Exile" was supposedly formed in November.

The members of this government are not revealed.

Ndopu. who is understood to be living in Toronto. Canada, recently

attracted the attention of Deputy Justice Minister Albert Kawana, who

late last month labelled Ndopo an economic exile.

Kawana was quoted as stating: Mr Ndopu is dreaming. He should

just stay in Canada as a refugee, he should not disturb peace here in

Namibia."

Tunisia Online (Tunis), 16 April, "Tunis to host

ICANN's next congress".

Tunis is to host in 2003 the next congress of the Internet Corporation

for Assignment of Names and Numbers [ICANN], it was announced on

Sunday in Amsterdam. This international organization in charge of

coordination and management of addresses, domain names and Internet

protocols was set up in 199B in San Diego [California]. The decision of

this non-profit-making organization to choose Tunisia, among many

candidate countries, to host its annual congress testifies to its avowal

to consider progress achieved in matters of Internet and digital

communication.

The Daily News (Harare), 22 April. "Exiled

Zimbabweans link up in cyberspace", by Columbus

Mavhunga:

AFTER feeling lonely while in the United Kingdom [UK], Duentin

Tannock. capitalising on information technology, made sure that no

M Accessed at http://www.namibian.com.na.

65 Accessed at http://www.tunisiaonline.com.
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other Zimbabwean would encounter the same problem.

Tannock and his friend David Wright established Omtefriends.com -

an online database of Southern Africans that can be accessed over the

Internet from the web site www.unitefriends.com.

"The site was created to help Zimbabweans abroad to stay in

touch with friends, family and contacts." said Tannock. "We started the

service after realising the extent of the diaspora among the southern

Africans around the world, particularly Zimbabweans."

Over five million Zimbabweans are said to be living abroad as they

run away from the economic and political turmoil in the country. They

are either in South Africa, the United States of America, the UK. New

Zealand, Australia and other countries.

The Daily News (Harare), 20 March, "International

xaudsters invade e-commerce", by Colleen Gwari,

3usiness Reporter:

INTER NATIONAL fraudsters are preying on unsuspecting members of the

public by sending them dubious messages via the electronic mail [e-

mail], promising them huge sums of money, usually in foreign currency.

Zimbabwe has become one of the prime targets owing to the much-

publicised persistent foreign currency crisis. The culture has become

widespread and both individual and corporate citizens have become

targets.

The Times ofZambia (Ndola), 20 March:

In the country's first software piracy case the Lusaka High Court has

ordered Amanita Premium Oils to pay Microsoft $13,991 for illegal use

of Windows and Office programs on 30 computers.

Amanita was also instructed to pay 10 per cent interest per annum

on the amount from the date the action was initiated. It would also be

responsible for Microsoft legal costs.

"While we prefer to settle these matters amicably by assisting

end-users to become compliant, several attempts to resolve this matter

failed." said the statement.

Microsoft market deveiopment partner Zambia. George Mudenda

urged business houses in Zambia to nbtain licences for Microsoft

Windows and programs from recognised dealers and vendors. Microsoft

would be carrying out inspections to check on business houses using

their Windows and programs illegally.

86 Columbus Mavhunga, "Exiled Zimbabweans link up in cyberspace". Daily News (Harare), 22 April 2003.

87 Accessed at http://www.angolapress-angop.ao.
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E-GOVERNMENT

All references to e-government were in very short

announcements of the type:

• Angola Press Agency (Luanda), 5 March. 'Angola

will create this year an electronic Government, the

Cabinet Council deputy Secretary, Frederico

Cardoso, has announced in Praia City (Cape

Verde)."

• The Nation (Nairobi), 12 April:

Records at the Lands ministry are to he computerized. A task force

would be set up in the next ten days for the purpose. Minister Amos

Kimunya said. The aim is to make it easier for members Df trie public

and government officials to access information easily, he said.

HEALTH

The Financial Gazette (Harare), 27 March, reported

that a computer centre in Harare's high-density

suburb of Glenview was to allow Zimbabwean

children orphaned by HIV/AIDS access to Internet

facilities.

The centre, named Cybergateway, was opened the

previous Sunday and would enable HIV/AIDS

orphans in Glenview to receive and send electronic

mail messages free of charge.

ws s

The only WSIS reference occurred in Tunisia Online

(Tunis), 24 March. In a brief article "Preparations for

the 2005 Tunis World Information", it was reported

that President Ben Ali had issued instructions for the

creation of a permanent WSIS organizing committee

"to reconcile Tunisia's scientific and cultural prestige

and the objectives of the summit; in particular, to

reduce the digital divide between rich and poor

countries".

ICT POLICY

A story from Djibouti, posted on 4 April by UNDP

"President endorses national digital strategy", said

President Ismail Omar Guellah was supporting a

national strategy to move the country, strategically

located on the Horn of Africa at the mouth of the Red

Sea, into the digital age by 2010 to promote

development and reduce poverty. UNDP had

provided support to the Ministry of Communication

and Culture in preparing an information and

communications technology strategy, which stated

that access to new technology could boost economic

growth, improve the quality of the work force and

encourage private investment.
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Conclusions

The purpose of this study is to cast some light on the

state of media reporting on ICT and information

society issues in Africa. A number of critical remarks

are made about ICT reporting in the media that were

monitored. The intention is not to be negative or

derogatory about those newsroom journalists whom

we know to be working under very adverse

conditions. They often have little training in

computer use and no coaching in larger ICT

developments; they usually have poor access to

Internet, work under severe time constraints and

have few opportunities to travel to rural areas where

they could see for themselves what is happening.

Journalism is not a financially rewarding occupation

in much of Africa. Job security is often lacking. The

"invisible hand" of government is often upon their

shoulder, and it can be dangerous to criticize the

authorities.

We have in mind these daily realities for many

journalists around Africa when we discuss the

media's failure to fulfil a key role in building an

African information society.

Our conclusions about the state of media reporting on

ICT and information society issues in Africa are as

follows.

WEAKNESSES OF ICT REPORTING

■ There is lack of critical analysis. From the material

gathered and examined in the course of this study

it has emerged that there is a general lack of critical

analysis in the reporting of ICT developments. The

views of influential spokesmen, frequently quoted

in stories during the two-month period, are almost

never challenged by the media. Seldom did any

story suggest there might be alternative views to

those of the "big men". The media are not

promoting debate around ICT developments. The

very few exceptions are mentioned in the country

chapters above.

• Reports have no follow-up. Another overall

observation is that most reports exist in a vacuum.

They are ahistorical. A project is announced and is

then not heard of again. What led to the project?

What similar initiatives exist? We are seldom told.

Stories are seldom followed up. Rather, the

newsrooms seem to wait for the next press release,

ministerial announcement, or company cocktail

party launching a new product. So the unfolding

story of ICT developments in any one country is

largely absent.

• The voice of the people is absent. There are

undoubtedly many good human interest stories to

be had amid the wide variety of ICT-focused

projects under way in Africa - about dedicated

workers, about women who have new

opportunities opened up to them, about children

benefiting from educational projects and much

else. During the two months of this survey almost

no such stories were found. In general, the average

citizen would not be able to identify personally

with most ICT stories encountered in this study.

They are largely impersonal, and deal with

government issues, large organizations, big

companies, or large sums of money. Ordinary
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people tend not to feature in the stories, and their

voices are absent. How does this affect me? How

could this useful to me? Such questions are almost

never addressed.

■ Rural ICT projects are seldom or never reported.

Many rural development projects have an

important ICT component. Examples are the

provision of telecentres, training in use of email

and other online literacy skills, online education

initiatives, e-marketing projects for farmers, cyber

cafes, computer clubs, community radio

development and much else. However, there is not

one first-hand report of any such project in the

study material. Are rural ICT projects achieving

positive developmental results? Are some failing? If

so, why? Such questions are not on the news

agenda.

This can be partly related to a lack of resources, as

mentioned by Albert Mendy of Senegal Radio, in

the interviews cited above. During a recent visit to

Malawi, Roland Stanbridge met with an editor who

said his newspaper could not afford to send

reporters into rural areas, with the consequence

that most stories were generated in the capital city

and other urban areas. He had too few staff, and the

newsroom had no access to vehicles. He said that

from his personal contact with other editors he

knew this to be a common situation in newsrooms

in East Africa and southern Africa.

Another factor is that there

editorial interest in rural

newspaper readership is largely

are an urban phenomenon

countries, because distribution

developed and expensive, and a

the rural population is illiterate.

is generally little

issues, because

urban. Newspapers

in many African

systems are poorly

large percentage of

Also, the pressure on newsroom reporters to

generate copy means they often resort to "telephone

journalism": phone a few people for comment or

background and write the story. This saves time

and costs. A great many journalists in Africa work

on a freelance basis and are paid per story or per

centimetre of copy. So the more one writes the

more one earns. This is not conducive to going off

to rural areas to find good stories.

• There is silence on ICT policy and WSIS. Two

areas of fundamental importance for Africa, around

which a great deal of activity is taking place across

the continent, are emerging governmental ICT

policies and Africa's engagement in the WSIS

processes. Around these key issues there is a

"deafening silence" in the media. You could count

on one hand the number of stories encountered in

this study that focus on either WSIS or ICT policy

questions. The media of Africa are hardly

participating in the global discussion around

information society.

UNDERLYING THE WEAKNESS OF ICT REPORTING

• Editors are uninformed on implications of

information society developments. Global ICT

development is extremely rapid. This is also true of

Africa, even though we know that the majority of

African citizens have never used a telephone or a

computer. In The Network Society, sociologist

Manuel Castells posits that the social implications

of the current information revolution will be as

profound as those of the agricultural revolution and

the later industrial revolution. ' However, it seems

that many editors in Africa have not awoken to the

implications of ICTs either for their own society or

region, or for the continent. This is underlined in

the study interviews, in which only 1 of 28 editors

interviewed were familiar with the term

"information society". Editors should be taking a

position and commenting upon various ICT

developments, as well as the changing role of their

own media in local and international flows of

information.

• Journalists lack knowledge on information society

developments. The superficiality of much reporting

encountered in this study reveals a general lack of

understanding of ICT issues by journalists. The

interviews with editors (see above) revealed that

ICT competence or knowledge is seldom a criterion

when employing journalists, and newsrooms

frequently do not have any journalists with good

knowledge of information society developments, or

even basic computer skills. Nonetheless it is

important to note that nearly all editors were aware

of the need to improve this situation, and said they
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had urgent training requirements, often coupled to

a need for IT equipment.

Newsrooms lack connectivity. In the developed

world it would be an uncommon situation for a

newsroom to have no access to the Internet. In

Sweden where this study was coordinated and

written up, it would be unusual for a newsroom

journalist not to have high-speed Internet access

directly from her desktop or laptop computer. One

can also find such examples in Africa. One that

comes to mind is the Nation Media Group, whose

Nairobi office block houses their TV Channel 42,

96.4 FM radio and Kenya's largest newspaper, the

Daily Nation (also published online). All journalists

have full access to the Internet from their desktop

computers. The Egyptian newspapers monitored

for this study are similarly well-equipped. But this

is still the exception. More common are newsrooms

where only one or very few computers have

Internet connectivity, which is often slow (low

bandwidth}, erratic and expensive. Many

newsrooms have no Internet access at all. Again, it

is often the case that newsroom journalists have no

real skills in online information retrieval, or in

evaluating information found online. Small wonder

that they have not much insight into the larger

world of ICT developments.

There is poor NGO media liaison. There is a clear

failure on the part of NGOs to get their stories

heard, or rather, to attract media interest in their

projects. It is beyond the scope of this study to

determine why this should be, but we make a

recommendation (below) in this regard.

• There are too few women in ICT Journalism.

Another observation, after examining all the print

and broadcast material gathered for this study, is

that nearly all of the substantial reports, those

which deal knowledgeably with ICT issues, were

written or produced by men. We are not saying that

there are no women journalists who can write

authoritatively on information technology matters.

Brenda Zulu of Zambia won an AISA award earlier

this year for the progressive and personal stance in

her reportage. Her article "Why Does Africa Lag

Behind?" compared experiences in Africa and

Afghanistan and explored how ICT applications

can help reduce poverty. Bianca Wright of South

Africa also won an award for her articles about

ICTs. Nonetheless, our study shows that women are

grievously under-represented in the field of ICT

journalism, and we also make a recommendation in

this regard.

There is, of course, good writing and broadcasting

around ICT and information society issues in the

African media. We know from the AISI awards, the

Highway Africa awards, IICD's ICT Stories awards

and others, that there are engaged and knowledgeable

journalists around the continent producing

educative, entertaining and analytical reportage. This

study has encountered yet more. But we should not

be dazzled by these shining examples. They provide

illumination, but they do not light the whole way, for

they are few and far between. If the media are to play

their supposed key role in creating tomorrow's

knowledge-based society, we need many more

journalistic spotlights along Africa's information

highways.
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VII

Recommendations

Based on the observations and conclusions of this

study, the following suggestions are made, with a

view to building the capacity of the media to engage

in ICT policies.

EDITORS

1. Editors" workshops

A series of expert "awareness" workshops should be

held for editors, presenting the development and

current status of information society debates and

activities, with a focus on African perspectives and

positions. These workshops should be constructed

and conducted in collaboration with training

institutions in different regions of Africa.

Stakeholders in the development and

implementation processes of NICI plans could also

contribute.

JOURNALISTS

2. ICT training for journalists

This study has underscored the continent-wide need

to provide far more ICT training possibilities for

African media workers than are currently available.

Almost every editor interviewed expressed urgent

training needs for their newsroom staff. The 1997

Dakar Declaration, the 2001 African Broadcasting

Charter and the 2002 Highway Africa Charter on the

Digital Divide all emphasise the need for training of

journalists in online skills. There is a range of needs:

for basic computer competence; for expertise in

digital editing; for online research skills; for online

publishing skills; for knowledge of local, regional and

continental ICT policy issues; and for knowledge of

the issues mentioned above in the comments on

awareness workshops.

To facilitate assessment of media training needs, a

continent-wide survey of training is recommended

below. At the least, the expert ICT workshops

proposed above should be expanded to include

hands-on skills training for journalists, to provide

basic online literacy competence. Such courses

should prioritize women journalists.

3. Networking media workers

There are a number of special interest online

discussion forums for journalists, but more should be

done to facilitate networking of ICT-interested media

workers.

RAIIMERS

k. Online ICT courses

In many cases journalism-training institutions are

themselves not equipped to teach journalism for the

information age, with all the needed ICT

competencies. Many trainers need ICT skills as much

as do journalists. Some institutions do not have the

necessary equipment. Curricula are often outdated.

This is true in the developed world as much as in

Africa. Training institutions should perhaps make

greater efforts to collaborate and pool resources so as

to develop online ICT courses for journalists and,

indeed, for newsrooms. Such courses could entail

journalist exchanges between participating media,

much as is done with student exchanges between

universities.
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MEDIA AISI AND OTHER ICT MEDIA AWARDS

5. News exchanges

Consideration should be given to developing one or

more news exchanges of ICT stories among the media

of Africa. The experiences of Allafrica.com, MisaNet,

Panos' audio Banque de Programmes, and the MediaF

collaboration between newspapers in francophone

West Africa could all be useful in this regard.

fi. Digital archive

The news exchange could be coupled to the

development of a digital archive of ICT stories (more

extensive than that ofAllafrica.com).

7. African information society journal

Consideration should be given to creating an African

information society debate journal, which could, for

example, commission a series of editors to write

contributions. This would be useful for education

purposes. It could:

• Have input from media-focused NGOs;

• Be used to showcase educative or outstanding ICT

reporting;

• Be linked to the proposed ICT story archive; and

• Provide useful input for WSIS 2005.

9. Awareness of awards

Organizations offering ICT-related journalism awards

should review their procedures for attracting

applications. Many journalists are not aware of the

awards. Early knowledge of award possibilities could

be an incentive to do interesting work.

10. New award categories

Consideration should be given to creating new award

categories, especially in relation to reporting the ICT

experiences and hopes of citizens, of rural people, of

youth and women.

11. Publicizing awards

Activity around most awards fizzles out immediately

after the presentation ceremony. Consideration

should be given to how to go beyond this and give

more visibility to prize winning articles and

broadcasts.

12. Prestigious and useful prizes

Consideration should be given to creating prestigious

prizes, with rewards such as sponsorship to attend

ICT courses, or funding for rural reporting. Other

prizes could be tools of modern journalism -

minidisk recorders, digital cameras, laptop

computers, which are far more useful than trophies.

NCOS

8. Liaison strategies for NGDs

As part of building information society, there is a

pressing need to get rural ICT concerns into national

media. Many actors involved in democratic ICT

projects in Africa, from large international

organizations to small NGOs, are failing to attract

media coverage of their activities. NGOs need to learn

how to get their stories into the media. They need to

build realistic communication and media liaison

strategies into projects. In this regard an NGO-

focused study is recommended below.

FURTHER STUDY

13. Training survey

The authors of this study support the re

commendation made at the May 2003 Media Forum

in Addis Ababa that a training survey be conducted of

media ICT training initiatives around Africa.

The survey should include universities, technical

training institutions, in-house training offered by

media institutions themselves, courses offered or

sponsored by NGOs, and others.
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The results should be incorporated in a database,

made available to all via a web interface.

The database would need to be updated on an

ongoing basis.

The availability of such a survey would facilitate

collaboration between trainers, including exchange of

lecturers. It would enable the identification of

training needs. It would enable comparing of

curricula. It would assist donors in assessing

proposed new training projects. It would facilitate the

creation of inter-institutional online training courses

for African journalists. It would assist journalists in

identifying relevant training opportunities. The

interface should enable potential students to register

for courses online.

14. Study on rural projects with ICT component

This baseline study has indicated that ICT-related

stories on women's issues, rural issues,

environmental issues, and health issues are under-

represented in media reporting. We propose a study

which identifies, in a selected group of countries, a

number of ongoing women's, rural, environmental

and health projects that have an important ICT

component or focus. The study should look at what

media coverage there has been of these projects. It

should examine whether the responsible NGOs, aid

agencies etc. have a media/publicity strategy built

into the project process. It should examine whether

the media are at all aware of the projects.

The observations of such a study should be of use to

many actors, and could provide useful input into the

2005 WSIS process.
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Country ID

I
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

'

Cameroon

Egypt

Ethiopia

Ghana

Malawi

Morocco

Mozambique

Rwanda

Senegal

— ' ■ '

Type of Media

2.

3.

Radio

Television

Print

Name of Media

l.

2
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

The Nation

The Daily Times
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Appendix 1

ICT and Information Society

Issues Coding Sheet
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10. Al Mam Al Youm

11. Egyptian Radio and Television Union (ERTU)

12. Radio Mogambique

13. Televisao de Mogambique

14. Televisao Miramar

15. Diario de Mogambique

16. Cameroon Tribune

17. Mutations

18. Cameroon Radio and Television (CRTV)

19. New Times

20. Imvaho Nshya

21. Radio Rwanda

22. Television Rwanda (TVR)

23. L'economiste

24. he Matin

25. Ghana Television (GTV)

26. Joy FM

27. Daily Graphic

9ft Thp Chrnnirlf*

29. Daily Monitor

30. Malawi Broadcasting Corporation (MBC)

Radio Television Marocaine (RTM) 31. Television Malawi

2M

he Soleil

32. Capital Radio 102.5

33. Sud Quotidien

Ethiopian Television (ETV) 34. Radio Television Siantou (RTS)

Radio Ethiopia 35. Radiodiffusion-Television Senegalaise

The Ethiopian Herald 36. Wai Fadjri FM

AlAhram 37. Zambeze
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Time off Broadcast

1. Morning

2. Afternoon

3. Evening

4. Not relevant [print media)

Article Type

1. News

2. Feature

3. Editorial

4. Commentary

5. Special page/supplement

6. Other

7. Not relevant (broadcast media)

8. ..

9. Analysis

Programme Type

1. News

2. Documentary

3. Magazine

4. Other

5. Not relevant (print media)

6. ..

Page of Publication

100. Not relevant (broadcast)

101. Supplement/special page

Source

Referring to the institution or person behind the

information in the article/broadcast.

1. Government

Items where the direct source is the

Government. Where an item carried a byline but

the direct substance was for example an

announcement by a government minister, this

was coded as "government". On other occasions,

a bylined article might carry the information

"according to a ministry press release...". In

such cases the article was also put in the

category government.

2. News agency

Items signed by a news agency.

3. Local journalist

Items carrying the byline of a journalist,

indicating that the item was produced by own

reporter.

4. Nu inlurmaLiuii given

No information provided.

5. Specialist writer

Item signed by other than a journalist.

Origin

Referring either to where the event reported on took

place, or which area was affected by the issue

1. National

2. International
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Content

Referring to the primary topic of the text. If an item

could fit into more than one category, the principle

of the "inverted pyramid" (i.e. presenting the main

points at the beginning of the article/broadcast, and

progressing through information of decreasing

importance) has been applied, thus categorizing

after what was said in the article heading/broadcast

title, or first paragraph.

1. Media

Items concerning the use of ICTs in "traditional"

(newspapers, radio, television, film etc.) media

production and distribution.

2. Internet/web sites

Items on specific web sites. This category also

includes phenomena specific to the Internet,

such as e-mail, spam mail etc.

3. e-business

Items on how ICTs in general and the Internet in

particular are used for various business

solutions (both business-to-consumer, and

business-to-business trade) and how ICTs are

used to develop trade on both national and

international level.

4. Banking

Items concerning the use of ICTs in the banking

sector, such as electronic banking systems and

services, computerization of networks and

databases, smart credit cards, e-banking etc.

5. Information society

Items related to A1SI and WSIS, or where

"information society" is being discussed. Also

items focusing on information as a key

commodity in society. Some items relate to

discussion on the digital divide.

6. Education

Items covering the role of ICTs in education and

other ICT-related activities within the

educational sector. The category also includes

articles on specific ICT training initiatives.

7. Security, crime, law

Items related to new forms of crime and security

issues brought about by ICTs, such as publishing

false information on the Internet, computer

hacking, appropriation of intellectual property

etc. This category also includes items on laws

and regulations to prevent the above crimes.

8. Industry

Items on the role of ICTs in modernizing and

developing industry, such as establishing

networks to facilitate trade, computerization of

industrial programmes, introduction of new

software in the industrial sector etc.

9. Rural development

Items on how ICTs are and can be used in relation

to social and economic developments. Also items

related to ICTs and the international donor

community, and items regarding NICI plans.

10. Tele, video and Internet conferencing

Items on the use of ICTs in order to facilitate

business and other meetings in telephone, video

and Internet conferences.

11. Pornography

Items on pornographic web sites on the Internet.

12. Technology

Items on hardware and software technology

(programming, applications, computers, robots

etc.). Items are often related to new innovations.

13. Networks/databases

Items on, mostly new, networks or databases set

up to promote and develop various areas in

society (computerized networks for renewing

driving licences, computer networks linking tax

offices to each other, geophysical databases on

certain geographic areas, etc.)

14. Financial

Financial reports on national and international

stock markets, quotes, shares, financial

transactions in the field of ITC and

telecommunications, as well as items on

financial investments made by ICT companies

and their profitability, or items on investments

in ICTs made by other companies.

15. e-government

Items regarding the use of ICTs in the

Government sector, such as citizens access to

government information by means of ICTs, e-

government projects etc.

16. Health

Articles on the use of ICTs in the health sector.
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17. Information technology

Items on the "social" aspects of information

technology, such as access to IT, the amount of

computers in the developing world, magazines

nn TT" pfpVJll 1 1 V L' .-

18. Research

Items related to research within the field of ICTs

and telecommunication.

19. Inter-government

Items on agreements and contracts within the

ICT area between governments of different

nations.

20. Gender/women

Items related to ICTs and gender issues, for

example special initiatives promoting the use of

ICTs among women, or the use of ICTs to

promote women's issues in society.

21 Ynnth

Items related to ICTs and youth, for example

special initiatives promoting the use of ICTs

among young people, or the use of ICTs to

promote youth issues in society.

22. Employment

Items related to ICTs in creating job

opportunities, or on the use of ICTs in

professional life.

23. ICTs and Iraq

Items on the use of ICTs in general and the

Internet in particular in the invasion of Iraq.

This group also includes pieces on the issue of

rebuilding the ICT/telecommunication structure

in Iraq after the invasion.

24. IT and culture

Items on ICTs in relation to culture. Many

articles focus on cultural imperialism and the

spread of American/western culture around the

globe with the help of ICTs. Sometimes related

to globalization.

25. Environment

Items on the use of ICTs in relation to

environmental issues, such as raising awareness

of environmental risks, disseminating

environmental information, educating the public

on how to save the environment etc.

26. Personal profile

Item on specific persons within the ICT sector,

27

28

29

30.

31.

such as for example a portrait of "the Egyptian

Bill Gates".

Globalization

Items related to the role of ICTs in creating a

global world order in economy, culture etc.

Sport

ICT-related sports issues.

Entertainment/arts

Items on the use of ICTs for entertainment

purposes.

Awards

Items related to various awards given to

initiatives within the ICT sector.

Telecommunications

Items relating to telecommunications, such as

infrastructure (the building and development of

telecom infrastructure such as new telephone

lines, cables etc.), law and policy (regulation of

the telecommunication sector), telecentres, and

items on mobile telecommunications.

1

J
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Appendix 2

List of Newspapers

Selected for Monitoring

Cameroon Morocco

1. Cameroon Tribune - daily, government

controlled, French and English

2. Mutations - daily, privately-owned, French

1, Al Ahram - daily, government affiliated, Arabic

2. Al Alam Al Youm - daily, independent, Arabic

Eth i o p i a

1. The Daily Monitor - published six days/week,

private, English

2. The Ethiopian Herald - published six days/week,

government owned, English

Ghana

1. The Daily Graphic - daily, government

controlled, English

2. The Ghanaian Chronicle - daily, independent,

English

Malawi ___^_ ^_

1. The Daily Times - daily, independent, English

2. The Nation - daily, family owned, English

1. L'Economiste - published five days/week,

independent, French

2. Le Matin du Sahara et Maghreb (Le Matin) -

daily, partly government owned, French

Mozambique

1. Diario de Mozambique - daily, private,

Portuguese

2. Zambeze - weekly, independent, Portuguese

Rwanda

1. Imvaho Nshya - weekly, government,

Kinyarwanda

2. Afeiv Times - bi-weekly, semi-official, English

Senegal

1. Le Soleil- daily, State owned, French

2. Sud Quotidien - daily, independent, French
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Appendix 3

List of Radio and Television Stations

Selected for Monitoring

Cameroon Malawi

1, Cameroon Radio and Television (CRTV) -

broadcasts on a daily basis, State owned,

French, English, and local languages

2. Radio and Television Siantou (RTS) -

broadcasts on a daily basis, privately-owned,

French

Egypt

1. Egyptian Radio and Television Union (ERTU) -

broadcasts on a daily basis, State owned,

Arabic

Eth i opia

1. Radio Ethiopia - broadcasts on a daily basis,

State controlled,

Tigrinya; Oromiffa; Amharic; and English

2. Ethiopian Television (ETV) - broadcasts on a

daily basis, government owned,

Amharic; Tigrinya; Oromiffa; and English

Ghana

1. Ghana Television (GTV) - broadcasts on a daily

basis, government controlled,

English and local languages

2. Ghana Broadcasting Corporation (GBC) -

broadcasts on a daily basis, government

controlled,

English and local languages

3. Joy FM - broadcasts on a daily basis, private,

English (occasionally local languages)

1. Television Malawi (TVM) - broadcasts on a

daily basis, State run,

English and ChiChewa

2. Malawi Broadcast Corporation (MBC) -

broadcasts on a daily basis, State run,

English and ChiChewa

3. Capital Radio 102.5 FM - broadcasts on a daily

basis, privately-owned,

English

Morocco

1. Radio Television Marocaine (RTM) - broadcasts

on a daily basis, government owned,

Arabic and French

2. 2M - broadcasts on a daily basis, part private,

part government,

Arabic and French

Mozambique

1. Televisao de Mozambique - broadcasts on a

daily basis, State run,

Portuguese

2. Radio Mozambique - broadcasts on a daily

basis, State run,

Portuguese and local languages

3. Televisao Miramar - broadcasts on a daily basis,

privately-owned,

Portuguese

Rwanda

1. Radio Rwanda - broadcasts on a daily basis,

State owned, French; English; Kinyarwanda; and

Swahili
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2. Television Rwanda (TVR) - broadcasts on a

daily basis, government owned,

French

Senegal

1. RadiodifFusion-Television Senegalaise -

broadcasts on a daily basis, government hold 30

per cent of shares, French

2. Wai Fadjri FM - broadcasts on a daily basis,

private, French
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Interviewees

Information Director, Radia Mozambique

Head of Newsroom, TeLevisao de Mogambique

Executive Editor. QtRlam PI Youm

Assistant Editor in Chief. PI Shram

Adjoint Editor in Chief. ieconomiste

Head of the English Section, Radio Ethiopia

Acting Head of the English Section, Ethiopian Television

Editor in Chief, Imvaho Nshya

Director, Radio Rwanda

Director. Television Rwanda

Editor in Chief, New Times

Editor in Chief, Le Soleil

Editorial Executive Director, Sud Quotidian

Senior Editor, Ghana Broadcasting Corporation

Director of News. JOY FM

Reporter and News Presenter,

News section of Egyptian Television

Journalist Coordinator. National Television

Head of ICTs, Senegalese National Radio

Editor, Daily Graphic

Editor, The Chronicle

Editor at Nation Publications Limited,

publishers of The Nation and Weekend Nation

Editor, Weekly News

Managing Editor at Blantyre Newspapers,

publishers of Daily Times and Malawi News

Director of information,

Cameroon Radio Television [radio]

Director of Publication. Mutations

Editor, Cameroon Tribune

Member of the Managerial committee.

Radio Television Siantou

Controller of News.

Malawi Broadcasting Corporation [MBC]

Director of News, Capital Radio FM

Editor, Ethiopian Herald

Editor in Chief. Daily Monitor

H
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Interviewed by Marta Odallah

Interviewed by Ahmed el Gody

Interviewed by Ahmed el Gody

Interviewed by Rachid Jankari

Interviewed by Eyob Getahun

Interviewed by Eyob Getahun

Interviewed by Ines Mpambara

Interviewed by Ines Mpambara

Interviewed by Ines Mpambara

Interviewed by Ines Mpambara

Interviewed by Esperance Karwera

Interviewed by Esperance Karwera

Interviewed by Kwami Ahiabenu II

Interviewed by Kwami Ahiabenu II

Interviewed by Mahitab Ezz El Din

Interviewed by Mamadou Dieye

Interviewed by Mamadou Dieye

Interviewed by Niyi Alabi

Interviewed by Niyi Alabi

Interviewed by Raphael Kinn L. Tenthani

Interviewed by Raphael Kinn L. Tenthani

Interviewed by Raphael Kinn L. Tenthani

Interviewed by Dr Olivier Nana Nzepa

Interviewed by Robertine Tankeu

Interviewed by Robertine Tankeu

Interviewed by Dr Olivier Nana Nzepa

Interviewed by Thorn Khanje

Interviewed by Thorn Khanje

Interviewed by Tsedale Lemma

Interviewed by Tsedale Lemma
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Appendix 5

Interview Guide

Questions put to editors of the media monitored were as follows.

Do you consider ICT issues to be newsworthy?

Do ICT news items make headline reading?

Do ICT programmes/articles attract many responses from

viewers/listeners/readers?

Is your IT coverage generated in your own newsroom, or coming

from agencies and other sources? Why have you chosen to work in

this way?

Do you have any journalists skilled in IT issues who write

analytical, explanatory type stories?

What to you see as the IT training needs for your newsroom and

other staff?

Do you employ journalists who are not computer literate?

Has your newspaper benefited from new information and

communication technologies? If so, how? If not, why?

Does you publication have a web site? If yes, in which way does it

benefit you? If no, do you want a web site? Why/why not?

What benefits are ICTs bringing to your country?

What do you understand by the term 'African information society'?

Can there be such a thing as a local information society?

What is the role of your media in advancing the knowledge and

promoting debates on the goals of the information society?
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Appendix 6

Biographies

AUTHORS

Roland Stanbridge is based in Sweden. He teachers

courses for international journalists at Stockholm

University, and is currently developing an MA in

Global Journalism course to be taught at Orebro

University. During 1996-2000 he worked at Rhodes

University in South Africa, where he founded and

developed the New Media Laboratory at the

Department of Journalism & Media Studies. He also

founded the Highway Africa series of conferences,

which focuses on media in Africa and developments

in information technologies.

Maria Ljunggren teaches Media and Comm

unications at Orebro University, Sweden. Previous to

her contribution to the study of media reporting on

ICT and Information Society issues in African media,

she studied media and democracy in Tanzania. In

addition, she is involved in the research project the

Visualisation of Politics, as well as being associated

with the new master course in Global Journalism at

Orebro University.

PARTICIPATING MEDIA MONITORS

MARCH-APRIL 2003

CONTRIBUTORS

Aida Opoku-Mensah is Team Leader of the

African Information Society Initiative (AISI) work

programme of the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa that promotes ICT for

Development. She wrote the Introduction to this

study.

Ahmed El Gody is a lecturer at the Modern Sciences

and Art University in Cairo, Egypt. He is also the

founder and director of the New Media Laboratory at

the university. He wrote the section on Egypt in this

study.

Cameroon

Dr Olivier Nana Nzepa monitored the broadcast

media in Cameroon. He is coordinator (Head) of

Africa Civil Society on the Civil Society World

Bureau for the World Summit on Information Society,

and the regional coordinator of the Advisory Network

for the African Information Society (ANAIS.AC) in

Cameroon. He is also professor and consultant with

the Institut Superieur de Management Public (ISMP)

and an ICT Lecturer at the School of Communication,

University of Yaounde II. He is a member of the

African Bureau in charge of preparing WSIS, and

member of the African Technical Advisory

Committee (ATAC) to AISI. He is currently leading

research in e-governance, management styles in

Africa and good governance.

Robertine Tankeu monitored the print media in

Cameroon. Having earned a Masters Degree in

Business Administration from University of Ottawa,

she has been National Director of Anais.AC since

2001, which has the aim of facilitating social

appropriation of ICTs in Africa. Her areas of expertise

are gender and development, organization, marketing

as well as monitoring and evaluation.

Egypt

Ahmed El Gody monitored the print media in Egypt.

[See also Contributors above).

Mahitab Ezz El Din monitored the broadcast media

in Egypt. Holding a double MA in Print and Broadcast

Journalism from the American University in Cairo,

she is now working as a lecturer at the faculty of Mass
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Communication, Modern Sciences and Arts

University. Her writings about the condition of the

Egyptian media have been presented at a number of

international conferences.

Ethiopia

Eyob Getahun monitored the broadcast media in

Ethiopia. With a B.Sc. in Forestry from Alemaya

University, he is at present a Programme Producer at

Ethiopian Television. With a Certificate in Journalism

Training from the Mass Media Training Institute in

Addis Ababa, he also produces programmes for the

television magazine "Close Up", prioritising

environmental issues.

Tsedale Lemma monitored the print media in

Ethiopia. Having graduated with a Diploma Major in

Teaching English as a Second Language, and Minor in

Report Writing from Jimma Teachers College in

Ethiopia, she is now Senior Reporter and Associate

Editor of the Daily Monitor in Addis Ababa. She also

holds a diploma in online research and publishing

from the Journalism Department of Stockholm

University.

Ghana

Kwami Ahiabenu II monitored the broadcast media

in Ghana. He is currently the Executive Director of

AITEC Ghana, specialising in advancing ICT

knowledge in Africa. He is also the Associative Editor

for Computers and Telecommunications in Africa,

and freelance for a number of IT publications. He is

the founder of a number of initiatives promoting ICTs

in Ghana and Africa, such as PenPlusBytes and

Ghana's first IT radio show.

Dr Niyi Alabi monitored the print media in Ghana.

Having taught in a number of African and British

universities, Dr Alabi is currently Director of News of

Ghana's only talk radio station CHOICE 1.2.3. He has

written extensively for publications such as West

Africa, the African Guardian, The News, The

Independent, The Mirror and others. He has just

published a report on corruption in West Africa, and

is currently working on a book on Ethical Standards

in Journalism in West Africa.

Malawi

Thorn Khanje monitored the broadcast media in

Malawi. Previous Bureau Chief of The Nation

newspaper in Lilongwe, Malawi, he is now working

as a freelance journalist and consultant at his own

company - All & Sundries Media Service. He holds a

two-year diploma in journalism from the University

of Malawi, and he is specialising in business

journalism.

Raphael Kinn L. Tenthani monitored print media in

Malawi. He is a journalist freelancing for a number of

international media organizations including the

British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), the Pan

African News Agency (PANA), and the Associated

Press (AP). He also contributes to South Africa's

Independent Group of Newspapers and @LiveWire

Media Agency run by journalists and other media

workers that use new technology and the Internet to

move information around the world. He is based in

Blantyre, Malawi.

Morocco

Rachid Jankari monitored the print media in

Morocco. He is a journalist working for the Internet

portal Menara in Casablanca, Morocco, where he has

recently introduced a weekly section "News Flashes

on ICT activities" http://www.menara.ma. He is also a

member of the Moroccan Internet Society (MISOC),

working for the development of the Internet in

Morocco and establishing relationships with the

other associations concerned with the Internet

Society at an international level.

Saad Mouline monitored the broadcast media in

Morocco. He is the manager of the online magazine

Al Jarida Al Maghriba, which has the mission of

stimulating debate on issues related to Morocco and

the Maghreb region.

Mozambique

Crecencio Jose monitored the print media in

Mozambique. Having taken a Higher Course in

Journalism at Zamcon, he is now a financial and

sports journalist at Mozambique's largest and oldest
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daily, Noticias, as well as being a commentator for

Televisao de Mogambique, and publishing the

newspaper Veleio.

Marta Odallah monitored the broadcast media in

Mozambique. She is a journalist working for the

Government-owned television of Mozambique in

Maputo where she covers international news for the

main news bulletin. She holds a diploma in online

research and publishing from the Journalism

Department of Stockholm University.

Rwanda

Ines Mpambara monitored both print and broadcast

media in Rwanda, together with 3rd -year journalism

student Nathan Mugume. During the period of this

study, Inez was Deputy Director at the School of

Journalism and Communication, National University

of Rwanda. With a B.A. in Journalism and

Communication from the University de Monkton,

Canada, Inez is now a Fulbright Fellow pursuing a

Masters' Degree in Communication for Development

at Ohio University. She has researched in the area of

women and media. Nathan Mugume is a third year

student at the National University of Rwanda where

he has Development Communication as his Major. In

the ECA baseline study he has assisted in monitoring

the Rwandan broadcast media.

Senegal

Mamadou Dieye monitored broadcast media in

Senegal. Having worked for various radio stations, he

is now the treasurer of the National Journalists and

Technicians Union (SYNPICS) in Senegal. He has

graduated from Centre d'Etudes des Sciences et

Techniques de 1'Information, and has an M.A. in

Information and Communication.

Esperance Karwera monitored the print media in

Senegal. She works for the African Women's Media

Centre (AWMC) in Dakar, Senegal. The aim of AWMC

is to promote African women more prominently in

the media - as reporters, producers, managers,

executives, CEOs and media experts. Since 1988 is

she also the African representative of the

international magazine Jeune Afrique l'lntelligent - a

weekly publication based in France.
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A baseline study on the state of media reporting on

ICT and information society issues in Africa

This book is a literal milestone on Africa's information society

trajectory. It measures the long distance between performance and

potential of the continent's media in regard to bridging the digital

divide. The striking findings and the cogent recommendations will

be of value to donors, governments, ICT activists and journalists

themselves. The study shows how Africa's information elite are

afflicted by information-poverty when it comes to understanding

and executing their role in communicating about ICTs. By

documenting this, and suggesting solutions, ECA has made an

important contribution to unleashing a strategic resource for the

information age - i.e. Africa's mass communicators.

Guy Berger. Head of Department of Journalism E Media Studies.

Rhodes University. Grahamstown. South Pfrica

There is broad consensus that a fair global information society

needs alternative global electronic media that are independent of

partisan national, regional or commercial interests. Currently, the

mass media matters more than ever before as actors in the

information society, and not just as brokers of news. I found this

study an excellent tool for advocacy and awareness raising. It also

gives a sense of urgency to stakeholders on the potential offered

by ICTs and its role in development. I congratulate ECA and the

team for this excellent and very interesting report. It will for sure

give arguments to ICTD activists and tools to decision makers as

for everybody to move forward ICTD agenda in Africa.

lilajat Rochdi. Regional Coordinator. fCT for development for flrab Region,

United Nations Development Programme [UNDP]
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